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Getting Started
CA Workload Automation DE Web Client is a web-based graphical user interface to define, monitor, and control enterprise
workload across different geographic locations. With an intuitive workload defining and monitoring capability, this
modernized web interface helps you manage workload, end-to-end regardless of platform or operating system, all from
a single point of control from definition through execution. It includes a personalized dashboard that helps you create
watchlist or pin business-critical Applications that you want to monitor.

The Web Client offers the following key features:

• Offers an intuitive self-serving dashboard that helps business executive VPs and Operations team 'manage by
exception' and quickly access downstream business impact

• Enables users to add Big Data jobs to their existing workflows along with other traditional jobs and to be able to
monitor their end-to-end workflows from a single console without having to go through multiple schedulers, by
integrating with Hadoop.

• Enables easy access to workload with a touch-friendly user interface and quickly respond to exceptional situations
anywhere

• Helps you define workload in your local language
• Verifies workflow correctness prior to execution through simulation
• Provides real-time information about the status of all active jobs and business Applications
• Provides built-in dynamic critical path analysis and proactive notifications

To help you get started with CA Workload Automation DE Web Client, see the CA Workload Automation DE architecture
and the CA Workload Automation DE Web Client videos.

To learn more about the CA Workload Automation DE server and Desktop Client, see the CA Workload Automation DE
documentation.

CA WLA DE Education

CA WLA Communities
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Broadcom WLA Blogs

For step-by-step instructions, see Installing Web Client.

What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.1

Overview of the Web Client Dashboard

Customize the Web Client Dashboard

For more videos, see CA Workload Automation DE Web Client Videos.

CA Workload Automation DE Architecture
CA Workload Automation DE provides distributed job scheduling and workload management across the enterprise. It is a
simple, flexible, and powerful solution for enterprise application integration (EAI) and systems operations.

The following diagram shows the architecture of a CA Workload Automation DE system:
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Figure 1: CA Workload Automation DE Architecture

A CA Workload Automation DE system consists of the following required and optional components:

NOTE

For more information about installing and using components other than CA Workload Automation DE Web
Client, see the CA Workload Automation DE documentation.
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Required Components

CA Workload Automation DE Server

The server is installed on a Windows or UNIX computer by your server administrator.

The server is the core of the CA Workload Automation DE system. The server handles and directs all incoming
communication from CA WA Desktop Client, agents, a relational database management system (RDBMS), and a peer
server in a CA WA High Availability configuration.

The server requires a relational database for message processing, CA WA High Availability, and storing server
configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting data.

CA WA Desktop Client

CA WA Desktop Client is installed on your Windows personal computer.

CA WA Desktop Client is a graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling enterprise workload. The interface
lets users drag-and-drop workload definitions, manage calendars, and monitor and control batch workload, regardless of
the operating system. A CA Workload Automation DE system can have many CA WA Desktop Clients.

CA WA Desktop Client also includes the administrator’s tools for setting up security, configuring server and agent
parameters, monitoring messages sent from the server, and diagnosing problems with the CA Workload Automation DE
solution. For example, administrators can use the SNMP Message Viewer to monitor traps sent from servers, agents, or
jobs.

CA Workload Automation DE Web Client

CA Workload Automation DE Web Client is a web-based graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling
enterprise workload across different geographic locations. The interface lets users drag-and-drop workload objects,
manage calendars, and monitor and control batch workload, regardless of the operating system. It includes a personalized
dashboard that helps you create a watchlist or pin business-critical Applications that you want to monitor. A CA Workload
Automation DE system can have many CA Workload Automation DE Web Clients.

The Web Client can be installed on a Windows (x64) or Linux (x64) platform by your server administrator. You can launch
the Web Client from any supported browsers on your desktop computer, laptop computer, or Andriod/iOS tablets.

Agents

Agents are installed on various servers by your CA Workload Automation DE administrator or agent administrator.

Agents are applications that extend batch workflow across multiple operating systems. Agents automatically run
batch workload and monitor its progress. Agents communicate with the server through TCP/IP.

When your administrator installs the CA Workload Automation DE server, a default agent automatically gets installed on
the same computer as the server. For example, if your administrator installs the server on Windows 2012, CA WA Agent
for Windows automatically gets installed on the same computer. The default agent is often used to verify the installation.

Agents let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases. To run
workload on a particular system, you install an agent on that system. If your workload must run on a UNIX computer,
for example, you can install and configure the CA WA Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX
commands, transfer files using FTP, monitor file activity on the agent computer, and perform many other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the agent by installing one or more agent plug-ins in the agent installation directory.
If you have a relational database such as Oracle, you can install a database agent plug-in to query and monitor the
database. Other agent plug-ins are also available. For more information about for the appropriate agent plug-in, see CA
Workload Automation Agents documentation.
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NOTE

The agent plug-ins are only available for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

Advanced Integrations

Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload automation
products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on advanced systems such as Hadoop
distributed environments. For example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload, you can install and configure the
CA WA Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system. The advanced integration can run HDFS
operations, Oozie workflows, Hive and Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run workload on a particular system, you can install the
advanced integration on any other system.

Advanced Integrations use the standard agent functionality including encryption, control, configuration, security, logs, and
so on.

NOTE

• – The advanced integration is supported only on specific operating systems. For example, CA WA
Advanced Integration for Hadoop is supported only on Linux operating system.

– For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop, see the CA Workload Automation
Advanced Integration for Hadoop documentation.

Example: Workload with Different Types of Jobs

The following workload contains z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job, running on different computers,
in different locations, and at different times:
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Figure 2: Workload Example

To run workload on a particular system, you need to install an agent on that system. Agents receive and respond to
commands sent by the scheduling manager and transmit data and messages back to the scheduling manager.

The following table summarizes the relationship between the scheduling manager and agents:

Scheduling Manager Agent
Is aware of the entire network Is aware of the local environment
Sends commands and parameters to the agents Responds to commands and parameters sent by the server
Receives data from the agents Transmits data to the server
Makes decisions Takes direction from the server
Schedules jobs Runs jobs on different platforms

NOTE

For more information about a specific business agent, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.
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CA Workload Automation DE supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 and can be configured to
run in a FIPS-compliant mode.

All components of CA Workload Automation DE (server, client, and agents) support Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6).
Unlike IPv4 that uses a 32-bit address, IPv6 uses a 128-bit address and has a huge address space. If you want to
configure an IPv6 computer in this setup, you must enable IPv6 support on it. See the Microsoft Windows or UNIX
documentation to learn how to enable IPv6 on a Windows or UNIX computer.

NOTE

The Tandem NSK and OpenVMS legacy agents do not support IPv6.

Relational Database

The server requires a relational database for message processing, CA WA High Availability, and storing server
configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting data. Your CA Workload Automation DE administrator
can choose to install the PostgreSQL database packaged with the server or set up any supported external database.

Optional Components

Command-Line Interface

The command-Line Interface (CLI) lets you issue commands against the server and agents. For example, you can
issue the STOP command to stop the server. You can also issue common scheduling, operations, and programming
commands.

You can install the CLI as a stand-alone utility on your computer or use the CLI perspective of CA WA Desktop Client. To
use the CLI, you must be connected to the server.

CA WA SOAP Web Services

CA WA SOAP Web Services let you integrate the server in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) using Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS. By using web services, you do not need proprietary software to integrate
the server with other services in a business process. You can program any software application that is configured to
work with web services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control CA Workload Automation DE workload. For
example, you can install the CA WA Web Services and program a customized internal web interface to integrate with CA
Workload Automation DE. The internal web interface could include buttons that let your operators monitor and control
workload defined on CA Workload Automation DE.

CA WA REST Web Services

CA Workload Automation DE Web Client is shipped with CA WA REST Web Services. Using Representational State
Transfer (REST) APIs, Application Developers can perform various operations of Applications, jobs, and Events without
having to access the user interface. You can program any software application that is configured to work with RESTful
web services to create, update, monitor, and control the CA Workload Automation DE workloads.

Telemetry

Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into CA Workload Automation DE to collect and send the product usage and
system configuration information of the CA Workload Automation DE environment to CA Technologies, a Broadcom
company (CA). This data helps CA gain insights into customers' product usage, understand their software needs, and
focus on the features and platforms that are most commonly used. For more information, see Telemetry in the CA
Workload Automation DE documentation.
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CA Workload Automation DE Web Client Videos
Before you begin with the Web Client, watch these videos:

• What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.1
CA Workload Automation DE 12.1 has introduced new features in addition to incremental improvements and
enhancements to the existing features. This video provides a brief synopsis of the major changes and enhancements
to CA Workload Automation DE since 12.0.02.

• What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.0.02
CA Workload Automation DE 12.0.02 has introduced new features and functionality in addition to incremental
improvements and enhancements to the existing features.  This tech talk provides a brief synopsis of the major
changes and enhancements to CA Workload Automation DE since 12.0.01.

• Web Client Quick Tour
This video demonstrates how to manage enterprise workload using CA Workload Automation DE Web Client.

• Install the Web Client 12.0.01
This video demonstrates how to install CA Workload Automation DE Web Client 12.0.01:

• Overview of the Web Client Dashboard
This video demonstrates how to access the CA Workload Automation DE Web Client dashboard and understand its
various views:

• Customize the Web Client Dashboard
This video demonstrates how to configure the Watchlist view and build the Pins view of the CA Workload Automation
DE Web Client dashboard:

• Manage Your Workloads Anywhere and At Any Time
This video demonstrates how to monitor and manage your enterprise workloads anywhere and at any time with CA
Workload Automation DE solutions.

• CA Technologies Workload Automation 2-Minute Explainer
This video demonstrates how to manage scheduled and unscheduled jobs on mainframe and distributed platforms
from a single point of control:

• Manage Workloads with Less Work
Workload applications are difficult to manage and can slow down job monitoring and processes. CA Workload
Automation lets you coordinate among multiple systems in a single portal, no manual scripting needed. This video
demonstrates our Mainframe Management solutions.
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Release Notes
Welcome to CA Workload Automation DE Web Client. This section includes the following information:

• New features and fixed issues
• Unicode support
• Support matrix
• Supported platform information and system requirements
• Third-party software used in CA Workload Automation DE Web Client

12.2
This section includes new features and fixed issues that are delivered in CA Workload Automation DE Web Client 12.2:

New Feature

REST API Supports Run Frequency in Application

A new parameter named runFrequency is introduced at the Application level in REST API. You can use this parameter to
define the run frequency for Applications.

Fixed Issues

REST API Returns Spool File Output Without Newline Characters

Problem Record: DSRWC-24

When you retrieve the spool file for a job using the following REST API, the job output is returned without newline
characters. Hence, the output is truncated in the spool file.

GET /jobs/{id}/spool

This issue is fixed.

Completed Application Generation are Removed Immediately After its Completion

Problem Record:DSRWC-23

When the Web Client server removes the completed Application generations from the Monitor view every 30 minutes (by
default), the Application generation that completes at the 29th minute gets removed immediately at the 30th minute.

This issue is fixed. As part of this fix, the server now checks for the completed Application generation every 30 minutes
(by default) and removes only those Application generations that were completed before 30 minutes.

Issues Fixed After 12.2

REST API Returns Spool File Output Without Newline Characters

Problem Record: DSRWC-***
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When you retrieve the spool file for a job using the following REST API, the job output is returned without newline
characters. Hence, the output is truncated in the spool file.

GET /jobs/{id}/spool

This issue is fixed.

Unicode Support
CA Workload Automation DE Web Client supports Unicode that lets you define applications, jobs, and other artifacts in
languages other than English. You can search for the artifacts data in these languages and sort the data based on the
selected locale in your Web browser.

Supported Languages

The following languages are supported:

• East Asian
– Traditional Chinese
– Simplified Chinese
– Japanese
– Korean

• Western European
– German and French

• Basic ASCII
– English

CA Workload Automation DE Components Supporting Unicode

In addition to the Web Client, the following CA Workload Automation DE components also support Unicode:

• CA Workload Automation DE server
• Command-line interface and other command-line utilities (Server bin and Agent utilities)
• System Agent and plug-ins (FTP and Database plug-ins)
• CA WA Desktop Client (backward-compatible with the Web Client with respect to the Unicode support)

NOTE

CA WA Desktop Client is backward compatible with the Web Client with respect to the Unicode support. If
you define a workload in your local language using the Web Client, you can view, monitor, and control that
workload using CA WA Desktop Client.

We recommend that you do not define or update workload in the non-English languages using CA WA
Desktop Client.

NOTE

For information about the settings and recommendations for Unicode support in the CA Workload Automation
DE server, database, and command-line utilities, see the Release Notes of the CA Workload Automation DE
documentation.

Applications Fields Supporting Unicode

The following Application fields support Unicode characters:

 17
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• Application name
• Tag
• Description (comments)
• Runtime name
• Javascript name
• Email notifications section

– Subject
– Message

• Alert notifications section
– Alert name

• Event properties section
– Event prefix

Job Fields Supporting Unicode

The common job fields and job-specific fields that support Unicode characters are as follows:

Common Job Fields

• Job name

NOTE

The full job name (including the qualifier) supports up to 70 characters in non-English languages.
• Qualifier
• Description (Job comments)
• Sub-application name
• Resource dependencies section

– Resource name
• Variable dependencies fields
• Email notifications section

– Subject
– Message

• Alert notifications section
– Alert name

• SNMP notifications section
– SNMP Message

NOTE

The SNMP trap parameters, such as Application name, job name, and job qualifier, support only English
characters.

• Javascript name
• General Settings section

– Execution profile

External Same Scheduler Job Fields

• Home application name

 18
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DB Stored Procedure Job Fields

• Procedure name (Only accepts user data)
• Parameters section

– Parameter name
– Parameter value

• Success criteria (Only accepts user data)

DB Trigger Job Fields

• Alert name
• Trigger condition (Only accepts user data)

Disk Monitoring Job Fields

• Continuous monitoring, using alert
– Alert details

File Trigger Job Fields

• File name
• Monitor continuously using Alert

FTP Job Fields

• Server address
• Remote file name
• Local file name
• FTP Options section

– FTP site commands

SFTP Job Fields

• PrivateKey path
• SFTP Options section

– Remote directory
– Remote file name
– Local file name
– SFTP Commands

• Rename source file to

WARNING

When you use an SFTP job to upload or download files between a Windows and a UNIX/Linux system, we
recommend that you use the binary transfer mode.

SQL Job Fields

• Output file
• Success criteria (Only accepts user data)
• SQL command (Only accepts insert command user data and Where conditions)
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Text File Reading and Monitoring Job Fields

• Text file name
• Text string
• Alert notifications section

– Alert name

NOTE

• All the JRE-supported character encodings except ISO-2022 standard are supported.
• In addition to UTF-8 file encoding, the following file encodings are also supported in the east asian

languages:
– Japanese language: Shift_JIS and EUC-JP
– Korean language: EUC-KR
– Simplified and Traditional Chinese languages: GB2312, GBK, BIG5

Windows Job Fields

• Script/Command name
• Arguments to pass
• Command Browser (File browser through Agent)

– File path
• Windows Job Object section

– Job object name
• Environmental variables section

– Variable name
– Variable value

UNIX Job Fields

• Script/Command name
• Arguments to pass
• Script/Command browser (File browser through Agent)

– File path

Resource Definition Fields Supporting Unicode

• Resource name
• Resource description

Fields Supporting Unicode in Admin View

User Definition Fields

• User id
• User name

User Group Definition Fields

• Group name
• Group description
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Fields Supporting Unicode in Monitor View

• Reason

Fields Supporting Only English Characters

The fields that support only English characters are as follows:

• User ID
• Password
• Event priority
• Holiday name
• Special day name
• Free format scheduling statements
• Server hostname
• System Agent host name
• Agent name
• Job state
• Agent status messages

NOTE

• Only Gregorian calendar is supported.
• All the fields where you specify integers as inputs, support only English numbers. For example, the Port

number field in the FTP and SFTP jobs and the Day field in the calendar do not support numerical values
entered in Chinese language.

Support Matrix
For the compatibility details of JREs, databases, platforms, and other CA Technologies products supported in CA
Workload Automation DE, see Support Matrix in the CA Workload Automation DE documentation.

Supported System Requirements
This section includes the supported systems and requirements for CA Workload Automation DE Web Client:
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CA Workload Automation DE Web Client Server

The following table lists the minimum and recommended hardware requirements and software requirements for the CA
Workload Automation DE Web Client server:

Platform Minimum Hardware Recommended
Hardware

Operating System JRE Version Tomcat Version

Linux x64 Intel Xeon processor
8 vCPU cores, 2.8
GHz each
8 GB RAM
10 GB of free disk
space
4 GB heap size for
Tomcat

Intel Xeon processor
8 vCPU cores, 2.8
GHz each
16 GB or more RAM
20 GB of free disk
space
8 GB heap size for
Tomcat

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux EA/AS 6.x or
7.x (64-bit)
Community
ENTerprise
Operating System
(CentOS) Linux 7.x
Oracle Enterprise
Linux 7.x 
SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11
and 12 (64-bit)

Oracle (formerly
SUN) JRE 1.8.181
(64-bit)

Apache Tomcat
9.0.10

Windows Intel Xeon processor
8 vCPU cores, 2.8
GHz each
8 GB RAM
10 GB of free disk
space
4 GB heap size for
Tomcat

Intel Xeon processor
16 or more vCPU
cores, 2.8 GHz each
16 GB or more RAM
20 GB of free disk
space
8 GB heap size for
Tomcat

Windows Server
2019 (64-bit),
Datacenter Edition
Windows Server
2016 (64-bit)
Windows Server
2012 and R2 (64-bit),
Standard Edition
Windows Server
2008 and R2 (64-bit),
Enterprise Edition

Oracle (formerly
SUN) JRE 1.8.181
(64-bit)

Apache Tomcat
9.0.10

NOTE

• Based on your workload volume and environment, you may require a larger processor and more memory
than the minimum requirements.

• In the table, the number of cores refers to the number of CPUs multiplied by the number of cores per CPU.
• CA Workload Automation DE Service Pack 12.0.01 or higher is a prerequisite for CA Workload Automation

DE Web Client.

CA Workload Automation DE Web Client

The system requirements for launching the CA Workload Automation DE Web Client are:

• Network: Active IP connection to your CA Workload Automation DE server and a user ID that has authority to access it
• Desktop and laptop computers:

– Resolution: 1280x720 or above
– Supported browsers:

• Microsoft Edge 38 or above
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.0 or above
• Google Chrome 53 or above
• Apple Safari 9.0 or above
• Mozilla Firefox 48 or above

• Tablet computers:
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– Apple iPad
• Size: 9.7 inches and above
• Resolution: 1536x2048 and above
• Supported browser: Apple Safari 9.0 or above
• Operating system: iOS 9.3.5 or above

– Andriod Tablets
• Size: 10.1 inches and above
• Resolution: 1280x800 and above
• Supported browser: Google Chrome 53 or above
• Operating system: Andriod 4.x or above

Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to
help all customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Third-Party Software Acknowledgements
The tpsa_wla_de_web_client_12-2.txt file contains copyright and license agreement information from third-party
software used in CA Workload Automation DE Web Client Release 12.2.
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Installing
This section includes the information about installing, upgrading, and uninstalling CA Workload Automation DE Web
Client.

Download the Web Client ISO File
The Web Client installation file is available in a separate ISO file instead of in the CA Workload Automation DE ISO file.

WARNING

Starting from 12.0.01, CA Workload Automation DE supports the Web Client on Windows and Linux platforms.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support.
2. Click DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
3. Select CA Workload Automation DE - Scheduler (dSeries) from the drop-down list.
4. Click Product Downloads Available.

The product downloads available for all the supported platforms are listed.
5. Locate and click CA Workload Automation DE MULTI-PLATFORM.

NOTE

If you are downloading the ISO for a Service Pack, ensure that the appropriate values are selected in
the Release and the Service Pack drop-down lists.

Separate ISO files are displayed for CA Workload Automation DE and CA Workload Automation DE Web Client.
6. Click the Download Now icon against the CA Workload Automation DE Web Client ISO file.

The ISO file for CA Workload Automation DE Web Client is downloaded.

Install the Web Client
CA Workload Automation DE Web Client is a web-based graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling
enterprise workload across different geographic locations. You can install the Web Client using an interactive wizard that
lets you change and review your settings before starting the installation process.

To install the Web Client, download the installation program from CA Support.

WARNING

We recommend that you install only one instance of CA Workload Automation DE Web Client per CA Workload
Automation DE server.

To complete the installation of the Web Client, follow these steps:

1. Prerequisites
2. Collect the Required Information
3. Install the Web Client on Windows or Linux
4. (Optional) Create a Service for Web Client on Linux
5. Start the Web Client Server
6. Verify that the Web Client?Server is Running.
7. Log in to the Web Client
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Prerequisites

The following prerequisites must be met before you install the Web Client:

• Install CA Workload Automation DE Release 12.2 including the database, CA Workload Automation DE server, agent,
and CA WA Desktop Client. For information about installing CA Workload Automation DE, see the CA Workload
Automation DE documentation.

• Ensure that your computer meets the system requirements.
• Ensure that the following ports are open on the computer that hosts the Web Client server:

– Incoming ports
• Web Client Server Port

Specifies the port number the Web Client uses to communicate with the Web Client server.
Default: 8443

• Web Client Server Stop port
Specifies the port on which the Web Client server waits for the shutdown command.
Default: 8005

• JMX Registry Port
Specifies the JMX registry port number to enable remote monitoring and management of the Web Client.
Default: 10200

– Outgoing ports
• CA WA Server Port

Specifies the port number the Web Client uses to communicate with the CA Workload Automation DE server.
Default: 7500

• RMI Registry Port
Specifies the RMI registry port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server. This port is used by the Java
RMI registry.
Default: 7598

• RMI Export Port
Specifies the RMI export port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server. The Web Client uses this port
to make RMI calls to the CA Workload Automation DE server.
Default: 7599

NOTE

By default, the Web Client uses these port numbers to connect to the CA Workload Automation DE server. If
you use port numbers that are different from default values, those ports must be open.

Collect the Required Information

Before you install the Web Client, collect the following information that you specify during the installation:

• DE Primary Server Host
Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the CA Workload Automation DE server (standalone or
primary) is installed.

• DE Primary Server Port
Specifies the Client port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standalone or primary).
Default: 7500

• DE Secondary Server Host
Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the CA Workload Automation DE server (standby or
secondary) is installed. This information is required only when CA WA High Availability is configured.

• DE Secondary Server Port
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Specifies the Client port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standby or secondary). This information
is required only when CA WA High Availability is configured.

• Port (HTTPS)
Specifies the Client port number for the web client server.
Default: 8443

• Stop Port
Specifies the port on which the web client server waits for the shutdown command.
Default: 8005

• Location of Keystore including file name
Specifies the full path to the keystore file, including the keystore file name for the web client server. CA Workload
Automation DE uses the keystore location when connecting to the Web Client through SSL.

NOTE

To use an existing keystore file, specify its absolute path. To use a different SSL after installation, replace the
existing keystore file with the same name.

• Keystore Password
Specifies the password for accessing the keystore file.

• Certificate Alias Name
Specifies the name of the alias that is used to store the certificate inside the keystore.
Default: WADE 

NOTE

The alias must be unique in the keystore.

Install the Web Client on Windows

You can install the Web Client on Windows using the web client installation program.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your Windows computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Download the ISO image from CA Support.
3. Mount the ISO image to a temporary directory or a drive.
4. Double-click the

DEWebClient.exe

file from the following location to launch the installation program:

temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_WebClient_rn_for_Windows_64

– temp
Specifies the temporary directory that contains the ISO file.

– ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

– rn
Specifies the release number of the Web Client.

You are prompted to read the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA).
5. Read the license agreement, select the I accept the terms of the License Agreement option, and click Next.
6. Select the Install option and click Install to start the installation.
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7. Continue with the installation by following these steps:
a. Enter the host name, port number, and alias name for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standalone or

primary).
b. Enter the host name and port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standby or secondary), if CA

WA High Availability is configured.
c. Click Next.
d. Enter the path to the directory where you want to install the Web Client, and click Next.

NOTE

You can also browse and select the directory, or restore the default path.
e. Enter the Client port number and the stop port number for the Web Client server.
f. Do one of the following tasks and click Next:

• Select the Self signed certificate option to use the self-signed SSL certificate generated by the installer.
• Select the User certificate option, click Next, and enter the following information to use a user-generated SSL

certificate:
• Location of the Keystore including the file name
• Keystore password
• Certificate Alias name

NOTE

• By default, the installer uses the self-signed SSL certificate. To customize the SSL certificate, see
New - Create SSL Certificate.

• We recommend that you provide a valid User certificate instead of the self-signed certificate.
Otherwise, add the self-signed certificate to your Web browser's exceptions list when prompted.

g. Enter the Windows service name for the Web Client, select one of the service modes, and click Next:
• Automatic

Indicates that the Web Client server starts automatically when the server computer is rebooted.
• Manual

Indicates that the Web Client server does not start automatically when the server computer is rebooted.
Default: Manual

NOTE

The Service Name defines the Web Client service that you install and the port number for the service. By
default, the service name is CA_Workload_Automation_DE_WebClient_8443.

The summary page displays the information that you entered and the Web Client Login URL. Use this URL to log in to
the Web Client.

8. Review the summary information page, and do one of the following tasks:
– Click Install if your entries are correct.
– Click Previous to return to a previous page if you want to change any entry.

a. Make the appropriate changes.
b. Click Next until the summary page is displayed.
c. Click Install.

The installation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
9. Click Done when the installation completes.

The Web Client is installed. A Readme file that includes the Web Client login URL is created in the Web Client
installation directory.
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Install the Web Client on Linux

You can install the web client on Linux using the web client installation program.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has Administrator permissions.
2. Download and copy the installation program to a local directory as follows:

a. Download the ISO image from?CA Support.
b. Mount the ISO image to a directory.
c. Copy the

DEWebClient.bin

 file from the following location to a temporary directory:

directory/
ISO_file/CA_Workload_Automation_DE_WebClient_rn_for_Linux_64

• directory
Specifies the directory contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn
Specifies the release number of the Web Client.

3. Change to the temporary directory, and enter the following command to launch the installation program:

DEWebClient.bin

You are prompted to read the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA). 
4. Press

Enter

to read the license and enter Y to accept the terms of the License Agreement.
5. Enter 1 to start the installation and press

Enter

.
6. Continue with the installation by following these steps:

a. Enter the host name, port number, and alias name for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standalone or
primary).

b. Enter the host name and port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server (standby or secondary), if CA
WA High Availability is configured.

c. Press 
Enter

.
d. Enter the path to the directory where you want to install the Web Client, and press

Enter

.
e. Enter the Client port number and the stop port number for the Web Client server.
f. Do one of the following tasks:
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• Enter 1 to select the Self signed certificate option and press Enter  to use the self-signed SSL certificate
generated by the installer.

• Enter 2 to select the User certificate option, press Next, and enter the following information to use a user-
generated SSL certificate:
• Location of the Keystore including the file name
• Keystore password
• Certificate Alias name

NOTE

• By default, the installer uses the self-signed SSL certificate. To customize the SSL certificate, see
New - Create SSL Certificate.

• We recommend that you provide a valid User certificate instead of the self-signed certificate.
Otherwise, add the self-signed certificate to your Web browser's exceptions list when prompted.

The summary page displays the information that you entered and the Web Client Login URL. Use this URL to log in to
the Web Client.

7. Review the summary information, and do one of the following tasks:
a. Press Enter if the information is correct.
b. Enter back to return to a previous prompt if you want to change any entries. 

a. Make the appropriate changes.
b. Continue with the installation by following the instructions for each prompt until the summary information is

displayed.
c. Press Enter to accept the summary information.
The installation process begins, and the progress is displayed.

c. Press Enter when the installation completes.
The installation program exits. The Web Client is installed. A Readme file that includes the Web Client login URL is
created in the Web Client installation directory.

Create a Service for the Web Client on Linux

When you install the Web Client on Linux, the Web Client service is not created automatically. If you want to start or stop
the Web Client service on Linux, create the service manually.

Note: The created service will be a Systemd service on all the latest OS versions and a Sys V init service on all other OS
versions.

Create a Service

1. Log in to your computer as a root user.
2. Change to the following directory:

webclient_installdir/scripts

– webclient_installdir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory

3. Run the following command:

./unix_service.sh -help|-create|-
remove service_name 
user_name 
service_startup_mode
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– create
Creates the service.

– remove
Removes the service.

– service_name
Specifies the service name.

– user_name
(Optional) Specifies the user name with which the web client has to be started. If the user name is not specified, the
current logged in user name is used. The user name that has to be specified here should be the owner of the CA
WA DE files.
Default: Current user

– service_startup_mode
(Optional) Specifies the startup mode. If the startup mode is not specified, the default mode is used. The valid
values are automatic and manual.
Default: manual

Note: After a service is created, you can use systemctl or service command to manage the services.

Examples:

The following command creates the WebClientDE service with manual mode. When the service starts, the web
client starts with ‘dseries’ user.

./unix.service.sh -create WebClientDE dseries manual

The following command creates WebClientDE service with automatic mode. When the service starts, the web client starts
with ‘dseries’ user. When your Web Client server computer is rebooted, the service start automatically.

./unix.service.sh -create WebClientDE dseries automatic

The following command creates WebClientDE service with manual mode. When the service starts up, the web client starts
with user where the scripts/unix_service.sh script ran.

./unix.service.sh -create WebClientDE

Remove the Service

To remove the Web Client service, run the following command:

./unix_service.sh –remove service_name

• service_name
Specifies the service name of the Web Client.

Example:
./unix_service.sh –remove WebClientDE
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Start the Web Client Server

Before you log in to the Web Client, you must start the Web Client server:

• (Windows) Double-click the StartDE_WebServer.bat  file in the Web Client installation directory.
• (UNIX) Change to the Web Client installation directory and enter the StartDE_WebServer. sh command.

In addition to the Web Client server, ensure that the CA Workload Automation DE server is in the running state.
For information about starting the CA Workload Automation DE server, see Starting the Server in the CA Workload
Automation DE documentation.

NOTE

You can also start the Web Client server using the Web Client service. For more information, see Start and Stop
the Web Client Server.

Verify that the Web Client Server is Running

To verify that the Web Client server is started successfully, review the following file:

• (Windows) webclient_installdir/apache-tomcat/logs/catalina.server_start_time.log
– webclient_installdir

Specifies the Web Client installation directory.
– server_start_time

Specifies the start time of the web client server. The time format is yyyy-mm-dd.
Example: catalina.2016-09-29.log

• (UNIX) webclient_installdir\apache-tomcat\logs\catalina.out

Log in to the Web Client

To log in to the Web Client, you must connect to a CA Workload Automation DE server.

The  Web Client is set up with a default server connection with DEFAULT  as the server alias name. If you are installing the
Web Client for the first time, connect to the default server and verify that the Web Client is installed successfully.

You can also connect to a new server by specifying the server connection details.

NOTE

To connect to the server with the default server, you can log in as an administrator or a user. To connect to a
new server, log in as an administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the readme file from the Web Client installation directory.
2. Copy and paste the Web Client login URL to your browser. The format of the URL is:

https://hostname:port/deui/login/#/

– hostname
Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

– port
Specifies the port number for the Web Client.

WARNING

When you log in to the Web Client for the first time, we recommend that you use the login URL from the
readme file. The hostname and port in the URL must be the same as that you specified during the Web
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Client installation. For example, if you specified an IP address during the installation, do not replace it with
the host name or DNS name.

3. Specify the following information:
– Username

Indicates a user name that is used to connect to the CA Workload Automation DE server.

NOTE

The default user name for Users is schedmaster and Administrators is admin .
– Password

Indicates the password that corresponds to the user name.

NOTE

The default password for Users is schedmaster and Administrators is admin . By default, the password
is masked.

4. Do one of the following tasks to connect to the CA Workload Automation DE server:
a. To connect to the default server, click LOG IN.

NOTE

By default, DEFAULT is displayed in the Server alias drop-down.

The Web Client is connected to the CA Workload Automation DE server with the Web Client Dashboard (for users)
or the Admin view (for administrators) as the landing page.

b. To connect to a new server:
a. Select Other from the Server alias drop-down list.
b. Enter the details of the server to which you want to connect in the Server field. The server details must be in

the following format:

servername:port

• servername
Indicates the IP address or host name of the computer where the CA Workload Automation DE server is
installed.

WARNING

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address or host name for the computer.
However, the computer must be able to resolve the DNS name at all times. If there is a DNS
outage and the computer cannot resolve DNS names, you cannot connect to the server.

• If the address never changes, you can enter the DNS name in the computer’s hosts file. This
ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS disruptions.

• port
Indicates the client port number for the CA Workload Automation DE server.
Default: 7500

c. Click LOG IN.
The Enter Server Alias dialog opens.

d. Enter an alias name for the new server connection, and click SAVE.
The Web Client is connected to the server with the Manage connections page of the Admin view as the
landing page.

e. Click the server alias name on the Manage Connections page and specify the secondary or standby server
details, if CA WA High Availability is configured.
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NOTE

• If the Web Client login session is idle for 20 minutes, an alert message is displayed. Click OK to continue
with the session. Otherwise, the session gets timed out after 5 minutes.

• If the CA Workload Automation DE (CA WA DE) server goes down in the standalone mode, the Web Client
logs off automatically when you perform any action on any page. If there is a session timeout, you are logged
out even from the static pages.

• When the primary CA WA DE server goes down in the CA WA High Availability (HA) mode, the Web Client
connects to the secondary CA WA DE server automatically. If both the primary and secondary servers are
down, the Web Client login page appears.

• When the Web Client connects to the CA Workload Automation DE server, a superuser named 
WLA_REST_WADE_SU

 is created to collect workload data from the server. This user may appear in log files or security reports that
you generate.

Upgrade the Web Client
You can upgrade the Web Client to the latest version using the Web Client installer program. The installer program
upgrades the Tomcat and JRE used by the Web Client to the latest supported version.

WARNING

• Before you upgrade the Web Client, ensure that the Web Client server is started at least once after its
installation.

• If the Web Client is in release 12.0.01, upgrade the Web Client sequentially from 12.0.01 to 12.0.02 first
and then from 12.0.02 to 12.2. This step is required only if you want to retain the personal views created in
12.0.01. Otherwise, upgrade the Web Client directly from 12.0.01 to 12.2.

Upgrade the Web Client on Windows

To upgrade the Web Client on Windows, use this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has update permissions to the Web Client installation directory.
2. Stop the Web Client Server.
3. Download the Web Client ISO file from CA Support.
4. Unzip or mount the ISO file to a temporary directory or a drive.
5. Double-click the

DEWebClient.exe

file from the following location to launch the installation program:
  temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Web_Client_rn_for_Windows_64
 

– temp
Specifies the temporary directory or the drive that contains the ISO file.

– ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

– rn
Specifies the release number of the Web Client.

You are prompted to read the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA).
6. Read the license agreement, select the I accept the terms of the License Agreement option, and click Next.
7. Select the Upgrade option and click Install.
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NOTE

By default, the installation program uses the installation directory of the 12.0.02 Web Client for upgrade.

The upgrade process begins. The progress of the upgrade is displayed. When the upgrade is successful, a
confirmation dialog appears. You can access the Web Client login URL from the Readme file in the Web Client
installation directory.

8. Click Done.

Upgrade the Web Client on Linux

To upgrade the Web Client on Linux, use this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has update permissions to the Web Client installation directory.
2. Stop the Web Client Server.
3. Download the Web Client ISO file?from CA Support.
4. Mount the downloaded ISO file to a directory.
5. Change to the following location and run the

DEWebClient.bin

file launch the installation program:
  directory\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_WebClient_rn_for_Linux_64
 

– directory
Specifies the directory where you mounted the ISO file.

– ISO_file
Specifies the name of the Web Client ISO file.

– rn
Specifies the release number of the Web Client.

You are prompted to read the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA).
6. Press Enter to read the license agreement and enter Y to accept the terms of the license agreement.
7. Type 2 to select upgrade and press Enter to start the upgrade.

NOTE

By default, the installation program uses the installation directory of the 12.0.02 Web Client for upgrade.

The upgrade process begins. The progress of the upgrade is displayed. When the upgrade is successful, a
confirmation message appears. You can access the Web Client login URL from the Readme file in the Web Client
installation directory.

8. Press
Enter

.

Restore the Web Client

If the upgrade fails or you want to restore the Web Client to the previous version, stop the Web Client server and then run
the
restore.bat

(on Windows) or
restore.sh

(on Linux) file from the following directory:
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  webclient_install_dir\backup_timestamp 
 

• webclient_install_dir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory.

• backup
Specifies the backup folder that is created during the Web Client upgrade.

• timestamp
Specifies the date and time when the backup folder is created. The format of the timestamp is YYYYMMDDHHmm, for
example, 201705111011.

The Web Client including the Tomcat and JRE is restored to the previous version.

Uninstall the Web Client

Uninstall the Web Client on Windows

If you no longer want to use the Web Client, uninstall it.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client?server.
2. Do any one of the following tasks:

– Click Start, Programs, program_group, CA WA DE Web Client release_number, Uninstall CA Workload Automation
DE Web Client release_number.
• program_group

Specifies the Program Group in the Windows Start menu where the Web Client shortcuts are located.
• release_number

Specifies the release number of the Web Client
– Double-click the following file:

WADEWebClient\UninstallerData\Uninstall CA Workload Automation DE Web
 Client release_number.exe

• WADEWebClient
Specifies the installation directory of the Web Client.

3. a. • release_number
Specifies the release number of the Web Client

4. The Uninstall CA Workload Automation DE Web Client wizard opens.
5. Select Uninstall Product and click Next.
6. Click Next.

The uninstallation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
7. Click Done.

The Web Client is uninstalled.

NOTE

To remove the Web Client, you can also use the Add or Remove Programs feature of the Windows Control
Panel.
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Uninstall the Web Client on Linux

If you no longer want to use the Web Client, uninstall it.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client server.
2. Enter the following command at the command prompt and press Enter:

WADEWebClient/UninstallerData/Uninstall CA Workload Automation DE Web
 Client release_number

– WADEWebClient
Specifies the installation directory of the Web Client.

– release_number
Specifies the release number of the Web Client

The Web Client is uninstalled.

Customize Secure Access
To request and use a certificate from a trusted certificate authority, import a certificate, troubleshoot issues, follow these
steps:

How to Request and Use a Certificate from a Trusted Certificate Authority

You can request and use a certificate from a trusted certificate authority. Certificates issued by trusted certificate
authorities, if compromised, can be revoked, providing better security than self-signed certificates. For production
environments, this option is recommended.

Note: Obtaining a certificate from a trusted certificate authority can take hours or days.

This scenario walks you through the process of requesting and using a certificate from a trusted certificate authority.

Generate a Private Key and Self-Signed Certificate

You can create a private key and self-signed certificate from the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient command line
and add them to the keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following commands in a Command prompt window (on Windows) or in a Sourced shell window (on UNIX) to
remove the previous key from the keystore:
– On UNIX:

# keytool -delete -alias WADE \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/webserver/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

– On Windows:

# keytool -delete -alias WADE 
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\webserver\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit
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Note: The default name of the key is tomcat. To access the keystore, you also need the keystore password. The
default password is changeit.

2. Run the following commands in a Command prompt window (on Windows) or in a Sourced shell window (on UNIX) to
generate a new key:
a. • On UNIX:

# keytool -genkey -alias WADE -keyalg RSA  \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/webserver/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit \ 
  -keypass changeit \
  -keysize 1024 -dname "cn=SERVER_NAME" -validity 14600

– • On Windows:

# keytool -genkey -alias WADE -keyalg RSA  \
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\webserver\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit \ 
  -keypass changeit \
  -keysize 1024 -dname "cn=SERVER_NAME" -validity 14600

3. In the preceding command:

• – Replace SERVER_NAME with the name of your server where WebClient is about to be installed. Use the same
hostname that is resolved with the webclient as server name.

– The keysize argument lets you specify the key size. Typical values are 1024 or 2048.
– The validity argument lets you specify the certificate validity period in days.

A new key and certificate are created and added to the keystore.

Request a Certificate

To use a certificate issued by a trusted certificate authority, you have to request that the authority issue a certificate to you.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following commands in a Command prompt window (on Windows) or in a Sourced shell window (on UNIX) to
generate a certificate request file (certreq.csr):
a. • On UNIX:

# keytool -certreq -alias WADE \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit \
  -file certreq.csr

– • On Windows:

# keytool -certreq -alias WADE \
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit \
  -file certreq.csr
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2. Request a certificate in PEM/p7b format from a certificate authority by providing them the csr file. Contact the
certificate authority you chose for specific instructions.

Download the Certificate Chain

To validate the certificate issued to you by a trusted certificate authority, download the public certificate of the authority
and insert it into your keystore. Usually, this means downloading the certificate of the authority that issued your personal
certificate, and any certificates that this authority has been issued by higher level certificate authorities. This is referred to
as the certificate chain.

To download the certificate chain, go to the website of the trusted certificate authority you chose and follow the instructions
to download the certificates in the certificate chain.

You now have the public certificate chain of your certificate authority.

Add the Certificates to the Keystore

When you have received your private certificate, downloaded the certificate chain of your certificate authority and
converted all certificates, insert the certificates into your keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following commands in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a sourced shell window (on UNIX) to
insert the certificate of the top-level issuing authority into your keystore:
a. • On UNIX:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -alias RootCer \
  -file RootCA.cer \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

– • On Windows:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -alias RootCer \
  -file RootCA.cer \
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%/apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

2. (Optional) Run the following commands in a Command prompt window (on Windows) or in a sourced shell window (on
UNIX) to insert an additional lower-level issuer certificate into your keystore:
a. • On UNIX:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -alias SubCA \ 
  -file SubCA.cer \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

– • On Windows:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -alias SubCA \ 
  -file SubCA.cer \
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  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

3. Repeat Step 2 for each lower-level issuer certificate you have downloaded
4. Run the following commands in a Command prompt window (on Windows) or in a Sourced shell window (on UNIX) to

insert your private certificate into your keystore:
a. • On UNIX:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts \
  -file  certificate.cer  -alias WADE \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

– • On Windows:

# keytool -importcert -trustcacerts \
  -file  certificate.cer  -alias WADE \
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

The certificates are inserted into the keystore. 
5. (Alternative)Instead of certificates (cer files) if we want to insert PEM/p7b certificates to keystore, run the below steps.

• – On UNIX:

# keytool -import -trustcacerts \
  -file  certificate.p7b -alias WADE \
  -keystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -storepass changeit

• – On Windows:

# keytool -import -trustcacerts \
  -file  certificate.p7b -alias WADE \
  -keystore %WEBUI_HOME%\apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -storepass changeit 

Note: Use the correct Keystore and install the certificate to that Keystore.The keystore must be the one that the CSR was
generated to request the certificate.Generating a new keystore with the same name, and alias will still generate a key
entry that is different. The certificate will not match the private key in the keystore and import of certificate will fail.

Restart the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient

After you generate the private key and self-signed certificate, you must restart the CA Workload Automation DE
WebClient to activate the new configuration.

Follow these steps:

• On UNIX:
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Restart the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient service.

• On Windows:

Restart the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient service. 

Your server is updated and the new configuration is active.

How to Import an Existing Private Key and Certificate

You can use a certificate that you already have or you can import a private key and certificate from a Pkcs12 file.

This scenario walks you through the process of importing an existing private key and certificate from a Pkcs12 file.

To import an existing private key and certificate, follow these steps:

Import Certificate from Pkcs12

You can import existing keys and certificates you have packaged as Pkcs12 files.

To import the certificate from Pkcs12, run the following commands in a command prompt window (on Windows) or in a
sourced shell window (on UNIX) to import the certificate from Pkcs12 and insert it into the keystore:

• On UNIX:

# keytool -importkeystore \
  -srckeystore myp12.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -srcstorepass my-password \
  -deststorepass changeit -destkeypass changeit \
  -destkeystore $WEBUI_HOME/apache-tomcat/conf/.keystore \
  -alias 1 -destalias tomcat

• On Windows:

# keytool  -importkeystore \
  -srckeystore myp12.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -srcstorepass my-password \
  -deststorepass changeit -destkeypass changeit \
  -destkeystore %WEBUI_HOME%\apache-tomcat\conf\.keystore \
  -alias 1  -destalias tomcat

Note: The certificate chain found in the Pkcs12 package is also imported (although it is not visible with the keytool
program). If the package did not contain the certificate chain of the issuing authority, you can import the chain.

Restart the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient

After you generate the private key and self-signed certificate, you must restart the CA Workload Automation DE
WebClient to activate the new configuration.

Follow these steps:

• On UNIX:

Restart the unix service of CA Workload Automation DE WebClient

• On Windows:

Restart the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient service.
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Your server is updated and the new configuration is active.

Troubleshooting Certificate Issues

This section contains solutions to problems you may encounter when changing keys and certificates.

Invalid Certificate Security Alert

Symptom:

I get the following SecurityAlert message in my browser: The name on the security certificate is invalid or does not match
the name of the site.

This problem occurs in the following cases:

• When I try to access the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient using localhost. For example, https://localhost:8443/
deui/login

• When I try to access the CA Workload Automation DE WebClient through a URL that does not match the CN attribute
of the certificate Issued To field exactly. For example, https://server01:8443/deui/login will cause a SecurityAlert if the
CN attribute of the certificate Issued To field is server01.broadcom.com.

Solution:

Create a certificate with server01 in CN attribute and use it for WebClient.

Security Alert with Genuine Certificate

Symptom:

I get a SecurityAlert in my browser even though I am using a genuine Certificate Authority generated certificate. The CN
attribute of the certificate Issued To field matches the hostname/URL that I used to access the CA Workload Automation
DE WebClient.

Solution:

Check with your certificate authority if a chain certificate is needed in the keystore to establish full authenticity of the
certificate.

Apply a Web Client Patch
After you install the Web Client, you can update it for issues fixes by applying an incremental or cumulative patch.

This section includes the following topics:

Apply a Web Client Patch on Windows

To update your Web Client for issue fixes, apply the latest incremental or cumulative patch.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client server.
2. Download and unpack the .caz file from CA Support to a temporary location, such as C:\temp\patch :

CAZIPXP -u patch.caz

– patch
Specifies the name of the patch.
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NOTE
The CAZIPXP utility must reside in the same directory as the .caz file. You can download the CAZIPXP utility
from CA Support Online.

3. Copy the following extracted file to the Web Client installation directory:

rn_build_webui_xxxx_update.zip

– rn
Specifies the release number of CA Workload Automation DE Web Client.

– xxxx
Specifies the build number of the patch.

4. Unzip the copied file.
5. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

webclient_install_dir\update

– webclient_install_dir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory.

6. Run the update patch using the following command:

update.bat

The patch updates the Web Client server. The update script backup the modified files and replaces them with the
patch files. You can find the backup files in the following directory:

webclient_install_dir/update_rn_backup.yyyymmddhhmm

7. Start the Web Client server.
8. Verify the updated build number of the Web Client. You can verify them either on the login page before you log in to

the Web Client or from the Help->About->ABOUT tab after you log in.

WARNING

After applying the patch, clear your browser cache. Otherwise, the Web Client does not display the updated
build number on the login page or in the ABOUT tab.

Apply a Web Client Patch on Linux

To update your Web Client for issue fixes, apply the latest incremental or cumulative patch.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client server.
2. Download and unpack the .tar.Z file from CA Support to a temporary location, such as /tmp :

cd /tmp

tar -xvf patch.tar.Z
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– patch
Specifies the name of the patch.

3. Copy the following extracted file to the Web Client installation directory:

rn_build_webui_xxxx_update.zip

– rn
Specifies the release number of CA Workload Automation DE Web Client.

– xxxx
Specifies the build number of the patch.

4. Change to the Web Client installation directory.
5. Unzip the copied file using the following command:

unzip rn_build_webui_xxxx_update.zip

6. Change to the following directory:

webclient_install_dir\update

– webclient_install_dir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory.

7. Enter the following command to provide execute permission to the UNIX shell scripts:

chmod a+x *.sh

8. Run the update patch using the following command:

update.sh

The patch updates the Web Client server. The update script backup the modified files and replaces them with the
patch files. You can find the backup files in the following directory:

webclient_install_dir\update_rn_backup.yyyymmddhhmm

9. Start the Web Client server.
10. Verify the updated build number of the Web Client. You can verify them either on the login page before you log in to

the Web Client or from the Help->About->ABOUT tab after you log in.

WARNING

After applying the patch, clear your browser cache. Otherwise, the Web Client does not display the updated
build number on the login page or in the ABOUT tab.
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Uninstall a Web Client Patch

To uninstall a Web Client patch, follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client server.
2. Copy the files from the following directory:

webclient_install_dir/update_rn_backup.yyyymmddhhmm/apache-tomcat/webapps

– webclient_install_dir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory.

3. Replace the files in the following directory with the copied files:

webclient_install_dir/apache-tomcat/webapps

4. Start the Web Client server.
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Administrating
As an administrator, you can use the Admin view to perform tasks associated with the CA Workload Automation DE
server.

You must connect to the server as a user assigned with ADMINGRP permissions to use the Admin view. The default
administrator's user ID and password is admin.

WARNING

For security purposes, you must change the Administrator's password once you have connected. For
information about changing the passwords, see Managing Security for Users.

CA Workload Automation DE Web Client does not support CA WA High Availability (HA) configuration of the CA Workload
Automation DE server. When the active (primary) server becomes the monitoring server during the failover in HA mode,
manually connect to the present active (secondary) server using the Web Client. We recommend that you do not connect
to the monitoring server.

Configuring
This section includes the following information:

• Create and manage CA Workload Automation DE server connection
• Configure the Web Client server
• Create and manage connection profiles
• Create and manage security profiles

Create and Manage CA Workload Automation DE Server Connections
You can manage CA Workload Automation DE server connections as follows:

Connect to an Existing Server Alias

To use the Web Client, you must connect to a CA Workload Automation DE server. To connect to an existing server alias
(Default or newly added servers) using the Web Client, follow this procedure.

To define, monitor, and control workload, connect to the server as a user with SCHEDGRP permission. To manage
server connections, connect to the server as an admin user with ADMINGRP permission. For more information about
permissions, see Security Permissions.

WARNING

• In a CA WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately
on the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is
recycled or becomes the active server. For example, when you create a new user, you can use it to log in to
the active server, but not the monitoring server. To log in to the monitoring server with the new user, you must
recycle the monitoring server or make it the active server by switching roles.

• If the primary server goes down in the High Availability mode, the Web Client connects to the secondary
(active) server automatically. If the primary server is available again, the Web Client retains its secondary
server connection and does not connect to the primary (standby) server.
– To connect to the secondary server, the secondary server must be active and its details must be specified

in the server connection in the Admin→Connections view. If the Web Client cannot connect to the
secondary server within the retry threshold interval, the Web Client login page appears. 
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following URL in your browser:

https://hostname:port/deui/login/#/

– hostname
Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

– port
Specifies the port number for the Web Client.

2. Enter a user name in the Username field.
3. Enter a password in the Password field.
4. Select the server that you want to connect to in the Server Alias drop-down list.
5. Click LOG IN.

The Web Client is connected to the server with the Dashboard view as the landing for Users or the Manage
Connections page as the landing page for Administrators.

NOTE

• The Web Client menu bar displays the user name with which you logged in to the Web Client. The
username menu displays the name of the logged-in user and the alias name of the CA Workload
Automation DE server that the Web Client is connected to.

• To view the details of the active server to which the Web Client is connected, click the Network details
icon on the menu bar.

Add a Server Connection

To connect to CA Workload Automation DE servers other than the existing server aliases, you must add a connection for
each server.

WARNING

To add a new server connection, you must have either the update or alter access to the 
ADMIN.Network Topology.*

 permission. For more information about permissions, see Security Permissions.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to an existing server?alias as a user with admin privileges.
2. Click NEW CONNECTION, and enter the following information in the Enter server alias section:

– Server Alias
Specifies an alias name for the server connection.
Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric and special characters

NOTE

A server connection can have multiple alias names. Each alias name must be unique for the server
connection.

– Primary Host
Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the standalone or primary server is installed.
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WARNING

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address or host name for the computer. However,
the computer must be able to resolve the DNS name at all times. If there is a DNS outage and the
computer cannot resolve DNS names, you cannot connect to the server.

• If the address never changes, you can enter the DNS name in the computer’s hosts file. This ensures
that the IP address can be resolved after DNS disruptions.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
– Primary Port

Specifies the client port number for the standalone or primary server.
Default: 7500

– Standby Host
(Optional) Specifies the IP address or host name of the computer where the standby or secondary server is
installed.

WARNING

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address or host name for the computer. However,
the computer must be able to resolve the DNS name at all times. If there is a DNS outage and the
computer cannot resolve DNS names, you cannot connect to the server.

• If the address never changes, you can enter the DNS name in the computer’s hosts file. This ensures
that the IP address can be resolved after DNS disruptions.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
– Standby Port

Specifies the client port number for the standby or secondary server. This field is required only when you specify
Standby Host.

3. Click SUBMIT.
The server connection is added.

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 to add more server connections.

Manage Server Connections

After you create server connections, you can manage them from the Connection List in the Admin->Connections view:

• To view or update the details of a server connection, click the name of the server alias.
• To delete one or more server connections, select the server alias names and click DELETE.
• To unquiesce the server that the Web Client is connected to, select the alias name and click UNQUIESCE. The

UNQUIESCE button appears only when the server is in Quiesce state.

Configure the Web Client Server
You can use webui.properties file to configure the Web Client server settings, such as logging level, subscription clear
time, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Web Client?server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

– On Windows:

install_dir\conf\webui.properties
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– On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/webui.properties

– install_dir
Specifies the directory where the Web Client is installed.

3. Modify the following properties in the file, as required:
– repository.path

Specifies the directory where the workload data files are stored.
Default: install_dir/repo

NOTE

If the directory path includes a backslash (\), escape it with another backslash (\).
– completedappl.subscription.clear.time.interval.minutes

Specifies the time interval (in minutes) after which the data of the completed workload are removed from the
Dashboard or Monitor views. Subscription time is the duration in which your workload data is available in the
Dashboard or Monitor views.
Default: 30
Limits: Up to 720 minutes

– completedappl.subscription.clear.chunk.size
Specifies the chunk size to clear completed workload.
Default: 200

– subscription.threads.per.de
Specifies the number of parallel threads used for workload subscription with a CA Workload Automation DE server.
Default: 10

– pins.limit.per.user
Specifies the number of pins you can add to the My pins view.
Default: 8
Limits: Up to 20 pins

– completedPin.clear.time.minutes
Specifies the time duration (in minutes) after which the completed pins are automatically removed from the My pins
view.
Default: 30
Limits: Up to 720 minutes

WARNING

The value of completedPin.clear.time.minutes must be less than or equal to the value of
completedappl.subscription.clear.time.interval.minutes.

– mem.monitor.frequency.minutes
Specifies the frequency (in minutes) at which the system memory is monitored.
Default: 1
Limits: Up to 30

– logs.path
Specifies the directory where log files are stored.
Default: install_dir/logs

NOTE

If the directory path includes a backslash (\), escape it with another backslash (\).
– logs.level
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Specifies the logging level.
Default: INFO
The log levels are as follows:
• ALL

Indicates that all the messages are logged in the log file.
• DEBUG

Indicates that debugging, information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the log file.
• INFO

Indicates that information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the log file.
• WARN

Indicates that warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the log file.
• ERROR

Indicates that error and fatal messages are logged in the log file.
• FATAL

Indicates that only the fatal messages are logged in the log file.
• OFF

Indicates that no messages are logged in the log file.
– logs.rollover.size

Specifies the maximum file size after which the log file is rolled over.
Default: 10MB

– request.timeout.interval.seconds
Specifies the timeout (in seconds) for the artifact list commands, and the job, Application, and subApplication
monitor commands.
Default: 120

– ha.connection.retry.interval.seconds
Specifies the number of seconds the Web Client waits before each retry attempt to connect to the secondary server
in HA mode.
Default: 30

– ha.connection.retry.threshold.interval.seconds
Specifies the total retry seconds after which the Web Client stops the retry attempt to connect to the secondary
server in HA mode.
Default: 180

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the Web Client server for the updated values to take effect.

Create and Manage Big Data Connection Profiles
Big Data Connection Profiles include a set of parameters that are required for connecting to Big Data environments
where the workload runs. For example, to run the workload on a Hadoop environment, you create a connection profile
with appropriate parameters to connect to the Hadoop cluster, Oozie server, Hive Database, Sqoop database, or Spark.
Connection profiles let you save the connection information about an environment and specify the profile name in the job
definition. You do not need to specify all the connection parameters every time you define a new job.

Create a Big Data Connection Profile

Before you define a job that automates the workload on an environment, such as HDFS, you create a connection profile
for that environment. You can create one or more connection profiles specific to the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
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2. Select Connection Profiles from the Admin menu.
The Define connection profile page appears.

3. Click NEW CONNECTION PROFILE, and select the type of the connection profile you want to create. Supported
types: Hadoop and Spark.
The definition section of the new connection profile appears.

4. Enter the name of the connection profile in the Name field.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

5. To add Hadoop connection details, complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Description

(Optional) Specifies a description for the Hadoop connection profile.
Default: Hadoop Connection Profile

– Host
Specifies the name of the edge node of the Hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation is invoked. Specify the
host name, fully qualified domain name, or the IP address of the host computer.

NOTE

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
– Port number

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port on the edge node.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

– Hadoop bin directory path
(Optional) Specifies the path to the Hadoop CLI binaries on the edge node.

NOTE

This field is required only if Hadoop CLI binaries are not in the user's path. The Hadoop bin path value is
prepended to the CLI name at execution time.

– Hadoop name node
(Optional) Specifies the name of the master node of the Hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation is invoked.
The name node keeps track of all files that are stored in the data nodes of HDFS. It does not store the data of the
files.
Example:

hdfs://lodbrm01.abc.com:8020

– Oozie server url
Specifies the Oozie server URL. This parameter is required only for Oozie jobs.
Example:

http://host:11000/oozie

– Hive database connection
– • JDBC connection url

Specifies the JDBC URL that you provide to the Hive client to connect to the Hive database. This parameter is
required to run Hive jobs.
Example:

jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/default
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• JDBC driver class
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Hive client to connect to the Hive
database.
Example:

org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver

– Sqoop database connection
• JDBC connection url

Specifies the JDBC connection URL that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to the relational database.
This parameter is required to run Sqoop jobs.
Example:

jdbc.URL=jdbc:sqlserver://;servername=lodXYZ;port=1433;DatabaseName=DATABASE;selectMethod=cursor

• JDBC driver class
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to the
relational database.
Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

6. To add the Spark connection details, complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Description

(Optional) Specifies a description for the Spark connection profile.
Default: Spark Connection Profile

– Host
Specifies the host name of the computer where Spark is installed. Specify the host name, fully qualified domain
name, or the IP address of the host computer.

NOTE

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
– Port

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port of the host computer where Spark is installed.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

– Cluster Type
Specifies the type of cluster where the Spark application runs. Options are YARN, STANDALONE, DCOS, and
LOCAL.
If you select YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE, you must also specify the Master URL.
Default: YARN

– Master URL
Specifies the master URL for the cluster. This field is required only when the cluster type is set to YARN, LOCAL, or
STANDALONE.
Example: spark://11.222.33.444:7000

– Deploy Mode
Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an external client. Options
are CLIENT and CLUSTER.
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This field is required only when the cluster type is set to YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

NOTE

You can overwrite this value in the Spark job definition.

Default: CLIENT
– Spark bin directory path

(Optional) Specifies the path to the Spark bin directory.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The connection profile is created and added to the Connection profile list.

Modify Big Data Connection Profile Parameters

You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data connection profile from the Admin view. You can also copy a
connection profile and save it with a different name to create a new connection profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Connection Profiles from the Admin menu.

The Define connection profile page displays the list of connection profiles defined in the server.
3. Click the name of the connection profile that you want to modify.

The Connection Profile Definition section appears.
4. Modify the parameter values as appropriate.

If you specify an incorrect parameter value and you want to retrieve the correct parameter value that was saved
previously, click RETRIEVE PARAMETERS.

NOTE

You cannot change the name of the connection profile.
5. Click SUBMIT.

The connection profile parameters are modified. The changes that are made to the parameters take effect immediately
on the connection profile.

NOTE

To copy and use the parameters of an existing connection profile for a new connection profile, select the
connection profile from the Connection profile list, click COPY, modify the parameter values as appropriate,
and save it with a new different name.

Delete a Big Data Connection Profile

If you no longer want to use a Big Data connection profile in job definitions, remove it from the Admin view. You can
remove multiple connection profiles at once.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Connection Profiles from the Admin menu.

The Define connection profile page displays the list of connection profiles defined in the server.
3. Select the connection profile that you want to delete, and click DELETE.

If the connection profile that you selected is associated with any Applications, the Delete connection
profile confirmation dialog displays the list of Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise,
the confirmation dialog displays the list of connection profiles for deletion.
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NOTE

If you selected multiple connection profiles, the list of all Applications that are affected by the deletions are
displayed.

4. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog.
The connection profile is deleted.

Create and Manage Big Data Security Profiles
Big Data Security Profiles include a set of user permissions that are required to access a Big Data environment where
the workload runs. For example, to run workload on a Hadoop environment, you create a security profile with appropriate
parameters to access HDFS, Hive, Sqoop, or Spark. Security profiles let you save user permissions for an environment
and specify the profile name in the job definition. You do not need to specify the required permissions every time you
define a new job.

Create a Big Data Security Profile

Before you define a job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, such as HDFS, you create a security profile
to access that environment. You can create one or more security profiles specific to the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Security Profiles from the Admin menu.

The Define security profile page appears.
3. Click NEW SECURITY PROFILE, and select the type of the security profile you want to create. Supported types:

HDFS, Sqoop, Hive, and Spark.
The definition section of the new security profile appears.

4. Enter the name of the security profile in the Name field.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

5. Complete the following parameters as appropriate based on the security profile type that you selected:
– HDFS

• Username
Specifies the user name to connect to the edge node of the Hadoop cluster. This user is defined on the edge
node.

NOTE

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer of
the edge node.

NOTE

You must specify one of the following values to connect to the edge node:

• Password
• Key File
• Key String

• Password
(Optional) Specifies the password that is associated with the edge node user in an encrypted format. If you
specify a password in this field, enter it again in the Re-type password field.

• Key file
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file.
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NOTE

The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

• Key string
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file in an encrypted format.

• Key file password
(Optional) Specifies the passphrase for the key file or key string in an encrypted format. This field is required
only when the key file or key string is specified. If you specify a password in this field, enter it again in the Re-
type Key file password field.

– Hive
• Username

Specifies the name of the Hive user to connect to HDFS.
Default: The default Hive user

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the Hive user in an encrypted format. Enter the same password in
the Re-type password field.

– Sqoop
• Username

Specifies the name of the JDBC user the Sqoop client uses to create a JDBC connection to the relational
database.

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the JDBC user in an encrypted format. Enter the same password
in the Re-type password field.

– Spark
• Username

Specifies the name of the system user that has privileges to run Spark applications on the Spark computer.

NOTE

You must specify one of the following values to connect to Spark:

• Password
• Key file
• Key string

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the Spark user in an encrypted format.

• Key file
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file.

NOTE

The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

• Key string
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file.

• Key file password
(Optional) Specifies the passphrase for the key file or key string in an encrypted format. This field is required
only when the key file or key string is specified.

• DCOS authentication token
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(Optional) Specifies the authentication token to authenticate the DC/OS CLI.
• DCOS authentication file

(Optional) Specifies the path to the file containing the DCOS authentication token.
• Kerberos principal

(Optional) Specifies the Kerberos principal name for the history server.
• Kerberos keytab

(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that Kerberos keytab file for the history server.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The security profile is created and added to the Security profile list.

Modify Big Data Security Profile Parameters

You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data security profile from the Admin view. You can also copy a
security profile and save it with a different name to create a new security profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Security Profiles from the Admin menu.

The Define security profile page displays the list of security profiles defined in the server.
3. Click the name of the security profile that you want to modify.

The Security Profile Definition section appears.
4. Modify the parameter values as appropriate.

If you specify an incorrect parameter value and you want to retrieve the correct parameter value that was saved
previously, click RETRIEVE PARAMETERS.

NOTE

You cannot change the name of the security profile.
5. Click SUBMIT.

The security profile parameters are modified. The changes that are made to the parameters take effect immediately on
the security profile.

NOTE

To copy and use the parameters of an existing security profile for a new security profile, select the security
profile from the Security profile list, click COPY, modify the parameter values as appropriate, and save it with a
new different name. By default, the values of the Password and Key file password parameters are not copied.

Delete a Big Data Security Profile

If you no longer want to use a Big Data security profile in job definitions, remove it from the Admin view. You can delete
multiple security profiles at once.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Security Profiles from the Admin menu.

The Define security profile page displays the list of security profiles defined in the server.
3. Select the security profile that you want to delete, and click DELETE.

If the security profile that you selected is associated with any Applications, the Delete security profile dialog displays
the list of Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, the confirmation dialog displays the list of security
profiles for deletion.

4. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog.The security profile is deleted.
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Controlling
This section includes the following information:

• Start and stop the Web Client server
• Unquiesce Events or Application Generations

Unquiesce Events or Application Generations
You can unquiesce all the Applications and Events at once or unquiesce specific Application generations and Events on
the server. After an Event is unquiesced, it can be triggered to run its Application. After an active Application generation is
unquiesced, it continues to run.

NOTE
The missed executions of the quiesced Event are not triggered.

  

WARNING

 You can only unquiesce Application generations or Events on the server that you are connected to.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Connect to the CA Workload Automation DE server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Open the Admin view.

The list of server connections is displayed.
3. Select the server you want to unquiesce, and click UNQUIESCE.

The Unquiesce Applications and Events dialog appears.
4. Select one of the following options in the Application generations section:

–  All
Unquiesces all Application generations.

–  Application generation name
Unquiesces the specified Application generations in the format application.generation, where application specifies
the Application name and generation specifies the generation number.
Example: appl.1,appl.2

NOTE
You can also use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, APPL* unquiesces all generations of
Applications with names that start with APPL. You can use commas to separate multiple Application
generations.

–  None
Does not unquiesce any Application generations.

5. Select one of the following options in the Events section:
–  All

Unquiesces all Events.
–  Event name

Unquiesces the specified Events in the format eventprefix.eventname, where eventprefix specifies the Event prefix
and eventname specifies the Event name.
Example: CYBER.VERIFY

NOTE
You can use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* unquiesces all Events with prefixes that
start with CYB. You can use commas to separate multiple Events.

–  None
Does not unquiesce any Events.
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6. Click OK.
The specified Application and Events are unquiesced.

Maintaining

Web Client Log File

The Web Client log file stores all communication messages between the Web Client, Web Client server, and the CA
Workload Automation DE server.

The log files are stored in the following directory:

web_client_install_dir/logs 

• web_client_install_dir
Specifies the Web Client installation directory.

By default, the information, warning, error, and fatal messages are stored in the log file. The log file is rolled over when its
size reaches 10 MB.

You can change the storage location, and logging level, rollover size of the log file by configuring the webui.properties file.

NOTE

When the Web Client connects to the CA Workload Automation DE server, a superuser named 
WLA_REST_WADE_SU

 is created to collect workload data from the server. This user may appear in log files or security reports that you
generate.

Securing
This section includes the following information:

• Managing Security for CA Workload Automation DE users
• Managing Security for CA Workload Automation DE groups
• Security permissions for users and groups

Establishing and Controlling Security
CA Workload Automation DE server security is maintained through a set of server security profiles. A server
security profile can represent a user or a group (a collection of users). Server security profiles have permissions that
are associated with them. For example, they determine access levels to Applications and Desktop Client Topology
information.

To ensure proper setup, use the following guidelines when you set up new users and groups at your installation:

• Before you define server security profiles, analyze your security needs to determine the similarities between different
users. You will then have a rough idea of your needs for users and groups.

• Create groups that contain common permissions used by collections of users.
• Copy and and modify the predefined users and groups if you need to create server security profiles with similar

permission requirements.
• Maintain an organized set of naming conventions for your server security profiles. For example, you could organize

your security profiles based on user location or job description.
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Managing Security for Users
You can define users with a user ID and password, and grant them certain permissions that determine their access in
the server. When you first install the server, the installation program creates two predefined users, the ADMIN and the
SCHEDMASTER. You must use these users to connect to the server to perform post-installation tasks. When you create
new users, these predefined users serve as models for security permissions. The predefined users are defined as follows:

• ADMIN
Administers the server with the required permissions and is associated with the ADMINGRP group. The ADMIN's
default password is admin.

• SCHEDMASTER
Schedules the workload with the required permissions and is associated with the SCHEDGRP group. The
SCHEDMASTER's default password is schedmaster.

You can create and manage users as follows:

Create a User

You must create a user to add permissions for that user, to add that user to one or more groups, or to modify that user's
details.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Define user page appears.
3. Click NEW USER.

The User properties section appears.
4. Complete the following fields:

– User id
Identifies the ID of the user. Each user ID must be unique.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), underscore
(_), and hyphen (-). The first character can be alphabetic or numeric.
Examples: user1, 101_user, user_$@

NOTE

A user cannot have the same name as an agent defined in the Topology view of CA WA Desktop Client.
– Authentication mode

Indicates the authentication mode of the user.
• Local only

Indicates that the user is authenticated on the CA Workload Automation DE server only.
Default: Local only

– User name
(Optional) Identifies the name of the user.

– Password
Identifies the password of the user.
Limits: The first character must be alphabetic, and the password cannot exceed 32 characters. Passwords are
case-sensitive.

– Confirm password
Confirms that the password entered was correctly typed.

5. Do the following tasks in the User groups section to associate groups to the user:
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– To add the user to the same groups as an existing user, select the user from the Copy group list from user drop-
down list. The added groups are displayed in the Connected groups field.

– To add the user to new or additional groups, select the groups that you want to add the user to from the Connected
groups drop-down list.

6. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to add permissions to the user:
– To add a new permission, do the following tasks:

a. Click the Add user permission icon.
The Add a new permission for user dialog opens.

b. Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list, and enter the permission's value
in the Properties section.
Based on the type of permission you select, the related fields appear in the Properties section.

NOTE
To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

c. Select the access level for the permission in the Access field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

The permission is added to the user.
d. Repeat the previous steps to add all the permissions the user needs.

– To add permissions of an existing user, select the user from the Copy permissions from user drop-down list.
The permissions are added to the user.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The user is created.

Add or Modify User Permissions

You can add or update permissions for users to define their security access at any time. You can delete user permissions
to prevent a user from accessing certain features of the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Click the ID of the user you want to add or modify permissions for.

The properties section of the user appears.
4. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to add user permissions:

a. Click the Add user permission icon.
b. Select the permission you want to add from the Permission type drop-down list. Based on the permission type

you select, the related fields appear. Complete the fields as appropriate.

NOTE

• To add permissions from an existing user, select the user from the Copy permissions from user
drop-down list.The permissions are added to the table.

• To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

c. Select the access level for the permission in the Access drop-down list, and click the SUBMIT icon. 
The user permission is listed in the Permissions pane.
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NOTE

For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

d. Repeat Step a and b to add more permissions for the user.
5. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to edit a user permission:

a. Click the Edit icon in the Action field of the permission you want to edit.
The Edit permission dialog opens.

b. Make the required changes, and click SUBMIT.
The user permission is modified.

6. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to delete a user permission:
a. Select the check boxes against the permissions you want to delete.
b. Click the Delete user permission icon.

The Delete permission confirmation dialog opens.
c. Click DELETE.

The user permission is deleted.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The changes are saved.

Change a User's Name

You can make changes to a user name, for example, when an employee informs you of a legal name change.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are defined in the server.
3. Click the ID of the user you want to change the name for.

The user specific properties section appears.
4. Enter the new name in the User name field, and click SUBMIT.

The user's name is changed.

Reset a User's Password

From time to time, users may forget their passwords. You can reset a user's password using the Admin view.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Select the user whose password you want to reset, and click RESETPASSWORD.

The Reset password dialog opens.
4. Enter the old and new passwords, and click OK.

The password is reset.

Copy a User

You can copy an existing user and save it with a different name to create a new user.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.
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3. The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
4. Select the user that you want to copy, and click COPY.

The Properties section of the selected user appears.
5. Enter a new user ID in the User id field.
6. Enter a new password for the user in the Password and Confirm password fields.
7. Modify the remaining fields as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

The new user is created.

Delete a User

If a particular user is no longer required, you can delete the user.

NOTE
Deleting a user does not delete any groups associated with it.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Select the user to delete, and click DELETE.

If the user you are trying to delete is associated with any Events or running Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog
lists the Events and running Applications that the deletion affects. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears and you
can skip Step 4.

NOTE

If you selected multiple users, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all the running Applications and Events that
are affected by the deletion of the selected users.

WARNING

By default, administrators do not have permissions to view the list of running Applications or Events
that are associated with the deleted user. To view the list, administrators must have APPL.*.READ and
EVENT.*.READ permissions.

4. Select one of the following in the Affected Artifacts dialog, if applicable:
– DELETE—Proceeds with the deletion.

WARNING
If you delete the user, the affected Events do not trigger and the affected Applications may stop running.

– CANCEL—Cancels the deletion request. To avoid this warning, you
can update the execution user in the Event definition and set the Inherit trigger user option to false and wait for
the running Applications to complete.

NOTE
For more information about the execution user, see Create an Event.

5. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog to delete the user, if applicable.
The user is permanently deleted.

List the Events Associated with a User

You can list the Events associated with a user to determine whether there are any Events defined with that user as the
execution user.

NOTE

You require Read access to the EVENT permission to list the Events associated with a user.
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Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Select the user to list Events for, and select List Associated Events from the MORE drop-down list.

If there are any Events with that user as the execution user, the List Events Associated With User dialog displays
the list of Events associated with the selected user. For each Event, the list displays the prefix and name of the Event,
target name, and target type (Application, Report, or Forecast).

List the Running Applications Associated with a User

You can list the running Applications associated with a user to determine whether there are any running Applications with
that user as the execution user.

NOTE
You require Read access to the APPL permission to list the running Applications associated with a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Select the user to list associated running Applications for, and select List Affected Running Applications from the

MORE drop-down list.
If there are any running Applications with that user as the execution user, the List Running Applications Affected
by User dialog displays a list of running Applications associated with that user. For each running Application, the list
displays the Application name and generation, state, completion percentage, and estimated end time (if anticipated
end times or dueout times are enabled). 

Reassign Workload to a Different User

You can reassign workload from one user to another to change the execution user of that workload.

NOTE
To reassign workload, you require Read access to the APPL permission, Update access to the EVENT
permission, and Allow access to the EVENTX permission for the selected Events.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select Users from the Admin menu.

The Users list table displays the list of users that are available in the server.
3. Select the user you want to reassign the workload from, and select Reassign workload from the MORE drop-down

list.
If there are any Events defined with that user as the execution user, the Reassign workload to another user dialog
opens.

4. Select the user you want to reassign the workload to in the To drop-down list.
5. (Optional) Select the Delete user after reassigning its workload, if no Events will be associated with it check box.

If you select this option and no Events are associated with the user after the workload is reassigned, you will be
prompted to delete the user.

6. Select the Events that you want to reassign to the user from the Select the events to reassign to the selected user
table.

7. Click REASSIGN.
A message is displayed indicating the number of successful and failed Events reassignments. Click the Review the
details link to review the failed Events reassignments.
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If you reassign all the Events associated with a user and selected the option in Step 5, you are prompted to delete the
user.

8. Click DELETE to delete the user, if applicable.

Managing Security for User Groups
You can use groups to define the same set of permissions for different users. After you assign permissions to a group,
you can associate users with that group. All users in a particular group share the permissions that belong to that group.
Groups are useful for users who share common duties and activities. When you first install the server, it creates the
following predefined groups:

• ADMINGRP
• EVERYONE
• OPERGRP
• SCHEDGRP

You can use these groups as models for other groups that you create.

The predefined groups are each assigned a tailored set of permissions, as follows:

• ADMINGRP
Administers the server with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:
– View, update, add, and delete Topology information
– View, update, add, and delete connection profiles
– View, update, add, and delete security profiles
– View, update, add, and delete users and groups
– Issue agent control commands to any agent or advanced integration
– Execute all CLI commands
– Delete all forecast and report results
– Execute the security report
– Receive all server status messages

NOTE
The ADMIN user belongs to this group.

• EVERYONE
Acts with the required global permissions. Every user is automatically added to the EVERYONE group.
Users associated with this group can do the following:
– View Topology information (no status information)
– Read the SYSTEM calendar
– Use terms defined in the SYSTEM calendar
– View global variables in the DEFAULT context

• OPERGRP
Operates the server with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:
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– Display all Alert definitions
– Download and display all Applications
– Run all Applications
– Issue commands against jobs in all Applications
– Insert jobs into any Application
– Display all Events
– Issue commands against all Events
– Display and update all resources

• SCHEDGRP
Schedules the workload with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:
– Run work on any agent or advanced integration
– Use any user ID on any agent in the Topology
– Create, delete, display, and update all Alerts
– Create, delete, lock, and unlock any Application
– Add, modify, and delete any job definitions in any Application
– Run all Applications
– Issue commands against jobs in all Applications
– Insert jobs into any Application
– Create, delete, display, and update any calendar
– Reference any calendar in an Event
– Create, delete, display, and update all Events
– Issue commands against all Events
– Create, delete, display, and update all forecast reports
– Create, delete, display, and update all JavaScript scripts
– Create, delete, display, and update all resources
– View, create, delete, and modify all global variable contexts and global variables
– Use connection profiles in jobs
– Use security profiles in jobs

NOTE
The SCHEDMASTER user belongs to this group.

You can create and manage user groups as follows:

Create a Group

When you create a new group, you can add permissions for the group, add one or more users to the group, and modify
the details of the group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using Web Client.
2. Select User group from the Admin menu.

The Define user group page appears.
3. Click NEW USER GROUP.

The properties section of the new group appears.
4. Complete the following fields:

– Group name
Identifies the group name. Each group name must be unique.
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), underscore (_),
and hyphen (-). The first character can be alphabetic or numeric.
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Examples: 101_group, group@1
– Description

(Optional) Identifies the group's description.
Limits: The description cannot exceed 40 characters.

5. Do the following tasks in the Users section to add users to the group:
– To add users from an existing group, select the group from the Copy all users from group drop-down list.

The users are added to the Connected users field.
– To add a new user, select the user from the Connected Users field.

6. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to add permissions to the group:
– To add a new permission, do the following tasks:

a. Click the Add user group permission icon.
The Add a new permission for group dialog opens.

b. Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list, and enter the permission's value
in the Properties section.
Based on the type of permission you select, the related fields appear in the Properties section.

NOTE
To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

c. Select the access level for the permission in the Access field, and click SUBMIT.
The permission is added to the group.

NOTE
For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

d. Repeat the previous steps to add all the permissions the group needs.
– To add permissions from an existing group, select the group from the Copy permissions from group drop-down

list.
The permissions are added to the group.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The group is created and listed in the User Group list table.

NOTE

To filter the groups list based on a search keyword, enter the complete or partial name of the group, press
Enter

, and click the Search icon in the Search user group field. To search using multiple keywords, press Enter
after specifying each keyword, and click the Search icon.

Add a User to a Group

You can add a user to a group to assign the user permissions included with membership to that group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User group from the Admin menu.

The User Group List table displays the list of user groups that are available on the server.
3. Click the name of the user group you want to add a user to.

The properties section of the user group appears.
4. Do the following tasks in the Users section as required:

– To add users from an existing group, select the group from the Copy all users from group drop-down list.
The users are added to the Connected users field.

– To add a new user, select the user from the Connected Users field.
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5. Click SUBMIT.
The user is added to the group.

Remove a User from a Group

You can delete a user from a group to remove the user permissions previously assigned by membership to that group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User group from the Admin menu.

The User Group List table displays the list of user groups that are available on the server.
3. Click the name of the user group you want to remove a user from.

The properties section of the user group appears.
4. Click the Delete mark next to the names of the user you want to remove from the Connected Users field
5. Click SUBMIT.

The user is removed from the group.

Add, Modify, or Remove Group Permissions

You can add, modify, or remove permissions for groups to define or deny their security access at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User group from the Admin menu.

The User Group List table displays the list of user groups that are available on the server.
3. Click the name of the user group you want from the table.

The properties section of the user group appears.
4. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to add permissions to the group:

– To add a new permission, do the following tasks:
a. Click the Add user group permission icon.

The Add a new permission for group dialog opens.
b. Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list, and enter the permission's value

in the Properties section.
Based on the type of permission you select, the related fields appear in the Properties section.

NOTE
To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

c. Select the access level for the permission in the Access field, and click SUBMIT.
The permission is added to the group.

NOTE
For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

d. Repeat the previous steps to add all the permissions the group needs.
– To add permissions from an existing group, select the group from the Copy permissions from group drop-down

list.
The permissions are added to the group.

5. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to edit a group permission:
a. Click the Edit icon in the Action field of the permission you want to edit.

The Edit permission dialog opens.
b. Make the required changes, and click SUBMIT.
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The group permission is modified.
6. Do the following tasks in the Permissions section to remove a group permission:

a. Select the permissions you want to remove.
b. Click the Delete icon.

The Delete permission dialog opens.
c. Click DELETE.

The group permission is deleted.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The changes are saved.

Change a Group's Description

You can make changes to a group's description if, for example, that group grows to include additional users of a certain
type.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User group from the Admin menu.

The User Group List table displays the list of user groups that are available on the server.
3. Click the name of the user group you want to change the description of.

The properties section of the user group appears.
4. Update the description in the Description field, and click SUBMIT.

The group's description is changed.

Copy a Group

You can copy an existing group and save it with a different name to create a new group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User groups from the Admin menu.

The User Group list table displays the list of groups that are available in the server.
3. Select the group that you want to copy, and click COPY.

The Properties section of the selected group appears.
4. Enter a new group name in the Group name field.
5. Modify the remaining fields as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

The new group is created.

Delete a Group

If a particular group is no longer required, you can delete it. You can delete multiple groups at once. You cannot delete the
mandatory EVERYONE group.

NOTE
Deleting a group does not delete the users associated with it.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the Web Client.
2. Select User groups from the Admin menu.

The User Group list table displays the list of user groups that are available in the server.
3. Select the user group that you want to delete, and click DELETE.

The Delete Group confirmation dialog list the user group that you selected.
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4. Click DELETE.
The group is deleted. A confirmation message is displayed indicating the number of successful and failed deletions.
You can review the details of the groups by clicking the Review the details link in the message.

Security Permissions
Permissions determine what type of access a user or group has to a particular element of the server. You can also
use permissions to restrict access to specific artifacts. For example, you can restrict access to a specific Application.
Permissions can contain the following two types of access:

• Alter, Update, or Read access
• Allow or Deny access

With Allow or Deny access, you can use Deny to create exceptions to a user or group's normal access. For example,
if a user needs to have access to all Calendars except the PAYCAL Calendar, you can give the user Allow access to
CALENDAR.*, but create a permission with a Deny access called CALENDAR.PAYCAL.

NOTE

The permissions supported in Web Client and Desktop Client are the same. The permissions that you add in
Web Client are backward compatible with Desktop Client, and vice versa.

The following table summarizes the permissions you can add to users and groups:

Permission Determines access to Access Values Default (inherited from the
EVERYONE mandatory group)

ADMIN Network Topology, security files,
connection profiles, security
profiles

Alter, Update, Read No access to server security
profiles. Read access to
Topology information. No access
to authentication systems. No
access to connection profiles
and security profiles.

AGENT Define and run workload on an
agent

Allow, Deny No access to agents

AGENTMSG Agent control commands Allow, Deny No access to agent control
commands

AGENTUSER Agent user IDs Allow, Deny Access to submit workload on
any user account on allowed
agents

ALERT Alert definitions Alter, Update, Read No access to Alerts
APPL Application definitions Alter, Update, Read No access to Applications
APPLX Active Applications Allow, Deny No access to active Applications
CALENDAR Calendars Alter, Update, Read Read access to the SYSTEM

calendar
No access to other calendars

CMD Commands issued from the
Command-Line Interface (CLI)

Allow, Deny No access to CLI commands

CONNECTION_PROFILE Connection profiles for
environments where the
workload runs

Allow, Deny No access to connection profiles

EVENT Events Alter, Update, Read No access to Events
EVENTX Commands issued against an

Event
Allow, Deny No access to Event commands
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FORECAST Forecasts Alter, Update, Read No access to forecasts
FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE Removal of forecast results Allow, Deny No access to remove forecast

results
JAVASCRIPT JavaScript scripts Alter, Update, Read No access to scripts
REPORT_DESIGN Report designs Alter, Update, Read No access to report designs
REPORT_RESULT_DELETE Removal of report results Allow, Deny No access to remove report

results
REPORTX Execution of reports Allow, Deny No access to execute reports
RESOURCE Resources Alter, Update, Read No access to resources
SECURITY_PROFILE Security profiles for

environments where the
workload runs

Allow, Deny No access to security profiles

STATUSMSG Status of nodes in the Desktop
Client Topology
Dashboard status messages in
Desktop Client

Allow, Deny No access to status information
in the Topology or status
messages in the dashboard of
Desktop Client

VARIABLE Global variables Alter, Update, Read Read access to global variables
in the DEFAULT context

This article contains the following topics:

User Permission and Group Permission Conflict

Sometimes a user belonging to a group can contain permissions that contradict the group permissions. For example, a
user with Allow access to AGENT.A1UNIX may belong to a group with a Deny permission for AGENT.A1UNIX.

Also, in the case of permissions with Alter, Update, and Read access, a user may have a higher access level than the
group. For example, a user may have Alter access to ADMIN.Security Files and belong to a group with Read access to
ADMIN.Security Files.

In these cases, the user permission always overrides the group permission. The user in the group with Deny permission
for AGENT.A1UNIX has Allow access to that agent, and the user who belongs to the group with Read access to
ADMIN.Security Files has Alter access.

Conventions for Permissions

Permissions use the following standard convention:

permission.value (accesslevel)

• permission
Specifies the name of the permission.

• value
Defines what the permission affects. In the Permissions section of the Define user page or the Define user group
page, you select or specify a value in the Properties section when you add a permission to a user or group. You can
use an asterisk (*) in the value of most permissions to indicate that the value affects all aspects of the permission.

• accesslevel
Defines the type of security access this permission allows. Depending on the type of permission, you can specify the
following levels:
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– Alter, Update, or Read
– Allow or Deny

ADMIN

The ADMIN security permission determines a user or group’s access to the following resources:

• Admin resources
– Network Topology
– Security Files

• Topology resources
– Connection Profiles
– Security Profiles

With this permission, a user or group can control and manage network topology tasks, security profiles, connection
profiles, and security profiles.

The ADMIN permission has the following syntax:

ADMIN.adminResourceName.topologyResourceName

• adminResourceName
Specifies the name of the admin resources. Options are Network Topology and Security Files.

• topologyResourceName
Specifies the name of the topology resources. Options are Connection Profiles and Security Profiles.

You can use an asterisk in place of adminResourceName and topologyResourceName to specify that all the admin and
topology resources are affected by this permission.

Examples:

This example permits the user to view, update, add, and delete the topology information, users, groups, and connection
profiles:

ADMIN.*.Connection Profiles (Alter)

This example permits the user to view and update the users, groups, and security profiles:

ADMIN.Security Files.Security Profiles (Update)

This example permits the user to view the Topology information, connection profiles, and security profiles:

ADMIN.Network Topology.* (Read)

Network Topology

This permission determines access to the Topology. This permission affects what a user can do in the Topology view.
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NOTE
To view the status of nodes in the Topology, you require Allow access to the STATUSMSG.* permission.

The tasks in network topology include the following tasks:

• Switching server roles in a CA WA High Availability environment
• Modifying server instance and shared configuration and initialization parameters
• Modifying agent or advanced integration configuration parameters
• Adding and removing agents or advanced integrations from your CA Workload Automation DE environment
• Modifying agent group configuration parameters
• Adding and removing agent groups from your CA Workload Automation DE environment
• Adding, configuring, and removing authentication systems from your CA Workload Automation DE environment
• Adding and configuring SNMP managers
• Configuring the SMTP server

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete Topology information.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update Topology information.

• Read
Permits a user to view Topology information.

Security Files

This permission determines access to server security files.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete users and groups.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update users and groups.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view user and group information.

NOTE
To access the Security view, you require Update or Alter access.

Connection Profiles

This permission determines access to connection profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete connection profiles.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update connection profiles.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view connection profiles.

Security Profiles

This permission determines access to security profiles in the Topology.
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You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete security profiles.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update security profiles.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view security profiles.

AGENT

AGENT determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on an agent.

The AGENT permission has the following syntax:

AGENT.agentname

• agentname
Specifies the name of an agent in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of agentname to specify that all agents are affected by this permission. For example, the
permission AGENT.UNIX1 determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on the agent named UNIX1.
The permission AGENT.* determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on all agents in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to define and run workload on the agent specified in agentname.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from defining and running workload on the agent specified in agentname.

Examples

The following example permits the user to define and run workload on any agent whose name begins with A1:

AGENT.A1* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from defining and running workload on the agent named A1UNIX:

AGENT.A1UNIX (Deny)

AGENTMSG

AGENTMSG determines whether a user or group can issue agent control commands to an agent using the Command-
Line Interface (CLI).

The AGENTMSG permission has the following syntax:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.agentname
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• CONTROL
Specifies that this permission affects agent control commands.

• agentname
Specifies the name of the agent that you are applying the permission to.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all agents are affected by this permission. For example, the permission
AGENTMSG.CONTROL.AIXUNIX determines whether a user or group can issue agent control commands on the agent
named AIXUNIX. The permission AGENTMSG.CONTROL.* determines whether a user or group can issue agent control
commands on any agent in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to run the specified agent control command on the specified agent.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from running the specified agent control command on the specified agent.

NOTE
The AGENTMSG permission works with the CMD permission. To issue agent control commands, a user also
requires CMD.APPCMD* (Allow).

Examples

The following example permits the user to issue agent control commands to all agents whose names begin with A1:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.A1*(Allow)

The following example prevents the user from issuing agent control commands to the agent named A1UNIX:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.A1UNIX (Deny)

AGENTUSER

AGENTUSER determines whether a user can use a specific user ID on an agent. The AGENTUSER permission has the
following syntax:

AGENTUSER.agentname.userid

• agentname
Specifies the name of an agent that this permission affects.

• userid
Specifies the name of a valid agent user ID. This value is case-sensitive.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all agents or agent user IDs are affected by this permission. For example, the
permission AGENTUSER.A1UNIX.User1 determines whether a user can use the user ID User1 on the agent named
A1UNIX. The permission AGENTUSER.*.* determines whether a user can use any user ID on any agent in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to use the user ID specified in userid on the agent specified in agentname.

• Deny
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Prevents a user or group from using the user ID specified in userid on the agent specified in agentname.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to use any user ID on any agent in the Topology whose name begins with A1:

AGENTUSER.A1*.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to use the user ID User1 on any agent in the Topology whose name begins with
A1:

AGENTUSER.A1*.User1 (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from using any user IDs on the agent A1UNIX:

AGENTUSER.A1UNIX.* (Deny)

ALERT

ALERT determines a user or group's access to Alert definitions. Alerts are used to take action automatically when a job
reaches a particular stage of processing. This permission lets a user or group view, define, modify, and delete an Alert.
The ALERT permission has the following syntax:

ALERT.alertname

• alertname
Specifies the name of the Alert you are applying the permission to.

You can use an asterisk to specify that the permission applies to all Alerts.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update an Alert definition

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update an Alert definition.

• Read
Permits a user or group to read an Alert definition.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create, delete, and change any Alert definition:

ALERT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and update the LATE_JOBS Alert definition:

ALERT.LATE_JOBS (Update)
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The following example permits the user to read any Alert definition starting with FAIL:

ALERT.FAIL* (Read)

APPL

APPL determines what a user or group can do using the Define Perspective. With this permission, a user can create and
view Applications and also add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions.

The APPL permission has the following syntax:

APPL.applname

• applname
Specifies the name of an Application.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all Applications are affected by this permission. For example, the permission
APPL.PAYROLL determines access to the Application PAYROLL. The permission APPL.* determines access to all
Applications.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter enables a user or group to do the following:
– Create, delete, lock, and unlock an Application
– Add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions
– Unlock an Application definition locked by another user

• Update enables a user or group to do the following:
– Lock or unlock an Application
– Add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions
– Unlock an Application definition locked by another user

• Read enables a user or group to download and display an Application

Examples

The following example permits the user to create and delete new Applications, change Applications, and change job
definitions in any Application:

APPL.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to add, change and delete job definitions in the Application named PAYROLL:

APPL.PAYROLL (Update)

The following example permits the user to view the Application named PAYROLL:

APPL.PAYROLL (Read)
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APPLX

APPLX determines what a user or group can do in the Monitor view. With this permission, a user or group can control and
manage Applications, view states, insert jobs, and retrieve spool files, reset job definitions, resubmit jobs, browse JCL
libraries, and browse copy JCL libraries.

The APPLX permission has the following syntax:

APPLX.applname.jobname.jobqualifier.commandname

• applname
Specifies the name of the Application.

• jobname
Specifies the name of the job within the Application.

• jobqualifier
Specifies the name of the job qualifier.

• commandname
Specifies either subscribe, subscribeall, getspoolfile, reset definition, or resubmit.
– subscribe—The subscibe value enables a user or group to display the status of jobs within Applications, but not

control them.
– subscribeall—By default, the subscribe all access is enabled for OPERGRP and SCHEDGRP groups and for users

with the APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe permission. You can disable the Subscribe All option in the Monitor view and restrict
a user or group from subscribing all Applications on a server by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribeall (Deny)

– getspoolfile—The getspoolfile value enables a user or group to view the output of a job in its spool file.
– reset definition—The reset definition enables a user or group to reset a job definition. By

default, the reset definition access is enabled for OPERGRP and SCHEDGRP groups. You
can disable the Reset Definition option in the Monitor view and restrict a user or group from resetting job definitions
by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.reset definition (Deny)

– resubmit—The resubmit value enables a user or group to rerun a failed job or a completed job in an active
Application. By default, the resubmit access is enabled for OPERGRP and SCHEDGRP groups. You can disable
the Resubmit option in the Monitor view and restrict a user or group from resubmitting a job by setting the following
permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.resubmit (Deny)

– browse jcl—The browse jcl value enable a user or group to access the library that contains the JCL for z/
OS-Regular jobs. By default, the browse jcl access is enabled for all users and groups. You can disable
the Browse JCL option for z/OS-Regular jobs in the Monitor view and restrict a user or group to browse the JCL
library by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.browse jcl (Deny)
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– browse copy jcl—The browse copy jcl value enable a user or group to access the copy JCL library that stores an
editable working copy of the JCL for z/OS-Regular jobs. By default, the browse copy jcl access is enabled for all
users and groups. You can disable the Copy JCL option for z/OS-Regular jobs in the Monitor view and restrict a
user or group to browse the copy JCL library by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.browse copy jcl (Deny)

You can use an asterisk to specify the permission determines access to all Applications, all jobs within the Application, all
job qualifiers, or all command names.

The permission APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe gives users subscription-only access to all Applications. Users with this permission
can view and monitor the status of jobs and Applications using the Monitor perspective, but they cannot issue any
commands (for example, Complete, Bypass, Hold) to control the jobs and Applications. You can restrict users or groups
so they can only subscribe to one Application in particular using the following syntax:

APPLX.applname.*.*.subscribe

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to run Applications or a job within an Application, issue commands against a job within an
Application, and insert jobs into the Application. When the value subscribe is in the APPLX permission, the user or
group can view the status of jobs, but cannot issue commands against them.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from running Applications or jobs within the Applications, issuing commands against jobs, or
inserting jobs.

Examples

The following example permits the user to run all Applications and insert jobs in all Applications:

APPLX.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to run and insert jobs in the Application PAYROLL:

APPLX.PAYROLL.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to only run and insert jobs in the Application called PAYROLL, and issue
commands only against the job PAYJOB1.RUN1:

APPLX.PAYROLL.PAYJOB1. RUN1 (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from running and inserting jobs into the Application PAYROLL:

APPLX.PAYROLL (Deny)
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The following example permits the user to view and monitor the status of jobs and Applications using Monitor. The user
cannot issue any commands (for example, Complete, Bypass, Hold) to control the jobs and Applications:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe (Allow)

The following example permits the user to only view and monitor the status of jobs that belong to the PAYROLL
Application:

APPLX.PAYROLL.*.*.subscribe (Allow)

The following example permits the user to only view the spool file of jobs that belong to the PAYROLL Application:

APPLX.PAYROLL.*.*.getspoolfile (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from subscribing to all Applications:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribeall (Deny)

CALENDAR

CALENDAR determines a user or group's access to calendars. With this permission, a user can create new calendars,
add holidays and special day definitions, change remarks and workday settings, and reference a calendar in Events.

The CALENDAR permission has the following syntax:

CALENDAR.calendarname

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar the permission defines access to.

You can use an asterisk to indicate this permission applies to all calendars. For example, the permission
CALENDAR.CALENDAR1 determines a user or group's access to the calendar named CALENDAR1. The permission
CALENDAR.* determines a user or group's access to all calendars.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter enables a user or group to do the following:
– Create and delete a calendar
– Add holidays and special days
– Change remarks and workday settings
– Display a calendar's content
– Reference a calendar in Events

• Update enables a user or group to do the following:
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– Add holidays and special days
– Change remarks and workday settings
– Display a calendar's content
– Reference a calendar in Events

• Read enables a user or group to do the following:
– Display a calendar's content
– Reference a calendar in Events

Examples

The following example permits the user to create new calendars and also view and modify all calendars:

CALENDAR.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify any calendar starting with PAY:

CALENDAR.PAY* (Update)

The following example permits the user to display the calendar called PAYROLL:

CALENDAR.PAYROLL (Read)

CMD

CMD determines whether a user or group can issue commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

The CMD permission has the following syntax:

CMD.APPCMD*

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to issue commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from issuing commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

CONNECTION_PROFILE

CONNECTION_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to connection profiles. Connection profiles include a set
of connection parameters for environments where the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group can use the
connection profile in the job definition.

The CONNECTION_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.connectionProfileName
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• connectionProfileName
Specifies the name of a connection profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of connectionProfileName to specify that all connection profiles are affected by this
permission. For example, the permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS1 determines whether a user or group can
access the connection profile named HDFS1. The permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.* determines whether a user or
group can access all connection profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any connection profile whose name begins with HDFS*:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named HDFSTEST:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFSTEST (Deny)

EVENT

EVENT determines a user or group's access to Event definitions. With the EVENT permission, a user or group
can create, view, and modify Event definitions.

NOTE
The EVENT permission works with the APPL permission. To create and update an Event, a user requires APPL
(Alter) for the Application the Event refers to.

The EVENT permission has the following syntax:

EVENT.eventprefix.eventname

• eventprefix
Specifies the prefix of the Event.

• eventname
Specifies the name of the Event.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update an Event.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update an Event.

• Read
Permits a user or group to display a specific Event.
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Examples

The following example permits the user to create, modify, and view all Event definitions with the PROD Event prefix:

EVENT.PROD.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and modify the Event called PAYROLL:

EVENT.PROD.PAYROLL (Update)

The following example permits the user to create, modify, and view all Event definitions.

EVENT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and modify any Event that begins with MRC, with the Event prefix of
TEST:

EVENT.TEST.MRC* (Update)

The following example permits the user to display all Events:

EVENT.* (Read)

EVENTX

EVENTX determines whether a user or group can issue commands against an Event.

The EVENTX permission has the following syntax:

EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname

• eventprefix
Specifies the prefix of the Event.

• eventname
Specifies the name of the Event.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to issue commands against the Event.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from issuing commands against the Event.

Examples

The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events:
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EVENTX.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events with the prefix PROD:

EVENTX.PROD.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from issuing commands against the Event PAYROLL, with the prefix PROD:

EVENTX.PROD.PAYROLL (Deny)

The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events named MYJOBS, with any prefix:

EVENTX.*.MYJOBS (Allow)

FORECAST

FORECAST determines a user or group's access to generate forecast reports. This permission lets a user or group view,
modify, or create forecast reports.

The FORECAST permission has the following syntax:

FORECAST.forecastname

• forecastname
Specifies the name of a forecast report.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update forecast reports.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update a forecast report.

• Read
Permits a user or group to display a forecast report.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create forecast reports and view and modify all existing forecast reports:

FORECAST.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify the forecast report named OVERDUE:

FORECAST.OVERDUE (Update)
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The following example permits the user to display the forecast report named ODDJOBS:

FORECAST.ODDJOBS (Read)

FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE

FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output of forecast reports from the
server. For example, an administrator can use this permission to remove the forecast results without being able to view
the results.

NOTE
The execution user of the Forecast Event can always delete the output from the server.

The FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE permission has the following syntax:

FORECAST.forecastname

• forecastname
Specifies the name of a forecast report.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to delete the output of a forecast report.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from deleting the output of a forecast report.

Examples

The following example permits the user to delete the output of forecast reports:

FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from deleting the output of a forecast report named ODDJOBS:

FORECAST.ODDJOBS (Deny)

JAVASCRIPT

JAVASCRIPT determines a user or group's access to JavaScript scripts used in scheduling. This permission enables a
user or group to view, modify, or create JavaScript scripts.

The JAVASCRIPT permission has the following syntax:

JAVASCRIPT.javascriptname

• javascriptname
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Specifies the name of a JavaScript script.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update a JavaScript script.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update a JavaScript script.

• Read
Permits a user or group to use a JavaScript script in an Application.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create JavaScript scripts and also view and modify all existing scripts:

JAVASCRIPT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify the JavaScript script named DATEVARIABLES:

JAVASCRIPT.DATEVARIABLES (Update)

The following example permits the user to use the JavaScript script named ODDJOBS in Applications:

JAVASCRIPT.ODDJOBS (Read)

REPORT_DESIGN

REPORT_DESIGN determines a user or group's access to report designs. This permission lets a user or group create,
read, update, or delete a report design.

The REPORT_DESIGN permission has the following syntax:

REPORT_DESIGN.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of the report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, read, update, and delete a report design.

• Update
Permits a user or group to read and update a report design.

• Read
Permits a user or group to read a report design.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create, read, update, and delete all existing report designs:
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REPORT_DESIGN.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to read and update the report design named FAILED:

REPORT_DESIGN.FAILED (Update)

The following example permits the user to read the report design named ODDJOBS:

REPORT_DESIGN.ODDJOBS (Read)

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output of reports from the server. For
example, an administrator can use this permission to remove the report results without being able to view the results.

NOTE
You can delete the output from the server regardless of this permission if you are the execution user or you have
the REPORTX permission.

The REPORT_RESULT_DELETE permission has the following syntax:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of a report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to delete the report result.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from deleting the report result.

Examples

The following example permits the user to delete all the report results:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from deleting the report result for the report named ACTIVEJOBS:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.ACTIVEJOBS (Deny)

REPORTX

REPORTX determines whether a user or group can execute a report design to generate a report result.
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NOTE
To execute a report design, the user must also have at least Read access to the REPORT_DESIGN permission.

The REPORTX permission has the following syntax:

REPORTX.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of a report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to execute a report design.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from executing a report design.

Examples

The following example permits the user to execute all existing report designs:

REPORTX.* (Allow)

REPORT_DESIGN.* (Read)

The following example permits the user to execute the report design named TEST:

REPORTX.TEST (Allow) 

REPORT_DESIGN.TEST (Read) 

RESOURCE

RESOURCE determines a user or group's access to resources used in scheduling. This permission enables a user or
group to view, modify, or create resource definitions.

The RESOURCE permission has the following syntax:

RESOURCE.resourcename

• resourcename
Specifies the name of a resource.

You can use an asterisk to associate this permission with all resources.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
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Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update a resource definition.
• Update

Permits a user or group to display and update a resource definition.
• Read

Permits a user or group to use a resource definition in an Application.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create new resource definitions and also view and modify all existing resource
definitions:

RESOURCE.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify the resource definition named LOWPRIO:

RESOURCE.LOWPRIO (Update)

The following example permits the user to use the resource definition DB2 in Applications:

RESOURCE.DB2 (Read)

SECURITY_PROFILE

SECURITY_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to security profiles. Security profiles include a set of user
permissions that are required to access an environment where the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group
can use the security profile in the job definition.

The SECURITY_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

SECURITY_PROFILE.securityProfileName

• securityProfileName
Specifies the name of a security profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of securityProfileName to specify that all security profiles are affected by this permission.
For example, the permission SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE1 determines whether a user or group can access the security
profile named OOZIE1. The permission SECURITY_PROFILE.* determines whether a user or group can access all
security profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any security profile whose name begins with OOZIE*:
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SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named OOZIEADM:

SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIEADM (Deny)

STATUSMSG

STATUSMSG determines whether a user or group can do the following:

• View the status of the servers, agents, agent groups, SNMP managers, SMTP server, and authentication systems
defined in your CA Workload Automation DE environment

• View the status of the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High Availability environment
• Receive status messages in the Dashboard view of the Desktop Client's Monitor Perspective. 

The STATUSMSG permission has the following syntax:

STATUSMSG.statusmessagetype

• statusmessagetype
Specifies the type of status messages the permission defines access to.

NOTE
You can use an asterisk to indicate this permission applies to all status message types or specify a specific
status message type. For example, the permission STATUSMSG.Active_Applications determines whether a
user or group can access all messages in the Active_Applications custom view.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to view the status of nodes in the Topology and receive status messages in the dashboard.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from viewing the status of nodes in the Topology and receiving status messages in the
dashboard.

Examples

The following example permits the user to view the status of all nodes in the Topology and receive all types of status
messages in the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.* (ALLOW)

The following example prevents the user from viewing the status of any nodes in the Topology and receiving any status
messages in the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.* (DENY)
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The following example permits the user to view the status of agents in the Topology and receive agent status messages in
the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.AGENT_STATUS (ALLOW)

VARIABLE

VARIABLE determines a user or group’s access to global variables. Global variables let you store information that you can
reuse across Applications. With this permission, a user can view, modify, or create global variables at the context level or
at the name level.

The syntax has the following format:

VARIABLE.contextname.variablename

• contextname
Specifies the name of a global variable context. A context is a group of related global variables. You can use an
asterisk to specify all contexts.

• variablename
Specifies the name of a global variable. You can use an asterisk to specify all global variables specified in
contextname.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, create, delete, and modify the global variable context or global variable.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and modify the global variable context or global variable.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view the global variable context or global variable.

Example: Add a VARIABLE Permission for Some Variables in a Context

Suppose that the PRODSCHED group needs to be able to view and modify some global variables defined in the payroll
global variable context. Those global variables must have names that start with the characters AC.

Follow these steps:

1. Select User group from the Admin menu.
2. Click the name of the PRODSCHED group from the User Group list.
3. Click the Add user group permission icon in the Permissions section.
4. Select VARIABLE from the Permission type drop-down list.
5. Enter the following information:

– Global variable context—payroll
– Global variable name—AC*

6. Select UPDATE from the Permission type drop-down list, and click SUBMIT.

Example: Add a VARIABLE Permission for All Variables in All Contexts

Suppose that a user named ADMUSER needs to be able to view, create, delete, and modify all global variables in all
global variable contexts.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Users from the Admin menu.
2. Click the name of the ADMUSER user from the Users list.
3. Click the Add user permission icon in the Permissions section.
4. Select VARIABLE from the Permission type drop-down list.
5. Enter the following information:

– Global variable context—*
– Global variable name—*

6. Select ALTER from the Permission type drop-down list, and click SUBMIT.
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Scheduling
This section includes the following information:

• Defining and managing applications and workload objects
• Job types
• Events
• Scheduling jobs
• Adding time, resources, and global variable dependencies to jobs
• Using parameters, such as notifications, calendars, global variables, resources, environment variables, and

Javascripts in the job definition
Note: For more information about using built-in JavaScript functions, see the CA Workload Automation DE
documentation.

• Using global views and personal views for monitoring jobs

Defining and Managing Applications and Workload Objects
An Application consists of workload objects. Workload objects represent the work to be scheduled. Workload objects
include jobs that execute programs such as Windows commands, UNIX scripts, objects that monitor for conditions such
as file activity, and objects that run on CA Workload Automation DE such as links and tasks.

To define a workload object, identify the following details:

• Parameters
The parameters (job details) of a workload object are the required and optional properties of that workload object. For
example, Windows jobs require a command file, and UNIX jobs require a script name or command name.
Optional parameters may include user IDs, arguments, and environment variables. Most workload objects can contain
time dependencies, notifications, resource requirements, and other options.

• Run frequency
You specify when a workload object runs (or does not run) using schedule criteria. When an Application is generated,
the run frequency determines whether the job is selected to run.
You can add a single run-frequency condition or create a list of conditions specifying when the workload object runs or
does not run.

• Relationships with other workload objects
A workload object may have predecessors and successors. By default, a workload object run only when its
predecessors complete successfully and its other dependencies (time and resources) are met. When a workload
object completes successfully, it releases its successors, which run after all their dependencies are met.
You specify a workload object's relationship with other workload objects using predecessor dependencies. You can
create predecessor dependencies between jobs in the same Application or jobs in different Applications.

An Application consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you group related jobs and define
their dependencies. For example, you may want to group all your payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an Application
may run on different platforms.

By default, the server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. Predecessors are
workload objects that must complete before another workload object can run. Successors are workload objects that must
wait for the completion of predecessors before they can run.

Example: Predecessors and Successors in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration shows the days on which the various jobs run:
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The following table lists the predecessors and successors of each job.

Job Predecessors Successors
A None B, C
B A D
C A D
D B, C E
E D F
F E None

How the Server Processes the Application

An Application passes through the following two phases:

• Generation phase
Generates an instance of an Application triggered by an Event. This instance is named a generation. During this
phase, the server does the following tasks:
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– Selects the jobs that will run in the Application based on their run frequencies and the calendars specified in the
Event

– Builds the Application with the selected jobs
• Process phase

Processes the jobs after selecting the jobs to run in the Application. During this phase, the server does the following:
– Checks for any predecessor dependencies at the job submission time

NOTE
Each job has a hold count corresponding to the number of immediate predecessors. A job cannot be
submitted if its hold count exceeds zero.

– Subtracts one from a job's current hold count after one of the job's predecessors complete successfully
– Checks the job for any resource dependencies after a job's hold count reduces to zero
– Submits the job after all required resources are available
– Completes the Application after all jobs in the Application are complete or are bypassed

Example: Building an Application on Different Days

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run in an Application. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F
also runs.

In this Application, one of the following will occur:

• If today is not a Friday and not the last workday of the month:
– Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
– Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
– Jobs E and F do not run

• If today is a Friday but not the last workday of the month
– Job E runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
– Job F does not run

• If today is the last workday of the month but not a Friday
– Job F runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
– Job E does not run

• If today is a Friday and the last workday of the month
– Job E runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
– Job F runs after job E completes successfully

Defining an Application
As a scheduler, you are responsible for defining the jobs in the Application and their dependencies. An Application
consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you group related jobs and define their
dependencies. For example, you can group all your payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an Application can run on
different platforms.

By default, the server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. Predecessors are
workload objects that must complete before another workload object can run. Successors are workload objects that must
wait for predecessors to complete before they can run.

This scenario walks you through the process of defining an Application:
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1. Specify the Application properties
2. Schedule the Application using an Event
3. Add the jobs to the Application workspace
4. Define the dependencies between the jobs
5. Define job details of each job
6. Upload the Application to the server
7. Simulate the Event

Example: Defining an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration shows the days on which the various jobs run:
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Specify the Application Properties

You can specify general Application properties and set defaults for the jobs. For example, you can prevent Application
generations from running concurrently or can specify a default run frequency and the agent name. When defining the job
details of each job, you can use the default run frequency and the agent name. Or you can override the defaults that are
specified in the Application properties.

NOTE
The defaults that you define in the Application properties apply to all jobs in the Application, regardless of the job
type. If you want to specify a default for a particular job type, use job defaults.

WARNING

The following Application properties are supported only in Desktop Client:

• Restart Option EE
• Product Integration

If the Application that you upload in Web Client contains these properties, the Application upload will fail.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Application from the Define menu.
2. Specify an Application name in the Name field.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and underscore
(_).

3. Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Application Properties section appears.

4. Complete the remaining fields as required and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
By default, the server uses the Application name for monitoring the Application. To override the default,
specify a name in the Runtime name field. You can use a symbolic variable in the Runtime name field.

Schedule the Application Using an Event

When you define a new Application, CA Workload Automation DE Web Client defines a default Date-Time/Manual Event.
You can use this Event to schedule the Application or to run the Application manually. You can replace the default Event
with another Event or can define more Events as required.

Follow these steps:

1. Click EVENTS.
The Application Events view lists the default Date-Time/Manual Event defined for the Application.

2. Click the default Event on the Prefix and Name column of the Events List table.
The Event Properties section appears.

3. Complete the fields as required.

NOTE
The Event prefix and name uniquely identify an Event on the system where it resides. If you do not specify a
calendar, the server uses the SYSTEM calendar.

4. Click ADD next to the Run Schedule section.
The Run Schedule table appears with default values.

5. Click the Edit icon in the row to build and test your scheduling criteria.

NOTE
If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, type your scheduling criteria in the When field, for example,
3AM, HOURLY, or 10AM DAILY.

The Event Schedule dialog opens.
6. Select the Use generated statement option button and specify the scheduling terms as appropriate. Or select the

Use free format statement option button and type your scheduling criteria in the Free Format Statement text box.
7. Click SUBMIT to accept your scheduling criteria.

The When field displays your scheduling criteria.
8. (Optional) Click the Add icon in the row and repeat Steps 5-7 to add more schedule criteria.
9. Click SUBMIT.

If the Event contains no errors, it is saved. The server schedules your Event.

Add the Jobs to the Application Workspace

You can add as many jobs to your Application as required.

Follow these steps:

1. Click JOBS.
The Application workspace appears.
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2. Select the job category that represents the job you want to add from the Job palette drop-down list.
The jobs that belong to the selected category appear in the palette view. For example, to select the UNIX job, select
System from the drop-down list.

NOTE
By default, the Palette view displays the most commonly used jobs.

3. Select and drag the job from the palette view to the workspace view.
The job icon appears in the workspace view.

4. Select and drag all the required jobs from the palette view to the workspace view.The jobs are added to the
Application.

Draw the Dependencies Between the Jobs

You can create predecessor dependencies between the jobs that are defined for your Application by drawing the
dependencies in the Application workspace.

NOTE

After you define the jobs and their dependencies in the Application workspace, you can select a job and perform
the following tasks using the FOCUS and HIGHLIGHT buttons:

• FOCUS—Focuses a job and its dependencies. The jobs that are not dependent on the focused job are
hidden.

• HIGHLIGHT—Highlights the complete flow path of a job including its dependencies and links. The jobs that
are not dependent on the highlighted jobs are also displayed.

NOTE
In an Application that contains many jobs, you might find it easier to create the dependencies between the jobs
by selecting a job's predecessor and successor dependencies through a Job Dependencies section instead. To
use this feature, select the job in the workspace, and select Edit job dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS
drop-down list.

Follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor above a predecessor job in the workspace and drag the cursor to the next job to be released
(successor).
A dependency line appears between the two jobs.

2. Repeat to draw all the dependencies.
The dependencies between all the jobs in the Application are created.

3. Click the Refresh icon on the toolbar in the workspace.
The layout of your jobs is organized.

Define Job Details of Each Job

You must define all required details for all the jobs of your Application. You can also override defaults and specify optional
details such as time dependencies, notifications, and resource requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Click a job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the job appears.

2. Expand the Agent section by clicking the plus (+) icon beside it.

NOTE
Some sections are collapsed by default. To expand these sections, click the plus (+) icon beside those
sections.

3. Complete the required fields.
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4. (Optional) Perform the following actions to override the default run frequency or add a run frequency:
a. Ensure that the Run schedule section is expanded.
b. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

The fields in the Schedule table are enabled for editing.
c. Click the Edit icon in the Actions field to build and test your run criteria.

NOTE
If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, type your run criteria in the When field, for example,
FRIDAY.

The Run Schedule dialog opens.
d. Select the Use generated statement option button and specify the scheduling terms as appropriate. Or select the

Use free format statement option button and type your run criteria in the Free Format Statement text box.
e. Click SUBMIT to accept your run criteria.

The When field displays your run criteria.
f. Click the Add icon in the Actions field and repeat Steps 4c-4e to add more run frequencies.

NOTE
By default, this feature uses the SYSTEM calendar. If your run criteria use terms from a calendar other than
the SYSTEM calendar, verify that the Run Schedule has the correct calendar specifications.

5. Complete the other optional fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT.
The details of the job are defined.

6. Repeat Steps 1-5 for all the jobs in the Application.
The job details for all jobs in the Application are defined.

Upload the Application

You can upload the Application to the server after defining the Application. The server maintains all the versions of an
Application. If you modify an Application and upload the new version to the server, it archives the current version and
replaces it with the new version. Each archived version has a version number, a last modified date, an author, and an
optional comment.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Upload from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Upload dialog opens.

2. Enter a comment in the Comments text box, such as the reason for the upload.
3. Click SUBMIT.

The Application is uploaded to the server. If an older version of the Application exists, the server archives the old
version.

4. (Optional) Select Lock from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
The server restricts other users to update and upload the Application.

Simulate the Event

You should simulate an Event before it triggers and runs an Application. You simulate Events using different run conditions
to verify that the correct jobs are selected to run in the Application, the jobs run in the correct order, and the details of the
job definitions. You can also verify the anticipated start time and end time of jobs.

NOTE

• The anticipated start time and end time are calculated based on the Event schedule criteria and the following
time dependency values you specify in the job definition:
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– Do not submit before
– Delay submission when eligible by

• If these time dependency values are not specified, the start and end time are calculated only based on the
Event schedule criteria.

If your Application includes JavaScript scripts, you can also simulate Events to check for JavaScript errors and review
the resolution of symbolic and global variables that are resolved at trigger time. Before you simulate, verify that you have
uploaded the latest version of your Application to the server.

NOTE

• If you simulate an Application that includes a JavaScript script that executes at the run time, the simulation
may fail because the server resolves some symbolic variables at run time, not at trigger time. You can ignore
any simulation errors about unresolved symbolic variables. When the Event triggers the Application, the
server resolves the symbolic variables at run time.

• You can also simulate your Event from the Event Definition view. In the Event Definition view, select the
Event and select Simulate from the ACTIONS drop-down list.

For scheduled Events, you can simulate the next execution, a future execution, or a past execution of an Event. You can
also simulate an Event and specify a subset of jobs, known as root jobs, within the Application. If you do not specify a
schedule criteria for a simulation, the server uses the Event's next scheduled time.

For non-scheduled Events, if you do not specify a schedule criteria for a simulation, the server uses the next expected
time (if the Event has an expect time) or the current time.

NOTE
In simulations, you cannot specify multiple occurrences, such as DAILY, MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY, or
3RD-6TH DAY OF MONTH.

Follow these steps:

1. Click EVENTS.
The Application Events view displays the default Date-Time/Manual Event defined for the Application.

2. Select the Event that you want to simulate from the Events List table.
3. Select Simulate from the EVENT ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Simulate Event section appears.
4. Click ADD next to the Schedule criteria field to build and test your schedule criteria.

The Simulate dialog opens.

NOTE
If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria, such as FRIDAYS, directly
in the Schedule criteria field.

5. Specify the scheduling terms as follows:
a. Select an option from the Occurrences drop-down list.

You can select a relative occurrence (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, Nth, Nth last, last) or a specific date.
b. (Optional) Select a day from the Type of Day drop-down list if you selected an occurrence other than Date.

You can select relative days (day, weekday, workday, or holiday) or a specific day of the week. You can also select
holidays and special days that are defined in your calendar.

c. (Optional) Select a period from the Period drop-down list if you selected an occurrence other than Date.
You can select relative periods (week, month, or year) or a specific month. You can also select a special period that
is defined in your calendar.

d. Click SUBMIT.
6. (Optional) Complete the following fields as appropriate:

– Root jobs to run
Specifies a subset of jobs in the Application that you want to simulate.
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Click SELECT next to the field and specify the jobs in the Select root jobs to run dialog that appears.

NOTE

You can select the jobs from the job list that appears or enter the list of job names separated with
commas, for example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its successors (descendants), select the
With successors check box or append a plus sign (+), for example, enter D+.

– User Parameters to pass to Event
Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the Application during the simulation.
The user parameters can be accessed using %APPL._user1, %APPL._user2, %APPL._user3, %APPL._user4 in
the javascripts.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The simulation opens in a separate page. On the left pane, a graphical representation of the Application displays
the jobs that are selected to run based on the simulation criteria you specified. On the right pane, the details of the
corresponding job definitions appear.

Example: Simulate a Sample Application

Suppose that jobs A, B, C, and D run every day. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also
runs. Depending on the day, the server selects different jobs to run and builds the Application with the selected jobs.

For this Application, you could test the job's run criteria, using the Schedule criteria field of the Simulate Event dialog, to
simulate on the following days:

• A day other than Friday, such as Monday:
– If the following Monday is not the last workday of the month, jobs A, B, C, and D appear.
– If the following Monday is the last workday of the month, job F also appears.

• Friday:
– If Friday is not the last workday of the month, jobs A, B, C, D, and E appear.
– If the following Friday is the last workday of the month, job F also appears.

• The last workday of the month:
– If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, jobs A, B, C, D, and F appear.
– If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job E also appears.

You have successfully defined an Application. The Application can now run.

Collaborative Editing of an Application
The Web Client lets multiple users collaborate and define an Application and its jobs. Suppose that you define an
Application, you save the Application for your future editing or for editing by other users. When the Application is saved,
other users can download and edit the same Application.

When the Application definition is complete, you can upload it to the CA Workload Automation DE server.

NOTE

When the Application is uploaded to the CA Workload Automation DE server, the Application gets deleted from
the Saved Applications list.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a new Application:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Specify an Application name in the Name field.
c. (Optional) Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list, complete the remaining fields, and click SUBMIT.
d. (Optional) Add the jobs to the Application workspace.
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NOTE

If you want to edit an existing Application that is uploaded to the CA Workload Automation DE server, click
APPLICATION SEARCH and click the Application that you want to edit in the Application Search pane.

2. Do one of the following tasks:
a. To save the Application for your future editing or for editing by other users, select Save from the APPL-

ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Application is saved in the Web Client server.

NOTE

To download and edit a saved Application, select Saved applications from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-
down list.

b. To upload the Application to the CA Workload Automation DE server, select Upload from the APPL-
ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Application is uploaded to the CA Workload Automation DE server and is deleted from the Saved
Applications list.

Locating a Job in the Application Workspace
You can locate a specific job in the Application workspace. This feature is a useful tool for locating jobs in large
Applications with many jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to locate a job in from the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Enter the partial or complete name of the job in the Search job field, press Enter , and click the Search icon.

All searched jobs are selected and the first instance is highlighted.

NOTE

To locate the remaining jobs, click the arrows in the Search job field.

Managing Jobs in an Application
After defining the jobs in an Application, you can update, view details, copy, and delete a job in the Application using the
JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

Update a Job

To update the definition of a job in an Application, select the job in the Application workspace and select Edit from
the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

When you update a job in the current version of an existing Application and the job is associated with any external jobs,
the Edit job dialog displays the details of the external jobs that are affected by the update. Click OK to proceed with the
update or click CANCEL to cancel the update request. To avoid the warning, update the associated external jobs.

NOTE

The external job details are displayed only when you update the name or qualifier field in the job properties.
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View Job Definition Details of a Job

You can use the Job definition viewer dialog to view the job definition details of a job in an Application.

To open the Job definition viewer dialog, select the job in the Application workspace and select View from the JOB
ACTIONS drop-down list.

Copy a Job

To copy a job in an Application, select the job in the Application workspace and select Copy from the JOB
ACTIONS drop-down list. The copied job appears in the workspace.

You can copy multiple jobs or all jobs at once. To select multiple jobs in the Application workspace, press the Ctrl key
while making selections. To select all the jobs in the workspace, press Ctrl+A.

Delete a Job

To delete a job in an Application, select the job in the Application workspace and select Delete from the JOB
ACTIONS drop-down list.

You can delete multiple jobs or all jobs at once. To select multiple jobs in the Application workspace, press the Ctrl key
while making selections. To select all the jobs in the workspace, press Ctrl+A.

When you delete a job in the current version of an existing Application and the job is associated with any external jobs,
the Delete Job dialog displays the details of the external jobs that are affected by the deletion. If you selected multiple
jobs, all the external jobs that are affected by the deletion of the selected jobs are displayed. Click OK to proceed with the
deletion or click CANCEL to cancel the deletion request. To avoid the warning, update the associated external jobs.

NOTE

If you do not have access to any of the affected external Application, only the number of affected external jobs is
displayed for those Applications instead of job details.

Managing Applications Based on Application Versions
The CA Workload Automation DE server maintains a list of versions for each Application. When you schedule an
Application, the server uses the latest version that is published to the server. With Application versioning, you can list,
open, modify, delete, and run old Application versions.

NOTE
There is no limit to the number of Application versions kept.

Download an Application

You can download an Application's current version or an older version if required.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Application from the Define menu.
2. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.

The Application Search pane displays the list of all Applications that are uploaded to the CA Workload Automation
DE server.

3. Enter a search string in the Search Names field and press
Enter

to filter the Applications.

NOTE
For example, if you enter
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JB

, all Applications whose property names include JB are listed.

The Applications that match your search string are listed.
4. Click the Application that you want to download.

NOTE

• To download the current version of an Application, select Latest Version from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-
down list.

• To download an older version of an Application, select Archived Versions from the APPL-
ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application appears in the workspace.
5. (Optional) Select Lock from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list to lock the Application after the download.

Other users (with different user IDs) are prevented from updating and uploading the Application until you manually
unlock the Application. To unlock the Application, select Unlock from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

NOTE
Only one version of an Application can be locked at a time.

Delete an Application

By default, when you delete an Application, the server deletes the current and all archived versions of the Application. You
can also delete all or selected archived versions.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Application from the Define menu.
The Application workspace appears.

2. Select Delete Applications from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Delete Application(s) from Repository confirmation dialog opens.

3. Enter a search keyword in the Search String field.

NOTE
For example, if your Application name includes JB, type
JB

to view the list of Applications that includes JB.

The Applications that match your search keyword are listed.
4. Select the Applications that you want to delete, and click OK.

NOTE
To delete an archived version, click the plus (+) icon next to the Archived Versions section and select the
archived version that you want to delete. Otherwise, select one of the following option buttons:

• Delete current and all versions of selected applications
• Delete only archived versions of selected applications

If the Application being deleted includes the current version and is associated with any external jobs, the confirmation
dialog lists the details of the external jobs that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, you can skip Step 5.

NOTE
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• If you selected multiple Applications, the confirmation dialog lists all the external jobs that are affected by
the deletion of the selected Applications.

• If you do not have access to any of the affected external Applications, only the number of external jobs is
displayed for those Applications instead of job details.

If the Application being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the Events
that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, the confirmation dialog appears and you can skip Step 6.

NOTE
If you selected multiple Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all the Events that are affected by the
deletion of the selected Applications.

5. Click one of the following, if the Application is associated with any external jobs:
– DELETE—Proceeds with the deletion.

NOTE
External jobs listed in the table will not run.

– CANCEL—Cancels the deletion request.

NOTE
To avoid the warning, update the associated external jobs.

6. Click one of the following, if the Application is associated with any Events:
– YES—Proceeds with the deletion.

NOTE
Events listed in the table may not trigger.

– NO—Cancels the deletion request.

NOTE
To avoid the warning, update the Application name  that is specified in the Event definition.

7. Click YES in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The selected versions of the Application are deleted.

Lock an Application

The server manages concurrent updates to an Application. Sometimes collisions can occur if two users try to upload the
same Application around the same time. To avoid collisions caused by concurrent updates to an Application, you can
manually lock the Application.

NOTE
The server locks the current version of the Application. You cannot lock old Application versions.

Example: Management of Concurrent Updates to an Application

• On machine X, user SCHEDMASTER downloads Application APPL1.
• On machine Y, user GURU downloads Application APPL1 also.
• SCHEDMASTER updates and uploads APPL1.
• GURU updates and tries to upload APPL1. The upload fails because SCHEDMASTER uploaded the Application after

GURU downloaded it.

When collisions such as the above occur, the server provides the following recovery options:
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• GURU can force an upload without considering the changes that are made by SCHEDMASTER. With this option,
APPL1 contains only the changes that are made by GURU.

• GURU can download the Application version uploaded by SCHEDMASTER, update the Application, and retry to
upload. With this option, APPL1 contains the changes that are made by both GURU and SCHEDMASTER.

• GURU can abandon the upload. With this option, APPL1 contains only the changes that are made by
SCHEDMASTER.

When you lock an Application, other users (with different user IDs) cannot automatically update and upload the
Application until you manually unlock the Application. If a collision occurs, the same recovery options as in the example
apply.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to lock from the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Lock from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The selected Application is locked if it is currently unlocked.

NOTE

To view the Application lock details, such as owner, timestamp, and identifier, click the Lock icon next to the
APPL- ACTIONS drop-down. If the Application that you are using is locked by another user, you can view
the details of the user who locked the Application.

Unlock an Application

You can unlock a locked Application to let other users update and upload the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to unlock from the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Unlock from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The selected Application is unlocked if it is currently locked.

NOTE

• If you unlock an Application that you do no have permission for, an error message is shown.
• To view the unlock details, click the Unlock icon next to the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down.

Adding Comments to Applications and Jobs
You can add comments to an Application or a job to store information about the Application or job.

NOTE

You can also add comments in the Event definition dialog to store information about the Event.
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Add Comments to an Application

You can add comments to an Application to store information about the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit from the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Enter your comments in the Description text box and click SUBMIT.

The comments are added to the Application.

Add Comments to a Job

You can add comments to a job to store information about the job and also add hyperlinks in the comments. For example,
you can write a comment such as “This job generates an important file in ftp://test/sample” to alert an operator that this job
should not be bypassed.

Hyperlinks must begin with http://, https://, www., and ftp://. All email IDs are supported as hyperlinks.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit from the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Enter your comments in the Description text box and click SUBMIT.

The comments are added to the job.

Managing Applications, Events, and Jobs During Concurrent Application
Generations
By default, if two generations of an Application are active on the system at the same time, they run concurrently. In this
case, the second generation may complete before the first generation completes and new generations may run before
their previous generations complete.

You can prevent two generations of the same Application from running concurrently by doing one of the following:

• Delay a new generation of the Application from running until the current generation completes
• Prevent all Events associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation is running (Application-

level)
• Prevent a specific Event associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation is running (Event-

level)

You can also delay a job from running until the job completes in a previous Application generation.
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Delay Application Generations from Running Until the Current Generation Completes

You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by delaying a new generation from running until the
current generation completes. If a previous generation of that Application is running, the server puts the new Application
generation in an APPLWAIT state. When the current generation completes, the server removes the APPLWAIT state on
the new generation, and the new generation runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Wait for previous generation check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

The server delays the new generation from running until the current generation completes.

Prevent Events from Triggering While the Current Generation is Running

You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing Events associated with the Application
from triggering while the current generation is running.

NOTE
An Application can be triggered by multiple Events, each with its own scheduling criteria. If you want to prevent a
specific Event associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation (triggered by the same
Event) is running, you can use a similar option at the Event-level.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Do not trigger if active check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

If a generation of the Application is running and the next scheduled execution of its associated Event occurs, the
server does not trigger the Event, causing the Event to miss its scheduled execution time. The Event triggers at its
next scheduled time when the current generation completes.

Delay Each Job in an Application from Running Until the Job Completes in a Previous Application Generation

You can prevent jobs in an Application from running concurrently in two or more Application generations by delaying each
job in the Application from running until the job completes in a previous generation of the Application. If a job is running in
a previous Application generation, the server puts the job in the new Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. When
the job completes in the previous Application generation, the server removes the JANCWAIT state on the job in the new
Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
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c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Application Properties section appears.

3. Do one of the following tasks:
– If you want each job in the Application to wait for the same job to complete only in the previous Application

generation, select The last generation from the Job Wait for previous generation drop-down list.
– If you want each job in the Application to wait for the same job to complete in all previous Application generations,

select Any previous generation from the Job Wait for previous generation drop-down list.
The server delays each job in an Application from running until the same job completes in a previous Application
generation.

Delay a Job from Running Until the Job Completes in a Previous Application Generation

When you define a job, you can prevent it from running concurrently in two or more Application generations by delaying
the job from running until the job completes in a previous generation of the Application. If a job is running in a previous
Application generation, the server puts the job in the new Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. When the
job completes in the previous Application generation, the server removes the JANCWAIT state on the job in the new
Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select a job, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Do one of the following tasks in the Wait for previous generation section:

– If you want the job to wait for the same job to complete only in the previous Application generation, select The last
generation from the Wait if a job with the same name is not complete in drop-down list.

– If you want the job to wait for the same job to complete in all previous Application generations, select Any previous
generation from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete in drop-down list.

The server delays the job in the new generation from running until the same job completes in a previous Application
generation.

Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis
This article contains the following topics:

Anticipated End Times

If the Estimate end time or Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties, the server
calculates the anticipated end times for all jobs in the Application when it generates the Application. The
server recalculates anticipated end times every time the state of a job changes in the Application. You
can review the Application, at any stage, and determine when any job is expected to complete.
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The server calculates the anticipated end times of jobs based on Event submission time, predecessor dependencies,
time dependencies, and the job's average execution time. You can override the average execution time the server uses to
calculate a job's anticipated end time when you define the job or modify the job definition.

NOTE
If a job does not have an average execution time when it runs, the server does not calculate the anticipated end
time of the job. In future runs, the server calculates the anticipated end time of the job based on the historical
execution times of the job.

Critical Path

By default, the server calculates an Application's critical path based on the job that finishes last in the Application. You
can also identify a job in an Application as critical. The longest path to that job, based on historical execution time, is the
critical path.

The server determines the critical path when it generates an Application. The critical path is dynamic; it changes as the
Application runs.

NOTE
If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the server does
not calculate the critical path of the Application. In future runs, the server calculates the critical path based on
the historical execution times of each job in the Application.

Example: Critical Path of an Application

An Application has historical execution times for each job. The longest path to job Z is 130 minutes through jobs A, B, X,
Y, and Z. The critical path in this Application, at this time, consists of jobs A, B, X, Y, and Z.

The following illustration displays the Application's critical path:
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The critical path for an Application can vary depending on the jobs selected.

The following table displays the Application's critical path when certain jobs are not selected:

Jobs Not Selected Critical Path
X, Y A, B, C, D, Z
X, Z A, B, C, D
X, Y, D A, B, E, F, Z, and A, B, C, Z
Z A, B, X, Y

Multiple Critical Paths

An Application may have more than one critical path. You can also identify one or more jobs as critical in an Application.

Example: Critical Jobs in an Application

Four jobs J, Q, U, and V (represented by grayed boxes) are critical jobs. The server identifies the longest paths to these
jobs as critical paths, based on historical execution times.

The following illustration displays the critical jobs in the Application:
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Enable Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis

By default, the server does not calculate anticipated end times or do critical path analysis. You can enable anticipated end
times and critical path analysis in the Application properties.

NOTE
If the Propagate dueout time check box is selected in the Application properties, the server automatically
enables anticipated end times and critical path analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Estimate end time check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

The server calculates anticipated end times and does critical path analysis when the Application runs.

NOTE
If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the server
disables anticipated end time and critical path analysis. In future runs, the server calculates anticipated end
time and does critical path analysis based on the historical execution times of each job in the Application.
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Override a Job's Average Execution Time

If you do not want the server to use average execution times when calculating anticipated end times, you can specify a job
duration. For example, you can specify that a job takes twice as long as the average execution time to execute on Fridays
or on the last day of the month.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a numerical duration in the Execution Time field.

NOTE
If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Application properties section.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The server overrides the job's default average execution time.

Example: Override a Job's Average Execution Time on Fridays

On Fridays, a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time.

Enter the %IF statement for the Execution time field as follows:

%IF(today('Friday'),'%WOB._avgruntime*2')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is Friday; otherwise, it returns false.

NOTE

For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Identify a Critical Job in an Application

If the Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can identify one or more of its jobs as critical.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Select the Critical job check box in the Estimated end time section.
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NOTE
If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Application properties section.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The job is defined as a critical job.

Specify a Profile for a Job

By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average execution time of the last ten
runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various runs (default profile). For more accurate average data,
you can specify a job profile that considers the execution time differences of a job for various days, times, or contexts. You
can specify multiple profiles based on different criteria for a job.

For example, suppose that a job runs for one hour from Monday to Thursday and for six hours on Friday. If you do not
specify a job profile, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path based on the average execution time of
the five runs of the job during the week. Using the default profile, the average execution time of the five runs is two hours,
which is double the execution time for the job runs on Monday to Thursday and only one third of the execution time for the
job runs on Friday. However, with job profiling, you can store job information for each run of the job based on a specified
profile.

To override the default job profile, you associate a profile designation string for a given job. The profile string can be
explicitly specified or calculated dynamically through JavaScript scripts and expressed using symbolic variables or the
%VAR global variables function. For example, if a job execution profile uses the %APPL._SDAY symbolic variable as
the profile string, the server calculates the job’s anticipated end time based on the day of the week the Application is
scheduled. Assuming that this job is a part of an Application that is scheduled daily, when the Application runs on a
Thursday, the anticipated end time for the given job is calculated based on the job’s Thursday runs and the elapsed time
to execute this job is stored in the Thursday profile in the database.

You can override the job profile when you define the job or modify the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a profile name in the Execution Profile field.

Limits: Up to 125 characters
Default: Default profile (average execution time of the last 10 runs)

NOTE

• The profile name is not case-sensitive. It is stored in the database in upper case.
• Symbolic variables are allowed.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The execution profile is specified for the job.

Example: Specify Job Profile for the Last Workday of the Month

Suppose that you want to create a profile named LAST that stores data for job runs on the last workday of the month.
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Follow these steps:

1. Define a UNIX job, and enter \bin\sleep  in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts section of the job properties, select the Define a Javascript check box next to the At Event

trigger time field, and define the following JavaScript in the Define JavaScript to run text box:

if(today('last workday of the month')) 

{ 

APPL.profile='LAST'; 

}

3. Open the General section of the job properties, and enter
%APPL.profile

 in the Execution profile field in the Estimate end time section:
4. Click SUBMIT.

The server uses the LAST profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is the last workday of
the month.

Example: Specify a Profile for Monday’s Job Runs

On Mondays, suppose that a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time on other days. You can
create a JavaScript script that applies a different profile depending on the day of the week.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a UNIX job, and enter
\bin\sleep

 in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts section of the job properties, select the Define a Javascript check box next to the At Event

trigger time field, and define the following JavaScript script in the Define JavaScript to run text box:

if(today('monday')) 

{ 

APPL.profile='MON'; 

} 

else 

{

APPL.profile='GEN';

}

3. Open the General section of the job definition, and enter
%APPL.profile
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 in the Execution profile field in the Estimate end time section:
4. Click SUBMIT.

The server uses the MON profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is Monday; otherwise, it
uses the GEN profile.

Suppress Event Trigger Notifications When No Work is Selected
By default, the server sends a notification when an Event trigger and no jobs are selected to run in the Application. In
an Application, you can suppress the notification that no work was selected to run. For example, a daily Application may
run different workload depending on the day it is run. On holidays and special days, no jobs are selected to run, and the
administrator does not need to receive an email that no jobs were selected.

NOTE

The notification can be through email or SNMP, and is configurable through the shared server parameters in the
Admin perspective in CA WA Desktop Client. For more information about the shared server parameters, see
Configuring the Server Using the Admin Topology in the CA Workload Automation DE documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Suppress notifications when no work selected check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

If an Event in the Application triggers and no jobs in the Application are selected to run, the server logs the "No work
selected" exception, but does not send a notification.

Set the Reason Option for Job Commands as Mandatory
When a user issues a command against a job in the Monitor view, the user can provide a reason for issuing the command.
By default, the command reason is optional. However, you can force the user to enter the command reason by making it
mandatory for a specific Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Require reason for job commands check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

The reason option is set for the jobs as a mandatory field. From the Monitor view, when a user issues a command
against an Application, a subApplication, or a job within the Application they must provide a reason for issuing the
command.

NOTE
Some job commands do not support the reason option.
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Defining and Managing Application Parameters in an Event
This section includes the following topics:

Specifying Application Parameters

You must define Application parameters as symbolic variables in the EVAR context. The syntax for defining Application
parameters is as follows:

%EVAR.parameter_name

• %EVAR
Specifies a symbolic variable in the EVAR context.

• parameter_name
Specifies the Application parameter name.

NOTE

• Application parameter names can contain alphanumeric characters and underscores, but the first character
cannot be numeric.

• Application parameters can be concatenated with strings or other Application parameters, for example,
%(EVAR.emp_name)PayCalc or %EVAR.emp_ID.%EVAR.emp_NAME .

• Application parameter names are case-sensitive. For example, employee_name and Employee_name are
two different parameters.

Example: Specifying an Agent Name as an Application Parameter

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit from the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select a job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the job appears.

3. Enter %EVAR.application_agent in the Agent field.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The Agent name is defined as an Application parameter.

Specify and Remove Application Parameter Values in a Date-Time/Manual Event

You can specify parameters and parameter values in Date-Time/Manual Event definitions using an existing Application.
These values are used to resolve the corresponding parameters in the Application definition.

NOTE

• The Application must be defined on the server and have at least one Application parameter.
• You cannot overwrite parameter values at Event trigger time. You can specify them only at the time of Event

definition.
• Specifying and removing Application parameters in a Date-Time/Manual Event applies only to the Web

Client.

The following considerations apply when specifying parameters and their values in Event definitions:
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• The parameter list in the Event definition must match the parameters that are specified in the Application definition.
The Web Client does not validate that the Event parameters match the Application parameters.

• If you use parameters in required fields such as Agent name, provide values for those parameters. Otherwise, the
Applications are not triggered. The same restriction applies to some of the optional fields including Application runtime
name or job qualifier. The Web Client does not validate that all parameters have values.

• You can create Events for Applications that have not been created yet. You can modify the Application and Event
definitions independent of each other.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.
3. Click the Date-Time/Manual Event in the Application Events view.

The Event Properties section appears.
4. Click the plus (+) icon in the Actions column of the Application parameters section.

NOTE

The Application parameters section displays the list of parameters that are defined in the Event.

A new row appears.
5. Enter the following information and click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column:

– Parameter name
Defines the Application parameter name.

– Value
Defines the Application parameter value.

6. (Optional) Repeat the Steps 5 and 6 to add additional Application parameters.
7. (Optional) Click the Delete icon in the Actions column to remove an Application parameter.

NOTE

You may want to remove Application parameters from an Event for any of the following reasons:

• You have removed or plan to remove the Application parameters from the Application.
• You want to retain only the mandatory Application parameters in the Event.

8. Click SUBMIT.
The Application parameter values are specified.

Add New Application Parameters to a Date-Time/Manual Event

You can add new Application parameters to a Date-Time/Manual Event without using an existing Application. You can use
this approach if you want to define the Application parameters in the Event before defining them in the Application or if the
Application is not defined yet.

Follow these steps:

1. List Date-Time/Manual Events in the Define view.
2. Open the Date-Time/Manual Event from the Events List table.

The Event Properties section appears.
3. Click ADD in the Application parameters section.
4. Enter the following information for the new Application parameter that you want to add:

– Parameter Name
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Defines the Application parameter name.
– Value

Defines the Application parameter value.
5. Click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column of the Application parameters table.
6. (Optional) Click the ADD icon in the Actions column and repeat the Steps 4 and 5 to add additional Application

parameters.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The Application parameters are added to the Event.

Specify Run Frequency in a Workload Object
When you define a workload object, you can override the default run frequency of daily.

By default, all jobs in an Application run daily. You can override this default for an individual job by specifying a different
run frequency in the job definition. If you want to override this default for all the jobs in the Application, you can specify a
different run frequency in the Application properties.

You cannot specify a time in the job's run frequency. When an Application is generated, the run frequency determines
whether the job is selected to run. To submit a workload object at a particular time, you would specify the submission time
as a time dependency in the job definition.

NOTE
You can specify times and frequencies (such as 4PM DAILY, EVERY 2 DAYS or 3 Times JAN 1 YEARLY) in
Event definitions.

Using the Run frequency dialog, you can define and test schedule criteria for your workload objects without memorizing
the scheduling terms or the possibility of building invalid schedule criteria. With a few clicks, you can specify common
schedule criteria, such as last workday of month or third last day of month.

After you become more familiar with the scheduling terms, you can save time by typing the criteria in a free form field and
testing the results.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace that you want to edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Ensure that the Run Frequency section is expanded.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box in the Run Schedule section.

The run schedule fields are enabled for editing.
5. Click the Edit icon in the Actions field to build and test your schedule criteria.

NOTE
If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria directly in the When field,
for example 3AM, HOURLY, or 10AM DAILY.

The Run Schedule dialog opens.
6. Specify the scheduling terms as follows:

a. Select one of the following options from the Occurrences drop-down and specify the information as appropriate:
• Every
• Specific Ones
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• 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, Nth, Last, Nth-Nth
• Specific Last

• Nth last
• Specific Date

b. (Optional) Select a day from the Type of Day drop-down if you selected an occurrence other than Specific Date in
the Occurrence drop-down list.

NOTE
You can select relative days (day, weekday, workday, or holiday) or a specific day of the week. You can
also select holidays and special days defined in your calendar.

c. (Optional) Select a period from the Period drop-down if you selected an occurrence other than Every or Specific
Date in the Occurrence drop-down list.

NOTE
You can select relative periods (week, month, year) or a specific month. You can also select a special
period defined in your calendar.

d. (Optional) Select the appropriate check box next to the On holiday property to make adjustments to your schedule
criteria for holidays.

NOTE
This option does not apply to jobs that run on non-workdays such as DAILY.

NOTE
By default, this feature uses the SYSTEM calendar. If your run criteria uses terms from a calendar other than
the SYSTEM calendar, verify that your Run Schedule dialog has the correct calendar specifications.

7. Click Test to test your schedule criteria.
The Test Results text box displays the date and time of the next 10 run frequencies.

8. Click SUBMIT to accept your schedule criteria.
The Run Schedule dialog closes and the When field displays your schedule criteria.

9. (Optional) Click the Add icon in the Actions field to add another run statement or select Do not Run from the Action
drop-down to specify an exception to the schedule criteria.

10. Complete the other fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT.
The workload object runs with the frequency you specified.

Example: Run a Job on the Fourth Last Workday of February

You can run a job on the fourth last workday of February by defining the following statement:

Run LAST WORKDAY OF FEBRUARY LESS 3 WORKDAYS

Example: Run a Job on Weekdays and Sundays

You cannot specify two run conditions in the same run frequency, so Run WEEKDAYS SUN is not valid. In this case, you
need to define two Run statements as follows:

Run WEEKDAYS

Run SUNDAYS

You can also specify an equivalent run frequency such as Run DAILY EXCEPT SAT.

Example: Specify Exceptions to Run Frequency
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You may need to specify exceptions to run frequency. For example, you may want to run a job on workdays except
Fridays. You can specify this run frequency using Run and Do not run statements as follows:

Run WORKDAYS

Do not run FRIDAY

You can also use the following statement:

Run WORKDAYS EXCEPT FRIDAY

Specify Environment Variables
You can specify environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or the batch file runs.
You can modify existing environment variables or create your own.

NOTE
When passing multiple environment variables to an agent, the maximum size allowed is 4 KB.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job that you want to edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Environment Variables check box in the Options section.

The Environment Variables section appears at the bottom.
4. Complete the following fields as required and click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column:

– Variable Name
Defines the name of a new environment variable or specifies the name of an existing environment variable.

NOTE

The agent does not support spaces in environment variable names.
– Variable Value

Specifies a value for the environment variable.

NOTE
If the value contains spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or close
brackets, enclose the value in double quotes. To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double
quote with another double quote.

5. (Optional) Click the Add icon in the Actions column and repeat Step 5 to specify additional environment variables.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The server passes the name and value of each environment variable to the script, command, or batch file when the job
runs.

Example: Specify Alternative Input and Output Sources
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The following table lists the input and output streams that all UNIX programs run by a shell are connected to:

Stream Default Source Environment Variable
Standard input stream Keyboard STDIN
Standard output stream Screen STDOUT
Standard error output stream Screen STDERR

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Environment Variables section.
2. Enter the following values in the default row of the table and click the SUBMIT icon.

– Variable Name—STDIN
– Variable Value—full path of an alternative input stream.

3. Click the Add icon in the Actions column, enter the following values in the second row that is newly added, and click
the SUBMIT icon.
– Variable Name—STDOUT
– Variable Value—full path of an alternative output stream

4. Click the Add icon in the Actions column, enter the following values in the third row that is newly added, and click the
SUBMIT icon.
– Variable Name—STDERR
– Variable Value—full path of an alternative error stream
The alternative input and output sources are specified.

Example: Specify Environment Variables as Part of the Variable Value

Suppose that the output of a job is written to a file named JOB_OUTPUT located in the path specified by the MY_FILES
environment variable.

For this example, enter STDOUT in the Variable Name field and $MY_FILES/JOB_OUTPUT in the Variable Value field.

Example: Set an Environment Variable to an Empty Value

To set an environment variable to an empty value, you can enter two quotes without spaces (““) in the Variable Value
field.

Suppose that a job runs a script under the user ID jdoe. The script uses an environment variable named VAR1, which is
set in the profile file for jdoe. The server passes VAR1 and its empty value to the script.

For this example, enter VAR1 in the Variable Name field and  ““  in the Variable Value field.

Example: Set Environment Variables in a PeopleSoft Job

Suppose that you want to set environment variables in a PeopleSoft job. In this example, the location of the PeopleSoft
PeopleTools executables (TOOLBIN) and path to the database drivers (DBBIN) are set.

1. Open the Environment Variables section of the PeopleSoft job definition.
2. Enter the following information in the first row of the table, and click the Submit icon:

– Variable Name—TOOLBINSRV
– Variable Value—%%PS_HOME%%\bin\client\winx86

NOTE
To specify the PeopleSoft home directory (%PS_HOME%), you must escape the percent signs (%) by
doubling them. Otherwise, the value is treated as a symbolic variable.

3. Click the Add icon in the Actions column, enter the following information in the second row, and click the Submit icon:
– Variable Name—DBBIN
– Variable Value—c:\test\drivers
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4. Click SUBMIT.
The environment variables are specified for the PeopleSoft job.

Resubmit a Failed Job Automatically
If a job fails, an operator can manually resubmit the job. When you define the job, you can instruct the server to
automatically resubmit a job if it fails.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace that you edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Complete the following fields in the Auto-Resubmit failed job section:

– Retry count
Specifies the number of times you want to resubmit the job if it fails.
Default: 0
Example: If you set the retry count to 2 and the job fails, the server automatically resubmits the job. If the job fails
again, the server automatically resubmits the job a second time.

– Interval(minutes)
Specifies the interval between retries in minutes.
Default: The server resubmits the job immediately after failure

– Return codes
Specifies which exit codes to resubmit the job on.
Example: You can resubmit a job if it fails with a return code of 4. If the job fails with another return code, it is not
resubmitted.

NOTE

You can specify a single return code (such as 4), a range of return codes (such as 4-9), or a list of return
codes (such as 1, 2, 8, 10-9999).

– Notify only for last retry failure
Enables notification to the user only when the final retry fails for auto-resubmit failed jobs, instead of notifying for
every retry failure. Select the following options as required:
• Email
• Alerts
• SNMP

5. Click SUBMIT.
The server automatically resubmits the job if it fails.

NOTE
If the job fails, it will have an AutoResubmit condition.
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Define the Jobs in a SubApplication
To define the jobs in a subApplication, identify the jobs that belong to the subApplication. An Application can contain
multiple subApplications. SubApplications are groups of workload objects that belong to a single Application. You can use
subApplications to break up a large Application into smaller, easier to manage groups of jobs.

You can issue a command to perform the following actions against all jobs in a subApplication:

• Bypass or unbypass all the jobs in a subApplication
• Request or unrequest all on-request jobs in a subApplication
• Hold or release all the jobs in a subApplication
• Complete all the jobs in a subApplication
• Remove all the jobs in a subApplication from wait status

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace that you edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Enter the name of the subApplication the job belongs to in the SubApplication field.

NOTE
If a job is already identified as a member of the subApplication, you can select the subApplication from the
drop-down list.

4. (Optional) Select the Wait for previous generation of subApplication check box to prevent jobs in a subApplication
from running until the corresponding jobs in a previous generation complete. The server places the waiting jobs in the
SUBAPPLWAIT state.

NOTE
Select this option only for one of the jobs in the subApplication.

The job is identified as a member of the subApplication.
5. Click SUBMIT.

Define an On-Request Job
You can define jobs to run only on request. For example, an Application may contain an ad hoc job that an operator needs
to run when requested to do so. If the on-request job is not requested before it is eligible to run in the schedule, the server
bypasses the job. You can include an on-request job in an Application to ensure that the job's predecessor dependencies
are met before the job runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace that you edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.
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The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Select the Only on request check box next to the Submit Job property, and click SUBMIT.

The job is defined as an on-request job.

Example: On-Request Job

Jobs A, B, and C are eligible to run daily, but job B only runs if requested.

One of the following will occur:

• If Job B is not requested, when job A completes, job B is bypassed and job C runs.

If Job B is requested, when job A completes, job B runs. When job B completes, job C runs.

Define a Conditional Job
The server completes an Application after all jobs in the Application are complete or are bypassed. You can define
conditional jobs in an Application that may not run when selected to run. For example, you can use conditional jobs to
represent optional predecessors.

When all non-conditional jobs in an Application complete, the server bypasses all conditional jobs, regardless of their
state, and marks the entire Application complete.

NOTE
You can resubmit failed conditional jobs provided the Application is not complete.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace that you edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the General Settings check box in the Options section.

The General section appears at the bottom.
4. Select the Conditionally check box next to the Submit Job property, and click SUBMIT.

The job is defined as a conditional job.

Example: Optional Predecessors

By default, a job has to wait for all its predecessors to complete or be bypassed before it can run. However, one or more
of the job's predecessors may be optional.

Job A and job B are conditional jobs. Job C runs when either job A or job B completes. After job C completes, you want
the server to bypass job A or job B if they are not complete.

One of the following will occur:

• If job A completes before job B, job C does not wait for job B to complete. If job C completes before job B, the server
marks the Application complete and bypasses job B.

• If job B completes before job A, job C does not wait for job A to complete. If job C completes before job A, the server
marks the Application complete and bypasses job A.

• If job A and job B complete before job C, as soon as job C completes, all jobs are complete and the server marks the
Application complete.
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Define Job Success or Failure
You can specify which exit codes indicate job success and which exit codes indicate failure. By default, the server
interprets an exit code of zero (0) as a successfully completed job and any exit code other than zero as a failed job.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Complete the following fields as required:

– Success Exit Code(s)
Specifies the exit codes that the server use to identify the job as a success.
Default: 0

– Failure Exit Code(s)
Specifies the exit codes that the server use to identify the job as a success. 
Default: 1

NOTE

• The exit code can be a single exit code, a list of exit codes, or a range of exit codes indicated by a
hyphen.

• To specify multiple exit codes, press
Enter

after specifying each exit code.
• If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the more general ranges.

4. Click SUBMIT.
When the job ends, the server determines the job's success or failure based on the exit codes you specified.

Example: Specify Multiple Successful Exit Codes

Suppose that a job ends successfully with an exit code of 0, 1, or 2 and ends in failure with all other exit codes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Remove

1

in the Failure Exit Code(s) field. 

NOTE
By default, 1 is displayed as the failure exit code.

3. Enter
1, 2

in the Success Exit Code(s) field and click SUBMIT.
The job ends successfully with an exit code of 0, 1 or 2.

NOTE
You do not have to specify 0 as a successful exit code because it is the default.

Example: Define a Specific Exit Code Followed by a General Range
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Suppose that a job ends in failure with an exit code of 19 and ends successfully with all other exit codes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter

19

in the Failure Exit Code(s) field.
3. Enter

0-9999

in the Success Exit Code(s) field and click SUBMIT.
The job ends in failure with an exit code of 19 and ends successfully with all other exit codes.

Define a Job Without a Run Frequency
You can define a job without a run frequency and run the predefined job later when required.

By default, each job in an Application inherits the run frequency of the Application. Hence, the job runs automatically even
if no run frequency is specified for the job. You can override this default for an individual job by selecting the Do not run
option in the job definition. When this option is selected, the job does not run when the Application gets triggered. You can
run this predefined job at some time in the future by .Insert an Adhoc Job into an Active Application v12.0.02.

If the name of the predefined job includes symbolic variables, you cannot insert it into active Application.

NOTE

If you want to run this job when the Application gets triggered, clear the Do not run check box in the job
definition and upload the modified Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job that you want to edit, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Do not run check box in the Run schedule section.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The job is defined without a run frequency.

Job Types
This section includes information about all supported job types and how to define those jobs in an Application:

• Big Data jobs
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– HDFS
– Hive
– Oozie
– Pig
– Spark
– Sqoop

• CA WA jobs
• Database jobs

– DB stored procedure job
– DB trigger Job
– SQL job

• External jobs
– External same scheduler

• File Transfer jobs
– FTP job
– SFTP job

• Monitoring jobs
– Disk monitoring job
– File trigger job
– Text file reading and monitoring job

• System jobs
– Unix job
– Windows job

NOTE
For more information about managing jobs, see Defining and Managing Applications and Workload Objects.

CA WA Jobs
CA WA jobs let you define Links and Tasks in your Applications. A Link is a workload object that completes immediately
after its predecessor dependencies are met. A Task is a workload object that requires manual completion.

Create a Link

Links can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use links to simplify interlinked dependencies,
schedule a cyclic Application, or keep an Application active. The server completes a link when its dependencies are met.

You may have Applications with many groups of interlinked dependencies. You can create dependencies between all the
jobs in these groups individually, or you can create a link workload object that waits for the completion of the first group of
jobs and then releases the second group of jobs. This approach simplifies the predecessor dependencies and makes it
easier to add or delete jobs in each group.

NOTE
For more information about using links, see Examples Cookbook.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select CA WA from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.
The jobs of the CA WA category appear in the Palette view.

3. Select and drag the Link job from the Palette view to the workspace.
The Link icon appears in the workspace.

4. Select the Link icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the Link job appears.

5. Enter the name of the link, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE

: Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box to override the default run frequency or add a run
frequency.

The link is defined.

Example: Create a link between Groups of Jobs

Consider the following Application, which has two groups of three jobs each. The second group of jobs (D, E, and F)
cannot run until all jobs in the first group (A, B, and C) complete. The following illustration displays the dependency
between the two groups of jobs:

To create this dependency configuration, you must create dependencies from all three jobs in the first group to all three
jobs in the second group. The following illustration displays the required dependencies between the two groups:

The interlinked dependencies of this Application may be difficult to read and maintain. To simplify this dependency
configuration, create a link that represents the completion of the first group of three jobs and releases the second group of
three jobs.

The link waits for jobs A, B, and C to complete and then releases jobs D, E, and F. The following illustration represents the
dependencies between the jobs using a link:
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The server automatically completes a link as soon as its dependencies are met. After the jobs in the first group (A, B, and
C) complete, the server marks the link complete and releases the second group of jobs (D, E, and F).

Create a Task

Tasks can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use tasks to represent a manual dependency,
run different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes, or delay job submission until the next hour. You must
complete a task for its successors to become eligible for submission.

After a job runs, a manual task may need to be performed before the job's successor can run. To represent a manual task,
you can set up a task workload object in your Application. A task represents work, such as a manual process that needs
to complete before a subsequent job can run. A task does not run on a specific operating system.

NOTE

For more information about using tasks, see Examples Cookbook.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select CA WA from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the CA WA category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the Task job from the Palette to the workspace.

The Task icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the Task icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the Task job appears.
5. Enter the name of the task, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE

: Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box to override the default run frequency or add a run
frequency.

The task is defined.

Example: Dependency of a Job on a Manual Task
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Suppose that a UNIX job (J1) executes a script to produce a report that you must manually check. To represent the
manual checking of the report, you can use a task (CHECKRPT.J). After you check the report, you would mark that task
complete, and the server would release the successor job (J2).

The following illustration displays the dependencies between the jobs using a manual task:

Database Jobs
Database jobs let you automate common database tasks on Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, and IBM DB2 databases.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

You can define the following database jobs:

• DB Stored Procedure
Lets you run a stored procedure.

• DB Trigger
Lets you monitor for added, deleted, and updated rows in a database table.

• SQL
Lets you execute an SQL statement.

Define a DB Stored Procedure Job
You can define a DB Stored Procedure job to invoke a procedure that is stored in a database. You can add criteria to the
job definition to test the procedure's output. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes successfully.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
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c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select Database from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.
The jobs of the Database category appear in the Palette view.

3. Select and drag the DB Stored Procedure job from the Palette to the workspace.
The DB Stored Procedure icon appears in the workspace.

4. Select the DB Stored Procedure icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the DB Stored Procedure job appears.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the Database Agent that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Procedure name
Specifies the name of the procedure to run.

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

– DB user
Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides the
default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in
the Topology.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
– Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

– DB URL
Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the
database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.
For an Oracle database, use the following format:
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 jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname 
 

For a Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:
 jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname 
 

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:
 jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname 
 

– Return data type
Specifies the variable type to be returned.

– Success criteria
Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

NOTE

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by

an equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match
order number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular
expression A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the
regular expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special
meanings.

7. (Optional) Select the Parameters check box in the Options section.
The Parameters section appears at the bottom.

8. Click Add, enter the following information in the default row that is added to the table, and click the Submit icon:
– ParameterSpecifies the parameter variable that is passed to the procedure.

NOTE
You must specify the parameter name, whether the parameter is an input parameter (in), an output
parameter (out) or both (in out), and the parameter type.

Example: onea in out CHAR
– ValueDefines the parameter value passed to the procedure.

9. Click SUBMIT.
The DB Stored Procedure job is defined.

Example: Run a Stored Procedure

Suppose that you want a job named DBSP to invoke the PAYROLL procedure and check whether the employee name
(ename) starts with John. The job uses the default values for the DB user and the DB URL fields. The parameter ename,
which is both an input and output parameter of type VARCHAR, is passed to the procedure when it runs with value John
Evans. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—DBSP
– Agent—DBAGENT
– Procedure name—PAYROLL
– Success criteria—ename=John.*

2. Add the following parameter in the Parameters section:
– Parameter—ename in out VARCHAR
– Value—John Evans

3. Click SUBMIT.

Supported Data Types

The following table lists the supported data types of different databases. The data types listed in the database columns
are defined in the procedure definition within the database. In the job definition, use the corresponding JDBC data type
from the first column.

JDBC Data Type Valid Input Format Oracle MS SQL Server DB2
CHAR Plain text CHAR CHAR CHAR
VARCHAR Plain text VARCHAR2(x)

VARCHAR(x)
VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x)

LONGVARCHAR Not supported Not supported Not supported
NUMERIC Number NUMBER,

NUMERIC
NUMERIC NUMERIC

DECIMAL Number DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL
BIT Not supported BIT Not supported
BOOLEAN Not supported Not supported Not supported
TINYINT Not supported TINYINT Not supported
SMALLINT Number SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT
INTEGER Number INTEGER INTEGER

INT
INTEGER

BIGINT Number Not supported BIGINT BIGINT
REAL Number

[dot Number]
REAL REAL REAL

FLOAT Number
[dot Number]

FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT

DOUBLE FLOAT DOUBLE
yyyy-mm-dd DATE Not supported DATEDATE
String
(e.g., SYSDATE)

TIME hh:mm:ss Not supported TIME
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss.ffffffff
TIMESTAMP datetime

smalldatetime
TIMESTAMP

BINARY Hex
(e.g., 010203FF)

timestamp

NOTE
Although JDBC provides functionality for Booleans, the Oracle database driver does not. To handle unsupported
data types such as Booleans, you can call a wrapper procedure in the job definition. The wrapper procedure
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converts the input values to values supported by the database driver and calls the appropriate stored procedure
from inside the database.

Example: Run a Wrapper Procedure

In the following example, the agent runs a wrapper procedure named boolwrap, which converts the inputted integer value
to a Boolean and calls the boolproc stored procedure:

 CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolproc(x boolean) AS BEGIN
 [...]
 END;
 CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolwrap(x int) AS BEGIN
 IF (x=1) THEN
   boolproc(TRUE);
 ELSE
   boolproc(FALSE);
 END IF;
 END;
 

Output Variables of DB Stored Procedure Jobs

The following considerations apply to DB Stored Procedure jobs:

• The return variables for this job type are the stored procedure output parameters and the return value. The return
variables are also stored in a JavaScript array variable named job_name_job_qualifier_return_variables.

NOTE
job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.

• Variables are stored in the array in the same order as they are returned from the database.

Example: Return Variables from a Stored Procedure

The following example shows the return variables from a DB Stored Procedure job that runs a stored procedure.

Suppose that a stored procedure named test_procedure is defined as follows:

 create procedure test_procedure(@param1 varchar(100) output, @param2 integer) as set
 @param1 = 'value' return(@param2);
 

A DB Stored Procedure job named dbstoredprocedure0 runs the stored procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—dbstoredprocedure0
– Agent—WLA_AGT
– Procedure name—test_procedure

2. Enter the following parameters in the Parameters section:
– param1:

• Parameter—param1 out varchar
• Value—abc

– param2:
• Parameter—param2 in integer
• Value—123
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3. Click SUBMIT.
The job returns the following return variables and their values:
– APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return = 123
– APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_param1 = 'value'
– APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return_variables[0] = abc
– APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return_variables[1] = 123

NOTE
For JavaScript variables to be created for DB Stored Procedure jobs, your system requires release 11.3 or
higher of the agent.

Define a DB Trigger Job
You can define a DB Trigger job to monitor a database table for added, deleted, or updated rows. To monitor the database
table for specific changes, you can add a condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the job completes.
You can set up continuous monitoring so that each time a database change occurs, an alert is triggered. For continuous
monitoring, the job state changes to a monitoring state and remains in that state until it is forced complete or canceled.

Each DB Trigger job, however, creates a database trigger on the database. Contact your database administrator before
using a DB Trigger job.

A table being monitored should not be dropped, because the DB Trigger job remains in EXEC state even if the table has
been dropped.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Database from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the database category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the DB Trigger job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The DB Trigger icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the DB Trigger icon,and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the DB Trigger job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database table changes.
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NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Table name
Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.

– Trigger type
Specifies the type of change monitored (Insert, Delete, or Update).

NOTE

You can specify multiple trigger types for Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. For Oracle, separate multiple
types with "or", for example, Insert or Delete . For Microsoft SQL Server, separate multiple types
with a comma, for example, Insert, Delete. 

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides the
default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology in CA WA Desktop Client. This
field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for
the user name defined in the Topology.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

For more information about creating users in the Topology in CA WA Desktop Client, see the CA
Workload Automation DE documentation.

– Oracle DB user type
Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

– DB URL
Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the
database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.
For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname

For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname
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– Trigger condition
Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. For Oracle and DB2, this is the WHEN clause. For Microsoft
SQL Server, this is the IF clause. For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's documentation.

NOTE

• You can use a JavaScript symbolic variable in this field, preceded by the percent sign (%), for
example, %TEST. In SQL, the percent sign represents a wildcard character. To use a wildcard
character in this field, escape the percent sign by doubling it, for example, %%TEST.

• On Oracle, subqueries are not allowed in the trigger conditions.
• If a job fails with an error message that starts with ORA, refer to the Oracle database documentation.

– Alert
Specifies the name of the Alert used for continuous monitoring. Each time the monitor or trigger condition is
satisfied, the server triggers the Alert.

– Job Class
Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

7. Click SUBMIT.
The DB Trigger job is defined.

Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Database Table for Updated Rows

Suppose that you want a job named DBDT to monitor the table Products for updates on a Microsoft SQL Server database.
If the number of units of product 65 falls below 50, the server triggers the predefined Alert valueLow. The user sa owns the
Products table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—DBDT
– Agent—DBAGENT
– DB user—sa
– DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=Northwind
– Table name—Products
– Trigger type—Update
– Trigger condition—(select UnitsInStock from Products where ProductID = 65)<50
– Alert—valueLow

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Create a Trigger for Insertion of Records in an Oracle Database Table

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger1 to create a trigger for the insertion of a new record into the ESP table
on an Oracle database. When a new record is inserted into the ESP table, this job completes. The user sa owns the ESP
table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—DBTrigger1
– Agent name—DBAGENT
– DB user—sa
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@10.1.1.10:1521:Northwind
– Table name—ESP
– Trigger type—Insert

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Create a Trigger for Insertion of a Record on an Oracle Database Table Column

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger2 to create a trigger when a new record is inserted into a table column on
an Oracle database. When a new record with the value 999 is inserted into column V of the ESP table, this job completes.
The user sa owns the ESP table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job runs on the DBAGENT
agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—DBTrigger2
– Agent—DBAGENT
– DB user—sa
– Table name—ESP
– Trigger type—Insert
– Trigger condition—NEW.V=999

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Create a Trigger for a Column Value Update in an Oracle Database Table

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger3 to create a trigger for a column value update in the ESP table on an
Oracle database. Currently, column V in the ESP table contains a record with the value 999. When the value of this record
is set to 1, this job completes. The user sa owns the ESP table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This
job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—DBTrigger3
– Agent—DBAGENT
– DB user—sa
– Table name—ESP
– Trigger type—Update
– Trigger condition—OLD.V=999 AND NEW.V=1

2. Click SUBMIT.

Define an SQL Job
You can define an SQL job to run an SQL query against an Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, or IBM DB2 database. When
the job runs, the SQL statement is invoked and the results are stored in an output file or job spool file. You can also add
criteria to the job definition to test the query result. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes. Otherwise, the job
fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Database from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the database category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the SQL job from the Palette to the workspace.

The SQL icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the SQL icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the SQL job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the Database Agent that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– SQL command
Specifies the SQL statement to be run.

NOTE

You can use a JavaScript symbolic variable in this field, preceded by the percent sign (%), for example,
%TEST. In SQL, the percent sign represents a wildcard character. To use a wildcard character in this field,
escape the percent sign by doubling it, for example, %%TEST.

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides the
default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in
the Topology.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
– Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

– DB URL
Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the
database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.
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For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname

For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

– Job Class
Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

– Output file
Defines the output file to store the results of the SQL query.
Default: Spool file

– Success criteria
Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

NOTE

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by

an equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match
order number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular
expression A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the
regular expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special
meanings.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The SQL job is defined.

Example: Run an SQL Query against an Oracle Database
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Suppose that you want a job named SQL to run a query against an Oracle database and store the results in the job's
spool file on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SQL
– Agent—DBAGENT
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@10.1.1.10:1521:ESP
– SQL command—select jobname from tbtco

2. Click SUBMIT.

Output Variables of SQL Jobs

The following considerations apply to SQL jobs:

• Return values are the values of selected columns and the variable representing the number of selected rows
(tablerowcount).

• If the SQL job returns a single row, variables named after each selected column name (in lowercase) are returned
along with the tablerowcount variable. In this case, the tablerowcount variable will have the value 1 because only one
row was returned.

• If the SQL job returns multiple rows, only the tablerowcount variable will be returned. It will contain the number of
returned rows.

• Return variables for an SQL job may have duplicate names. For example, assume that an SQL job selects a column
named tablerowcount from a table, which is the same name as the return variable representing the number of selected
rows. In this case, a JavaScript variable will not be created for the selected column named tablerowcount.

• Return variables for SQL jobs (except for tablerowcount) are also stored in a JavaScript array variable named
job_name_job_qualifier_return_variables.

NOTE
job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.

• Variables are stored in the array in the same order as they are returned from the database. This JavaScript array
variable lets you access variables with duplicated names.

Example: Return Variables from a Select Query

The following example shows the return variables from an SQL job that runs a Select query on a database table.

Suppose that a database table named TEST1 is created as follows:

CREATE TABLE TEST1 (ID VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, TABLEROWCOUNT VARCHAR(100), PRIMARY KEY (ID));

INSERT INTO TEST1 (ID, TABLEROWCOUNT) VALUES(0, 'abc');

An SQL job named sql0 runs the following query:

select id, tablerowcount from test1

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—sql0
– Agent—WLA_AGT
– SQL command—select id, tablerowcount from test1

2. Click SUBMIT.
The job returns the following return variables and their values:
– APPL.sql0_tablerowcount = 1
– APPL.sql0_id = '0'
– APPL.sql0_return_variables[0] = '0'
– APPL.sql0_return_variables[1] = 'abc'

NOTE
For JavaScript variables to be created for SQL jobs, your system requires release 11.3 or higher of the agent.

External Jobs
External jobs let you create dependencies between two jobs in different Applications. You can create dependencies
between Applications running on the same scheduling manager.

Define an External Job

You can define an external job to create a dependency between two jobs in different Applications.

The Application that submits the job is known as the home Application. The Application where the job is defined as
external is known as the distant Application. When the job is submitted in the home Application, the server submits the
external job in the distant Application. When the job successfully completes in the home Application, the server posts the
external job complete in the distant Application and releases its successors.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select External Jobs from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the External Jobs category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the External-Same Scheduler object from the Palette to the workspace.

NOTE
If the external job runs on the same scheduling manager as the home Application, use the External-Same
Scheduler job.

The External-Same Scheduler icon appears in the Application workspace.
4. Select the External-Same Scheduler icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the External-Same Scheduler job appears.
5. Complete the following fields:

– Name
Specifies the name of the external job. It must be the same name as the job in the home application.

– Qualifier
(Optional) Specifies the qualifier of the external job. It must be the same qualifier as the job in the home application.

– Home Application name
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(Optional) Specifies the name of the home Application that submits the job. The server submits the external job in
the distant Application if the Application you specify submits the job.

6. (Optional) Select At or From from the External Job Scheduled drop-down list, and enter the following information
appropriately in the text fields that appear:
– At

Specifies when the job is scheduled to run in the home Application. The Application containing the external job
does not have to be active when the job in the home Application completes. If the job in the home Application is
(was) submitted at the scheduled time, the server submits the external job.
Examples: 8AM TODAY, TODAY

NOTE
This field resolves to a specific time. For example, TODAY resolves to midnight today, not anytime today.

– From
Specifies the start of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home Application. Use this
field with the to field.
Example: NOW LESS 2 HOURS

– to
Specifies the end of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home Application. Use this
field with the From field.
Example: NOW PLUS 2 HOURS

7. If the job the home Application is submitted within the scheduled range of time, the server submits the external job
in the distant Application. For example, using the preceding criteria, the server submits the external job in the distant
Application if the job in the home Application is (was) submitted within 2 hours of the current time. When the job
completes successfully in the home Application, the server posts the external job complete in the distant Application
and releases its successors.

8. Click SUBMIT.
The external job is defined.

Example: Synchronize Applications

Suppose that job X in APPL1 runs with an unpredictable frequency, and you want the server to complete external job X
in APPL2, if job X in APPL1 ran in the past 24 hours or is scheduled to run in the next 24 hours. The following illustration
displays the dependency between the two Applications:

You would create two Applications as follows:

• APPL1
– Set the run frequency of job A to run daily.
– Make job X a successor of job A.

• APPL2
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– Define job X as an External-Same Scheduler job.
– In job X, set the Home Application name field to APPL1, the From field to NOW LESS 24 HOURS, and the to field

to NOW PLUS 24 HOURS.
– Set the run frequency of job Z to run daily.
– Make job Z a successor of external job X.

Example: Create a Cross-Application Dependency

The server submits job X on Fridays as part of Application APPL1. On Fridays, Job Z in Application APPL2 waits for job X.
The home Application for job X is APPL1, and the distant Application for job X is APPL2. The following illustration displays
the dependency between the two Applications:

When the server generates APPL2 on Fridays, job Z waits until job X completes in its home Application, APPL1.

File Transfer Jobs
File Transfer jobs let you transfer ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC files between an agent computer or remote location and a
remote FTP server. You can securely transfer binary files. The binary data is encrypted during the transfer.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can define the following File Transfer jobs:

• FTP
Lets you transfer files using FTP.

• SFTP
Lets you securely transfer binary or ASCII files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP protocol
supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote FTP server or download multiple files to the
agent computer.

NOTE
Your agent administrator must configure the agent as an FTP client using the Secure File Transfer Protocol.

FTP Jobs
Using your agent, you can automate File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers with an FTP job. The FTP job can upload data
to or download data from an existing FTP server or another agent running as an FTP server. The FTP job always acts as
an FTP client.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can use an FTP job to automate the following:
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• Download ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC (i5/OS only) files from a remote FTP server to your agent computer or remote
location.

• Upload ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC (i5/OS only) files from your agent computer or remote location to a remote FTP
server.

Your agent administrator can set up the agent to run as an FTP client, FTP server, or both. This article contains the
following topics:

EBCDIC File Transfers

The EBCDIC transfer type applies to CA WA Agent for i5/OS only.

For the QSYS file system on i5/OS systems, you can only transfer members of FILE objects.

NOTE
For more information about FTP restrictions on i5/OS systems, see the IBM documentation.

Running the Agent as an FTP Client

If the agent runs as an FTP client, the agent can log in to remote FTP servers and download files from and upload files to
those servers.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP client, the scheduling manager, and
an FTP server:
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NOTE
The FTP user ID used to connect to the FTP server must be defined on the scheduling manager.

When the agent runs as an FTP client only, other FTP clients (such as other agents) cannot log in to the agent to transfer
files. To let other FTP clients log in and transfer files, the agent administrator needs to set up the agent to run as an FTP
server.

Running the Agent as an FTP Server

The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. The agent administrator can enable the agent to act as a generic FTP
server in addition to its other roles. This server adheres to the security rules established for the agent.
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If the agent runs as an FTP server, clients can log in to the agent and transfer files.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP server, the scheduling manager, and
another agent running as an FTP client:

NOTE
The FTP user ID used to connect to the agent running as an FTP server must be defined on that agent and the
scheduling manager.

If the agent is configured as an FTP server, the agent can handle ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC file transfers, wildcard
requests, simple GET and PUT requests for single files, and MGET and MPUT requests for multiple files.

The agent has a secure store of FTP server user IDs and associated passwords. The ftpusers.txt file, located in the
directory where the agent is installed, stores these user IDs and their corresponding hashed passwords.

The agent running as an FTP server does not support anonymous FTP requests. For audit purposes, the agent provides a
detailed log of all FTP requests.

Define an FTP Job

You can define an FTP job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Transfer from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the transfer category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the FTP job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The FTP icon appears in the workspace.
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4. Select the FTP icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the FTP job appears.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent where the FTP transfer takes place.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– User
Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload the
file to the remote FTP server. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace
for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

– Server address
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

– Remote file name
Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading).

NOTE

To specify multiple file names, separate each name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in the
Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.

UNIX/Windows:
• If you are uploading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are downloading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or

more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a directory.

A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• On UNIX, if you want to use a Windows file as a remote file, you must use a forward slash at the beginning of

the path statement and between the directories and file name, for example, /C:/TEMP/textfile .
i5/OS:
• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

– Local file name
Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).
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NOTE

• To specify multiple file names, separate each name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in
the Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.

• If the agent user does not have access to the file's location, specify the user that has access to the
location in the Run as user field.

UNIX/Windows:
• If you are downloading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are uploading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the remote file name (the target) must refer to a directory. A

wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
i5/OS:
• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Server port

Specifies the port number of the remote server.
Default: 21

– Job Class
Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

– Transfer direction

Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).

Default: Download
– Transfer code type

Specifies the type of data you are transferring. Options are as follows:
• Binary

Indicates a binary transfer.
• ASCII

Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS: If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the
encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded Character
Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is 819.

• EBCDIC
Indicates an EBCDIC transfer.
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NOTE

EBCDIC applies to jobs running on System i5 only. If an EBCDIC file to be transferred already exists
on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist,
the file is written using the EBCDIC CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The
default is 37.

Default: Binary
7. (Optional) Select the FTP Options check box in the Options section, and enter the following information in the FTP

Options section that appears.
– SSL connection

Indicates whether to transfer the data using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication (True or False).
Default: Default FTP setting (regular FTP or SSL FTP) on the agent. 

– Local user
Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file is
downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the agent
must run as root.

NOTE

• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP

jobs by setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
– Compression level(0-9):Defines the compression level (0 is no data compression, 9 is the best data compression).

Default: Default compression level set on the agent FTP client
– Run as user

Specifies the user ID that runs the job on behalf of the agent user. You can use this field to access remote
resources that the agent user does not have access to. You are restricted to how you can access data on remote
computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that has access to those
resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has
more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This user must have access to the file’s location that you specify in the Local file name field.
• On UNIX, the password for this user is not required.

– FTP site commands
Defines the commands that are to be executed prior to file transfer. You can use this section to send site-specific
FTP commands to FTP servers.

NOTE

All the commands that the FTP site supports can be executed using FTP jobs.
8. Click SUBMIT.

The FTP job is defined.

Example: Upload Multiple Files to a Directory Using a Wildcard

Suppose that you want to upload all the files in the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote Windows server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– User—test
– Server address—winserver
– Remote file name—E:\ftp
– Local file name—C:\ca\*

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload a File From a Local Computer to a Remote Windows Server Using SSL FTP

Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP configured, but not enabled. The
remote Windows server has SSL FTP configured and enabled.

To securely upload a file from the agent FTP client to the remote Windows FTP server, set SSL connection to True in the
FTP job definition. Although the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, the file is uploaded using SSL FTP
because the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured and the FTP server has SSL FTP enabled.

The following diagram shows the scenario:

Suppose the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads the file d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt from the agent FTP
client to the c:\uploaded_files directory on a remote Windows server named winserver. The agent SYSAGENT
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logs into the remote Windows server using user user1. Because the FTP client has SSL configured but not enabled, SSL
connection is set to True to transfer the file securely.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– User—user1
– Server address—winserver
– Remote file name—c:\uploaded_files\filename.txt
– Local file name—d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Open the FTP Options section, and select True from the SSL connection drop-down list.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Download a File from a Remote UNIX Server that Does Not Support SSL FTP to a Local Computer that
Supports SSL FTP

Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP enabled (all FTP jobs on the agent
computer run using SSL FTP). The remote UNIX server does not support SSL FTP.

The following diagram shows the scenario:

Suppose that the FTP job FTP_DOWNLOAD downloads the file /files_to_download/filename.txt from the
remote UNIX server hpunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the local server. The agent SYSAGENT logs into
the remote UNIX server using user user1. Because the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, SSL connection is set to
False.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– User—user1
– Server address—hpunix
– Remote file name—/files_to_download/filename.txt
– Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\filename.txt

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Open the FTP Options section, and select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

NOTE
To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.

4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload an ASCII-encoded File in the Root File System from an i5/OS System to a UNIX System

Suppose that the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads a file named textfile in the root file system is uploaded from an i5/
OS system to a UNIX system. Note that the two locations include a complete path statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—I5AGENT
– User—test
– Server address—hpunix
– Server port—5222
– Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile
– Local file name—/home/cybesp/testfile

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Open the FTP Options section, and select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

NOTE
To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.

4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

Suppose that the FTP_DOWNLOAD job downloads an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS.LIB file
system from an i5/OS system to another i5/OS system. Note that the file names are specified in the path format.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—I5AGENT
– User—test
– Server address—i5os
– Server port—5222
– Remote file name—/QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIBDATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR
– Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Open the FTP Options section, and select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

NOTE
To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
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4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload and Convert an EBCDIC-encoded File to ASCII

Suppose that the FTP_CONVERT job uploads a file member named RESULT from an i5/OS system to a UNIX system.
The job automatically detects that the RESULT file member is EBCDIC-encoded and that the target UNIX system accepts
only ASCII-encoded files. The I5Agent agent is configured to automatically convert EBCDIC-encoded files to ASCII during
an upload to an ASCII system, so the RESULT file member uploads successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_CONVERT
– Agent—I5AGENT
– User—test
– Server address—hpunix
– Server port—5222
– Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/resultup
– Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/MYLIB.LIB/DATA.FILE/RESULT.MBR

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

NOTE
To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.

4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Compress a File and Download it Using SSL

Suppose that the local server has an agent running as an FTP client. The remote server has the agent running as an FTP
server. SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and FTP server. Both servers operate on a low-bandwidth network.

Suppose that the FTP job FTPJOB downloads a large file named /files_to_download/largefile.txt from the
remote server aixunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the FTP client. The agent SYSAGENT logs into
the remote UNIX server using user user1. The servers are on a low-bandwidth network, so the data is compressed at
compression level 3. By default, the job runs using SSL FTP because SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and FTP
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTPJob
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– User—user1
– Server address—aixunix
– Remote file name—/files_to_download/largefile.txt
– Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\largefile.txt
– Compression level (0-9)—3

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Send Two FTP Commands to an FTP Server

Suppose that you want to send two FTP commands to the FTP server prior to transferring a file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—FTP_SITECOMMANDS
– Agent name—FTPAGENT
– User—user1
– Server address—ftp.example.com
– Server port—21
– Remote file name—/pub/cazip.exe
– Local file name—/tmp/bla
– Compression level (0-9)—8

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Open the FTP Options section.
4. Enter site data in the first row of the FTP Site Commands table, and click the SUBMIT icon in the ACTIONS

column.
5. Click the Add icon in the ACTIONS column.
6. Enter site recfm=FB  in the second row that is added, and click the SUBMIT icon.
7. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Download a File from an FTP server to a Remote Location using Run as User

Suppose that you want to download a file download_test.txt  from a remote FTP server to a remote location that the
agent user does not have access to. An additional user (user2) that has access to the remote location is specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—FTPAGENT
– User—user1
– Server address—winserver
– Remote file name—E:\ftp\download_test.txt
– Local file name—\\machineN\folder1\download_test.txt
– Run as user—user2

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) FTP Usage

To transfer data using SSL, check for the following:

• The FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled.
• The FTP client must have SSL FTP configured (SSL FTP can be enabled or disabled).

The agent administrator can enable or disable SSL on the agent FTP client using the ftp.client.ssl parameter in the agent
parameter file (agentparm.txt) as follows:

• If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use SSL FTP.
• If the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use regular FTP.

The SSL connection value for an individual job overrides this default FTP setting on the agent FTP client as follows:

• If the SSL connection value is set to True, the data is transferred using SSL FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is set to False, the data is transferred using regular FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is not specified, the data is transferred using the default FTP setting (regular FTP or SSL

FTP).
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NOTE
You must set the SSL connection to False if the FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, but the FTP server does not.
Otherwise, the job will fail.

Define an SFTP Job
You can define an SFTP job to transfer binary and ASCII files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP
protocol supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote FTP server or download multiple files to
the agent computer.

The SFTP job supports the following types of authentication for file transfer:

• User authentication
This authentication requires the FTP user ID and password for authentication to the SFTP server.

• Public-key authentication
This authentication requires the private key and passphrase for authentication to the SFTP server. If you create the
private key using a blank passphrase, the passphrase is not required for the authentication.

NOTE
The SFTP job does not support public or private keys that are generated using Putty Gen or that are
encrypted in DES3 format.

• Multifactor authentication
This authentication requires both the FTP user ID and password and the private key and passphrase for authentication
to the SFTP server.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Transfer from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the transfer category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the SFTP job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The SFTP icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the SFTP icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

The Properties section of the SFTP job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent where the secure transfer takes place.
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NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Transfer direction
Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).
Default: Download

– Transfer code type
Specifies the type of data you are transferring. Options are as follows:
• Binary

Indicates a binary transfer.
• ASCII

Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS: If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the
encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded Character
Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is 819.

NOTE

To transfer ASCII files, we recommend that the SFTP server that your agent computer communicates
with is compliant with protocol level 4 or higher. To transfer ASCII files to or from an SFTP server that is
compliant with protocol level 3 or lower, select the operating system type of the SFTP server from the
The remote os type drop-down.

Default: Binary
– Server address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server. 
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

– Remote directory
Specifies the file's remote source directory (if downloading) or the file's remote destination directory (if uploading).

– Remote file name
Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading). This field is not required if
you are uploading multiple files.

NOTE

• For uploads, you must specify the file name without wildcards.
• For downloads, you can use wildcards for the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot rename files if wildcards are used.

– Local file name
Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).

NOTE
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• For downloads, you must specify the full path and file name without wildcards.
• For uploads, you can use wildcards for the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the Remote file name field is not required. A

wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot rename files if wildcards are used.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• If the agent user does not have access to the file's location, specify the user that has access to the

location in the Run as user field.
– User

Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload the
file to the remote FTP server. This field is required for user authentication and multifactor authentication. The user
must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one
password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If you use public-key authentication, this field is optional. You
can specify a user that is not defined in the Topology and run the SFTP job without a password.

– PrivateKey path
Specifies the full path for the private key file on the FTP client. This field is required for public-key and multifactor
authentication.
Limits: 256 characters
 

NOTE

If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for
the file: 

• To open the browser, click the Search icon next to the PrivateKey path field.
• To view the list of folders and files in the File Browser, click the backward slash (/) in the Select a

command section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the Filter field.
– PrivateKey passphrase

Specifies the passphrase for the private key.
Limits: 256 characters

NOTE
If you created the private key using a blank passphrase, this field is not required for authentication.

– SFTP commands
Specifies the command you issue against the SFTP job.
• Delete source file(s)

Indicates the deletion of the local source files (if uploading) after they are uploaded from the agent computer or
the remote source files (if downloading) after they are downloaded from the remote SFTP server.

NOTE

To delete multiple source files, use wildcards for the file name in the local file name field (if uploading)
or remote file name field (if downloading). The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more characters and
the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.

• Delete source directory
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Indicates the deletion of the directory containing the local source file (if uploading) or the remote source file
(if downloading) after the file is uploaded or downloaded. To delete the source directory along with the source
file, select this checkbox.

NOTE

If the source directory is not empty or if it contains files other than the source file you are uploading
or downloading, the source directory cannot be deleted.

• Rename source file to
Indicates that the local source file (if uploading) or the remote source file (if downloading) is renamed in the
source directory after the file is uploaded or downloaded. When using this field, specify the new file name in the
text field.

NOTE

You cannot rename the file if wildcards are used.
• Create target directory

Indicates the creation of target directories if the path to the file that you upload or download includes nonexistent
target directories.

Default: None
6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

– Server port
Specifies the port number of the remote server.
Default: 22

– Local user
Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file is
downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the agent
must run as root.

NOTE

• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP and Secure FTP jobs by setting

the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter

in the agent's agentparm.txt.
– Run as user

Specifies the user ID that runs the job on behalf of the agent user. You can use this field to access remote
resources that the agent user does not have access to. You are restricted to how you can access data on remote
computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that has access to those
resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has
more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This user must have access to the file’s location that you specify in the Local file name field.
• On UNIX, the password for this user is not required.

– The remote os type
Specifies the remote operating system type in a secure file transfer (UNIX or Windows). The remote operating
system type is used to determine the path separator on the remote system.
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NOTE
To transfer ASCII files to or from an SFTP server that is compliant with protocol level 3 or lower, select the
operating system type of the SFTP server.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The Secure FTP job is defined.

Example: Upload a File Using User Authentication

Suppose that you want to upload the logs.tar file to the /u/tmp directory on the hpsupport server using user
authentication. The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—WINAGENT
– Server address—hpsupport
– Remote directory—/u/tmp
– Remote file name—logs.tar
– Local file name—D:\temp\logs.tar
– User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload Multiple Files Using User Authentication

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix
server using user authentication. The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Since the value in the Local file
name field contains a wildcard, no value is specified in the Remote file name field.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD_MULTIPLE
– Agent—WINAGENT
– Server address—aixunix
– Remote directory—/u1/build/uploaded
– Local file name—c:\temp\upload\*
– User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload a File Using Public-Key Authentication

This example uploads the upload_test.txt file from the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote FTP
server using public-key authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—SFTPAGENT
– Server address—winserver
– Remote directory—E:\ftp
– Remote file name—upload_test.txt
– Local file name—C:\ca\upload_test.txt
– PrivateKey path—C:\rsa_user1
– PrivateKey passphrase—abcd

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Upload a File Using Multifactor Authentication

This example uploads the upload_test.txt file from the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote FTP
server using multifactor authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—SFTPAGENT
– Server address—winserver
– Remote directory—E:\ftp
– Remote file name—upload_test.txt
– Local file name—C:\ca\upload_test.txt
– User—causer
– PrivateKey path—C:\rsa_user1
– PrivateKey passphrase—abcd

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Download a File from an FTP server to a Remote Location using Run as User

Suppose that you want to download the download_test.txt  file from a remote FTP server to a remote location that
the agent user does not have access to. An additional user (user2) that has access to the remote location is specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—SFTPAGENT
– Server address—linuxserver
– Remote directory—/home/user1
– Remote file name—download_test.txt
– Local file name—/mnt/share1/download_test.txt
– User—user1
– Run as user—user2

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Download an ASCII File from an SFTP Server that is Compliant with Protocol Level 3 or Lower
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Suppose that you want to download the download_test.txt ASCII file from a remote SFTP server (linuxserver) that is
compliant with protocol level 3 or lower. Select the operating system (UNIX) of the SFTP server from the The remote os
type drop-down.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—SFTPAGENT
– Server address—linuxserver
– Remote directory—/home/user1
– Remote file name—download_test.txt
– Local file name—/mnt/share1/download_test.txt
– User—user1
– The remote os type—UNIX

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Delete the Source File After Uploaded From the Agent Computer

This example uploads the abc.txt file from the D:\temp directory on the agent computer to the /test/upload
directory on the hpsupport server and deletes the file in the D:\temp directory after it is uploaded. The file is uploaded
using user authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
– Agent—AGENT_SFTP
– Server address—hpsupport
– Remote directory—/test/upload
– Remote file name—abc.txt
– Local file name—D:\temp\abc.txt
– User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Select Delete source file(s) from the SFTP commands drop-down list.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Delete Multiple Source Files After Downloaded From the Remote FTP Server

This example downloads all the files that start with X from the /ftproot/download directory on the SFTP Linux server
to the /abcde01/test/read directory on the agent computer and deletes the files in the /ftproot/download
directory after they are downloaded. The files are downloaded using user authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—AGENT_SFTP_LINUX
– Server address—abcde01-i12345
– Remote directory—/ftproot/download
– Remote file name—X*
– Local file name—/abcde01/test/read
– User—causer
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2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select Delete source file(s) from the SFTP commands drop-down list.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Delete the Source File Directory After the Source File is Downloaded From the Remote FTP Server

Suppose that you want to download the abc.txt file from the /ftproot/download directory on the SFTP server to the
D:\temp directory on the agent computer and delete the /ftproot/download directory after the file is downloaded.

The file is downloaded using user authentication. The /test/upload directory contains only the abc.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
– Agent—AGENT_SFTP
– Server address—abcde01-i12345
– Remote directory—/ftproot/download
– Remote file name—abc.txt
– Local file name—D:\temp
– User—causer

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select Delete source file(s) from the SFTP commands drop-down list, and select the Delete source directory

checkbox.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Big Data Jobs
Big Data Jobs let you automate Hadoop operations such as HDFS file operations on the following Hadoop
distributions: Cloudera and Hortonworks.

You can define the following Big Data job types using Advanced Integration for Hadoop:

• HDFS
• Hive
• Oozie
• Pig
• Spark
• Sqoop

NOTE

• These jobs produce spool file.
• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop. For information about

installing Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA WA Advanced
Integration for Hadoop.

Define an HDFS Job
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the primary distributed storage for Hadoop applications. Hadoop supports
shell-like commands to interact with HDFS directly. You can define an HDFS job to perform the following file operations on
HDFS:
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• Create one or more zero-byte files on HDFS (touchz)
• Create one or more directories on HDFS (mkdir)
• Delete one or more files or directories on HDFS (rm)
• Copy one or more files or directories (cp)

– From the local file system on the edge node to HDFS
– HDFS to the local file system
– Within HDFS

• Move one or more files or directories (mv)
– From the local file system on the edge node to HDFS
– Within HDFS

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the HDFS job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The HDFS icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the HDFS icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

The Properties section of the SFTP job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the CA WA Desktop Client topology for the specified job type.

– Hadoop connection profile
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload. Click
DETAILS next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
– HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

NOTE
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• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
6. Select one of the following HDFS file operations from the File operation drop-down list.

– Create empty file (touchz)—Creates one or more zero-byte files on HDFS.
– Make directory (mkdir)—Creates one or more directories on HDFS.
– Remove file/directory (rm)—Deletes one or more files or directories on HDFS.
– Copy file/directory (cp)—Copies one or more files or directories from the local file system on the edge node to

HDFS, HDFS to the local file system, or within HDFS.
– Move file/directory (mv)—Moves one or more files or directories from the local file system on the edge node to

HDFS or within HDFS.
The fields and sections appear based on the selected file operation. The job invokes the selected file operation on
HDFS.

7. Complete the following information as appropriate based on the file operation that you selected:

NOTE

The following points apply when you specify paths for the files or directories in HDFS or the local file system:

• To add a path value, click ADD next to the section that appears, enter the path value in the table that
appears, and click the Submit icon in the Actions column.

• To browse and select a path from HDFS or the local file system, click the BROWSE icon in the Actions
column.

• Spaces and special characters are allowed in the path names of files and directories. If the path name
contains special characters, escape each special character with a backslash (\). If the path name contains
space, enclose the path name with double quotes.

• Paths in HDFS can be absolute or relative to the HDFS home directory. 

– Create empty file (touchz)
• Directories to create file

Specifies the paths including names of the files that you want to create in HDFS.
Limits: Up to 16384 characters
Example: 

/tmp/test1.txt, "/tmp/test folder/test1.txt", /tmp/test\;folder/text1.txt

– Make directory (mkdir)
• Directories to create

Specifies the paths including names of the directories that you want to create in HDFS.
Limits: Up to 16384 characters
Example: 

/tmp/test, "/tmp/test folder", /tmp/test\;folder

• Create parent directories
(Optional) Indicates whether to create parent directories if the paths that you specified in the Directories to create
table contains nonexistent parent directory. Options are Yes and No.
Default: No

– Remove file/directory (rm)
• Files and Directories to remove
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Specifies the paths including names of the files or directories you want to remove from HDFS or the local file
system.

• Recursive
(Optional) Indicates whether to delete the specified files or directories including its subdirectories. Options are
Yes and No.
Default: No

• Skip trash
(Optional) Indicates whether to bypass the trash and delete the specified file or directory permanently. Options
are Yes and No.
Default: No

– Copy file/directory (cp)
• Direction

Indicates the direction of file transfer. Options are as follows:
• Local to HDFS—Copies the files or directories from the local file system to HDFS.
• HDFS to Local—Copies the files or directories from HDFS to the local file system.
• HDFS to HDFS—Copies the files or directories from one location to another location within HDFS.

• Source files and directories to copy
Specifies the source paths including names of the files or directories you want to copy from the local file system
or HDFS. This field is used with the Direction drop-down.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Destination directory
Specifies the destination path on the local file system or HDFS where the files or directories are copied to. To
browse and select the path on HDFS or the local file system, click the BROWSE button next to the field.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Overwrite existing
(Optional) Specifies whether to overwrite the existing files or directories in the destination location when files or
directories with the same names are copied from the source location.

NOTE

This option is not supported if the files or directories are copied from HDFS to the local file system.

Default: No
• Preserve status flags

(Optional) Specifies whether you want to retain the timestamps, ownership, and permission attributes for the files
or directories after they are copied from the source location to the destination location.
Default: No

– Move file/directory (mv)
• Direction

Indicates the direction of file transfer. Options are as follows:
• Local to HDFS—Moves the files or directories from the local file system on the edge node to HDFS.
• HDFS to HDFS—Moves the files or directories from one location to another location within HDFS.

• Source files and directories to move
Specifies the source paths including names of the files or directories that you want to move from HDFS or the
local file system. This field is used with the Direction drop-down.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Destination directory
Specifies the destination path on the local file system or HDFS where the files or directories are moved. To
browse and select the path on HDFS or the local file system, click the BROWSE button next to the field.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

8. (Optional) Specify how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed in the Job status refresh field.
Limits: 1-86400
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Default: 60
9. Click SUBMIT.

The HDFS job is defined. 

Example: Create Multiple Files of Zero Byte
Suppose that you want create the test_file1.txt file of zero byte in the /tmp/parent dir/test_dir directory and test_file2.txt
file of zero byte in the /tmp/parentdir/test"dir directory in HDFS. You define and run an HDFS job. The HDFS job uses the
hadoop connection profile (HADOOP1) and HDFS security profile (HDFS1) to connect to HDFS.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the HDFS job:
– Name—HDFS_CREATEMULTIPLEFILES
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP1
– HDFS security profile—HDFS1

2. Select Create empty file (touchz) from the File operation drop-down list.
3. Click ADD next to the Directories to create file section that appears.
4. Enter the following path in the table that appears, and click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column:

"/tmp/parent dir/test_dir/test_file1.txt"

5. Click the ADD icon in the table, enter the following path in the newly added row, and click the SUBMIT icon:

/tmp/parentdir/test\"dir/test_file2.txt

6. Click SUBMIT.
The HDFS job is defined.

Example: Copy Files from HDFS to the Local File System on the Edge Node
Suppose that you have the test_file1.txt file in /tmp/parent dir directory and test_file2.txt file in the /tmp/test;dir directory
in HDFS. You define an HDFS job to copy those files to the /tmp/copy directory in the local file system on the edge node
(lodmca-w7). The HDFS job uses the hadoop connection profile (HADOOP2) and HDFS security profile (HDFS2) to
connect to HDFS.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the HDFS job:
– Name—HDFS_CREATEMULTIPLEFILES
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP1
– HDFS security profile—HDFS1

2. Select HDFS to Local from the Direction drop-down list.
3. Select Copy file/directory (cp) from the File operation drop-down list.
4. Click ADD next to the Source files and directories to copy section that appears.
5. Enter the following path in the table that appears, and click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column.

"/tmp/parent dir/test_file1.txt"

6. Click the Add icon in the Actions column, and enter the following path in the newly added row:

/tmp/test\;dir/test_file2.txt
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7. Enter the following path in the Destination directory field:

/tmp/copy

8. Click SUBMIT.
The HDFS job is defined.

Browse for a File or Directory

You can use the File/Directory browse dialog to browse and select a file or directory path within the job definition. Based
on the file operation you select and the file transfer direction, the dialog lets you browse either HDFS or the local file
system on the edge node of the Hadoop cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the HDFS job:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
– Advanced integration

Specifies the name of the advanced integration for hadoop that runs the job.
– Hadoop connection profile

Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
– HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.
– File operation

Specifies the file operation that the job invokes on HDFS.
– Direction

Indicates the direction of file transfer.
2. Do the following tasks based on the file operation you select from the File operation drop-down list:

– Click the BROWSE icon in the Actions column of the table.
– Click the Search button next to the Destination directory field.
The  File/Directory browse dialog opens.

3. Click the Folder browse icon next to the Path field and select the path.
4. Click OK.

The selected path gets listed in the table or the Destination directory field in the Properties section of the job.

Define a Hive Job
You can define a Hive job to automate the Hive commands or queries such as creating tables in HDFS.

Hive is a data warehousing infrastructure that is based on Hadoop. Hive allows you to query and manage large data sets
in HDFS using HiveQL, an SQL-like query language.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.
The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.

3. Select and drag the Hive job from the Palette view to the workspace.
The Hive icon appears in the workspace view.

4. Select the Hive icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.
The Properties section of the Hive job appears.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

– Hadoop connection profile
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload. Click
Details next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
– HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
– Hive security profile

Specifies the user security profile to connect to Hive. 

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hive security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
– Script to execute

Specifies the path to the SQL script file to execute. Click the search button next to this field to browse and select
the script file from the edge node of the Hadoop cluster where Hive is installed.
Example: /tmp/hive/hivescript.sql

6. Complete the following optional fields as appropriate:
– Initialization script

(Optional) Specifies the initialization script file. Click the search button next to this field to browse and select the
initialization script file from the edge node of the Hadoop cluster where Hive is installed.
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Example: /tmp/hive/.hiverc
– Additional parameters

(Optional) Specifies the additional Beeline command-line parameters and their values to pass to the Hive command
or query, if the Beeline client is installed on the edge node of the Hadoop cluster.
Example:

--color=true --autosave=false --maxwidth=MAXWIDTH --verbose=false --
outputformat=table --truncateTable=true --nullemptystring=true

NOTE

To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
– Job Status Refresh

(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

7. Click OK.
The Hive job is defined. 

Pass Hive Modifiers

You can pass Hive variables and configuration parameters to the Hive command or query when the Hive job runs. Hive
variables are set at session level and are available locally at query execution time on the Hadoop cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit from the Define view:
2. Select the job in the Application workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Hive Modifiers check box in the Options section.

The Hive Modifiers sections appear at the bottom.
4. To add Hive variables, do the following tasks:

a. Click ADD in the Hive Modifiers - Hive variables section.
A new row is added to the table.

b. Complete the following fields as required:
• Name

Specifies the name of the Hive variable to pass to the Hive command or query.
• Value

Specifies the value for the Hive variable.
Example: stock_name=wanyse_stocks

Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), underscore (_),
and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer character.

NOTE

All special characters specified after the percent sign (%) are supported.
c. Click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column of the table.

The Hive variable is added to the table.
d. (Optional) Click the ADD icon in the Actions column and repeat the Steps 4b and 4c to add more Hive variables.

5. To add configuration parameters, do the following tasks:
a. Click ADD in the Hive Modifiers - Hive variables section.

A new row is added to the table.
b. Complete the following fields as required:
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• Name
Specifies the name of the configuration parameter to pass to the Hive command or query.

• Value
Specifies the value for the configuration parameter.
Example: hive.variable.substitute=false

Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), underscore (_),
and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer character.

NOTE

All special characters specified after the percent sign (%) are supported.
c. Click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column of the table.

The configuration parameter is added to the table.
d. (Optional) Click the ADD icon in the Actions column and repeat the Steps 4b and 4c to add more configuration

parameters.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The server passes the names and values of the specified variables and parameters to the Hive command or query
when the Hive job runs. 

Example: Process Data From a CSV File on a Hadoop Edge Node

Suppose that you want to process data from a CSV file on a Hadoop edge node and store the data in the Hive database.
You define a Hive job to run a script (headless.sql). The script creates a table in Hive database, loads the data from the
CSV file, and stores the processed data in the Hive database. The job uses a Hadoop connection profile to connect to
HDFS and the Hive client, an HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and a Hive security profile to connect to Hive
database.

The table name is passed to the script as a Hive variable.

NOTE

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Hive client to connect to Hive database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Hive job:
– Name—HIVE1
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP_HIVE
– HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
– Hive security profile—HIVESQL
– Script to execute—headless.sql

2. Select the Hive Modifiers check box in the Options section.
The Hive Modifiers sections appear at the bottom.

3. Click ADD in the Hive Modifiers - Hive variables section.
4. Enter the following values in the table that appears, and click the SUBMIT icon in the Actions column of the table:

– Name—stock_name
– Value—wanyse_stocks

5. Click SUBMIT.
The Hive job is defined.
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Define an Oozie Job
Oozie is a workflow scheduler system for Hadoop jobs. It is integrated with the Hadoop stack supporting Hadoop jobs
such as HDFS, Java map-reduce, Streaming map-reduce, Pig, Hive, Sqoop, and Distcp. Oozie also supports system-
specific jobs such as Java programs and shell scripts.

Oozie Workflow jobs are Directed Acyclical Graphs (DAGs) of actions, specifying sequence of actions (Hadoop jobs) to
execute.

You can define an Oozie job to run an Oozie workflow and monitor the workflow status until termination.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the Oozie job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The Oozie icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the Oozie icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

The Properties section of the Oozie job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Hadoop connection profile
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click DETAILS next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
– HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

NOTE
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• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
– Configuration file

Specifies the path to the oozie workflow job configuration file on the edge node. Click the Search icon next to this
field to browse and select the path on the edge node.
The configuration file can be either a Java properties file (.properties) or a Hadoop XML configuration file (.xml).
The parameters for the Oozie workflow job are defined in the file.

NOTE

The path can be a fully qualified name or relative to the home directory on the edge node.
– Job status refresh

(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

6. Click SUBMIT.
The Oozie job is defined. 

Example: Define an Oozie Job
Suppose that you have an Oozie workflow (/user/hadoop/examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties) defined on the edge
node (lodmca01@abc.com) of the Hadoop cluster. You define an Oozie job (OOZIE) to run, monitor, and control the
workflow.

The Oozie job uses the hadoop connection profile (HADOOP3) and HDFS security profile (HDFS3) to connect to HDFS.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Oozie job:
– Name—OOZIE
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_AI
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP3
– HDFS security profile—HDFS3
– Configuration file—/user/hadoop/examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

2. Click SUBMIT.

Define a Pig Job
Pig is a platform for querying and analyzing large data sets in HDFS using Pig Latin, a high-level scripting language. You
can define Pig jobs to automate the execution of Pig scripts on HDFS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the PIG job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The Pig icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the Pig icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.
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The Properties section of the Pig job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Hadoop connection profile
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload. Click
DETAILS to view the details of the parameters that are defined in the connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating and managing a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing
Connection Profiles.

– HDFS security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating and managing an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security
Profiles.

– Script to execute
Specifies the path to the Pig script file to execute. Click the search button to browse and select the script file from
the Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: sample.pig

6. Complete the following optional fields:
– Parameters file

Specifies the path to the Pig parameter file. Click the search button to browse and select the parameter file from the
Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: pigparms.txt

– Property file
Specifies the path to the Pig property file. Click the search button to browse and select the property file from the
Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: pig.property

– Additional parameters
Specifies the additional Pig command-line parameters and their values to pass to the Pig script.
Example:

--p inputFile=Batting
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NOTE

To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
– Job Status Refresh
– Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.

Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

7. Click SUBMIT.
The Pig job is defined.

Example: Process Data From a CSV File on Hadoop Edge Node

Suppose that you want to process data from a CSV file on a Hadoop edge node and store the processed data in HDFS.
You define a Pig job to run a script (batting.pig). The script loads the data from the CSV file and stores the processed data
in HDFS. The job uses a Hadoop connection profile and an HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS.

NOTE

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information properties section of the Pig job:
– Name—PIG1
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP_PIG
– HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
– Script to execute—batting.pig

2. Click SUBMIT.
The Pig job is defined.

Define a Spark Job
Spark jobs lets you run Spark applications on clusters and monitor their status.

Spark is an open-source cluster computing framework. CA Workload Automation DE supports Spark on the following
cluster managers:

• Standalone: A simple cluster manager included with Spark.
• DC/OS Mesos: The Mesophere implementation of Apache Mesos, a general cluster manager that can also run

Hadoop MapReduce and service applications.
• Hadoop YARN: The resource manager in Hadoop 2.
• Local

You can deploy an application on a cluster in either client or cluster mode. In cluster mode, the framework launches the
driver in the cluster. In client mode, the submitter launches the driver outside of the cluster.

NOTE

• This job produces spool file.
• To run this job, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop 12.0.00.03 or higher. For

information about installing Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see
CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
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a. Select Application from the Define menu.
The Application workspace appears.

b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the SPARK job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The Spark icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the Spark icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

The Properties section of the Spark job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Spark connection profile
Specifies the name of the Spark connection profile that you want to use for running Spark
applications. Click DETAILS next to this field to view the details of the Spark connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Spark connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
– Spark security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile to connect to Spark.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Spark security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
– Program type

Specifies the program type of the Spark application that the job runs. Options are: Java, Scala, and Python.
– Deploy mode

(Optional) Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an external client.
Options are: Client and Cluster.
This field is required only when the cluster type is YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

NOTE

In the standalone mode, set the value of the log4j.rootCategory property to INFO, console in the
following file:
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spark_install_dir/conf/log4j.properties

spark_install_dir

Specifies the Spark installation directory.
– Path to spark application

Specifies the path to the Spark application that runs on the cluster. Click the search icon next to this field to browse
and select the application from the computer where Spark is installed.

NOTE

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
– Properties file

(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that contains Spark configuration properties. Click the search icon next to
this field to browse and select the properties file from the computer where Spark is installed.

NOTE

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
– Spark application arguments

(Optional) Specifies the list of arguments you want to pass to the Spark application.

NOTE

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
– Spark options

(Optional) Specifies the Spark configuration properties. Select one of the following options from the Key column
and specify the corresponding value in the Value column:
• --driver-cores
• --total-executor-cores
• --executor-cores
• --queue
• --num-executors
• --archives
• --principal
• --keytab
• --supervise
• --class

NOTE

• If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
• If the path name includes percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer character, all the special

characters that are specified after % are supported.
– Success Exit Code(s)

Specifies the exit codes that the server use to identify the job as a success.
Default: 0

– Failure Exit Code(s)
Specifies the exit codes that the server use to identify the job as a success. 
Default: 1

NOTE
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• The exit code can be a single exit code, a list of exit codes, or a range of exit codes indicated by a
hyphen.

• To specify multiple exit codes, press
Enter

after specifying each exit code.
• If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the more general ranges.

– Job success criteria
(Optional) Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the
regular expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.
The agent evaluates the job success criteria only when the job completes successfully based on the success exit
code.

NOTE

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by

an equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match
order number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular
expression A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the
regular expression .*A2976 , which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special
meanings.

– Additional parameters
(Optional) Specifies additional parameters you want to pass to Spark. To specify multiple parameters, separate
each parameter with a space.

NOTE

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.

Example:

--deploy-mode client --num-executors 3 --driver-memory 512m --executor-cores 1

– Job status refresh
(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

6. (Optional) Click PREVIEW to review the Spark command that the Hadoop agent submits on the Spark computer.
If the Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or built-in functions, the
preview does not show those values as resolved.

NOTE

The preview feature applies only for Spark jobs.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The Spark job is defined.
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Define a Sqoop Job
Sqoop is a tool for transferring data between HDFS and relational databases, such as Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle.
You can define Sqoop jobs to perform the following operations:

• Import data from a relational database to HDFS
• Export data from HDFS to a relational database

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Big Data from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the Big Data category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the SQOOP job from the Palette view to the workspace.

The Sqoop icon appears in the workspace view.
4. Select the Sqoop icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down.

The Properties section of the Sqoop job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Hadoop connection profile
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload. Click
DETAILS to view the details of the parameters that are defined in the connection profile.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that
are defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating and managing a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing
Connection Profiles.

– HDFS security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating and managing an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security
Profiles.

– Sqoop security profile
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Specifies the name of the user security profile that the Sqoop client uses to connect to the relational database.

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating and managing a Sqoop security profile, see Managing Security
Profiles.

6. To import the data from a relational database to HDFS, select Import an individual table from a database to
HDFS(sqoop import) from the Operation type drop-down list and complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Table name

Specifies the name of the relational database table where the data is imported from.
– Destination directory

Specifies the path to the HDFS directory where the data is imported to. Click the search button next to this field to
browse and select the path from HDFS.
Example: /user/hadoop/sqoopJobTests/Results

NOTE

Ensure that the destination directory does not exist in HDFS. The destination directory is created
automatically in HDFS when the data is imported from the relational database.

– Columns
(Optional) Specifies the names of the database table columns where the data is imported from. To specify multiple
names, separate each name with a comma.
Example: id,product,amount

– Where clause
(Optional) Specifies the WHERE clause to use for importing data from the relational database.
Example: amount>400

– Boundary query
(Optional) Specifies the boundary query (in double quotes) to use for creating splits in table columns.
Example: "SELECT MIN(amount), MAX(amount) from sales"

7. To export the data from HDFS to a relational database, select Export a set of files from HDFS to database(sqoop
export) from the Operation type drop-down list and complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Table name

Specifies the name of the relational database table where the data is exported to.
– Source directory

Specifies the path to the HDFS directory where the data is exported from. Click the search button next to this field
to browse and select the path from HDFS.
Example: /user/hadoop/sqoopJobTests/Data

– Columns
(Optional) Specifies the names of the database table columns where the data is exported to. To specify multiple
names, separate each name with a comma.
Example: id,product,amount

– Staging table
(Optional) Specifies the name of the table where the data is staged before being inserted into the destination table.
Example: TEMP_sales

– Clear staging table
(Optional) Indicates that the existing data in the staging table will be deleted before starting the data export
operation. Options are Yes and No. This field is used with the Staging table field.
Default: No

8. Complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Null string interpretation
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Specifies the string to be written for a null value for string columns.
 

– Nonstring null interpretation
Specifies the string to be written for a null value for nonstring columns.
 

– Additional parameters
Specifies the additional Sqoop command-line parameters and their values to pass to the import or export operation.
Example: --split-by column_id

NOTE

To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
– Job Status Refresh

(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

9. Click SUBMIT.
The Sqoop job is defined.

Example: Import Data From Microsoft SQL Server to HDFS
Suppose that you want to import data from a table (Stud) in Microsoft SQL Server to the /tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir
directory in HDFS. You define a Sqoop job with a Hadoop connection profile to connect to HDFS and the Sqoop client,
HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and a Sqoop security profile to connect to Microsoft SQL Server. The job uses
the boundary query for creating splits on the table.

The destination directory (sqoop_test_stud_dir) is created automatically in HDFS when the data is imported from Microsoft
SQL Server.

NOTE

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Sqoop client to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Sqoop job:
– Name—SQOOP_IMPORT
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP_SQOOP
– HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
– Sqoop security profile—SQOOP_SQLSERVER
– Operation type—Import an individual table from a database to HDFS (sqoop import)
– Table name—stud
– Destination directory—/tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir
– Boundary query—"select (min(id)+ 9999), (max(id)-10000)"

2. Click SUBMIT.
The Sqoop job is defined.

Example: Export Data From HDFS to Microsoft SQL Server

Suppose that you want to export data from the /tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir directory in HDFS to a table named Stud in
Microsoft SQL Server. You define a Sqoop job with a Hadoop connection profile to connect to HDFS and the Sqoop client,
HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and Sqoop security profile to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.
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NOTE

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Sqoop client to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Sqoop job:
– Name—SQOOP_EXPORT
– Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
– Hadoop connection profile—HADOOP_SQOOP
– HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
– Sqoop security profile—SQOOP_SQLSERVER
– Operation type— Export a set of files from HDFS to database (sqoop export)
– Table name—stud
– Source directory—/tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir

2. Click SUBMIT.
The Sqoop job is defined.

Monitoring Jobs
Monitoring jobs let you monitor different aspects of your system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can define the following monitoring jobs:

• Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

• File Trigger
Lets you monitor file activity and perform an action based on that activity.

• Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

Define a Disk Monitoring Job
On Windows and UNIX systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor the available or used space on a disk
or logical partition. On i5/OS systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor storage space in the file systems
mounted on the i5/OS operating system.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

For a newly created file system, on any platform, the operating system usually reports the file system overhead as used
bytes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select Job Monitoring from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.
The jobs of the job monitoring category appear in the Palette view.

3. Select and drag the Disk Monitoring job from the Palette view to the workspace.
The Disk Monitoring icon appears in the workspace.

4. Select the Disk Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Properties section of the Disk Monitoring job appears.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the disk space.

– Wait mode
Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately. Options are
as follows:
• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the conditions
are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence
Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.

NOTE

When using this option, you must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.
• Continuous monitoring, using alert

Specifies the identifier of an alert to be triggered when the specified disk monitoring conditions occur. Defines the
job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

NOTE

When using this option, you must specify an alert in the Alert details field or the job defaults to the
Return immediately option. You must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.

Default: Return immediately
– Drive to monitor

Specifies the path to the disk, logical partition, or auxiliary storage pool to be monitored.
UNIX/Windows: Specify the path to the disk or logical partition to monitor.
i5/OS:
• Specify the path to a file system mounted on the i5/OS operating system.
• To specify the system ASP, type the forward slash (/).
• To specify any other ASP, use the format /dev/QASPdigit1digit2, where digit1 and digit2 indicate the ASP

number.
– Range

Specifies whether the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk usage is
within or outside the specified range.
• Within

Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk usage is
within the range specified by the From and To fields.

• Outside
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Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk usage is
outside the range specified by the From and To fields.

Default: Within
– Monitor when disk space

Specifies whether the job monitors available or used disk space.
• Available

Specifies that the job reads the available disk space for monitoring.
• Used

Specifies that the job reads the used disk space for monitoring.
Default: Available

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

– From
Defines the lower boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the Format field.

NOTE

If you specify a value in the From field without specifying a value in the To field, the range is between the
lower boundary and the maximum available disk space.

– To
Defines the upper boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the Format field.

NOTE

If you specify a value in the To field without specifying a value in the From field, the range is between and
the upper boundary.

– No change
Defines the amount of change that the disk usage must change to trigger the alert. The unit for this value is
specified in the Format field.

NOTE

• To use this field, specify an alert in the Alert details field.
• The alert will trigger only if the change value is within the range specified by the From and To fields

and the change value is greater than the delta specified by the last scanned amount. That is, the first
time disk usage matches the job criteria, an alert is triggered. Subsequently, an alert is triggered only if
the change in disk usage is greater than the delta calculated using the last scanned amount that was
registered in a trigger.

– Format
Specifies the unit of measurement used to monitor available or used disk space. Options are as follows:
• Percent

Monitors disk usage by percentage.
Note: If you specify Percent, the values specified in the From and To fields cannot be greater than 100.

• GB
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Monitors disk usage in gigabytes.
• MB

Monitors disk usage in megabytes.
• KB

Monitors disk usage in kilobytes.
• B

Monitors disk usage in bytes.
Default: Percent

7. Click SUBMIT.
The Disk Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Triggering Alerts Based on Used Disk Space

Suppose that a Disk Monitoring job named DISKMON continuously monitors the local disk C. If the used space falls within
50 percent and 100 percent, the server triggers the alert named DISK. The server triggers subsequent alerts when the
used space changes by 5 percent or more, but remains within the 50 percent and 100 percent boundaries. The job does
not complete unless you force it complete using the Monitor view. This job runs on the default agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—DISKMON
– Agent—AGENT

2. Select the Continuous monitoring, using alert option button in the Wait mode section, and enter DISK in the Alert
details field.

3. Enter the following information in the remaining fields:
– Drive to monitor—C
– From—50
– To—100
– No change—5

4. Select Percent from the Format drop-down list.
5. Select Within from the Range drop-down list.
6. Select Used from the Monitor when disk space drop-down list.
7. Click SUBMIT.

File Trigger Jobs
File Trigger jobs let you monitor file activity. You can define File Trigger jobs for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS systems.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

The File Trigger job can monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file exists or
does not exist.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File

Suppose that a File Trigger job named PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a Windows computer.
When the file is updated, the job completes and the scheduling manager releases a job named PAYRUN.

The following diagram shows a scenario where a File Trigger job named PAYDATA monitors for an update to the
payroll.dat file on a Windows computer. When the file is updated, the job completes and the scheduling manager releases
a job named PAYRUN.
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Polling Interval for File Trigger Jobs

File Trigger jobs monitor file activity using a polling interval, which is every 30 seconds by default.

File Trigger jobs do not detect multiple updates during the polling interval. They also do not detect changes that cancel
each other out. For example, if the job monitors for updates to a file, and the file is updated twice during the polling
interval, the trigger occurs only once for the two updates. If the job monitors for the creation of a file, and the file is created
and deleted during the polling interval, the trigger does not occur. Because the file did not exist when the directory was
polled, the job does not detect the file creation and deletion.

The agent administrator can change the number of seconds between polls by configuring the filemonplugin.sleepperiod
parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

NOTE

For more information about the filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter, see CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux,
Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters Used for Troubleshooting in the CA WA System Agent documentation.

Define a File Trigger Job

You can define a File Trigger job to monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file
exists or does not exist.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
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The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Job Monitoring from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the job monitoring category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the File Trigger job from the Palette to the workspace.

The File Trigger icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the File Trigger icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the File Trigger job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the file activity.

– File name
Specifies the path to and nameof the file to monitor.

NOTE

If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for
the file: 

• To open the browser, click the Search icon next to the File name field.
• To view the list of folders and files in the File Browser, click the backward slash (/) in the Select a

command section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the Filter field.
– File trigger type

Indicates the file activity to monitor for. Options are as follows: Created, Updated, Deleted, Expanded, Shrunk,
Existing, and Non-Existing.
Default: Created

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Recursive

Monitors for file activity in the specified directory and all of its subdirectories.
– When file reaches(bytes)

Specifies the number of bytes the file size must reach to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This option
is used with the Created, Expanded, or Shrunk file trigger type. When using this option, specify the value in the File
Size field.
Default: 0 byte 

NOTE

Some file systems will create files with extra space in anticipation of further file expansion requests,
therefore, specifying exact byte counts will not always work.

– Change size in bytes
Specifies the number of bytes the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This
option is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type. When using this option, specify the value in the File
Delta field.
Default: 0 byte 

– Percentage change
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Specifies the percentage the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This option
is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type. When using this option, specify the value in the File Percent
field.
Default: 1 percent 

– Monitor continuously using Alert 
Specifies the name of the Alert that is triggered when the specified file activity occurs.

– No changes for minutes 
Specifies the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.
Default: 0 minutes 

7. (Optional) Select the User/Group Specifications check box in the Options section.
The User/Group Specifications section appears at the bottom.

8. Specify the following additional information:
– Owner user ID 

Specifies the UNIX user ID that owns the file to be monitored. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the
user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

– Group 
Specifies the UNIX group that owns the file to be monitored.

– Monitor as user 
Specifies the Windows user ID that monitors the file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

9. Click SUBMIT.
The File Trigger job is defined.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Creation

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the c:\data\payroll.dat file is
created on the SYSAGENT agent computer running Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—c:\data\payroll.dat

2. Select Created from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Deletion

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the c:\data\payroll.dat file is
deleted on the SYSAGENT agent computer running Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—c:\data\payroll.dat

2. Select Deleted from the File trigger type drop-down list.
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3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /data/test file has a file size of at
least one byte on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/data/test

2. Select Expanded from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the When file reaches(bytes) option button and enter 1 in the File Size field. 
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Expands by a Certain Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /credit/record file expands
by at least 2 megabytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/credit/record

2. Select Expanded from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 2097152 in the File Delta field. 

NOTE
The size must be entered in bytes (2 x 1024 bytes x 1024k = 2097152).

4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Percentage

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /amount/test file shrinks in
size by 35 percent or more on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/amount/test

2. Select Shrunk from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the Percentage change option button and enter 35 in the File Percent field.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks to a Certain Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /cash/items/distribute file
shrinks to less than 1000 bytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/cash/items/distribute

2. Select Shrunk from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the When file reaches(bytes) option button and enter 1000 in the File Size field. 
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Amount

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /cost/cash file shrinks by 10
bytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/cost/cash

2. Select Shrunk from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 10 in the File Delta field. 
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Reaches a Certain Size and Remains Unchanged for a Certain Number of
Minutes

Suppose that you want a File Trigger job to release its successors when the /research/analysis file reaches a size
of 100 bytes or more on the SYSAGENT agent computer, provided that the file size remains unchanged for 5 minutes or
more.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/research/analysis

2. Select Expanded from the File trigger type drop-down list
3. Select the When file reaches(bytes) option button and enter the following information: 

– File Size—100
– No changes for minutes —5 

4. Click SUBMIT.

Using this example, the following table shows when the job completes with and without the No Changes for minutes field
value: 

Time File Size Does the Job Complete
When No Changes for is Not
Specified?

Does the Job Complete When
No Changes for is Specified at 5
Minutes?

14:00:00 56 No. File size is less than 100
bytes

No. File size is less than 100
bytes

14:05:00 56 No. File size is less than 100
bytes

No. Although file size has not
changed in five minutes, it is
less than 100 bytes
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14:09:59 101 Yes. File size is more than 100
bytes

No. Although file size is greater
than 100 bytes, it has changed
in the last five minutes

14:14:59 101  Yes. File size is greater than
100 bytes and has not changed
for five minutes

Example: Monitor the Same File With Multiple File Triggers

Suppose that two File Trigger jobs continuously monitor the size of the same file (/data/totals) on the SYSAGENT agent
computer. The first job (SURVEY.EXPAND) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the file expands by at least 10 KB
from its initial size. The second job (SURVEY.SHRINK) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the file shrinks by at least
10 KB from its initial size.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job SURVEY.EXPAND:
– Name—SURVEY
– Qualifier—EXPAND
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/data/totals

2. Select Expanded from the File trigger type drop-down list
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter the following information:

– File Delta—10240 

NOTE
The size must be entered in bytes (10 x 1024 bytes = 10240).

– Monitor continuously using Alert —MGT 
4. Click SUBMIT.
5. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job SURVEY.SHRINK:

– Name—SURVEY
– Qualifier—SHRINK
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/data/totals

6. Select Shrunk from the File trigger type drop-down list
7. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter the following information:

– File Delta—10240 

NOTE
The size must be entered in bytes (10 x 1024 bytes = 10240).

– Monitor continuously using Alert —MGT 
8. Click SUBMIT.

The following table displays the triggers that occur if the initial size of the /data/totals file is 100 KB and it changes as
follows:

File Size Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.EXPAND?

Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.SHRINK?

80 KB No. File size is less than its initial size. Yes. File size has decreased 20 KB from its
initial size.

90 KB No. File size remains less than its initial
size.

No. File size has increased.
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110 KB Yes. File size has increased 10 KB from its
initial size.

No. File size has increased.

50 KB No. File size is less than its initial size. Yes. File size has decreased 50 KB from its
initial size.

60 KB No. File size remains less than its initial
size.

No. File size has increased.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Exists

Suppose that you want a File Trigger job to release its successors if the /bank/account/money file exists on the
SYSAGENT agent computer running on UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/bank/account/money

2. Select Existing from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Does Not Exist

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /start/term/vacation file does
not exist on the SYSAGENT agent computer running on UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—/start/term/vacation

2. Select Non-Existing from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File on a Remote Windows Computer

Suppose that a File Trigger job PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a remote Windows computer
named CYBNT. jsmith is a user ID on CYBNT that has access to the AccountingFiles directory and is defined in the
Topology under the SYSAGENT agent computer.

To run a File Trigger job that monitors a file on a remote Windows computer, you must do the following:

• Ask your CA Workload Automation DE administrator to define a user ID in the Topology that has access to the file on
the remote Windows computer.

• Specify the file name using UNC (Universal Naming Convention) in the job definition.
• Specify the user ID in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—SYSAGENT
– File name—\\CYBNT\AccountingFiles\payroll.dat

2. Select Updated from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Enter jsmith in the Monitor as user field in the User/Group Specifications section.
4. Click SUBMIT.
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Example: Monitor for the Creation of a File That Is Owned by a Specified UNIX User ID

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/payroll.dat file is created
on the UNIXAGENT agent computer and the file is owned by jdoe. The following may take place:

• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the trigger does not occur until the file is created.
• If the file exists and the owner of the file is jdoe, when the job is readied, the trigger occurs immediately.
• If the file exists or is created, but the owner of the file is not jdoe, the file trigger does not complete. It waits until all of

the specified criteria are satisfied, including the Owner user ID criteria. If the owner of the file is changed to jdoe, the
file trigger completes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—UNIXAGENT
– File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select Created from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Enter jdoe in the Owner user ID field in the User/Group Specifications section.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor for the Existence of a File That Is Owned by a Specified UNIX Group

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/payroll.dat file exists on a UNIX
computer and the file is owned by the group accts. The following may take place:

• If the file exists and is owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the trigger completes successfully.
• If the file exists and is not owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the file trigger fails.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PAYDATA
– Agent—UNIXAGENT
– File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select Existing from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Enter accts in the Group field in the User/Group Specifications section.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Use Wildcards to Specify a File Name on the Root File System

Suppose that you want to monitor continuously for files that are created in the /home/cybesp/ directory in an i5/OS root
file system. A File Trigger job, JOBDATA, monitors the file system continuously and triggers an Alert named A123 every
time a file is created with a file name that matches the following criteria:

• Starts with PID
• Ends with four characters
• Has any extension

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—JOBDATA
– Agent—I5AGENT
– File name—/home/cybesp/PID????.*
– Monitor continuously using Alert —A123

2. Select Created from the File trigger type drop-down list.
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3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Use a Generic Name to Specify a QSYS.LIB File Object

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job JOBDATA to release its successors when any file object with a file name that
starts with PAY and ends with any characters is created in the QSYS.LIB file system.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—JOBDATA
– Agent—I5AGENT
– File name—'LIB/PAY*/*FILE'

NOTE
The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a
comment. To only monitor the total size of the file object's members, specify *ALL as the member name.

2. Select Created from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

NOTE
The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a comment.

Example: Monitor the size of a QSYS.LIB file object

Suppose that a File Trigger job named EXPMON is triggered when the EXPOBJ file object in the QSYS.LIB file system
increases by 10 bytes or more. Since no member is specified in the file name, the job monitors the entire object size. The
entire object size includes the size of the file object itself and the total size of the file object's members.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—EXPMON
– Agent—I5AGENT
– File name—'LIB/EXPOBJ/*FILE'

NOTE
The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a
comment. To only monitor the total size of the file object's members, specify *ALL as the member name.

2. Select Expanded from the File trigger type drop-down list.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 10 in the File Delta field.
4. Click SUBMIT.

Define a Text File Reading and Monitoring Job
You can define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job to search a text file on a Windows, UNIX, or i5/OS computer for a
text string. For example, you can monitor a log file for an error message after a script executes. 

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.
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To limit the search in the text file to a time range, you can specify the time stamp's format and position in that file. The
scheduling manager uses the time pattern as a mask for searching for that particular time stamp. In the time pattern, all
ASCII letters are pattern letters. The following table displays the symbols used to create a time pattern string:

Symbol Definition Type Example
G Era designator Text AD
y Year Number 2000
M Month in year Text or number July or 07
d Day in month Number 10
h Hour in AM/PM

(1 ~ 12)
Number 12

H Hour in day (0 ~ 23) Number 0
m Minute in hour Number 30
s Second in minute Number 55
S Millisecond Number 978
E Day in week Text Tuesday
D Day in year Number 189
F Day of week in month Text or number 2

(2 Wednesday July)
w Week in year Number 27
W Week in month Number 2
a AM/PM marker Text PM
k Hour in day (1 ~ 24) Number 0
K Hour in AM/PM

(0 ~ 11)
Number 0

z Time zone Text EST
(Eastern Standard Time)

' A delimiter to identify text
strings. Any text enclosed in
single quotation marks is treated
as text rather than as time-
format definition variables.

  

" Used to indicate single quotation   

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Job Monitoring from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the job monitoring category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the Text File Reading and Monitoring job from the Palette to the workspace.

The Text File Reading and Monitoring icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the Text File Reading and Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
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The Properties section of the Text File Reading and Monitoring job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– AgentSpecifies the name of the agent that monitors the text file for a text string.
– Text file name

Specifies the path to and name of the text file to search.

NOTE

If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for
the file: 

• To open the browser, click the Search icon next to the Text file name field.
• To view the list of folders and files in the File Browser, click the backward slash (/) in the Select a

command section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the Filter field.

i5/OS:
• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a FILE object in QSYS in path format, use one of the following formats:
    /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.FILE

    /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.FILE/member.MBR

    library/object/*FILE

    library/object/*FILE(member)

• To specify an object in QSYS in i5/OS standard format, use one of the following formats:
– Text stringDefines the text string to search for. You can specify the text string as a regular expression.

NOTE

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Quotation marks in the text string are taken literally. Do not specify quotes in the text string unless you
want to search for a string containing quotes. For example, "text" and text are two different search
strings.

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– File encodingSpecifies the name of the character set used to encode the data in the file.

Examples: ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, US-ASCII 

NOTE

If the character set of the file does not appear in the drop-down list, you can type the character set in the
field. The supported character sets depend on your operating system and Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

– Exists
Specifies whether the job monitors if a text string exists or does not exist.
Default: The check box is selected. If the text string exists, the job completes successfully, or an alert is triggered (if
monitoring continuously).
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NOTE

: You can clear the Exists check box to monitor whether a text string does not exist in a specified text file.
If the text string does not exist, the job completes successfully. If the text string exists, the job fails. To use
this setting, you must select the Return immediately option button in the Monitor Parameters section.

– Search mode
Specifies the mode of search. Options are as follows:
• Line

Searches for the text string in the line boundaries defined by the upper and lower line boundaries. If Line is
selected, the search boundaries defined by the First line and Last line fields in the Monitor Parameters
section are numeric.

• Regular expressions
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by regular expressions. If Regular expressions is selected,
the search boundaries defined by the First line and Last line fields in the Monitor Parameters section are
regular expressions.

• Date/Time
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by a specified date and time. If Date/Time is selected, a
value must also be specified in the Time format field in the Monitor Parameters section.

Default: Line
7. (Optional) Select the Other Monitor Parameters check box in the Options section.

The Monitor Parameters section appears at the bottom.
8. (Optional) Specify the following additional fields:

– Wait mode
Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately. Options are
as follows:
• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the conditions
are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence
Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.
To use this option, the Exists check box must be selected.

• Continuous monitoring, using alert
Specifies the identifier of an Alert to be triggered when the specified text monitoring conditions occur. Defines
the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. To use this option, the
Exists check box must be selected.

NOTE

When using this option, you must specify an Alert in the Alert Details field or the job defaults to the
Return immediately option. If the job finds one or more occurrences of the searched text, the first
trigger takes place at the first occurrence only. Subsequently, the job only searches for new lines that
are added to the text file. In other words, the job resumes the search from the first line following the last
line of the file from the previous search.

Default: Return immediately
– Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo
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NOTE

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

– First line
Defines the start of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode. The
formatting options are as follows:
• If you selected the Line search mode, specify the starting line number.
• If you selected the Regular expressions search mode, specify a regular expression. The format is case-

sensitive. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• If you selected the Date/Time search mode, specify a time stamp using the format defined in the Time format
field. The format is case-sensitive.

Default: First line of the text file

NOTE

• If you do not specify a value in this field, you must specify a value in the Last line field. The job starts
searching from the first line of the text file to the upper boundary specified by the Last line field.

• If you specify the lower boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that
match it, the agent does not search for the text string.

– Last line
Defines the end of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode. The
formatting options are as follows:
• If you selected the Line search mode, specify the last line number.
• If you selected the Regular expressions search mode, specify a regular expression. The format is case-

sensitive. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• If you selected the Date/Time search mode, specify a time stamp using the format defined in the Time format
field. The format is case-sensitive.

Default: Last line of the text file.

NOTE

• If you do not specify a value in this field, you must specify a value in the First line field. The job
searches from the lower boundary specified by the first line field to the last line of the text file.

• To use this field, you must select the Return immediately option button.
• If you specify the upper boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that

match it, the agent searches for the text string to the last line of the text file.
– Time formatDefines the date and time pattern to use when the upper and lower boundaries are specified as date

and time. The upper and lower boundaries are used to search inside a log file.
– Time positionSpecifies the first column of the time stamp in the log file.

Limit: Five digits
9. Click SUBMIT.

The Windows Text File Reading and Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Sample Time Format Patterns

The following table displays sample time format patterns for July 10, 2006 at 12:08 p.m. Eastern Standard Time:

Format Pattern Result
"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' hh:mm:ss z" 2006.07.10 AD at 12:08:56 EST
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"EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss.SSS zzz yyyy” Mon Jul 10 23:59:59.999 EST 2006
"h:mm a" 12:08 PM
"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz" 12 o'clock PM, EST
"K:mm a, z" 12:08 PM, EST
"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa" 2006.July.10 AD 12:08 PM

Example: Monitor a File for a String in the First 200 Lines of the File

Suppose that an Application contains a Text File Reading and Monitoring job (MONITORERROR) and a UNIX job. If the
Text File Reading and Monitoring job completes successfully, the UNIX job is released.

The Text File Reading and Monitoring job monitors the file c:\log_files\log.txt on the VLAGENT agent computer
and searches for the text string, ERROR, in the first 200 lines of the file. If the string is not found, the job completes
successfully and the UNIX job is released. If the string is found, the job fails and the UNIX job is not released.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—MONITORERROR
– Agent—VLAGENT
– Text file name—c:\log_files\log.txt
– Text string—ERROR

2. Clear the Exists check box.
3. Select Line from the Search mode drop-down list.
4. Enter the following information in the Monitor Parameters section:

– First line—1
– Last line—200

5. Select the Return immediately option button.
6. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a text file encoded in ISO-8859-1

Suppose that you want to monitor a text file that contains data encoded in the ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1 (also named ISO-
LATIN-1). The job checks the text file immediately and completes successfully if the specified string is found. If the string
is not found, the job fails.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—TEXTFILE_JOB
– Agent—MONAGT
– Text file name—/export/home/logs/transactions.log
– Text string—ERROR MESSAGE

2. Select ISO-8859-1 from the File encoding drop-down list.
3. Select Line from the Search mode drop-down list.
4. Enter the following information in the Monitor Parameters section:

– First line—1
– Last line—50

5. Select the Return immediately option button.
6. Click SUBMIT.
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System Jobs
System jobs let you run programs, commands, or scripts on your operating system or wake up a computer remotely.

You can define the following System jobs:

• UNIX
Lets you run UNIX scripts or execute commands.

• Windows
Lets you run Windows command files.

Pass Arguments to a Script or Command
When running workload, you may need to pass arguments to a script or command when that script or command is
invoked. Arguments can be numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Specify the arguments in the Arguments to pass field in the order expected in the script or command, separating

each argument with a blank space.

NOTE
To pass an argument containing spaces, you must enclose its value in double quotes, for example, 362 "629
630" 748.

The argument is passed to the command or the script when the job runs.

Example: Pass Multiple Arguments with Spaces

The following argument specification passes two arguments to the pay.exe executable:

"c:\Pay Date\Salary.dat" "c:\Pay Date\benefits.dat"

Both arguments contain spaces, so each argument is enclosed in double quotes.

Example: Pass Built-in Variables

The following argument specification passes a file path as an argument with two JavaScript built-in variables, representing
the Application name and generation:

/u1/system/results/CST%(APPL._name).%(Appl._/gen)
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Running a Job on Agent Groups
An agent group is an explicitly defined group of Windows or UNIX agents. You need to define agent groups to use load
balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

Suppose your CA Workload Automation DE setup has ten Windows agents and ten UNIX agents; you can define the
following agent groups:two Windows agent groups of five agents each

• two UNIX agent groups of five agents each and one Windows agent group of three agents
• one UNIX agent group of four agents, and two Windows agent groups of two agents and three agents each

These are just some of the combinations you can define; you can define any such combinations to suit your requirements,
the only requirement being that you must group agents of the same operating system together.

NOTE
An agent group is an explicitly defined entity. For instance, all the agents of your setup do not implicitly constitute
an agent group.

WARNING

When you define agent groups to use load balancing, we recommend that you select either the random or round
robin criteria. If you select the CPU load balancing criteria, we recommend that you define at most 15 agents in
the agent group. Otherwise, the performance of your system might be impacted.

If you delete an agent group that is enabled with CPU load balancing, stale messages are sometimes sent
continuously from the agents of the deleted agent group to the server. These stale messages might impact the
performance of the server. After deleting an agent group, search the trace log in the server installation directory
for LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages. If you find LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages in the
trace log, restart the agents that are sending stale messages.

You can run a job on agents as follows:

Run a Job on an Agent Group for Load Balancing

When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on an agent group for load balancing. Load balancing is the
technique of balancing agent workload. Load balancing distributes workload evenly within an agent group.

To use load balancing, you need to define agent groups. When you enable load balancing on an agent group, the server
allocates work to the agents in one of the following ways:

• Round robin—the server selects one agent after another of the group in a cycle; for example, if there are three agents
in the group, the server allocates work to the first, second, and third agents and then starts over again with the first
agent.

• Random selection—the server randomly picks an agent of the group.
• CPU usage—the server allocates work to that agent of the group that has the lowest weighted CPU usage at the time

the job is submitted.

NOTE
If you select load balancing at the Application level, all jobs in the Application inherit the option. If you do not
want the jobs to inherit the option, you need to uncheck the Use Application-level defaults check box.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.
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The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Expand the Agent section by clicking the plus (+) icon.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box in the Agent section.

The Agent fields become editable.
5. Select the Agent Group option button.

The drop-downs for the agent group name and agent group type appears.
6. Select the agent group that you want the job to run on in the Agent Group drop-down list, and select Load balancing.

NOTE

The drop-down lists only the agent group that you defined in the Admin view and that you have access
permission for.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The job will run on the agent group with load balancing.

Run a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group

When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on all agents in an agent group. This feature is useful when
you need to run the same job on multiple servers. For example, many companies back up their data regularly; so you
can create a single backup job and set it to run on multiple agents, with each agent installed on a different server.

NOTE
If you select Run on all agents at the Application level, all jobs in the Application inherit the option. If you do not
want the jobs to inherit the option, you need to uncheck the Use Application-level defaults check box.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
3. Expand the Agent section by clicking the plus (+) icon.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box in the Agent section.

The Agent fields become editable.
5. Select the Agent Group option button.

The drop-downs for the agent group name and agent group type appears.
6. Select the agent group that you want the job to run on in the Agent Group drop-down list, and select Run on all

agents.

NOTE

The drop-down lists only the agent group that you defined in the Admin view and that you have access
permission for.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The job will run on all agents in the group.
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NOTE
There will be an instance of the job for each agent of the agent group at runtime; all instances will have the
same name but different qualifiers that are automatically set by the server. The qualifier is the name of the agent
on which the job runs.

UNIX Jobs
UNIX jobs let you run workload on UNIX computers. The job can run a script or execute a command.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux.

When you define a UNIX job, you can specify settings including the following:

• Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

• Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.

• User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job success and
any other code indicates job failure.

• Process Priority
Specifies the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor.

• Shell
Specifies the shell the script runs in.

This article contains the following topics:

Define a UNIX Job

You can define a UNIX job to schedule workload to run on a UNIX computer. The job can run a script or execute a
command.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select System from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the system category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the UNIX job from the Palette to the workspace.

The UNIX icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the UNIX icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the UNIX job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
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Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent installed on the UNIX computer or the name of the agent group where the job runs.
You can use agent groups for load balancing or to run a job on all agents in a group.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Script/Command nameSpecifies the script or command name without the full path, or the script or command
name using an environment variable. For more information about specifying script or command name, see Script
and Command Name Specifications in a UNIX Job.

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Specify action to takeIndicates whether the job runs a script or executes a command.
– Argument to passDefines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to a script. Arguments can be

numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

NOTE
You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the script, separating each parameter with
a blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in double quotes.

Examples: p1 p2 p3, 362 "629 630" 748
– User IDSpecifies the UNIX user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. You must specify a

user ID if the job runs a command. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one
password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Default: Owner of the script or command (if the agent runs under the root account)
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If the agent runs under another account, the job runs under the same account that runs the agent. The
user ID or account must have the authority to run the script or command; otherwise, the job fails.

– ShellIndicates the shell name used to execute the script or command file. The default for most agents is the Korn
shell (/bin/ksh). However, you can choose one of the following shells:
• /bin/csh—C shell
• /bin/bash—Bourne Again shell
• /bin/ksh—Korn shell
• /bin/sh—Bourne shell

NOTE

• For information about specifying exit codes, see Define Job Success or Failure.
• For information about setting process priority, see Set Process Priority for a UNIX Job.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The UNIX job is defined.

Example: Run a Script that is Located in a Path Set in the PATH Environment Variable

Suppose that the job PROCSCRIPT runs a script named procscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, who has
the authority to run the script. The path to procscript.sh is set in the PATH system environment variable for jsmith. This job
runs on the default agent computer.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PROSCRIPT
– Script/command name—procscript.sh
– User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Run a script option button.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Run a Script that is Located in a Path Set in a User Environment Variable

Suppose that the job MYSCRIPTJOB runs a script named myscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, who has the
authority to run the script. The path to myscript.sh is set in the user environment variable $MY_PATH, which is defined in
the profile file for jsmith. This job runs on the default agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—MYSCRIPTJOB
– Script/command name— $MY_PATH/myscript.sh
– User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Run a script option button.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Run a Different Script Depending on the Agent

Suppose that a job runs a payroll script (/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh) on the UNIX1 agent. Sometimes, the job runs
under a different agent. In this case, the job needs to run another script (export/home/cybuser/other_script.sh).

The %IF statement for the job's Script/command name field is as follows:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='UNIX1','/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh','/export/home/cybuser/
other_script.sh')

The WOB._Agent symbolic variable represents the agent that the job runs on.

NOTE

For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Example: Run a PERL Script

Suppose that you want to schedule a PERL script located at /home/espuser/esptest/esptest.pl , and the PERL
executable is located at /usr/contrib/bin/perl . The job PERLJOB runs under the user jsmith, who has access to
the PERL executable and the authority to run the PERL script. This job runs on the default agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—PERLJOB
– Script/command name—/usr/contrib/bin/perl
– Arguments to pass—/home/espuser/esptest/esptest.pl
– User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Execute a command option button.
3. Click SUBMIT.
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Script and Command Name Specifications in a UNIX Job

To specify the script or command name in a UNIX job, you specify the path to and name of the script or command that the
job runs.

You can also specify the script or command name in the following ways:

• You can browse for the path to and name of the script or command using the Script/Command Browser. To open the
browser, click the Search icon next to the Script/Command name field.

NOTE

• To use the Script/Command Browser, you must be connected to the server, and the agent defined for
the job must be running.

• By default, the browser displays the agent name that you specified in the Job Properties section.
• To view the list of folders and files in the selected Agent, click the forward slash (/) in the Select a

command section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the filter field.
• You can enter the script or the command name without the full path if all of the following conditions are met:

– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– The user ID you enter in the User ID field has the authority to run the job on the agent. The user default shell is

used.
– The path to the script or command name is set in the PATH system environment variable for the specified user ID.

• You can enter the script or command name using an environment variable, such as $MY_PATH/myscript.sh, if all of the
following conditions are met:
– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– The user ID you enter in the User ID field has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. The user default

shell is used.
– The environment variable you use, such as $MY_PATH, is set in the specified user ID's profile file.

NOTE
To configure the agent to resolve environment variables, ask your agent administrator to refer to the information
about the
oscomponent.lookupcommand

parameter. For more information about this parameter, see CA WA System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows or
i5/OS Agent Parameters in the CA WA System Agent documentation.

How the Agent Selects the Shell to Use for a UNIX Script

To run a UNIX script, the agent selects the shell to use as follows:

1. The agent uses the Shell field if specified in the job definition.
2. The agent uses the first line of the script if the shell is not specified in the Shell field.
3. The agent uses the oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file if the shell is not specified in

the Shell field or in the script.
4. The agent uses the user default shell defined in the user profile if not specified in one of the previous three locations.

NOTE
The agent administrator must define all of the shells that the agent uses in the agentparm.txt file, unless the
oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter is set to false. The shells are defined using the oscomponent.validshell
parameter.
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Set Process Priority for a UNIX Job

You can set the process priority for a UNIX job to determine the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor.
Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the UNIX job that you want to set the process priority for, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down
list.
The Properties section of the job appears.

2. Select the Unix Job Options check box in the Options section.
The Job Options section appears at the bottom.

3. Select one of the following priorities in the Process priority field:
– High

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.
– Above normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
– Normal

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
– Below normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
– Idle

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

NOTE
You can only set a UNIX job's process priority to a level above Normal if the job runs on a computer with the
agent started by the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you set the process priority to a level
above Normal, the job runs with the Normal process priority.

4. Click SUBMIT.
The process priority for the UNIX job is set.

Modify Resource Limits for a UNIX Job

When you define a UNIX job, you can set the job to modify resource limits on the agent computer for the duration of the
job. For example, you can define a job that modifies the maximum core file size and CPU times on the UNIX computer.

NOTE
The resource limits are applied before the user profile is sourced. Therefore, the values can be overridden by
the
/etc/profile

script, the 
.profile

script, or any other user logon scripts.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the UNIX job that you want to modify the resource limits for, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down
list.
The Properties section of the job appears.

2. Select the Unix Job Options check box in the Options section.
The Job Options section appears at the bottom.

3. Review the resource type in the User Limits table. Options are as follows:
– Maximum size of core files created
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Specifies the maximum size of the core file in kilobytes (KB).
– Maximum size of a process's data segment

Specifies the maximum data segment size of a process in kilobytes (KB).
– Maximum size of a process's virtual memory

Specifies the maximum virtual memory size of a process in kilobytes (KB).
– Maximum CPU time

Specifies the maximum CPU time in seconds.
– Maximum file size

Specifies the maximum file size in kilobytes (KB).
– Maximum number of files

Specifies the maximum number of files.
– Maximum stack size

Specifies the maximum stack size in kilobytes (KB).
4. Complete the following two columns for all the resources that you want to modify the limits for:

– Soft
Defines the usage (soft) limit for the specified resource type. The soft limit can be increased up to the specified hard
limit and can be changed without root authority.
Limits: Any digits; the value must be less than or equal to the hard limit

NOTE

To specify an unlimited value for the resource, select Unlimited from the drop-down.
– Hard

Defines the maximum usage (hard) limit for the specified resource type. The hard limit can only be increased by
the root user. If the job runs under a non-root user ID and the value specified in the job definition is greater than the
current hard limit on the UNIX system, the hard limit will not be increased. Any user ID can decrease a hard limit.
Limits: Any digits; the value must be greater than or equal to the soft limit

NOTE

To specify an unlimited value for the resource, select Unlimited from the drop-down.
5. Click SUBMIT.

The resource limits for the UNIX job are set.

Example: Specify Multiple Resource Limits

This example modifies the following resource limits on the UNIX computer for the duration of the job:

• The core file size limit is 100 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 200 KB (hard limit).
• The virtual memory size limit of the process is 3332 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to an unlimited value.
• The stack size limit is 250 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 300 KB (hard limit).
• The CPU time limit is 1000 seconds (soft limit). The time can increase to 4000 seconds (hard limit).

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Job Options section.
2. Enter the soft and hard limit values for the following resources in the User Limits table: 

– Maximum size of core files created
• Soft—100
• Hard—200

– Maximum size of a process's virtual memory
• Soft—3332
• Hard—Unlimited

– Maximum stack size
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• Soft—250
• Hard—300

– Maximum CPU time
– • Soft—1000

• Hard—4000
3. Click SUBMIT.

Environment Variables in UNIX

In UNIX, you use environment variables to define the local environment to run a script. You
can use UNIX environment variables or define your own. You can also add or update UNIX environment variables.

You can pass the following UNIX environment variables to a script:

• HOME
Specifies the name of the user's initial working directory, and is used to find the .profile, .cshrc, and .login scripts.
Default: Home directory of the user running the script.

• LANG
Specifies the name of the predefined setting for locale.

• LC_ALL
Specifies the locale to be used if any of the five LC_ symbols (LC_COLLATE, LC_CTYPE, LC_MONETARY,
LC_NUMERIC, and LC_TIME) are not defined.

• LC_COLLATE
Specifies the name of the predefined setting for locale.

• LC_CTYPE
Specifies the name of the locale for character classification.

• LC_MONETARY
Specifies the name of the locale for money-related information.

• LC_NUMERIC
Specifies the name of the locale for numeric editing.

• LC_TIME
Specifies the name of the locale for date- and time-formatting information.

• LOGNAME
Specifies the name of the user's login account.

• PATH
Specifies the sequence of path prefixes used by execlp() and execvp() in locating programs to run.

• PWD
Specifies the present working directory. The agent changes to this directory prior to executing the script.

• TERM
Specifies the user's terminal type.

• TZ
Specifies the time zone information.

Example: Variable Names and Their Values

The following table displays examples of variable names and their values:

Variable Name Value
HOME /user/user1
INPUT /home/test
PWD /usr/scripts/dailyrun
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Windows Jobs
Windows jobs let you run workload on Windows computers. The job runs a Windows command file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows.

When you define a Windows job, you can specify settings including the following:

• Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

• Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.

• User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job success and
any other code indicates job failure.

• Windows Job Object
Defines a Windows job object that manages processing properties for a group of Windows jobs.

This article contains the following topics:

Define a Windows Job

You can define a Windows job to schedule workload to run on a Windows computer. The job runs a Windows command
file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select System from the drop-down above the Job Palette view.

The jobs of the system category appear in the Palette view.
3. Select and drag the Windows job from the Palette to the workspace.

The Windows icon appears in the workspace.
4. Select the Windows icon, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the Windows job appears.
5. Complete the following required fields as appropriate:

– Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer
character.

– Agent
Specifies the name of the agent installed on the Windows computer or the name of the agent group where the job
runs. You can use agent groups for load balancing or to run a job on all agents in a group.

NOTE

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Script/Command name
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Specifies the path to and name of the Windows command file or the script that the job executes.
You can specify the command file in the following ways:
• You can browse for the path to and name of the command file using the Command Browser. To open the

browser, click the Search icon next to the Script/Command name field.

NOTE

• To use the Command Browser, you must be connected to the server, and the agent defined for the
job must be running.

• By default, the browser displays the agent name that you specified in the Job Properties section.
• To view the list of folders and files in the selected Agent, click the backward slash (/) in the Select a

command section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the filter field.
• You can enter the command file without the full path if the agent is configured to search for paths to command

files and the command file is located in one of the following directories:
• The directory the agent is installed in
• WINDOWS\system32 directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS\system directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS directory on the agent computer
• Any other directory whose path is set in the system path or user path on the agent computer

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Arguments to Pass

Defines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to the command file. Arguments can be numeric or
alphabetic strings of data.

NOTE

You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the command file, separating each
parameter with a blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose its value in double quotes.

Example: "c:\Pay Data\salary.dat" "c:\Pay Data\benefits.dat"
– User ID

Specifies the Windows user ID that runs the job. You are restricted to how you can access data on remote
computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that has access to those
resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has
more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

NOTE

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• You can specify a user ID only when the agent is running as a Windows service under the Local
System account.

– Interactive Job
Indicates whether the Windows job runs in interactive mode. Interactive mode lets you view and interact with jobs
that invoke Windows Terminal Services or user interface processes. To run a Windows job in interactive mode, the
agent must run as a service and the administrator user ID must be defined in the Topology and specified in the job
definition.
Default: The job runs in batch mode

NOTE
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• If the agent administrator sets the oscomponent.interactive parameter to true in the agentparm.txt file,
the agent submits all Windows jobs in interactive mode, regardless of the setting in this check box.

• By default, the agent uses the default Windows shell explorer.exe. The agent administrator can specify
an alternative Windows shell for interactive jobs by setting the oscomponent.shell parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

NOTE

For information about specifying exit codes, see Define Job Success or Failure.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The Windows job is defined.

Example: Access a Windows Network Resource with Universal Naming Convention (UNC) and Share Names

CA Workload Automation DE and the agent support Windows UNC names and share names. A UNC name is the name of
a file or other resource that begins with two backslashes (\\), indicating that it exists on a remote computer. A share name
is an alias for the path in which the resource exists.

Suppose that the path c:\WINNT\Profiles\Visitor\Desktop\ has the share name MyDesktop. The command
notify.cmd is in that path on the CYBNT server, and is accessed by the UNC name and share name in the job JOBC,
which runs on the agent WINAGENT.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—JOBC
– Agent—WINAGENT
– Script/command name—\\CYBNT\MyDesktop\notify.cmd

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Use Administrative Authority to Access a Remote Windows Resource that is Not Shared

The agent service can log on to a remote Windows server as a user with administrative authority. The agent can then
access remote resources using the share names C$ and ADMIN$, letting the agent access remote resources that are not
marked as shared.

Suppose that drive C is accessed by an administrator over the network through the WINAGENT agent. The agent runs
under the System Account option, and it runs the test Application in the c:\working directory on the CYBNT server. The
directory c:\working is not a shared resource. The user admin1 is a valid user on both the local and remote computers,
and belongs to the Administrators group.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—SHAREFILE
– Agent—WINAGENT
– Script/command name—\\CYBNT\C$\working\test
– User ID—admin1

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Run cmd.exe

Suppose that you want the job COPYFILE to use the Windows command prompt (cmd.exe) to copy the file c:\env.txt
to the test directory. To pass arguments to cmd.exe, you must enclose the argument in double quotes and precede the
argument with the /C switch. The job runs on the default agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
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– Name—COPYFILE
– Script/command name—c:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe
– Arguments to pass—“/C copy c:\env.txt c:\test\env.txt”

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Pass Arguments to a Visual Basic Script

Suppose that you want the job VBS to pass three arguments (one, two, and thee) to the Visual Basic script located at D:
\temp\vbs\params.vbs. To pass arguments to a Visual Basic script, specify the location of the Visual Basic script and its
arguments in the Arguments to pass field. This job runs on the default agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—VBS
– Script/command name—c:\winnt\system32\wscript.exe
– Arguments to pass—D:\temp\vbs\params.vbs one two three

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Run a Windows Job on a Different Server Than Usual

Suppose that a company performs scheduled maintenance on its NT_TOR1 agent on the last Sunday of every other
month. On that day, work that usually runs on NT_TOR1 must run on NT_TOR2.

The following conditional logic uses the month number to determine if a month is an even-numbered month. The %
(remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests the remainder. If the remainder is 0, the agent name value is
set to NT_TOR2.

The %IF statement for the job's Agent name field is as follows:

%IF(today('last sunday of month') && APPL._AMM%2 == 0,'NT_TOR2','NT_TOR1')

The APPL._AMM symbolic variable represents the number of the actual month. If today is the last Sunday of an even
month, the logical expressions returns true, and the job runs on NT_TOR2. If today is not the last Sunday of an even
month, the logical expression returns false, and the jobs runs on NT_TOR1.

NOTE

For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Example: Run a Different Command File Depending on the Agent

Suppose that a job usually runs a payroll command file (c:\Windows\Payroll\payroll.exe) on the NT_TOR1 agent.
Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent. In this case, the job needs to run an alternative command file (c:
\Windows\Payroll\other_command.exe').

The %IF statement for the job's Command to run field is as follows:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='NT_TOR1','c:\\Windows\\Payroll\\payroll.exe',

'c:\\Windows\\Payroll\\other_command.exe')

NOTE
JavaScript treats backslashes (\) as special characters, so you must precede each backslash in file paths with
another backslash.
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The WOB._Agent symbolic variable represents the agent the job runs on.

NOTE

For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Example: Run a Windows Job in Interactive Mode

This example runs a Windows job in interactive mode. The job opens the config.txt file in the Windows notepad application
on the Windows desktop.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the job:
– Name—EDIT_FILE
– Agent—WINAGENT
– Script/command name—notepad.exe
– Arguments to pass—c:\run_info\config.txt
– User ID—admin1

2. Select the Interactive Job check box.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Define a Windows Job Object

A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their attributes as a single entity. You can use a
Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor usage, memory usage, and process priority) for
a group of Windows jobs.

You can create a new Windows job object and associate a job with it, or you can associate a job with an existing job
object. After all of the processes associated with a job object complete, the job object no longer exists.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Windows job you want to define the Windows job object for, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-
down list.
The Properties section of the job appears.

2. Select the Windows Job Object check box in the Options section.
The Job Object section appears.

3. Select one of the following options as appropriate from the Job Object Type drop-down list, and enter the name in the
Job Object Name field:
– Create Job ObjectDefines the name of the new job object. This name must be unique.
– Assign Job ObjectSpecifies the name of an existing job object to which you want to add this job.

4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Job Memory(Bytes)Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to all processes associated with the

job object. If the total memory used for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, the job that is
trying to use memory fails.

NOTE

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
– Process Memory(Bytes)

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.
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NOTE

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
– Job Time(ms)

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the total
CPU time for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, all jobs associated with the job object
fail.

– Process Time(ms)
Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the CPU
time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

– Active Process Limit
Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the job object.

– Priority Class
Indicates the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:
• High—Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available

CPU time.
• Above normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal—Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle—Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

NOTE
If you create a new job object and you do not specify a value for a job object property, that property has
an unlimited value. If you assign an existing job object and you do not specify a value for a property, that
property keeps the existing value.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The Windows job object is defined.

Example: Define a Windows Job Object

Suppose that you want a Windows job to create a Windows job object named PayJobsObject. PayJobsObject can use a
total of 40 MB of memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (4000000 milliseconds) for all processes it contains.
Each process associated with PayJobsObject can use a maximum of 500 KB of memory (512000 bytes) and 3 minutes of
CPU time (180000 milliseconds). PayJobsObject can have a maximum of 10 simultaneously active processes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Create Job Object from the Job Object Type drop-down list in the Job Object section.
2. Enter the following information:

– Job Object Name—PayJobsObject
– Job Memory(Bytes)—41943040
– Process Memory(Bytes)—512000
– Job time(ms)—4000000
– Process time(ms)—180000
– Active Process Limit—10

3. Click SUBMIT.
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Environment Variables in Windows

In Windows, you use environment variables to define the local environment the command runs in. You can also add,
update, and delete Windows environment variables.

Example: Variable Name and Values

The following table displays examples of variable names and their values:

Variable Name Value
INPUT c:\run.bat
NAME Jane Doe
JOB PAY
HOME c:\export\u1

Defining Events
You can use Events to run the workload defined in your Applications. When an Event is triggered, the Application runs.

Events can be scheduled, triggered manually, or triggered based on a particular condition. If multiple Events are triggered
at a time, the server processes the triggered Events in parallel.

If the Event is scheduled, the Application runs based on the Event's schedule. For example, you can schedule an Event
to run an Application daily at 10 a.m. You can also trigger the Event manually if you want to add a new scheduled Event
execution to the schedule or replace the Event's next execution.

If the Event is not scheduled, it can be triggered manually or triggered based on a particular condition that an agent
monitors. Monitor Events are continuous; the agent continues to monitor after the condition you specify occurs. For
example, you can continuously monitor file activity and trigger workload each time a file is created.

An Application may contain multiple Events. For example, an Application may need to run each day at 4 p.m. and also
whenever a specific file is created.

Event Triggers

You can specify the following types of triggers for an Event:

• Date-Time/Manual
Triggers workload based on schedule criteria. For example, you can schedule an Event to run an Application daily at
10 a.m. If the Event does not have schedule criteria, the Event must be triggered manually.

• Database Monitor
Triggers workload when the number of rows that satisfy a monitor condition increases or decreases in a database
table. Database Monitor Events monitor for changes using a polling interval (every 10 seconds by default).

• Database Trigger
Triggers workload when a row that satisfies a trigger condition is added, deleted, or updated in a database table. A
Database Trigger Event creates a database trigger on the database.

• File Trigger
Triggers workload based on file activity. You can only trigger on file creation.

Event Priority

In an Event definition, you can specify an Event priority to prioritize the triggering of Events scheduled at the same time.
The Event priority is a number from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). The default Event priority is 5.

Whenever multiple Events are eligible for execution at the same time, the server observes the following rules:
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• Events are triggered in descending order of their priority. The Event with the highest priority is triggered first.
• If multiple Events have the same priority, the server triggers the Event with the earliest execution time first only when

parallel threads are not available. Otherwise, the server triggers those Events in parallel.
• If multiple Events have the same priority and execution time, the server triggers the Event with the earliest trigger

request time first only when parallel threads are not available. Otherwise, the server triggers those Events in parallel.
– For scheduled Event executions, the trigger request time is the time the Event was last updated or created.
– For Event executions triggered manually, the trigger request time is the time the command was issued.
– For Event executions triggered based on a particular condition, the trigger request time is the time the server

processed the agent notification indicating the occurrence of the condition.

Example: Processing Multiple Events at the Same Time

If the server is processing multiple Events that are triggered at the same time, an Event with a higher priority can execute
before an Event that has an earlier execution time. Consider the following scenario:

• 10 Events with priority 5 are scheduled to trigger at midnight (00:00:00).
• An Event with priority 6 is scheduled to trigger one second later (00:00:01).

Assuming that the server takes more than one second to trigger the 10 Events, the Event scheduled at 00:00:01 may
trigger before some of the Events scheduled at 00:00:00.

NOTE

The above scenario is applicable only when parallel threads are not available. If parallel threads are available,
the server processes ten Events with priority 5 in parallel at 00:00:00 and the Event with priority 6 at 00:00:01.

Create an Event
To run the workload defined by an Application, you create an Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Application Events view appears.
3. Select the type of Event you want to create from the NEW EVENT drop-down list.

The Event Properties section appears.
4. Specify the following Event parameters as appropriate:

–  Prefix
Defines a prefix for the Event.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and underscore
(_)

NOTE

If Web Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen, ensure
that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

–  Name
Defines the name of the Event.
Default: A variation of the Application name
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Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and
underscore (_)

NOTE
 The prefix and descriptive name uniquely identify the Event on the system where it resides.

–  Execution user
(Optional) Specifies the execution user of the Event. When the Event is triggered, the Application triggered by the
Event runs with the security permissions of the execution user.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event

NOTE

• When the Event triggers, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to read the
Application triggered by the Event.

• When each job runs in the Application, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to run
the job on the agent and to read any global variables specified in the job.

–  Inherit trigger user 
Overrides the execution user for Events triggered manually. If this option is set, the execution user is set to the user
that manually triggered the Event.

–  Priority 
Specifies the Event priority as an integer from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). When multiple Events
are eligible for execution at the same time, the server triggers the Events with different priorities in parallel. If
parallel threads are not available, the server triggers the Events in descending priority order.
 Default: 5

–  Calendar
(Optional) Specifies up to two calendars that are used to schedule the Event.
Default: SYSTEM calendar

NOTE
If your Event or Application uses any terms in a calendar other than the SYSTEM calendar, specify those
calendars in this section. 

5. (Optional) Enter your comments in the Remarks text box to store information about the Event.
6. Complete the remaining parameters as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

If it contains no errors, the Event is saved.

Specify Suspend and Resume Times
You can specify suspend and resume times to control when an Event can be triggered. For example, you can restrict the
triggering of an Event within a specific window of time.

Suspending an Event prevents the Event from triggering until you resume it.

Using Event-control criteria, you can schedule the suspending and resuming of Events. You might schedule an Event to
occur within a range of time, resume an Event that was suspended manually, or suspend an Event at some time in the
future.

Suspending a scheduled Event for some time in the future is useful if you are running an Application multiple times each
day. Suspending a monitor Event for some time in the future is useful if you want to monitor for a trigger condition during a
specific window of time.

NOTE
When you specify a suspend time, specify a time before the Event's scheduled or expected time; otherwise,
the server may not suspend the Event in time. We recommend you use a suspend time of at least one minute
before the Event's scheduled or expected time. For example, if your Event is scheduled for 8:00, to suspend
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it, specify a time of 7:59 or earlier. Similarly, to resume an Event, specify a resume time of at least one minute
before you want the Event to resume.

When specifying suspend and resume times, consider the following:

• If you specify a day and month in your Event-control criteria, you must include the year, for example, APR 1 2006.
• If you want to suspend an Event on a particular date, specify an absolute date (for example, 9:01 March 1, 2006)

instead of a relative date (for example, 9:01 TOMORROW).
• You cannot specify some scheduling terms in suspend and resume times, such as the following:

– Starting time/date and ending time/date (such as HOURLY STARTING 2PM TODAY)
– Every n units (such as, EVERY 5 MINUTES)

• When an Event is manually suspended, its suspend count increments by one. If you specify a scheduled resume using
Event-control criteria, the suspend count decreases to zero regardless of its current suspend count.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Application Events view appears.
3. Click the name of the Event that you want to edit from the Events List table.

The Event Properties section appears.
4. Complete the following fields as appropriate in the Run Schedule section:

– Suspend at
Specifies a date and time to suspend the Event.

NOTE
To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Suspend at field.

– Resume at
Specifies a date and time to resume the Event.

NOTE
To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Resume at field.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors.

NOTE

To ensure that you entered the correct Event-control criteria, you can use the List Scheduled Events feature to
test it.

Example: Suspend an Event at a Future Date

Suppose that today's date is March 15, 2006, and you want to prevent an Event from triggering starting on April 1, 2006.

To suspend an Event at a future date, enter apr 1 2006 in the Suspend at field of the Run Schedule section.

On April 1, 2006, the server suspends the Event, preventing the Event from triggering. When you want the Event to
resume its execution, resume the Event.

Example: Monitor File Creation Within a Specific Window of Time
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Suppose that an Application requires an input file each day before it runs. The cutoff time for this file is 7 p.m. If the input
file is not received by this cutoff time, the Application should not run.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Click EVENTS.
The Application Events view appears. 

3. Define a File Trigger Event to monitor the creation of the input file.
The File Trigger Event is listed in the Events List table.

4. Open the Properties section of the Event.
5. Enter the following values in the Run Schedule section:

– Suspend at—19:00 daily
– Resume at—00:00 daily

6. Click SUBMIT.
At 7 p.m. each day, the server suspends the Event until the beginning of the next day. If the input file is received after 7
p.m., the Application does not run. If the input file is received before 7 p.m., the server triggers the Event that runs the
Application to process the file.

Prevent an Event from Triggering If an Application is Active
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing an Event associated with the Application
from triggering while the current generation (triggered by that same Event) is running.

NOTE
An Application can be triggered by multiple Events, each with its own scheduling criteria. If you want to prevent
Application generations from running regardless of which Event triggered the Application, you can use a similar
option at the Application level.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Application Events view appears.
3. Click the name of the Event from the Events List table.

The Event Properties section appears.
4. Select the Do not trigger if active check box in the Run Schedule section, and click SUBMIT.

If a generation of the Application is running and the next scheduled execution of the Event occurs, the server does not
trigger the Event, causing the Event to miss its scheduled execution time. The Event triggers at its next scheduled time
when the current generation completes.

NOTE
If the server is restarted, Events you defined with the Do not trigger if active option may be suspended.
Following a cold start, check the state of these Events and manually resume Events that the server may have
suspended. For more information about cold start, see Starting the Server.
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Schedule Workload
To schedule workload, you define a Date-Time/Manual Event and specify schedule criteria.

Date-Time/Manual Events

Date-Time/Manual Events let you schedule workload or trigger workload manually.

When you define a new Application in the Define view, Web Client defines a default Date-Time/Manual Event. By default,
Web Client uses your user name as the Event prefix and your Application name as the Event name. You can use
this Event to schedule the Application or to run the Application manually. You can also create additional Events in the
Application.

With Date-Time/Manual Events, you use schedule criteria to define when the server triggers the Event. The schedule
criteria for an Event generally includes a time and a frequency. For example, you can schedule an Event to run daily at 10
a.m.

You can also specify exceptions to the schedule criteria. For example, you can schedule an Event to run daily at 5 p.m.
except on the last workday of the month.

If you do not specify schedule criteria in the Event, you must trigger the Event manually to run the Application.
For example, suppose that you want to trigger a one-time Event to run the Application on a particular day. You
would define the Event without schedule criteria and trigger it manually on that day.

Event Schedule Criteria

To schedule workload, you must create an Event and specify schedule criteria. The server triggers the Event and runs the
Application at the scheduled dates and times.

The schedule criteria for an Event generally includes a time and a frequency.

You can specify an AM or PM time (such as 3:00 PM) or a 24-hour time (such as 15:00). You can also specify a time zone
(such as 8PM ETZ).

If you specify a time without a date (such as 9PM), the server schedules the Application daily at that time.

If you specify a date without a time (such as 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to midnight
(00:00:00).

Expect Times

For Events that are not scheduled, you can specify an expect time when you create the Event. The expect time indicates
an expected time for the triggering of the Event. If an Event has an expect time, the Event appears on the schedule and
forecasts for that time.

For example, suppose that a file is created around 4 p.m. each day. When you create a File Trigger Event that monitors
the creation of the file, you can specify an expect time of 4PM DAILY. The File Trigger Event appears on the schedule for
4 p.m. each day.

NOTE
No action is required if the Event is not triggered by the expected time.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.
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The Application Events view appears.
3. Click the name of the Data-Time/Manual Event in the Events List table.

NOTE
If the Date-Time/Manual Event does not appear in the Events List table, select New Date-Time/Manual from
the NEW EVENT drop-down list.

The Event Properties section appears.
4. Click ADD in the Run Schedule section.

The Run Schedule table appears with a default row.
5. Click the Edit icon in the row to build your schedule criteria.

NOTE
If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria, such as 3AM, HOURLY, or
10AM DAILY, directly in the When field.

The Event Schedule dialog opens.
6. Select either the Time/Time Zone option button and specify a time in the Time field or select the Interval option button

and specify the interval in the Every fields.

NOTE
If you select the Time/Time Zone option button, you can select a frequency from the Frequency drop-
down and modify your schedule criteria for holidays in the On holiday section. If you select the Interval
option button, you can specify intervals such as hourly, every 2 days, every week, and so on.

7. Click SUBMIT to accept your scheduling criteria.
The Event Schedule dialog closes and the When field in the table displays your schedule criteria.

8. (Optional) Do one of the following tasks:
– Click the plus icon in the When field to add another schedule statement
– Click the plus icon in the When field and select Do not Schedule in the Action field to specify an exception to the

schedule criteria.
9. Complete the remaining fields as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The server triggers the Event and runs the Application at the scheduled
dates and times.

Example: Trigger an Event Daily

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at 10 a.m. every day:

Schedule 10AM DAILY

Example: Trigger an Event at Different Times During the Week

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at two different times during the week:

Schedule 4PM WEEKDAYS

Schedule 2PM WEEKENDS

Example: Specify Exceptions to the Schedule Criteria

Suppose that you want to schedule your Event at 5 p.m. every day, except on the last workday of the month. The
schedule criteria is specified as follows:
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Schedule 5PM DAILY

Do not schedule 5PM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

NOTE
You should specify Do not schedule statements after the Schedule statements. The Do not schedule time must
match the time used in a Schedule statement (5PM in this example).

Example: Specify Exception to the Schedule Criteria on a Specific Date

Suppose that you want to schedule your Event every day except on August 23, 2006. The schedule criteria is specified as
follows:

Schedule DAILY

Do not schedule AUGUST 23, 2006

Example: Specify Multiple Schedule Criteria

For complicated schedule criteria, you can specify multiple schedule statements.

The following schedule criteria schedules an Event at 9:15, 11:15, and 13:15 every day:

Schedule DAILY AT 09:15

Schedule DAILY AT 11:15 

Schedule DAILY AT 13:15

NOTE
If you enter the above statements in a single line (DAILY AT 09:15 11:15 13:15), the server schedules the Event
only once, at 13:15.

Examples: Specify a Start and End Times

You can specify a start time and date, an end time and date, or both.

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event hourly starting at 2 p.m. today:

Schedule HOURLY STARTING 2PM TODAY

The following scheduling criteria stops triggering an Event on July 1, 2006:

Schedule DAILY ENDING 1JUL2006

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at 4 p.m. daily starting on November 6, 2006 and ending at 4:01 p.m. on
April 22, 2007:

Schedule 4PM DAILY STARTING NOV 6,2006 ENDING 4:01PM APR 22,2007
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Example: Specify a Recurring Event

You can schedule a recurring Event for every n units of time where units can be seconds, minutes, hours, days, workdays,
weekdays, weeks, months, or years.

The following scheduling criteria re-triggers an Event every five minutes:

Schedule EVERY 5 MINUTES

Trigger Workload When a File is Created
You can define a File Trigger Event to trigger workload when a file is created. You can continuously trigger workload
based on file activity. For example, a File Trigger Event can monitor the creation of a file. Whenever the file is created,
the server triggers the Event, which runs an Application to process the file. If the file being monitored is updated after a
previous trigger, the Event will be triggered again.

NOTE
To use File Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Some usage scenarios of Event-level file triggers include the following:

• A file is created occasionally. Whenever the file is created, an Application needs to run to process the file.
• Transactions are received continuously throughout the day in the form of files written to a series of directories. When a

file is received, a job must be submitted. The filename determines the name and executable of the job.
• An Application runs each day at 4 p.m. and also whenever a specific file is created.

File Trigger Events monitor file activity using a polling interval, which is every 30 seconds by default. File Trigger Events
do not detect changes that cancel each other out during the polling interval. For example, if the file is created and deleted
during the polling interval, the trigger does not occur. Because the file did not exist when the directory was polled, the
Event does not detect the file creation and deletion.

NOTE
The agent administrator can change the number of seconds between polls by configuring the
filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter in the agentparm.txt file. For more information about the
filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter, see CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters
Used for Troubleshooting in the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Events List table displays the list of Events defined for the Application.
3. Click NEW EVENT, New file trigger.

The Event properties section appears.
4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name, or leave the defaults as is.
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NOTE

If the Web Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen, ensure
that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the file activity.
– File name

Specifies the path to and name of the file to monitor.

NOTE
If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for
the file:

• To open the browser, click the Search icon next to the File name field.
• To view the list of files and folders in the File Browser, click the slash in the Select a command

section. You can filter the list by entering the keyword in the filter field.
6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

– Recursive
Monitors for file activity in the specified directory and all of its subdirectories.

– When file reaches(bytes)
Specifies the number of bytes the file size must reach to trigger the Event.
Default: 0

– No changes for(minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.
Default: 0

– UNIX agent only
• Owner user ID

Specifies the UNIX user ID that owns the file to be monitored. The user must be defined in the Topology. This
field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

• Group
Specifies the UNIX group that owns the file to be monitored.

– Windows agent only
• Monitor as user

Specifies the Windows user ID that monitors the file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the
user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

7. Click SUBMIT.
The File Trigger Event is defined. The workload is triggered when the file is created.

Example: Comparison of Event-Level and Job-Level File Triggers

Suppose that an Application requires a file to be created before it can run each day. If the file is not created by a cutoff
time, the Application should not run. You can use the following approaches for the workload:

• You can schedule an Event to run the Application each day. In the Application, a File Trigger job monitors the creation
of the file and is marked overdue at the cutoff time. If the File Trigger job does not complete by the overdue time, a
script runs to automatically complete the Application.

• You can use an Event to monitor the creation of the file. This approach is better because the Application builds only
when the file is created, and you do not need to code a script.
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NOTE
You can trigger workload based on file creation only. For other scenarios, you can use the Date-Time/Manual
Event trigger with the File Trigger workload object.

Example: Trigger Workload When a File is Created

Suppose that a series of files are uploaded to a directory named /uploaded and its subdirectories on the SYSAGENT
agent computer. When a file matching the pattern *.tor.eft (for example, test.tor.eft) is uploaded to one of these directories,
an Application needs to run to process the file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the File Trigger Event:
– Agent name—SYSAGENT
– File name—/uploaded/*.tor.eft

2. Select the Recursive check box to monitor for file activity in the directory and all its subdirectories.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Trigger Workload Based on a File Meeting Specified Size and Access Conditions

Suppose that an Application needs to run whenever the /research/analysis file is created on the SYSAGENT agent
computer and grows to 100 bytes or higher in size, provided that the file remains unchanged for five or more minutes. If
the file is created and, instead, deleted within five minutes, the file trigger should not occur.

If the file is created with an initial size of less than 100 bytes, the file trigger does not occur until the file size reaches 100
bytes and the file remains unchanged for five minutes or more. For example, if the file is created with an initial size of 98
bytes, increases in size to 110 bytes after two minutes, and then remains unchanged, the file trigger occurs after about
seven minutes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the File Trigger Event:
– Agent name—SYSAGENT
– File name—/research/analysis
– When file reaches—100
– No changes for—5

2. Click SUBMIT.

Triggering Workload Based on Database Activity
You can continuously trigger workload based on database activity using Database Trigger Events:

NOTE

• To use Database Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA
WA Agent for Databases.

• A table that is being monitored should not be dropped. The Database Trigger Event will remain active, even
though the table has been dropped.

Trigger Workload When a Row is Added, Deleted, or Updated in a Database Table

You can define a Database Trigger Event to trigger workload when a row that satisfies a trigger condition is added,
deleted, or updated in a database table.

A Database Trigger Event can monitor a database table for added rows, deleted rows, or updated rows. To monitor the
database for specific changes, you can add a trigger condition to the Event definition. Whenever the condition is met, the
server runs the Application referenced in the Event.
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Each Database Trigger Event creates a database trigger on the database. The database trigger templates
that the agent uses are located in the directory where the agent is installed. The template files are named
dbtrigDB_type_name.properties, for example, dbtrigOracle.properties. Contact your Database Administrator before
choosing to use a Database Trigger Event.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Events List table displays the list of Events defined for the Application.
3. Click NEW EVENT, New database trigger.

The Event properties section appears.
4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name, or leave the defaults as is.

NOTE

If the Web Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen, ensure
that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

5. Complete the following required fields:
– Agent name

Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database table changes.

NOTE
The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in
the Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

– Table name
Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.

– Trigger type
Specifies the type of change monitored (INSERT, DELETE, or UPDATE).

NOTE
You can specify multiple trigger types for Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. For Oracle, separate multiple
types with "or", for example, Insert or Delete. For Microsoft SQL Server, separate multiple types with a
comma, for example, INSERT, DELETE.

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– DB user

Specifies the database user the Event monitors under. This user overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt
file.

NOTE
This user and its password must be defined in the Topology under the agent in CA WA Desktop Client.
In addition, this user must be authorized to create triggers on the database. For Microsoft SQL Server,
this user must also own the database table that the job monitors for changes. For information about
defining an agent user and its password in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology, see Configuring CA
Workload Automation DE to Work with Agents or Advanced Integrations in the CA Workload Automation
DE documentation.

– Oracle DB user type
Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges.
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Example: as sysdba
– DB URL

Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the
database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.
For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname

For a Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

– Trigger condition
Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. For Oracle and DB2, this is the WHEN clause. For Microsoft
SQL Server, this is the IF clause. For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's documentation.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The Database Trigger Event is defined. The workload is triggered when the specified database table change occurs.

Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for an Added or Deleted Row

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for an added row or a deleted row. When a row is either
added or deleted, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a port of 1521. The
user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—scott
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:orcl
– Table name—emp
– Trigger type—INSERT or DELETE

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for Deleted Rows with a Trigger Condition

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for deleted rows. When a row containing deptno 75 is
deleted, an Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a port of 1521. The user scott is
authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—scott
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:orcl
– Table name—emp
– Trigger condition—old.deptno=75

2. Select DELETE from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.
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Example: Specify Trigger Conditions for Added Rows of an Oracle Database Table

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for added rows. When a row containing an ename beginning
with the letter g is added, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a port of 1521.
The user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—scott
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:orcl
– Table name—emp
– Trigger condition—new.ename like 'g%'

2. Select INSERT from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for Added or Updated Rows with a Trigger Condition

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for added or updated rows. When a new or updated row does
not contain a job field equal to sales, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a
port of 1521. The user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—scott
– DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost:1521:orcl
– Table name—emp
– Trigger type—INSERT or UPDATE
– Trigger condition—new.job<>'sales'

NOTE
The <> symbol indicates not equal to.

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Table for Added or Deleted Rows with a Trigger Condition

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the stores table for an added row or a deleted row. When a row is either
added or deleted, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database named pubs has a host name of myhost and
a port of 1433. The user sa owns the stores table and is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—sa
– DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs
– Table name—stores
– Trigger type—INSERT, DELETE

2. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Table for Two Changes
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Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the sales table for changes to the ord_date and qty columns. When both
columns have changed, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database named pubs has a host name of
myhost and a port of 1433. The user sa owns the sales table and is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—sa
– DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs
– Table name—sales
– Trigger condition—UPDATE(ord_date) and UPDATE(qty)

2. Select UPDATE from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Table for Added Rows with a Trigger Condition

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the sales table for added rows. When the qty for inserted title_id TC7777 is
greater than or equal to 20, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database pubs has a host name of myhost
and a port of 1433. The user sa owns the sales table and is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—sa
– DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs
– Table name—sales
– Trigger condition—(select QTY from INSERTED where TITLE_ID='TC7777')>=20

2. Select INSERT from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a DB2 Table for Added Rows with a Trigger Condition

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the STAFF table for added rows. When the total number of rows is greater
than or equal to 37, the Event is triggered. The DB2 database SAMPLE has a host address of 172.24.4.131 and a port of
50000. The user entadm is authorized to create triggers on the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Properties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—entadm
– DB URL—jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE
– Table name—STAFF
– Trigger condition—(select count(*) from STAFF)>=37

2. Select INSERT from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click SUBMIT.

Example: Monitor a DB2 Table for Changes

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the STAFF table for changes to the DEPT and JOB columns. When DEPT
or JOB is updated, the Event is triggered. The DB2 database SAMPLE has a host address of 172.24.4.131 and a port of
50000. The user entadm is authorized to create triggers on the database.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Propeties section of the Database Trigger Event:
– Agent name—DB_AGENT
– DB user—entadm
– DB URL—jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE
– Table name—STAFF
– Trigger type—UPDATE of DEPT, JOB

2. Click SUBMIT.

Managing Predecessor Dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between jobs
in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to
complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run in the
following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

– If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
– If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

Edit a Job's Predecessor and Successor Dependencies
With Applications that contain a large number of jobs, it becomes difficult to draw, remove, or view dependencies between
jobs that are located a large distance from each other in the workspace. The Edit Job Dependencies feature lets you add,
remove, or view a job's predecessor and successor dependencies using the Edit job dependencies section instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit job dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Edit job dependencies section appears at the bottom. The Edit job dependencies table lists the job's current
predecessors and successors respectively.

3. Edit the job's predecessor or successor dependencies by doing the following.
– To add predecessor dependencies, select Predecessor from the Dependency drop-down list against the jobs you

want.
– To add successor dependencies, select Successor from the Dependency drop-down list against the jobs you

want.
– To remove predecessor dependencies, select None from the Dependency drop-down list against the jobs you

want.
– To remove successor dependencies, select None from the Dependency drop-down list against the jobs you want.
If new predecessor or successor dependencies are added, the Application is checked for circular dependencies. If the
Application contains a circular dependency, an error message appears, and no changes to the job's dependencies are
made.

4. Click OK.
The job's predecessor and successor dependencies are updated as appropriate in the workspace.

Edit the Release Condition of a Predecessor Dependency
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However, you may want to release a
job under a different release condition, such as when a predecessor job fails or when a predecessor completes with a
specific exit code.

NOTE
If you want to view or edit multiple release conditions at once, you can select the release conditions of a job's
predecessor and successor dependencies using the Edit job dependencies section. To use this feature, select
the job in the workspace, and select Edit job dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click the dependency line between the jobs that you want to change the release condition for.

The Release Conditions section appears at the bottom.
3. Select one of the following release conditions:

– Successful completion of the predecessor
Releases successor if the predecessor completes successfully. If the predecessor fails, the successor is not
released. This is the default release condition.

– Failure of the predecessor
– Releases successor if the predecessor fails. If the predecessor completes successfully, the successor is not

released.

NOTE
If the job goes into the SUBERROR state, the server does not release the job's successors.

– Any completion of the predecessor
Releases successor whether the predecessor completes successfully or fails.

– Exit codes
Releases successor based on the predecessor's exit code.
Default: 0

NOTE
You cannot edit the release condition of a task or a link, since tasks and links can only complete successfully.

4. Click OK.
The job releases its successor based on the release condition you specified.

NOTE
You can view the release condition of jobs in the Monitor view by double-clicking the dependency lines between
the jobs.

Edit the Release Conditions of a Job's Predecessor and Successor
Dependencies
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However, you can edit the release
conditions of a job's predecessor and successor dependencies. For example, you can set the release conditions of a job
to release its successors based on specific exit codes, or set the release conditions of a job's predecessors to release the
job when the predecessors fail.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit job dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
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The Edit job dependencies section appears at the bottom. The Edit job dependencies table lists the job's current
predecessors and successors respectively.

3. Select one of the following release conditions from the Release conditions drop-down against the predecessor and
successor job dependencies:
– Successful completion of the predecessor

Releases successor if the predecessor completes successfully. If the predecessor fails, the successor is not
released. This is the default release condition.

– Failure of the predecessor
Releases successor if the predecessor fails. If the predecessor completes successfully, the successor is not
released.

NOTE
If the job goes into the SUBERROR state, the server does not release the job's successors.

– Any completion of the predecessor
Releases successor whether the predecessor completes successfully or fails.

– Exit codes
Releases successor based on the predecessor's exit code.

NOTE
You cannot edit the release condition of a task or a link, since tasks and links can only complete successfully.

4. Click OK.
The release conditions of the job's predecessor or successor dependencies are updated as appropriate in the
workspace.

Override Job Inheritance
You can override job inheritance if you want the jobs in an Application to no longer inherit the relationships of their
predecessors.

Jobs in an Application may have different run frequencies. When the server selects jobs for submission, it checks the
relationships between jobs and determines whether jobs should inherit dependencies.

Example: Inherited Dependencies of a Job

There are three jobs in an Application. Job A releases job B, which releases job C. Job A and job C run daily, and job B
runs only on Friday.

By default, jobs inherit the relationships of their predecessors. Job B runs only on Fridays. On the other days, the server
selects job A and job C. Job C inherits the relationship between the unselected job B and job A. On these days, job C
depends on job A, not on job B.

You can override job inheritance. Without job inheritance, job A and job C run independently if job B does not run.

The following table summarizes the predecessor dependencies on different days with and without inheritance:

Day With inheritance Without inheritance
Days other than Fridays The server selects job A and job C to run.

After job A completes, job C runs.
The server selects job A and job C to run.
Job A and job C run independently.

Fridays The server selects all jobs to run.
After job A completes, job B runs.
After job B completes, job C runs.

The server selects all jobs to run.
After job A completes, job B runs.
After job B completes, job C runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
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The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Do not inherit dependencies check box, and click SUBMIT.

The jobs no longer inherit the relationships of their predecessors.

Managing Time Dependencies
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the server checks for
predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it meets all the dependencies.

You can use time dependencies to do the following at scheduled times:

• Delay job submission
• Mark a job overdue (Overdue condition)
• Mark a job that ends prematurely (Premend condition)
• Bypass a job
• Abandon a job's predecessor dependencies
• Abandon a job's variable dependencies
• Abandon a job's resource dependencies

You can specify time dependencies by specifying absolute or relative times such as 9PM, 13:00, NOW PLUS 10
MINUTES, or 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS.

The server resolves your scheduling criteria to a single date and time as follows:

• If you specify a time without a date (for example, 9PM), the server resolves the date to the next occurrence of that
time.

• If you specify a date without a time (for example, 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to midnight
(00:00:00).

• If you specify a frequency (for example, MONDAYS 10PM), the server resolves the date and time to the next
occurrence of that date and time.

Delay Job Submission
You can delay job submission by specifying a job submission time. You can also delay the submission of a job for
a number of minutes after it is eligible to run. For example, you can specify that the server delay submission of a job for
five minutes after it becomes ready for submission.

When an Application is generated, a job's run frequency determines whether the job is selected to run in that generation.
To specify when the job runs, you can specify an early submission time when you define the job. The server delays the
submission of a job until the submission time you specify. You can delay the job submission to let an Application span
many days or weeks.

NOTE
You cannot specify a time in the run frequency of a job.

If you specify a time (such as 9PM), the server delays submission of the job until the next occurrence of that time. If you
do not want to submit the job for the next occurrence of that time, specify a date (such as 9PM JULY 25). The job may still
wait for predecessor and resource dependencies, if applicable.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Complete one of the following fields and click SUBMIT:

– Do not submit before
Specifies the job's submission time. The server delays submission of the job until this time.

NOTE
To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

– Delay submission when eligible by (minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes the server waits to submit a job after it is eligible to run.
Default: 0 minutes
Limits: 0-255 minutes

The server delays the job submission as specified.

Example: Delay a Job Until 6 p.m.

Suppose that an Application runs each day at 4 p.m., but a particular job (LATE) within the Application must wait until 6
p.m. An Event is scheduled to run the Application daily at 4 p.m. Job LATE has an early submission time of 6 p.m.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job LATE in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job LATE opens.

3. Select the Time Dependencies check box.
4. Enter 6pm in the Do not submit before field and click SUBMIT.

Job LATE waits until 6 p.m. before running even if job LATE's other dependencies are met before 6 p.m.

Example: Submit a Job at Different Times During the Month

On the last workday of the month, a job runs after 9 p.m. The rest of the month, the job runs after 6 p.m.

The %IF statement for the job's Do not submit before field is as follows:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'9pm','6pm')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the last workday of the month; otherwise, it returns false.

NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Example: Delay a Job by 30 Minutes

Job A releases job B in an Application. You want job B to run 30 minutes after job A completes.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job B in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job B opens.

3. Select the Time Dependencies check box.
4. Enter 30 in the Delay submission when eligible by (minutes) field and click SUBMIT.

After job A completes, Job B waits for 30 minutes before running.

Marking a Job Overdue
If a job does not complete by its anticipated end time, the server adjusts the job's anticipated end time. By default, the
server provides no indication that a job has missed its original anticipated end time. If you must monitor when certain jobs
are late, specify a dueout time or a maximum execution time. If a job fails to meet its dueout time or exceeds its maximum
execution time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

The dueout time is the time at which the server marks a job with an Overdue condition because the job missed its
anticipated start or end time. You can specify dueout times for the following conditions:

• If a job has not started by a certain time (late start time)
• If a job has not completed by a certain time (late end time)

For example, you can specify that a job is marked overdue if it does not start by 8 a.m. or does not complete by 1 a.m.

When you set dueout times for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job is late starting or late completing. If
a job is late starting or late completing, the server can automatically alert you and others by email or SNMP trap, trigger
additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

This article contains the following topics:

Propagate Dueout Times

You can propagate dueout times if you want an early warning that jobs in the Application are running late.

The server can propagate dueout times, up-stream, to all predecessors of a job that has a dueout time. The server sets
the dueout times of predecessors based on historical average elapsed times, a job's execution time averaged over
previous runs. By using dueout propagation, you can avoid specifying dueout times for all jobs in an Application.

The server propagates dueout times when it generates the Application. The following actions affect how the server
propagates dueout times in an active Application:

• If you reset a job's late start or late end time, the server resets the late end times of the job's predecessors.
• If you insert a job that is a predecessor to a job with a dueout time, the server resets the late end time of that job based

on the inserted job's historical average elapsed time. The server then resets the late end times of the inserted job's
predecessors.

• If you request a job that is a predecessor to a job with a dueout time, the server resets the late end time of that
job based on the requested job's historical average elapsed time. The server then resets the late end times of the
requested job's predecessors.

In all cases, the server stops propagating dueout times when it reaches a complete or bypassed predecessor.

NOTE
The server uses the earliest dueout time when there is a conflict propagating times to a job.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Propagate dueout time check box in the Settings section, and click SUBMIT.

The server enables anticipated end times and critical path analysis and propagates dueout times in the Application.

Example: Propagation of Dueout Times

Suppose that PAYJOB6 should start by 7 a.m. PAYJOB6 has an average elapsed time of one hour.

The following illustration displays the relationship between all the jobs:

When the server generates the Application, it sets late end times for all predecessor jobs, PAYJOB1 through PAYJOB5,
based on their historical average elapsed times and the late start time of PAYJOB6. If any job in the preceding Application
ends late, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition. If you set up a notification in the Application definition for
overdue processing, the server sends a notification whenever a job becomes overdue.

In this example, PAYJOB6 has a late start time of 7 a.m., which means PAYJOB3, PAYJOB4, and PAYJOB5 must end by
7 a.m. If PAYJOB3, PAYJOB 4, and PAYJOB5 each have an average elapsed time of one hour, then they will each have a
late start time of 6 a.m., and PAYJOB2 will have a late end time of 6 a.m. If PAYJOB2 has an average elapsed time of two
hours, then PAYJOB2 will have a late start time of 4 a.m., and PAYJOB1 will have a late end time of 4 a.m. If PAYJOB1
has an average elapsed time of 30 minutes, then PAYJOB1 will have a late end time of 3:30 a.m.
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The following table compares the late start times and end times of all jobs if PAYJOB6 has a late start time of 7am or a
late end time of 9am:

Job Average Elapsed
Time

If PAYJOB6 has a
late start time of 7
a.m.

If PAYJOB6 has a
late end time of 9
a.m.

Late start time Late end time Late start time Late end time
PAYJOB1 30 minutes 3:30 a.m. 4 a.m. 4:30 a.m. 5 a.m.
PAYJOB2 2 hours 4 a.m. 6 a.m. 5 a.m. 7 a.m.
PAYJOB3 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.
PAYJOB4 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.
PAYJOB5 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.
PAYJOB6 1 hour 7 a.m. 8 a.m. 8 a.m. 9 a.m.

Mark a Job Overdue if It Starts Late

You can monitor jobs that start too late by specifying a late start time. If the job does not start by the late start time, the
server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a time in the Not started by field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The late start time is specified.

Mark a Job Overdue if It Ends Late

You can monitor jobs that complete too late by specifying a late end time. If the job does not complete by the late end
time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
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3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.
The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.

4. Enter a time in the Not completed by field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The late end time is specified.

Mark a Job Overdue if It Runs Long

You can monitor jobs that run too long by specifying a maximum execution time. If the job exceeds its maximum execution
time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

A job's maximum execution time represents a maximum acceptable elapsed execution time in minutes. You
can specify a job's maximum execution time as a fixed value or use a calculation to determine the value. If you specify a
job's maximum execution time, the server adds this value to the job's start time to obtain an expected latest end time. If
the job's actual end time exceeds the expected latest end time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

For example, you can specify that a job that runs on average for one hour is overdue if it completes in more than three
hours or if it exceeds its current average execution time by 75%.

When you set the maximum execution time for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job has exceeded its
maximum execution time. If a job exceeds its maximum execution time, the server can automatically alert you and others
by email or SNMP trap, trigger additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Specify a maximum execution time in minutes in the Overdue if execution time exceeds (minutes) field, and click

SUBMIT.
The maximum execution time is specified.

Example: Provide Notification if a Job Exceeds its Maximum Execution Time

The server sends an email message if a job exceeds its current average execution time by 75%.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the job with email notification for the Overdue state. Customize the email message if appropriate.
2. Open the Time Dependencies section of the job, and specify the following value in the Overdue if execution time

exceeds (minutes) field:
 %WOB._avgruntime*1.75
 

%WOB._avgruntime
Defines the symbolic variable that represents a job's average execution time in minutes based on previous executions.
If the job exceeds this elapsed time by 75%, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition and sends an email
notification to alert others that the job has exceeded its maximum execution time.
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NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Mark a Job Premend if It Ends Prematurely
You can monitor jobs that end prematurely and take actions by specifying a minimum execution time. If the job ends
before its minimum execution time, the server marks the job with a Premend (premature end) condition.

A job's minimum execution time represents a minimum acceptable elapsed execution time in minutes. You
can specify a job's minimum execution time as a fixed value or use a calculation to determine the value. If you specify a
job's minimum execution time, the server adds this value to the job's start time to obtain an expected earliest end time. If
the job's actual end time is earlier than its expected earliest end time, the server marks the job with a Premend condition.

For example, you can specify that a job that runs on average over two hours ends prematurely if it completes in less than
an hour or if it completes in less than 25% of its current average execution time.

When you set the minimum execution time for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job has ended
prematurely. If a job ends prematurely, the server can automatically alert you and others by email or SNMP trap, trigger
additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Specify a minimum execution time in minutes in the Premature if execution time is less than (minutes) field, and

click SUBMIT.
The minimum execution time is defined.

Abandoning a Job's Dependencies
This article describes that you can request the server to abandon a job’s dependencies at a specified time when you
define the job:

Abandon Predecessor Dependencies at a Specified Time

When you define a job, you can request the server to abandon a job's predecessor dependencies at a specified time.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
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The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a time in the Predecessor dependencies field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The job predecessor dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

Example: Abandon Predecessor Dependencies at Different Times During the Month

On the last workday of the month, a job must run by 11 p.m., even if its predecessors have not yet completed. The
remainder of the month, it must run by 3 a.m., even if its predecessors have not yet completed.

The %IF statement for the job's Predecessor dependencies field in the Specify time to abandon section is as follows:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'11pm','3am')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the last workday of the month; otherwise, it returns false.

NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Abandon Resource Dependencies at a Specified Time

When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's resource dependencies.

NOTE

If the job has reserved units of a resource, the server makes those resource units available for other jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a time in the Resource dependencies field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE

To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The job resource dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

Abandon Variable Dependencies at a Specified Time

When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's variable dependencies. At the
specified time, the job no longer waits for its variable dependencies to be met. The server then checks that resource
dependencies are met and submits the job.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a time in the Variable dependencies field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE

To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The job's variable dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

Bypass Jobs at a Specified Time
When you define a job, you can request the server to bypass the job at a specified time.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Time Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Time Dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Enter a time in the Submission field and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
To select a time, click the Calendar icon next to this field.

The job is bypassed at the date and time you specified.

Example: Bypass a Job at a Certain Time on a Month's First Workday

On the first workday of the month, a job must run before 7:00 p.m. If it has not run by then, it should not run at all. The rest
of the month, the job can run when it is ready.

The %IF statement for the job's Submission field in the Specify time to abandon section is as follows:

%IF(today('1st workday of month'),'7pm')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the first workday of the month; otherwise, it returns false.

NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.
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Managing Resource Dependencies
This article contains the following topics:

How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted

After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Readies the job for submission.
• Checks if the job has requested any resources.
• Checks if resource units are available if the job has requested resources.

– If all the requested resource units are not available, the job goes into a RESWAIT state.
– When all the requested resource units are available, the server removes the RESWAIT state and submits the job.

Job Priority and Reservation

A job with a higher priority and the same resource requirements obtains the resource units and runs before a lower priority
job. After the higher priority job completes or obtains the resources it needs, the process of gathering resources starts
again.

Reserving resources applies only to the request that is first in the queue, which is sorted by priority and request time. For
example, if the server receives a resource request for job B before receiving a resource request for job A, it fulfills the
resource request for job B first. If two or more jobs requiring the same resource run simultaneously, job resource priorities
take precedence.

Set Up Resource Dependencies

You can set up a job's resource dependencies using the Resources page in the job definition to specify the
resources the job depends on. A job can request any number of different resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Resource dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Resource dependencies section appears with a default row.
4. Specify the resource name in the Resource name field and the quantity in the Resource quantity field.
5. Click the Submit icon in the Actions field.

The resource dependency is added to the table.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The resource dependency is set up for the job. When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if the
requested resources are available.

Example: Set Up Three Resource Dependencies for a Job

A job requires two units of a renewable resource named RESREN, one unit of a depletable resource named RESDEP,
and four units of a threshold resource named RESTHRESH.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job appears.

3. Open the Resource dependencies section.
4. Enter the following values in the default row and click the Submit icon:

– Resource Name—RESREN
– Resource Quantity—2

5. Click the Add icon in the default row, enter the following values in the second row, and click the Submit icon:
– Resource Name—RESDEP
– Resource Quantity—1

6. Click the Add icon in the second row, enter the following values in the third row, and click the Submit icon:
– Resource Name—RESTHRESH
– Resource Quantity—4

7. Click SUBMIT.
The job is set up with three resource dependencies. When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if the
requested resources are available.

Set a Job's Priority

You can set a priority for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs competing for the same resource.

You can prioritize jobs when one or more jobs compete for the same resource. Each job has a priority between 0 and 100
(100 being the highest). The job with the highest value takes priority and obtains the resource first. The default priority is
0. Job priority applies to all active Applications, not just jobs within the same Application.

NOTE

Priority only applies to renewable and depletable resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Resource dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Resource dependencies section opens.
4. Enter the job's priority between 0 (lowest) and 100 (highest) in the Job priority field, and click SUBMIT.

The job priority is set.

Example: Job priority assignment

Suppose that independent jobs A, B, and C are waiting for one unit of a renewable resource. If you assign job A a priority
of 20, job B a priority of 30, and job C a priority of 40, job C gets the resource first because it has the highest priority,
followed by job B, and then job A.
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Reserve a Resource

You can reserve resources for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs that require fewer resource units.

If a job requires more units of a resource than are currently available, the server does not reserve the resource units by
default. You can override this default and have the server reserve resources units when the required units are unavailable.

If a job does not reserve resources, a job requiring a lower resource count will receive the available resources first. As a
result, jobs that require a large resource count may encounter processing delays, keeping the overall availability resource
count low.

If a job reserves resources, the server reserves the resource units that are available at the time the job is next in the
queue and holds them while waiting to accumulate the remainder of resource units required for that job.

NOTE
Only renewable and depletable resources can be reserved.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Resource dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Resource dependencies section appears at the bottom.
4. Select the Reserve resources check box.

The job reserves resources.

Example: Resource reservations

Suppose that job A requires 3 units of a resource and job B requires 2 units. Only 2 units of the resource are available and
job A precedes job B in the queue.

If job A reserves resources, job A obtains the 2 units of the resource and waits for the third unit. Job B must wait for the 2
units to become available. Job A obtains the resource units before job B, even though job B required fewer resource units.

If job A does not reserve resources, job A must wait for 3 units to become available. Since job B only requires 2 units of
the resource and 2 units of the resource are available, job B obtains the resource units first.

Example: Prevent Jobs from Running Concurrently

You can prevent certain jobs from running at the same time using a renewable resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a renewable resource with both availability and maximum availability counts set to 1.
2. Specify that each job requires 1 unit of the renewable resource in the Resource dependencies section of the job

properties.
3. At any time, either one unit of the resource is available or no units of the resource are available, as follows:

– If one of the jobs is running, the available count of the resource is zero, and the server prevents the other jobs from
running.

– After the running job completes, the server returns the resource unit to the pool, whether the job was successful or
not, and submits one of the other jobs waiting for the resource.
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NOTE
The jobs you prevent from running concurrently may not be part of the same Application.

Example: Control Concurrent Access to a Database

You can control concurrent access to a database to give specific jobs exclusive use of that database. For example,
multiple jobs can read a database at the same time, but only one job can update the database at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a renewable resource with availability and maximum availability counts set to 999.
2. Specify that each read-only job requires 1 unit of the renewable resource in the Resource dependencies section of

the job properties.
3. Specify that each update job requires 999 units of the renewable resource in the Resource dependencies section of

the job properties.
The server controls concurrent access to the database, as follows:
– When an update job runs, no other jobs waiting for the resource can run because an update job requires the

maximum count for the resource.
– Multiple read-only jobs can run concurrently because each read-only job requires only one unit of the resource.

Example: Control When Low-Priority Jobs Run

You can control when low-priority jobs run. For example, a number of low-priority jobs may only run between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. on workdays. At other times, the server puts the low-priority jobs into a RESWAIT state.

NOTE
In a multiple CPU environment, you may want to have different time periods to run low-priority jobs on different
systems. You can define local resources and set them independently.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a threshold resource named LOWPRIO with an availability count set to 1.
2. Specify that each low-priority job requires 1 unit of the resource in the Resource dependencies section of the job

properties.
3. Do the following tasks to set up an Application that sets the resource count to 1 at the start of the low-priority time, for

example, 8am:
a. Specify a JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set the resource to 1 as follows:

resetResourceProperty ('LOWPRIO', 'Availability', '1');

b. Schedule an Event to run this Application at the start off the low-priority time.
4. Do the following tasks to set up an Application that sets the resource count to 0 at the end of the low-priority time, for

example, 4pm:
a. Specify a JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set the resource to 0 as follows:

resetResourceProperty ('LOWPRIO', 'Availability', '0');

b. Schedule an Event to run this Application at the end of the low-priority time.

NOTE
The resource name must be in uppercase.

The server turns the LOWPRIO resource on and off automatically. Any job requiring one unit of the LOWPRIO
resource can only run during the low-priority time on workdays.
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NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Managing Global Variable Dependencies
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable expression that must be satisfied
before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all the global variable dependencies (and the time, predecessor,
and resource dependencies) are met, dropped, or abandoned.

For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater than or
equal to 1000. If the global variable dependency is not met at job submission time, the job goes into a VARWAIT state and
waits for the dependency to be met, dropped, or abandoned.

There are several ways to manage global variable dependencies. You can set up, edit, and remove variable
dependencies in the Define view of CA Workload Automation DE Web Client. While monitoring an Application generation
in the Monitor view, you can set up, edit, remove, and drop variable dependencies and reset the time to abandon variable
dependencies. You can also drop variable dependencies by using the standalone CLI. To check the status of jobs in a
VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies in the Monitor view or the CLI.

Variable dependencies are stored in the relational database for the server. These dependencies are kept and restored
after a warm start of the server or after the server starts as a Primary in a CA WA High Availability configuration. In a cold
start of the server, these dependencies are deleted from the relational database.

You can set up global variable dependencies in all job types except for External-Same Scheduler.

This article contains the following topics:

How Jobs with Global Variable Dependencies are Submitted

After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Checks if the job has any global variable dependencies.
– If the global variable dependencies are not met, the job goes into a VARWAIT state.
– When all the global variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned, the server removes the VARWAIT

state.
• Checks if the job has any resource dependencies. When the resource dependencies are met, the server submits the

job.

Set Up a Variable Dependency

You can set up a job's variable dependencies using the Variable Dependencies section in the job properties. A job can
depend on any number of variable dependencies.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Variable Dependencies check box in the Options section.

The Variable Dependencies section appears with a default row.
4. Complete the following required fields:
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– Variable name
Defines the name of the global variable. This name is not case-sensitive. If you are connected to the server,
this  field is populated with existing variable names. 
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

NOTE
You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists.

– Operator
Specifies the expression operator. Options are as follows:
• Equal To

Specifies the equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value equals the specified
value.

• Not Equal To
Specifies the not equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable is not defined or the
global variable value does not equal the specified value.

• Less Than
Specifies the less than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is less than the
specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains non-numeric
characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 < 2, aa < ab, A < a.

• Greater Than
Specifies the greater than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is greater than
the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains non-
numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 > 1, dd > da, a > A.

• Less Than or Equal To
Specifies the less than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is less
than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values
contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 <= 2, aa <= ab, A <= a.

• Greater Than or Equal To
Specifies the greater than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is
greater than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the
values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 >= 1, dd >= da, a >= A.

• Contains
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value contains the specified value.
Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to false.

• Does Not Contain
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value does not contain the specified value.
Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to true.

• Exists
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable exists. If the variable does not exist, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.

• Does Not Exist
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable does not exist. If the variable exists, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.

Default: Equal To
5. Specify the following additional information, and click the Submit icon in the Actions column:
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– Variable Context(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not
case-sensitive. If you are connected to the server, this field is populated with existing context names.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT

NOTE
You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists.

– Value(Optional) Defines the value of the global variable.
Limits: 0-1024 characters
Default: Empty string
Examples: final cost, 1000, dept0102, username@company.com

NOTE
This field does not apply if the Operator value is Exists or Does Not Exist.

– Logical Operation
Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Options are as follows:
• AND—Indicates that all variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable

dependencies are considered met.
• OR—Indicates that at least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's variable

dependencies are considered met.
Default: AND

The variable dependency expression is added to the table.
6. (Optional) Click the Add icon, and repeat Steps 4 and 5 to add additional variable dependency expressions to the job.

NOTE

• You can modify an existing variable dependency if you need to change its details. To modify a variable
dependency, click the Edit icon in the Actions column of the Variable Dependency table.

• You can delete a variable dependency if it is no longer in use. To delete a variable dependency, click the
Delete icon in the Actions column.

7. Click SUBMIT.
The variable dependency expression is set up for the job. When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if
the variable dependencies are met.

Example: Set Up Two Variable Dependencies for a Job

A job requires a global variable named QUOTA to be assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000 and a global
variable named SALES to contain the words “final estimate”.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job appears.

3. Open the Variable Dependencies section.
4. Enter the following values in the default row and click the Submit icon:

– Variable name—QUOTA
– Operator—Greater Than or Equal To
– Value—1000
The first variable dependency expression is added to the table.

5. Click the Add icon in the default row, enter the following values in the second row, and click the Submit icon:
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– Variable name—SALES
– Operator—Contains
– Value—final estimate
The second variable dependency expression is added to the table.

6. Leave AND in the Logical Operation drop-down list, and click SUBMIT.
The job is set up with two global variable dependencies. When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if
the variable dependencies are met.

%VAR Statement—Specify Global Variables in Job Fields

You can use global variables when you define and monitor jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global variable
name in supported job definition fields in the Define and Monitor views of the Web Client. When an Event is triggered,
the server tries to substitute the current value of a global variable specified in the %VAR statement. If the variable is not
defined at that time, the statement remains unresolved until the job's runtime. At the job's runtime, the server tries to
resolve the statement again. If the variable is still undefined, the server submits the job with an unresolved variable.

This statement has the following format:

%VAR('name'[,'context'])

• name
Specifies the name of the global variable. This name is not case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context
(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not case-sensitive.
Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context

Example: Specify a Global Variable in a Database Job Definition

Suppose that you want to schedule multiple database jobs that use the same IBM DB2 database. Instead of entering
the same database resource location in multiple job definitions, you create a global variable named dburl that stores that
information. The dburl variable belongs to a global variable context named dbapps.

NOTE
To use this example, you must have the appropriate security permissions to create global variables in the
dbapps context. Without the appropriate permissions, the job goes into a SUBERROR state. To get the
appropriate permissions, contact your CA Workload Automation DE administrator. Your administrator can find
more information about the VARIABLE security permission in Security Permissions.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the dburl global variable as follows:
a. Select Global variable from the Define menu.

The Define global variable page displays the list of global variables that you defined or have permissions for.
b. Click NEW VARIABLE.

The Properties section of the global variable appears.
c. Enter dburl in the Variable name field.
d. Enter DBAPPS in the Variable context field.

NOTE
The context is converted to uppercase as you type it. It is not case-sensitive.
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e. Enter the database resource location in the Value field, for example, jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/
SAMPLE .

f. Click SUBMIT.
The dburl global variable is defined.

2. Specify the global variable in your database jobs using the %VAR statement as follows:
a. Open the Application that contains your database jobs in the Define view.

The Application appears in the workspace.
b. Select a database job, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
c. Enter %VAR('dburl', 'dbapps') in the DB URL field, and click SUBMIT.

The job is updated.
d. Repeat the previous steps for each of your database jobs.
e. Upload the Application to the server.

3. Simulate the Application to review the resolution of the global variable as follows:
a. Click EVENTS.

The Application Events view appears.
b. Select the Event you want to simulate from the Events List table, and select Simulate from the EVENT ACTIONS

drop-down list.
The Simulate Event section appears.

c. Complete the fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT.
The simulation opens in a separate page. On the right pane, the details of the job definitions appear. In the
database job definitions, the value of DB URL resolves to the value of the dburl global variable, for example,
jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE.

When the Event is triggered, the server substitutes the global variable specified in the %VAR statement with the
database resource location.

Setting Up Notifications
Notifications let you automatically monitor a job's progress and notify users or take action when the job reaches a certain
state or condition. You can set up notifications for different job-processing monitor states, such as when a job completes,
fails, or becomes overdue. Notifications let you automate your workload processing. You can set up the following three
types of notifications:

• Email Notifications
Sends an email when a job reaches any of the states specified in the notification. For example, you can set up a
notification to email an operator when a particular job fails or to provide status for a long-running Application.

• Alert Notifications
Triggers an Event or runs a JavaScript script when the job reaches any of the states specified in the notification. For
example, you can set up an Alert to trigger an Event to start an Application when the last job on another Application
completes or run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue.

• SNMP Notifications
Sends a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap to Network Management Stations (NMSs) when a job
reaches any of the states specified in the notification. For example, you can send an SNMP trap to an SNMP-enabled
agent/advanced integration or an SNMP Manager when a particular job fails.

NOTE
For more information about SNMP traps, see Configuring SNMP Manager in the CA Workload Automation
DE documentation.

To send a notification when a job reaches a certain state, you should set up the notification in the job definition. If you
want the notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, you should instead set up the notification in the Application.
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Notifications in the job definition override notifications in the Application for the same monitor state. You can set up
notifications for the following job states and conditions:

• Abandon submission
Sends a notification when the submission of a job is abandoned.

NOTE
This state requires that you specify an abandon time for job submission.

• Agent down
Sends a notification when the agent referenced in the job definition is down.

• Complete
Sends a notification when the job completes successfully.

• Exec
Sends a notification when the job starts to execute.

• Failed
Sends a notification when the job fails according to its exit code settings.

• Force completed
Sends a notification when the job is forced complete.

• Global variable wait
Sends a notification if the job is waiting for one or more variable dependencies to be met.

• Inactive
Sends a notification if the job is inactive.

NOTE
This state can only be used with Oracle Applications Single Request jobs.

• Monitor
Sends a notification when the condition that the job is monitoring has occurred.

NOTE
This state can be used with jobs that support continuous monitoring such as File Trigger, Database Monitor,
and Database Trigger.

• Overdue
Sends a notification when the job is overdue.

NOTE
This condition requires that you specify an overdue time for job start or completion, or a maximum execution
time.

• Premature end
Sends a notification when the job ends prematurely.

NOTE
This condition requires that you specify a minimum execution time.

• Ready
Sends a notification when all predecessor dependencies and submit times are met and the job is not held.

NOTE
The server does not monitor for resource dependencies.

• Resource wait
Sends a notification if the job is waiting for one or more resource dependencies to be met.

• Suberror
Sends a notification when a submission error occurs, such as when a script is not found.

• Unknown
Sends a notification when there is a configuration or system error that the server does not recognize.
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NOTE
Depending on the job type, only a subset of these job states may be available.

Example: Override Email Notification at the Application Level

Suppose that an Application contains an email notification that sends an email to operator1 for job failure and submission
errors. Job A in this Application contains an email notification that sends an email to operator2 when it fails. The following
occurs if job A fails or has a submission error:

• If job A fails, the server sends the email notification to operator2, as referenced in the job definition.
• If job A has a submission error, the server sends an email to operator1, as referenced in the Application.

Setting Up Email Notifications
When a job reaches a certain state, the server can send an email notification to notify users about the job's progress.
For example, you can set up a notification to email an operator when a particular job fails or to provide status for a long-
running Application.

You can add as many email notifications to a job definition or Application as you need:

When the job reaches the state you have specified, the server sends an email notification to each address provided.
Every email notification includes a message that contains the following details:

• Job name
• Application name
• State
• Exit code, if assigned
• Agent name, if applicable
• The name of the file being run, if applicable
• (Optional) A customized message
• (Optional) The job's spool file

You can send email notifications to any device that accepts email messages, including pagers and cell phones.

Set Up an Email Notification in the Job Definition

If you want an email notification to send an email when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail or Overdue, set up
the email notification in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Email Notifications check box in the Options section.

The Email Notifications section appears at the bottom.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any email notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit, copy,
or remove a copied notification by clicking the icons in the Actions column.
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NOTE

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the email notifications defined in the
Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications. Click the plus icon to expand the
Email Notifications section and view the email notifications defined in the Application.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
5. Click ADD.

The Email Notifications dialog opens.
6. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

– Monitor states
Specifies the job states you can monitor.
Default: Failed

– To
Specifies the recipient's email address.

NOTE
To specify multiple email addresses, press the
Enter

key after specifying each address.
– Subject

(Optional) Specifies a customized email subject.

NOTE

• To insert the default subject, select the Use Default Subject check box. The administrator can edit the
default subject by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective in CA WA Desktop
Client.

• To specify a customized email subject, clear the Use Default Subject check box. You can specify
Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables in the subject line.

– Message
(Optional) Adds a customized message to the email.

NOTE

• To insert the default message, select the Use default message option button. The administrator can
edit the default message by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective in CA WA
Desktop Client.

• To add to the default message, select the Attach to default message option button and enter your
message. To specify a customized message or override the default message, select the Override
default message option button and enter your message. You can specify Application- and job-level
built-in symbolic variables in the message.

– Attach spool file
(Optional) Attaches the job's spool file to the email notification.

NOTE

• The administrator can configure a shared parameter in CA WA Desktop Client to limit the size of spool
file attachments in email when providing email notifications for failed jobs. For more information about
server shared parameters, see Configuring the Server Using the Admin Topology in the CA Workload
Automation DE documentation.

• Not all job types support the Attach spool file option.
The Email Notifications dialog closes. The email notification is added to the Email Notifications table.
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7. Click SUBMIT.
The email notification is set up for the job. The server sends an email notification whenever the job reaches the
monitor state you specified.

Set Up an Email Notification in the Application

If you want the email notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the email notification in the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Email Notifications check box in the Options section.

The Email Notifications section appears.
4. Click ADD.

The Email Notifications dialog opens.
5. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.
– Monitor statesSpecifies the job states you can monitor.

Default: Failed
– ToSpecifies the recipient's email address. To specify multiple email addresses, press the

Enter

key after specifying each address.
– Subject(Optional) Specifies a customized email subject.

NOTE

• To insert the default subject, select the Use Default Subject check box. The administrator can edit the
default subject by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective in CA WA Desktop
Client.

• To specify a customized email subject, clear the Use Default Subject check box. You can specify
Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables in the subject line.

– Message(Optional) Adds a customized message to the email.

NOTE

• To insert the default message, select the Use default message option button. The administrator can
edit the default message by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective in CA WA
Desktop Client.

• To add to the default message, select the Append to default message option button and enter your
message. To specify a customized message or override the default message, select the Override
default message option button and enter your message. You can specify Application- and job-level
built-in symbolic variables in the message.

– Attach spool file(Optional) Attaches the job's spool file to the email notification.
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NOTE

• The administrator can configure a shared parameter in CA WA Desktop Client to limit the size of spool
file attachments in email when providing email notifications for failed jobs. For more information about
server shared parameters, see Configuring the Server Using the Admin Topology in the CA Workload
Automation DE documentation.

• Not all job types support the Attach spool file option.
The Email Notifications dialog closes. The email notification is added to the Email Notifications table.

6. Click SUBMIT.
The email notification is set up for the Application. The server sends an email notification whenever a job in the
Application reaches the monitor state you specified.

Example: Send an Email Notification When a Job Fails or Has an Error

Suppose that you want to send an email notification to operator1@yourcompany.com and operator2@yourcompany.com
when a job in the Application fails or has a monitoring or submission error.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
2. Open the Email Notifications dialog.
3. Select Suberror in the Monitor states field.

NOTE

By default, the Failed state is added in the Monitor states field.
4. Enter operator1@yourcompany.com in the To field, press the Enter key, and enter

operator2@yourcompany.com in the To field.
5. Clear the Use Default Subject check box, and enter Job has failed in the Subject field.
6. Select the Use default message option button.
7. Select the Attach Spool File check box and click SUBMIT.

The Email Notifications dialog closes. The email notification is added to the Email Notifications table.
8. Click SUBMIT.

The email notification is set up for the Application. The server sends an email notification if a job in the Application fails
or has a monitoring or submission error.

Setting Up an Alert Notification
An Alert notification can trigger more workload or run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the
state specified in the notification, the server triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert. For
example, when the last job of an Application completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run another Application. You can
trigger an Event for all jobs or specific jobs in an Application.

An Alert can run a JavaScript script to execute commands such as the following:

• Resubmitting a job
• Completing a job or Application
• Dropping job dependencies
• Dropping resource dependencies
• Resetting time dependencies
• Bypassing a job
• Holding and releasing jobs or Applications
• Resetting resource availability counts

You can store the scripts for these actions in a central repository.
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For example, you can set up an Alert to run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue or
resubmit a job if it completes with a particular exit code before a specific time.

In the JavaScript script that the Alert runs, you can use built-in variables. When the Alert runs, the server sets those
variables. These variables are only available in the JavaScript script that specific Alert runs. You can assign these
variables to other variables so that other JavaScript scripts can use them.

This scenario walks you through the process of setting up an Alert notification:

To set up an Alert notification, follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following tasks:
– Define an Alert that triggers the Event.
– Define an Alert that runs the JavaScript script.

2. Set up the Alert notification in the job definition or Application.
3. Create an Event that the Alert triggers, if applicable.

Example: Set Up an Alert Notification

Some examples of when you would set up an Alert notification include the following:

• Trigger an Event that runs a second Application when the last job of a specific Application completes
• Complete an Application if a job does not start by a specific time
• Resubmit a job if a job completes with a particular exit code before a specific time

Define an Alert that Triggers the Event

You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Web Client as a scheduler.
2. Select Alert from the Define menu.
3. Click NEW ALERT.
4. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
5. Select the Trigger an Event option button.
6. Enter the Event prefix and Event name, and click SUBMIT.

The Alert is defined.
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Example: Start an Application When Another Application Completes

In this example, you will trigger an Event that runs a second Application when the last job of the first Application
completes. First, define an Alert to trigger the Event.

1. Log in to the Web Client as a scheduler.
2. Select Alert from the Define menu.
3. Click NEW ALERT.
4. Enter

ALERTA

in the Alert name field.
5. Select the Trigger an Event option button.
6. Enter

MYEVENT

in the Prefix field, enter
EVENTB

in the Name field, and click SUBMIT.
The Alert is defined. The next step is to set up an Alert notification in the last job of the first Application.

Define an Alert that Runs the JavaScript Script

You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Web Client as a scheduler.
2. Select Alert from the Define menu.
3. Click NEW ALERT.
4. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
5. Do one of the following actions:

– To run a script from the repository, select the Run a JavaScript from Repository option button, and select the
script from the Name drop-down list.
You can click the VIEW button to view the script, but you cannot edit it. Skip to the last step.

– To define a script, select the Run JavaScript option button, and type the script content in the editor.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The Alert is defined.

NOTE
For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Example: Complete an Application if a Job is Overdue

In this example, you will run a JavaScript script that completes an Application if a job is overdue. First, define an Alert to
run the JavaScript script.

1. Select Alert from the Define menu.
2. Click NEW ALERT.
3. Enter ALERTA in the Alert name field.
4. Select the Run the JavaScript option button.
5. Enter the following script:

execCommand('ALL','APPLC.0','ACTION COMPLETE');

6. Click SUBMIT.
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The Alert is defined. The next step is to set up an Alert notification and overdue time dependency in the job definition.

Set Up an Alert Notification in the Job Definition

If you want the Alert notification to send an Alert when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail or Overdue, set up
the Alert notification in the job definition. Notifications in the job definition override notifications in the Application for the
same monitor state.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Alert Notifications check box in the Options section.

The Alert Notifications section appears at the bottom.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any Alert notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit, copy, or
remove a copied notification as required by clicking the icons in the Actions column.

NOTE

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the alert notifications defined in the
Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications. Click the plus (+) icon to expand
the Email Notifications section and view the email notifications defined in the Application.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
5. Click ADD.

The Alert Notifications dialog opens.
6. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

– Monitor states
Specifies the job states you can monitor.
Default: Failed

– Alert
Specifies the name of the Alert.

The Alert Notifications dialog closes. The alert notification is added to the Alert Notifications table.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The alert notification is set up for the job. The server sends an Alert notification whenever the job reaches the monitor
state you specified.

Example: Start an Application When Another Application Completes

After you define the Alert, set up the Alert notification in the last job (LASTJOB) of the Application.

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job named LASTJOB, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job appears.

3. Open the Alert Notifications dialog.
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4. Remove Failed and select Complete in the Monitor states field.
5. Select the Alert ALERTA from the Alert drop-down list and click SUBMIT.

The Alert Notifications dialog closes. The Alert notification is added to the Alert Notifications table.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The Alert notification is set up for the job. The final step is to create an Event that the Alert triggers.

Example: Complete an Application if a Job is Overdue

After you define the Alert, set up the Alert notification and overdue time dependency in the job definition.

1. Open the Application in the Define view.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the job, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The properties section of the job appears.

3. Open the Alert Notifications dialog.
4. Remove Failed and select Overdue in the Monitor states field.
5. Select the Alert ALERTA from the Alert drop-down list and click SUBMIT.

The Alert Notifications dialog closes. The Alert notification is added to the Alert Notifications table.
6. Open the Time Dependencies section.
7. Enter

10pm

in the Not started by field and click SUBMIT.
If the job does not start by 10 p.m., an Alert gets triggered. The Alert runs a JavaScript script that uses the
execCommand built-in function to complete the current generation (generation 0) of Application APPLC.

Set Up an Alert Notification in the Application

If you want the Alert to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the Alert in the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the Alert Notifications check box in the Options section.

The Alert Notifications section appears.
4. Click ADD.

The Alert Notifications dialog opens.
5. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

NOTE
This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.

– Monitor states
Specifies the job states you can monitor.
Default: Failed

– Alert
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Specifies the name of the Alert.
The Alert Notifications dialog closes. The Alert notification is added to the Alert Notifications table.

6. Click SUBMIT.
The Alert notification is set up for the Application. The server sends an Alert notification whenever the job in the
Application reaches the monitor state you specified.

Example: Set Up an Alert When a Job Completes

Suppose that the server triggers an Alert named ALERT1 whenever a job in the Application completes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Alert Notifications dialog.
2. Enter

ALERT 1

in the Alert field, remove Failed and select Complete in the Monitor states field, and click SUBMIT.
The Alert Notifications dialog closes. The Alert notification is added to the Alert Notifications table.

3. Click SUBMIT.
The Alert Notification is set up for the Application. The server triggers an Alert whenever a job in the Application
completes.

Create an Event that the Alert Triggers

If you want the Alert to trigger an Event when the job reaches the states specified in the Alert notification, you must define
the Event.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Event from the Define menu.
The Define Event page appears.

2. Select New DateTime/Manual Event from the NEW EVENT drop-down list.
The Event Properties section appears.

3. Enter the Event prefix and Event name referenced in the Alert.
4. Specify the Application to run in the Application field, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
Since the Alert triggers the Event automatically, you do not need to enter scheduling criteria for the Event.

The Event that the Alert triggers is created.

Example: Start an Application When Another Application Completes

After setting up the Alert notification in the job definition, create the Event that the Alert triggers.

1. Create a DateTime/Manual Event in the Define Events view.
2. Enter MYEVENT as the Event Prefix, EVENTB as the Event Name, and APPLB as the Application name.
3. Click SUBMIT.

When LASTJOB in Application APPLA completes, it triggers Alert ALERTA. ALERTA triggers the Event
MYEVENT.EVENTB to run the Application APPLB.

You have successfully set up an Alert notification. When a job reaches the state specified in the notification, the server
triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.
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Example: Resubmit a Job if it Completes with a Particular Exit Code Before a
Specific Time
Suppose that the server monitors a job (JOB1) in an active Application (APPLD). If the job completes before 10 p.m. with
an exit code of 4 (considered a job failure), you want the server to resubmit the job in the active Application.

NOTE

If the Application gets completed, the job cannot be resubmitted.

Follow these steps:

1. Define an Alert to run the JavaScript script as follows:
a. Select Alert from the Define menu.
b. Click NEW ALERT.
c. Enter ALERTC in the Alert name field.
d. Select the Run JavaScript option button.
e. Enter the following script:

if (WOB._LTIME < '22.00.00')

  execCommand ('%WOB._name','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen',

  'ACTION RESUB');

f. Click SUBMIT.
2. Set up an Alert notification in the job definition as follows:

a. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
b. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Properties section of the job appears.
c. Select the Alert Notifications check box in the Options section.

The Alert Notifications section appears at the bottom.
d. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box and click ADD.

The Alert Notifications dialog opens.
e. Enter 4 in the Return code field, remove Failed and select Complete in the Monitor states field, and select

ALERTC from the Alert drop-down list.
f. Click SUBMIT.

The Alert Notifications dialog closes.
g. Click SUBMIT.
If the job completes with an exit code of 4, an Alert triggers to run a JavaScript script. The script uses the WOB.LTIME
symbolic variable to check when the Alert was triggered. If the Alert was triggered before 10 p.m., the script uses the
execCommand built-in function to resubmit the job.
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NOTE

• The JavaScript invokes the job resubmission only when the Application is active. If all the jobs within the
Application are completed, the Application gets completed and hence the job cannot be resubmitted.

• Built-in variables are used to ensure that the job is resubmitted in the correct generation of the correct
Application. This lets you reuse the same technique for any number of jobs regardless of the Applications
to which they belong.

Setting Up an SNMP Notification
SNMP notifications help agents or advanced integrations in a network inform Network Management Stations (NMSs) that
something unexpected happened, such as a job failure, or communicate status information, such as an agent start. The
CA Workload Automation DE server sends SNMP traps automatically when the server or an agent starts or stops.

Using SNMP notifications, you can send SNMP traps to an SNMP-enabled agent/advanced integration or an SNMP
manager when a job reaches a specific monitor state:

Set Up an SNMP Notification in the Job Definition

If you want the SNMP notification to send an SNMP notification when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail or
Overdue, set up the SNMP notification in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the SNMP Notifications check box.

The SNMP Notifications section appears at the bottom.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any SNMP notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit, copy,
or remove a copied notification as required by clicking the icons in the Actions column.

NOTE

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the SNMP notifications defined in
the Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications. Click the plus icon to expand
the SNMP Notifications section and view the SNMP notifications defined in the Application.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
5. Click ADD.

The SNMP Notifications dialog opens.
6. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

– Monitor states
Specifies the job states you can monitor.
Default: Failed

– SNMP enabled agent
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(Optional) Specifies the name of an SNMP-enabled agent to send the SNMP trap to.

NOTE
If you leave this field blank, the server broadcasts the SNMP trap to the SNMP manager configured for
the server.

– Message
Specifies the SNMP message.

NOTE
You can insert Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the SNMP message by right-
clicking in the field and selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert.

The SNMP Notifications dialog closes. The SNMP notification is added to the SNMP Notifications table.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The SNMP notification is set up for the job. The server sends an SNMP message whenever the job reaches the
monitor state you specified.

Set Up an SNMP Notification in the Application

If you want the SNMP notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the SNMP notification in the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define view:
a. Select Application from the Define menu.

The Application workspace appears.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application Properties section appears.
3. Select the SNMP Notifications check box in the Options section.

The SNMP Notifications section appears.
4. Click ADD.

The SNMP Notifications dialog opens.
5. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click SUBMIT:

– Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

– Monitor states
Specifies the job states you can monitor.
Default: Failed

– SNMP enabled agent
(Optional) Specifies the name of an SNMP-enabled agent to send the SNMP trap to.

NOTE

If you leave this field blank, the server broadcasts the SNMP trap to the SNMP manager configured for
the server.

– Message
Specifies the SNMP message.

NOTE

You can insert Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the SNMP message by right-
clicking in the field and selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert.

The SNMP Notifications dialog closes. The SNMP notification is added to the SNMP notifications table.
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6. Click SUBMIT.
The SNMP notification is set up for the Application. The server sends an SNMP message whenever the job reaches
the monitor state you specified.

Example: Send an SNMP Trap When the Job Submission is Abandoned

Suppose that you want to set up an SNMP notification so that the server sends an SNMP trap whenever the submission
of a job in the Application is abandoned.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SNMP Notifications dialog.
2. Remove Failed and select Abandon submission in the Monitor states field.
3. Enter the following message in the Message field and click SUBMIT:

Submission of job %WOB._name in Application %APPL._name has been abandoned in generation %APPL._gen.

The SNMP Notifications dialog closes. The SNMP notification is added to the SNMP notifications table.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The SNMP notification is set up for the Application. The server sends the SNMP notification if a job in the Application
is abandoned.

Defining and Managing Alerts
An Alert notification can trigger additional workload automatically. When a job reaches the state specified in the Alert
notification, the server automatically triggers the Event defined in the Alert. For example, when the last job of an
Application completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run another Application. You can trigger an Event for all jobs or
specific jobs in an Application. 

An Alert notification can also run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the state specified in the Alert
notification, the server automatically runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

An Alert can run a JavaScript script to execute commands such as the following:

• Resubmitting a job
• Completing a job or Application
• Dropping job dependencies
• Dropping resource dependencies
• Resetting time dependencies
• Bypassing a job
• Holding and releasing jobs or Applications
• Resetting resource availability counts

You can store the scripts for these actions in a central repository.

For example, you can set up an Alert to run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue or
resubmit a job if it completes with a particular exit code before a specific time.

In the JavaScript script that the Alert runs, you can use built-in variables. When the Alert runs, the server sets those
variables. These variables are only available in the JavaScript script that specific Alert runs. You can assign these
variables to other variables so that other JavaScript scripts can use them.

This article contains the following topics:
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Continuous Monitoring Usage

Using Alerts, you can continuously monitor for a specific condition and automatically take action when that condition
occurs. For example, a File Trigger job can continuously monitor changes in a file's size and send an Alert each
time the file expands or shrinks by a certain amount. Alerts let you automate your workload processing.

NOTE
To stop monitoring, you must force the monitoring job complete. This releases the job's successors, if any.

The following is true depending on your agent:

• CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows—An Alert can continuously monitor any of the following:
– CPU usage
– Disk space
– File activity (created, updated, expanded, and shrunk)
– Text strings within a file
– Windows Event Logs
– SNMP trap information

• CA WA Agent for Databases—An Alert can continuously monitor changes to database tables.

To monitor continuously, you specify an Alert in the job definition. The Alert can trigger an Event or run a JavaScript script.

Define an Alert that Triggers the Event

You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Alert from the Define menu.
2. Click NEW ALERT.
3. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
4. Select the Trigger an Event option.
5. Enter the Event prefix and Event name, and click SUBMIT.

The Alert is defined. 

The Alerts list table displays the alerts that you defined or have permissions for.

NOTE

• To view the properties of an existing Alert, click the Alert name in the table.
• To copy an Alert, select the Alert from the table and click COPY.
• To view the updated list and details of alerts in the table, click the Refresh icon.

Define an Alert that Runs the JavaScript Script

You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Alert from the Define menu.
2. Click NEW ALERT.
3. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
4. Do one of the following:

– To run a script from the repository, select the Run a JavaScript from Repository option, and select the script from
the Name drop-down list. Click VIEW to view the script definition.
The script information appears in the editor, but it cannot be edited.

– To define a script, select the Run JavaScript option, and type the Name and Script Definition in the editor.
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5. Click SUBMIT.
The Alert is defined.

The Alerts list table displays the alerts that you defined or have permissions for.

NOTE

For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Delete an Alert

You can delete an Alert if it is no longer in use.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Alert from the Define menu.
The Alerts List displays the Alerts that you defined or have permissions for.

2. Select the Alerts that you want to delete, and click DELETE.
The Alert delete dialog opens.
If the resource being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Applications that are affected by the deletion are
listed. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip Step 3.

NOTE
If you selected multiple resources, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all the Applications that are affected by
the deletion of the selected resources.

3. Select one of the following, if applicable.
– DELETE—Proceeds with the deletion.

The Alert is permanently deleted.
– CANCEL—Cancels the deletion request.

NOTE
To avoid the warning, you can update the Alert notifications specified in the Application definition.

4. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The Alert is permanently deleted.

Defining and Managing Calendars
CA Workload Automation DE has many integrated scheduling terms, such as dates and times. Your enterprise may want
to set up additional scheduling terms, such as holidays, special days, and special processing periods, which are unique to
your enterprise. You can define these terms in CA Workload Automation DE using a calendar.

CA Workload Automation DE uses one or more calendars to store definitions of scheduling elements unique to your
installation. You can define calendars to meet your installation requirements. Your CA Workload Automation DE
administrator controls access to these calendars. A calendar contains the following:

• Holidays (holidays can span one day or several days)
• Special days such as inventory day, company meeting, or pay day
• Special processing periods such as fiscal months, fiscal years, and 4-5-4 periods
• Days of the week considered to be workdays

Different groups of users can have their own unique holidays, special days, and periods. After you have set up calendars
that meet your needs, you can use these calendars to schedule workload.

CA Workload Automation DE includes a default calendar, named the SYSTEM calendar. You can use the SYSTEM
calendar to store holidays and special days that are common to many Applications within your organization. You can store
department-specific holidays and special days in as many additional calendars as required.
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NOTE
The SYSTEM calendar cannot be deleted.

You can define and manage calendars as follows:

Create a New Calendar

You can create a calendar to store department-specific holidays and special days.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Calendar from the Define menu.
The Define Calendar view appears.

2. Click NEW CALENDAR.
The Calendar properties section appears.

3. Enter the calendar name and additional information as appropriate.

NOTE
You can use the Remarks text box to maintain the calendar's change history.

4. Click SUBMIT.
The calendar is created. The Calendars list table displays the calendars that you created or have permissions for.

NOTE

• To view the updated list and details of global variables, click the Refresh icon.
• You can copy an existing calendar and save it with a different name to create a new calendar. To copy an

existing calendar, select the calendar from the Calendars list and click COPY.
• You can view or modify an existing calendar if you need to change its details. To view or modify an existing

calendar, click the name of the calendar from the Calendars list.

Delete a Calendar

A calendar may exist for a specific purpose. Once that purpose is fulfilled, you can delete the calendar. Deleting a
calendar deletes all its contents, including holidays, special days, and special periods. You cannot delete the SYSTEM
calendar.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Calendar from the Define menu.
The Define Calendar view displays the list of calendars in the Calendars List table.

2. Select the calendar you want to delete and click DELETE.
If the calendar being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the Events
that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, the Delete Calendar confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip Step
3.

NOTE
If you selected multiple calendars, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Events that are affected by the
deletion of the selected calendars.

3. Select one of the following, if applicable.
– DELETE—Proceeds with the deletion.

The calendar is permanently deleted.

NOTE
Deleting a calendar that is referenced from an Event causes a processing error in the Event.

– CANCEL—Cancels the deletion request.
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NOTE
To avoid the warning, you can update the calendar specified in the Event definition.

4. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The calendar is permanently deleted.

Define a Holiday

You can add a holiday to your calendar to define a specific date or range of dates as non-workdays.

A holiday is a non-workday with special significance for scheduling at your installation. If a holiday coincides with a
workday in the calendar you are using, the server no longer considers the day to be a workday for scheduling purposes. A
single calendar can contain multiple holidays.

After you define a holiday, you can use it in scheduling criteria.

For example, if you want to schedule an Application at 16:00 every holiday, specify the following scheduling criteria in the
Event definition:

16:00 HOLIDAY

If you want to schedule a job a day before a bank holiday, specify the following run frequency in the job definition:

BANK_HOLIDAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar from the Define view:
a. Select Calendar from the Define menu.

The Define Calendar view displays the list of calendars in the Calendars List table.
b. Click the name of the calendar that you want to edit.

The Calendar properties section appears.
2. Click Add next to the Holidays property.

The Holidays definition dialog opens.
3. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

You can select either an occurrence or a specific date. In the occurrence, you can select a relative day (for example,
1st day of January) or a specific day of the week (for example, 4th Thursday of November).

NOTE
You can define a holiday multiple times for future years by selecting the Repeat check box and entering the
number of years in the Repeat for next (years) text box.

The defined holiday is listed in the selected calendar.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The holiday is defined in the calendar.

When you specify the run frequency of a job in an Application, you can advance, delay, or ignore processing of a job
based on a holiday as shown in the following three examples:

Example: Advance a job on a holiday

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY LESS 0 WORKDAYS
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If Friday is a holiday, the job runs on the previous workday, Thursday. If Thursday is also a holiday, the job may actually
run on Wednesday.

Example: Delay a job on a holiday

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

If Friday is a holiday, the job runs on the next workday, Monday. If Monday is also a holiday, the job may actually run on
Tuesday.

Example: Ignore processing on holidays

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

If Friday is a holiday, the job does not run.

Example: Define an Annual Holiday

New Year's Day occurs annually on January 1st. You can define New Year's Day for five years starting on January 1,
2008.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Holidays property.

The Holiday definition dialog opens.
3. Enter NEWYEARSDAY as the holiday name.
4. Select Date from the Occurrences drop-down list and select Jan 1,  2008 as the date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 5 as the number of years in the Repeat for next (years) field.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The Holiday definition dialog closes.
7. Click SUBMIT.

NEWYEARSDAY is defined as an annual holiday in the calendar.

Example: Define a Holiday That Occurs on a Different Day Each Year

In the United States, Thanksgiving is celebrated on the fourth Thursday in November. You can define Thanksgiving for the
next three years.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Holidays property.

The Holiday definition dialog opens. 
3. Enter THANKSGIVING  as the holiday name.
4. Select 4th from the Occurrences drop-down list and select Jan 1,  2008 as the date.
5. Select Specific day from the Day of Month drop-down list, and select Thursday as the day and November as the

month.
6. Select the Repeat check box and enter 3  as the number of years in the Repeat for next (years) field.
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7. Click SUBMIT.
The Holiday definition dialog closes.

8. Click SUBMIT.
THANKSGIVING is defined as an annual holiday in the calendar.

Define a Special Day

You can define a special day to your calendar to define a day with special significance for scheduling at your installation. A
single calendar can contain multiple special days.

After you define a special day, you can use it in scheduling criteria.

For example, if you want to schedule an Application at 5 p.m. on a special day named BALANCE_DAY, specify the
following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

5PM BALANCE_DAY

If you want to schedule an Application at 3 p.m., two workdays before a special day named BALANCE_DAY, specify the
following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

3PM BALANCE_DAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

If you want to schedule an Application one week after a special day named BALANCE_DAY at 4 p.m., specify the
following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

16:00 BALANCE_DAY PLUS 1 WEEK

If you want to schedule a job on the first Saturday on or after a special day named BALANCE_DAY, enter the following run
frequency in the job definition:

1ST SATURDAY OF BALANCE_DAY

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar in the Define view:
a. Select Calendar from the Define menu.

The Define Calendar view displays the list of calendars in the Calendars List table.
b. Click the name of the calendar that you want to edit.

The Calendar properties section appears.
2. Click Add next to the Special Days property.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
3. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
To define a special day that repeats at a regular interval, select the Repeat check box and specify how often
the special day repeats in days, weeks, or years.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. The defined special day is listed in the selected calendar.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The special day is defined in the calendar.
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Example: Define a Special Day that Occurs Only Once

The All Company Meeting is a special day that occurs only once on June 29, 2008.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Special Days property in the calendar definition.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
3. Enter ALL_COMPANY_MEETING as the special day name.
4. Select Jun 29,  2008 as the starting date.
5. Click SUBMIT.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. 
6. Click SUBMIT.

ALL_COMPANY_MEETING is defined as a special day in the calendar.

Example: Define an Annual Special Day

Fiscal Day occurs every January 1st annually for the next three years. This special day repeats on the following days:

• Jan 1, 2008
• Jan 1, 2009
• Jan 1, 2010

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Special Days property.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
3. Enter FISCAL_DAY  as the special day name.
4. Select Jan 1, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 3 as the number of times.
6. Select Every, enter 1 in the text box, and select Years.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. 
8. Click SUBMIT.

FISCAL_DAY is defined as an annual special day for the next three years.

Example: Define a Special Day that Occurs Every Two Weeks

Pay Day occurs every two weeks (or every 14 days) starting Jan 1, 2008. This special day repeats on the following days:

• Jan 1, 2008
• Jan 15, 2008
• Jan 29, 2008
• ...

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Special Days property.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
3. Enter PAY_DAY  as the special day name.
4. Select Jan 1, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 26  as the number of times.
6. Select Every, enter 2  in the text box, and select Weeks.
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7. Click SUBMIT.
The Special Days definition dialog closes. 

8. Click SUBMIT.
PAY_DAY is defined as a reoccurring special day in the calendar.

Example: Define a Special Day That Occurs on Specific Non-repeating Days

Inventory Day is a special day that repeats on dates that do not have a specific frequency. For example, this special day
occurs on the following days:

• February 21, 2008
• April 20, 2008
• June 13, 2008

In this scenario, you must define this special day three times, one for each date.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Define a special day for the date Feb 21, 2008:

a. Click Add next to the Special Days property.
The Special Days definition dialog opens.

b. Enter INVENTORY_DAY  as the special day name.
c. Select Feb 21,  2008 as the starting date.
d. Select the Repeat check box and enter 26  as the number of times.
e. Select Every, enter 2  in the text box, and select Weeks.
f. Click SUBMIT.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. The special day is added to the Special Days table.
3. Click the Add icon in the Actions column and repeat Steps 2b-2f for the dates April 20, 2008 and June 13, 2008 with

INVENTORY_DAY as the special day name.
4. Click SUBMIT.

INVENTORY_DAY is defined as a repeating special day in the calendar.

Define a Special Processing Period

You can define a special processing period to your calendar to define a period with special significance for scheduling at
your installation.

A special processing period is a period of processing between two special days, such as a fiscal month, with special
significance to your installation. To define a special period, you define two special days with the same name, representing
the length of the special period.

Special processing periods can occur at regular intervals, such as a fiscal year or 4-5-4 period, or at irregular intervals,
such as a trading period. One trading period, for example, can start three weeks after the beginning of the previous
trading period and five weeks before the beginning of the next.

Individual users or groups of users can have their own set of special processing periods. A single calendar can contain
multiple special processing periods.

After you define a special period, you can use it in scheduling criteria.

For example, the Accounting department considers the period from September 1 to August 31 as its fiscal year. You can
define a special processing period in a calendar and call that period FISCAL_YEAR. You can perform special processing
during that period by referencing FISCAL_YEAR when setting up scheduling criteria for the processing.

If you want to schedule a job on the last workday of each 4-5-4 period, specify the following run frequency in the job
definition:
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LAST WORKDAY OF PERIOD454

If you want to schedule a job on the first workday of the current 4-5-4 period, specify the following run frequency in the job
definition:

1ST WORKDAY OF THIS PERIOD454

If you want to schedule a job on the last workday of the second week of each 4-5-4 period, specify the following run
frequency in the job definition:

LAST WORKDAY OF THE 2ND WEEK OF PERIOD454

You do not need to know the day of the week or the date to which each statement refers. The server calculates it.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar in the Define view:
a. Select Calendar from the Define menu.

The Define Calendar view displays the list of calendars in the Calendars List table.
b. Click the name of the calendar that you want to edit.

The Calendar properties section appears.
2. Define the start and end of the first special period:

a. Click Add next to the Special Days property.
The Special Days definition dialog opens.

b. Enter a name for the special period in the Special day name field.
c. Select the date when you want the first period to start from the calendar in the Starting date field, and click

SUBMIT.
The start of the first special period is defined and listed in the Special Days table.

d. Click the Add icon in the Actions column.
The Special Days definition dialog opens.

e. Enter the same name for the special period in the Special day name field.
f. Select the date when you want the next period to start from the calendar in the Starting date field, and click

SUBMIT.
The end of the first special period is defined and listed in the Special Days table.

3. Click the Add icon in the Actions column and repeat the Steps 2b-2f for each of the remaining periods.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The special period is defined in the calendar.

Example: Define a Fiscal Year

Suppose that you want to define a fiscal year from September 1st to August 31st.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Define the start of the current fiscal year:

a. Click Add next to the Special Days property.
The Special Days definition dialog opens.

b. Enter FISCALYEAR  as the special day name.
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c. Select September 1 of the current year as the starting date and click SUBMIT.
The Special Days definition dialog closes. The start of the current fiscal year is defined and added to the Special
Days table.

3. Define the start of the next fiscal year:
a. Click the Add icon in the Actions column of the table.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
b. Enter FISCALYEAR  again as the special day name.
c. Select September 1 of the following year as the starting date and click SUBMIT.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. The start of the next fiscal year is defined and listed in the Special Days
table.

NOTE
By using September 1st as the start date for the second special day, the server considers August 31st as
the last day of the fiscal year.

4. Click SUBMIT.
FISCAL_YEAR is defined as a special period in the calendar.

Example: Define a Period That Repeats Every Two Weeks

Suppose that you want to define payroll periods to occur every two weeks.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar properties section.
2. Click Add next to the Special Days property.

The Special Days definition dialog opens.
3. Enter PAYROLL_PERIOD as the special day name.
4. Select January 1 of the current year as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 26 as the number of times.
6. Select Every, enter 2 in the text box, and select Weeks.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The Special Days definition dialog closes. The dates your special day falls on is listed in the Special Days table.
8. Click SUBMIT.

PAYROLL_PERIOD is defined as a special period in the calendar.

Managing Events
After an Event is defined on the server, it becomes active.

With scheduled Events, the server schedules them based on their schedule criteria. When you view a scheduled Event,
the server displays the Event's next scheduled time.

With monitor Events, the agent monitoring the trigger criteria begins monitoring immediately.

With manual Events (Events without scheduling or trigger criteria), you can trigger them at any time or issue commands
against them to prevent them from triggering.

You can issue commands against Events to do the following:

• Trigger the Event manually.
• Bypass and unbypass the next scheduled execution or future scheduled execution of an Event (scheduled and manual

Events only).
• Hold an Event, preventing the Event from triggering until you release it.
• Suspend an Event, postponing the Event from triggering until you resume it.
• Unquiesce an Event, releasing the scheduled Event from a quiesced state. However, the missed executions are not

triggered.
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NOTE

• To run commands against Events, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more information,
contact your administrator.

• In addition to the Define Event view, you can also issue these commands against Events within an
Application in the Define Application view.

Listing Events
This article contains the following topics:

List Events

To update, control, or check the status of Events defined on your system, you must list them.

When you define a monitor Event and save it to the server, the Event becomes active and the agent starts monitoring. If
the agent is down, the Event becomes inactive until the problem is resolved.

The server displays one of the following Event statuses:

• Active
Indicates that the Event is active. The agent monitors for the trigger condition.

• Not active: Agent down
Indicates that the agent is down or there is a communication problem between the agent and the server. The agent
needs to be restarted or the communication problem needs to be resolved.

• Not active: <problem reported by the agent>
Indicates that the agent is experiencing a problem. The Status field displays the agent status and the last status
message sent by the agent.

• Suspended
Indicates that the Event is suspended and needs to be resumed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Event from the Define menu.
The Define Event page displays the list of all Events that you defined or you have permissions for.

NOTE

Click the Refresh icon to view the updated list and details of Events.
2. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial name of an Event property in the Search event field, press

Enter

, and click the Search icon to filter the Events list.

NOTE

• When you filter the Events list based on search criteria, the search is done across all the Event properties
displayed in the table. For example, if you enter 
SCH

, all the Event properties whose names include SCH are displayed.
• To search using multiple keywords, press

Enter

and click the Search icon after specifying each keyword.

The Events matching your search criteria are displayed in the Events List table.

NOTE

To sort the data in the Events list table, click a table column heading.
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3. (Optional) Click the Event in the Prefix and name column to view the Event properties.

NOTE
In the Event properties, you can review the details of the Event. For example, the file being monitored in a
File Trigger Event.

NOTE

After listing the Events, you can perform the following tasks as required:

• To copy an Event, select the Event and click COPY.
• To delete an Event, select the Event and click DELETE. You can delete multiple Events at once.

List Scheduled Events

You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the next 24 hours). For each
scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time, and bypass status are displayed, as well as whether the
Event execution was manually triggered.

If an Event is scheduled more than once during the period you specify, the server, by default, only displays the time of
the first execution. You can specify the number of Event executions the server displays. For example, you can request
that the server displays the next five executions of Event SCHEDMASTER.BACKUP within the next two weeks. If Event
SCHEDMASTER.BACKUP is scheduled to execute 10 times within the next two weeks, only the times and dates for the
first five executions appear.

NOTE
Suspended Events do not appear on the schedule. Non-scheduled Events do not appear on the schedule
unless they have an expect time, which indicates an expected time for execution.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
The Define Event page displays the list of Events in the Events List table.

2. Select any Event from the Events List table, and click LIST SCHEDULED.
The List scheduled events section appears.

3. Complete the following Event filter criteria as appropriate:
– Prefix

Specifies an Event prefix.
– Name

(Optional) Specifies an Event name.
– Starting at

Specifies the starting time and date of the schedule's period.
Default: Now

NOTE
To select a date and time, click the Calendar icon to the right of the Starting at field.

– Continuing for
Specifies the length of the schedule's period in hours, workdays, days, or weeks.
Default: 1 day

– Number of execution per event(Optional) Specifies the number of Event executions that are displayed.Default: 1
(next execution)

4. Click LIST.
The Event executions scheduled during the period you specified are displayed in the Results table. Event executions
to be bypassed are displayed in a different color.
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View Details of an Event Execution

You can display additional information about an Event execution. The additional information includes details about
bypassed and manually triggered Event executions, and any Application parameters defined in the Event.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scheduled Events in the Define view.
The Results table displays the list the scheduled Event executions.

2. Select the Event that you want to view the details for.
The execution details of the selected Event are displayed in the Details section below the Results table.

NOTE

• Click the plus (+) icon next to Details to expand and view the Details section.
• You can select another Event to display its details while the Details section is open.

Triggering an Event
You may need to trigger workload manually for the following reasons:

• To run a non-scheduled Event
• To alter the next scheduled time of a scheduled Event
• To add a new scheduled Event execution
• To trigger the Event, but hold the Application it submits
• To pass user parameters to the Application
• To run a subset of jobs in the Application

By default, when you trigger an Event manually, the Application triggered by the Event runs with the security permissions
of the execution user specified in the Event definition. If you want the Application to run with the security permissions of
the user triggering the Event, you can use the inherit trigger user (ITU) option in the Event definition.

When the Event triggers, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to read the Application triggered by the
Event. When each job runs in the Application, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to run the job on
the agent and to read any global variables specified in the job.

This article contains the following topics:

Scheduled and Manual Event Trigger

You can trigger a scheduled or manual Event by specifying schedule criteria that resolves to a single date and time. The
default time is now.

NOTE

• If you specify a time in the past (for example, to rerun an Application), the Event triggers now (immediately),
but jobs are selected and variables resolved based on the past date.

• You can prevent the Event from triggering immediately every time you update the Event with a past date. For
more information, see RI24256 on Broadcom Support.

When triggering workload manually, you can specify the following:

• Time only (for example, 4PM). The server triggers the Event at the next occurrence of that time.
• Specific date and, optionally, time. For example, Jan 28, 2016 03:34:57 PM
• Relative date and, optionally, time in past or future (for example, YESTERDAY, TODAY LESS 1 WEEK)
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When triggering a scheduled Event or manual Event with an expect time, you
can add a new scheduled Event execution as a temporary addition to the schedule or replace the Event's next scheduled
or expected execution.

• Add a New Scheduled Event Execution
Adds a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule. For example, suppose that your Event is
scheduled to run at 4 p.m. daily, and you want to trigger the Event now and again at 4 p.m. today. This behavior is the
default.

• Replace an Event's Next Scheduled or Expected Execution
Replaces the Event's next scheduled or expected execution with a new time. For example, suppose that your Event is
scheduled to run at 4 p.m. daily, but you want the Event to run now instead of at 4 p.m.
When you replace an Event's next scheduled or expected execution, the server selects jobs and resolves symbolic
variables based on the replaced time, and updates the next scheduled or expected execution time. For example, if
you have an Event that runs every Saturday and this week you trigger the Event to run on Friday instead, the server
selects the jobs and resolves symbolic variables based on Saturday's date. The server uses the following Saturday as
the next scheduled or expected execution time.

Monitor Event Trigger

Monitor Events monitor for a specific condition and trigger each time the condition occurs (for example, a file being
created).

If the monitor Event has an expect time, the server selects jobs and resolves variables based on the Event's next
expected time. If the monitor Event does not have an expect time, the server selects jobs and resolves variables based on
the current time.

Trigger an Event

You can trigger an Event to run the Application at a specified time.

NOTE
For Date-Time/Manual and monitor Events, you can also trigger your Event from within your Application in the
Application Events view. In the Application Events view, select the Event from the Events List table and select
Trigger from the EVENT ACTIONS menu.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Event in the Define view.
The Define Event page displays the list of Events in the Events List table.

2. Select the Event you want to trigger, and select Trigger from the ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Trigger Event section appears.

3. Specify the following parameters as appropriate:
– Schedule criteria

(Optional) Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers.
Default: Trigger the Event immediately

NOTE
This parameter does not apply to monitor Events.

– Root jobs to run
(Optional) Specifies the jobs that are to be submitted when the Event is triggered. You can use this field to run,
or rerun, a subset of jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For example,
enter A,B,C. To select a job with all its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter D+.

– Add new scheduled Event/Replace next scheduled Event
Indicates whether to add a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule or replace the Event's
next scheduled or expected execution with a new time.
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Default: Add new scheduled Event

NOTE

This parameter does not apply to monitor Events.
– Submit Application on hold

(Optional) Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered.
Default: Not on hold

– User Parameters to pass to Event(Optional) Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the
Application that the Event triggers.

4. (Optional) Specify variables to pass to the monitor Event in the variables section. When the Event triggers, the server
substitutes the values of these variables in the Application triggered by the Event. For example, when you trigger a File
Trigger Event, you can specify a file name, and the server substitutes this file name in the APPL._filename symbolic
variable wherever it occurs in the Application.

NOTE
This step does not apply to Date-Time/Manual.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The server triggers the Event at the resolved time.

Run Part of an Application

You can run part of an Application to rerun one or more jobs or to run a specific job when a request comes in for it to run.

NOTE

You can also run part of your Application from within your Application in the Define Application view. In the Event
Triggers workspace, right-click the Event and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

To run part of an Application, you can choose a subset of jobs within the Application when you trigger the Event that runs
it. The jobs within the subset are named root jobs.

To specify the root jobs, you can specify any one of the following:

• A single job name, such as PAYROLL. You must include the job name qualifier if a qualifier exists, for example,
PAYROLL.ABC.

• A job name followed by a plus (+) sign, which indicates to include the job and all its successors (descendants). For
example, D+ selects job D and all its successor jobs.

• A list that contains job names with optional plus signs, for example, A,C,E+. Separate the job names using commas.
The job name order does not matter.

Example: Root Jobs

Suppose that, in an Application, jobs A, B, C, and D run daily, job E runs Friday, and job F runs on the last workday of the
month.

The following table shows the result of using different syntax to specify root jobs:

Root jobs to run Result
A The server selects job A. Job A runs
D+ The server selects and runs job D. If it is Friday, the server also

selects and runs job E. If it is the last workday of the month, the
server also selects and runs job F.

A, E The server selects job A and job E. Job A and job E run. Job E
runs regardless of the day because it is specified explicitly.
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A, D+ The server selects job A and job D. Job A and job D run. If it
is Friday, the server also selects and runs job E. If it is the last
workday of the month, the server also selects and runs job F.

When the server builds the Application containing the root jobs, it inherits the relationships between jobs unless the
Application definition overrides job inheritance. The server also considers release conditions when it generates the
Application containing the root jobs.

To ensure you run the correct jobs within your Application, you should simulate the Event before you trigger it, specifying
the same root jobs to run in the simulation.

NOTE
You can use symbolic variables to specify root jobs if the job names are defined using variables. You can specify
the job name as a variable or as the resolved name.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Event in the Define view.
The Define Event page displays the list of Events in the Events List table. 

2. Select the Event you want to run.
3. Select Trigger from the ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Trigger Event section appears.
4. Do one of the following tasks:

– Specify the root jobs you want to run in the Application in the Root jobs to run field.

NOTE
Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its
successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter D+.

– Select jobs with the following steps:
a. Click SELECT next to the Root jobs to run field.

The Select root jobs to run dialog opens.
b. Select the root jobs from the Jobs in Application field and do one of the following tasks:

• Click the Submit icon to select a job without its successors.
• Select the With Successors check box and click the Submit icon to select a job and all of its successors

(descendants).
c. Click OK.

The Select root jobs to run dialog closes.
5. Click SUBMIT.

The server runs the subset of the Application that you specified.

Bypass and Unbypass the Scheduled Execution of an Event
To prevent an execution of an Event from triggering, you can bypass the Event execution. You can bypass the next
scheduled execution or future scheduled executions of an Event. You can only bypass scheduled and manual Events.

For example, suppose that an Event triggers at 7 p.m. daily. At 3 p.m., you decide that the Event should not run that night.
To prevent the Event from running the one time, you bypass the next scheduled execution of the Event.

When you list the Events scheduled within a specific period, Event executions to be bypassed are displayed in a different
color. You can view the details of a bypassed Event execution to find out which user requested the bypass and when the
request was made.

You can unbypass a bypassed Event execution before the server bypasses the Event execution. For example, if an Event
execution is bypassed by mistake, you can undo the action by unbypassing the Event execution. At the Event execution's
scheduled time, the server triggers the Event as usual.
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WARNING
If an Event is modified, the server reschedules the Event and all existing bypass requests against that Event are
lost.

Example: Lost Bypass Requests

Consider the following scenario:

• An Event is scheduled to trigger on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday.
• A user decides to bypass the Event execution scheduled next Tuesday and issues a bypass request.
• Before next Tuesday, the user opens the Event, adds some comments in the Remarks text box, and saves the Event

on the server.

Because the Event was modified, the server reschedules the Event for Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. The bypass
request is lost and must be issued again.

This article contains the following topics:

Bypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event

You can bypass the next scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it at its scheduled time.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event you want to bypass in the Define Event view, and select Bypass from the ACTIONS drop-down list.

The server bypasses the next execution of the Event at its scheduled time.

Unbypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event

You can cancel the bypass of the next scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed. The server triggers the
Event at its next scheduled time.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event you want to bypass in the Define Event view, and select Unbypass from the ACTIONS drop-down

list.
The server cancels the bypass of the next scheduled execution of the Event.

Bypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event

You can bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it at its scheduled time.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scheduled Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event execution you want to bypass in the Results table, and select Bypass from the ACTIONS drop-down

list.

NOTE
You can bypass multiple Event executions at once.

The server bypasses the selected Event executions. The Events table is refreshed. Event executions to be bypassed
are displayed in a different color.
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Unbypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event

You can cancel the bypass of a future scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed. The server triggers the
Event at its scheduled time.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scheduled Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event execution you want to unbypass in the Results table, and select Unbypass from the ACTIONS drop-

down list.

NOTE

You can unbypass multiple Event executions at once.

The server cancels the bypass of the selected Event executions. The Events table is refreshed. Event executions to be
bypassed are displayed in a different color.

List the Skipped Bypass Requests of an Event

You can list the skipped (invalid) bypass requests of an Event. Event bypass requests can be skipped if the scheduled
time of an Event execution changes after the bypass request is made. For example, a bypass request can be skipped if
an Event is manually triggered to replace the Event's next scheduled execution or if the definition of a special day used in
an Event's scheduling criteria changes.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scheduled Events in the Define view.
2. Select any execution of the Event in the Results table, and select List Invalid Bypass Requests from the

ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Invalid Bypass Request dialog lists the skipped bypass requests for the Event, if any. Otherwise, a warning
message indicates that there are no skipped bypass requests for the Event.

Example: Skipped Bypass Requests

Consider the following scenario:

• A special day named festivus is defined in a calendar for the following days: June 10, August 10, and September 10.
• An Event is scheduled is to run on the days defined by the festivus special day. In the Event definition, the scheduling

criteria references the special day (for example, SCHEDULE 9AM FESTIVUS).
• A user decides to bypass the Event execution scheduled on August 10 and issues a bypass request.
• Another user updates the definition of the festivus special day, replacing August 10 with August 11.

Because the Event no longer triggers on August 10, the bypass request for August 10 is now invalid and will be skipped.
Instead of August 10, the Event triggers on August 11.

Hold and Release an Event
You may need to postpone an Event at times. To postpone an Event, you must instruct the server to hold it. The Event
remains in the on hold state until you release it. When you want to release the Event, you instruct the server to release it.

The server marks an Event as overdue in the following cases:

• For scheduled Events—if an Event's scheduled time occurs while the Event is being held
• For monitor Events—if an Event's condition is met (for example, a file is created for a File Trigger Event) while the

Event is being held

When you release an overdue Event from hold, the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the number
of missed executions. The server uses the time and date of the last missed execution to select the jobs and resolve
scheduled variables.
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NOTE

If you want to prevent future executions of an Event from triggering, suspend the Event instead. When you
resume the Event, the missed executions are skipped. If an Event is both suspended and held at its scheduled
execution time, the server ignores the on hold state and considers the Event suspended.

When you hold an Event, its hold count increments by 1. When the hold count of an Event is greater than zero, the server
does not trigger the Event. The server keeps track of missed executions. When you release an Event, its hold count
decrements by 1. When the hold count reaches zero, the Event is eligible to be triggered again.

Example: Hold and Release an Event

Consider the following scenario:

• At 3 p.m., you are asked to postpone an Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL, which is usually processed at 4 p.m. daily.
• You hold the Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL.
• At 4 p.m., the server does not process ACCNT.PAYROLL because it is on hold.
• At 5 p.m., you are instructed to let ACCNT.PAYROLL process.
• You release the Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL.

By default, the Event then processes because the server knows the Event missed its scheduled execution at 4 p.m.

Hold an Event

You can hold an Event if you want to prevent the Event from triggering until you release the Event.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event that you want to hold in the Define Event view, and select Hold from the ACTIONS drop-down list.

NOTE
You can hold multiple Events at once.

The Hold Event confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The server increments the Event's hold count by 1. The Event is held.

Release a Held Event

Before a held Event can be triggered, you must release it. If the Event missed a scheduled execution while on hold, the
server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the number of missed executions.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event that you want to release in the Define Event view, and select Release from the ACTIONS drop-down

list.

NOTE
You can release multiple Events at once.

The Release Event confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The server decrements the Event's hold count by 1. If the hold count becomes zero, the Event is released.
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Suspend and Resume an Event
To prevent an Event from triggering, you can instruct the server to suspend it. The Event remains suspended until you
resume it. When you want the Event to resume its execution, you instruct the server to resume it.

NOTE
An Event can be automatically suspended and resumed at certain times. For more information about
automatically suspending and resuming an Event, see Specify Suspend and Resume Times.

The server handles suspended Events as follows:

• For scheduled Events—The server does not schedule the Event until the Event is resumed. The server ignores any
missed scheduled executions while the Event is suspended.

• For monitor Events—The server does not trigger the Event until the Event is resumed. The agent monitoring for the
Event stops monitoring while the Event is suspended.

• For manual Events—you cannot trigger the Event until the Event is resumed.

NOTE
If you want the server to trigger missed Event executions when the Event is eligible for execution, hold the Event
instead. When you release the Event, the server triggers the last missed execution while the Event was on hold.
If an Event is both suspended and held at its scheduled or expected execution time, the server ignores the on
hold state and considers the Event suspended.

When you manually suspend an Event, its suspend count increments by one. When the suspend count of an Event is
greater than zero, the server bypasses all executions of the Event.

When you manually resume an Event, its suspend count decrements by 1. When the suspend count reaches zero, the
Event is eligible for execution. For scheduled Events, the Event triggers at its next scheduled execution. For monitor
Events, the agent resumes monitoring.

NOTE
When you schedule an Event to resume, the Event will become eligible for execution, regardless of what its
suspend count is.

Example: Suspend and Resume an Event

Consider the following scenario:

• On August 2nd at 3 p.m., you are told that the ACCNT.PAYROLL Event should not process until August 23rd. This
Event is usually processed at 4 p.m. each day.

• You suspend ACCNT.PAYROLL.
• On August 2nd at 4 p.m., the server does not process ACCNT.PAYROLL because it is suspended.
• Every day after August 2nd, at 4 p.m. the server sees that ACCNT.PAYROLL is suspended and does not process this

Event.
• On August 23rd, prior to 4 p.m., you resume ACCNT.PAYROLL as requested.
• On August 23rd at 4 p.m., the server finds that the Event has been resumed, so it processes the Event as scheduled.

Suspend an Event

You can suspend an Event to prevent it from triggering.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event that you want to suspend in the Define Event view, and select Suspend from the ACTIONS drop-

down list.
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NOTE
You can suspend multiple Events at once.

The Suspend Event confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The server increments the Event's suspend count by 1. The Event is suspended.

Resume a Suspended Event

When you want a suspended Event to resume its execution, you must resume it.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
2. Select the Event that you want to resume in the Define Event view, and select Resume from the ACTIONS drop-

down list.

NOTE
You can resume multiple Events at once.

The Resume Event confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The server decrements the Event's suspend count by 1. If the suspend count becomes zero, the Event is no longer
suspended.

Unquiesce an Event
You can unquiesce a scheduled quiesced Event. After the Event is unquiesced, it can be triggered to run its Application.

NOTE
You can also unquiesce specific Events.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Define view.
The Events are listed in the Events list table. The Quiesced column displays YES for all quiesced Events.

2. Select the quiesced Event that you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce from the ACTIONS drop-down list
The Unquiesce Event dialog appears.

3. Click OK.
The Event is unquiesced.

Creating and Managing Global Variables
Global variables let you store information that you can reuse across Applications. Global variables save time: you do not
have to enter specific information, such as job names or argument values, each time you want to perform the same kind of
processing. When you use global variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors.

To create, modify, and delete global variables, you can use the Define view in the Web Client, the standalone CLI, or
JavaScript functions. Global variables are stored in the relational database for CA Workload Automation DE. Each
global variable belongs to a context, which is a group of related variables. Contexts help you avoid naming conflicts. For
example, you can create two variables named deptname, each in a different context. By default, all global variables are
defined in the DEFAULT context.

NOTE

For more information about creating and managing global variables using the CLI commands and JavaScript
functions, see the CA Workload Automation DE documentation.
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You can use global variables when you define jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global variable name in
supported job definition fields. When an Event is triggered, the server substitutes the current value of that global variable.
You can also define jobs that have a dependency on global variables. The job is submitted after all the job's dependencies
(time, predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies) are met.

This article contains the following topics:

Global Variables Compared to Symbolic Variables

Although both global variables and system-level symbolic variables let you store information that you can reuse across
Applications, they are created and managed differently. Understanding these differences can help you decide which type
of variables to use in your Applications.

A symbolic variable is a JavaScript variable whose value can be accessed outside the context of the JavaScript script.
All symbolic variables are stored in built-in JavaScript host objects. Unlike symbolic variables, global variables are not
dependent on JavaScript. Instead, global variables are stored in the relational database for CA Workload Automation DE.

You can specify both types of variables in supported job definition fields and use them in JavaScript scripts. When the
server encounters a symbolic variable or the global variable %VAR statement in a job definition field, it substitutes the
current value of that variable.

You manage both types of variables by using the Web Client, the standalone CLI, or JavaScript functions. However, there
are more ways to manage global variables because global variables are not dependent on JavaScript. For example, you
can create, modify, and delete global variables directly by using the Define view in the Web Client or the standalone CLI.

Another difference between the two types of variables is that global variables support variable dependencies. Whereas
symbolic variables only let you substitute values in job definition fields, global variables let you define jobs that run when
their global variable expressions are satisfied. For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable
named quota is assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000.

Create a Global Variable

You can create a global variable to store information that you can reuse across Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Global variable from the Define menu.
The Define global variable page appears.

2. Click NEW VARIABLE.
The Global variable properties section appears.

3. Complete the following required fields:
– Variable name

Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not case
sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

4. (Optional) Complete the following additional fields as appropriate:
– Variable context

Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context

NOTE

If the context does not exist, it will be created.
– Value

Defines the value of the global variable.
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Limits: 0-1024 characters
Default: Empty string

5. Click SUBMIT.
The global variable is created.

List the Global Variables

To view, modify, or delete a global variable, you must first list the global variables that are available.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Global variable from the Define menu.
The Define global variable page displays the list and details of global variables that you defined or have permissions
for.

NOTE

Click the Refresh icon to view the updated list and details of global variables.
2. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial name of a global variable in the Search variable field, press

Enter

, and click the Search icon to filter the global variables list.

NOTE

• When you filter the global variables list based on search criteria, the search is done across all the global
variable names and contexts displayed in the Global variables list table. For example, if you enter
SCH

, all the global variable names and contexts whose names include SCH are displayed.
• To search using multiple search keywords, press

Enter

and click the Search icon after specifying each keyword.

The global variables matching your search criteria are displayed in the Global variables list table.

NOTE

To sort the data in the table, click a table column heading.

NOTE

After the global variables are listed, you can perform the following tasks as required:

• To view the properties of a global variable, click the Global variable name in the table. 
• To modify the details of a global variable, click the Global variable name in the table and edit the values in the

Properties section.
• To copy an existing global variable, select the global variable and

click COPY. You can copy a global variable and save it with a different name to create a new global variable.

Delete a Global Variable

You can delete a global variable if it is no longer in use.

NOTE
If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server submits
the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

Follow these steps:

1. List the global variables.
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2. Select the global variable that you want to delete, and select DELETE.

NOTE
You can delete multiple global variables at once. To delete all the global variables in the list, select the check
box in the table heading.

The Delete variable confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click DELETE.

The global variable is deleted. If all the global variables in a context are deleted, the context is removed from the list of
global variables.

Creating and Managing Resources
A job can have different types of dependencies including time, predecessor, and resource. A job runs when it meets all its
dependencies. A job that waits for resources is in the RESWAIT state.

A resource is a job dependency that can be quantified by specifying its availability count. Resource dependencies affect a
job's ability to run successfully. The server submits only jobs that have met all their resource requirements.

For example, if a job needs three units of a resource and only two units of the resource are available, the job cannot run
(RESWAIT) until all three units of the resource are available.

Each resource is associated with a resource type that determines the resource's properties and behavior.

The following resource types are available:

• Depletable resources
A depletable resource is a consumed resource. When the server submits a job, the job permanently removes the
consumed units of the depletable resource from the resource pool. When the resource depletes, it can be replenished
for other jobs to use. For example, you can use a depletable resource to represent disk space.

• Renewable resources
A renewable resource is a borrowed resource. When the server submits a job, the job removes the borrowed units
of the renewable resource from the resource pool. The resource units are not permanently used up. The resource
units return to the resource pool when the job completes or fails. The job borrows the resource units so it can execute
successfully. For example, you can use a renewable resource to control concurrent write access to a database.

• Threshold resources
A threshold resource is a sizing resource. A job does not consume or borrow resource units from the resource pool
while it runs. For example, if the resource quantity is set to two, the server submits all jobs that require two or fewer
units. The server does not submit any job requiring three or more units. It sizes the job against the threshold resource's
current level. For example, you can use a threshold resource to represent a period when you run low-priority jobs.

You can create and manage resources as follows:

Create a Resource

You must create the resource in the Define view before you can set up a resource dependency in a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
The Define resource page appears.

2. Click NEW RESOURCE.
The Resource properties section appears.

3. Enter the following information:
– Resource name
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Specifies the name of the resource. Each resource name must be unique.
– Resource type

Specifies the type of the resource. Options are: Depletable, Renewable, and Threshold.
Default: Renewable

– Availability
Specifies the availability count of a resource. The availability count cannot exceed the maximum availability count.
Default: 1
Limits: 0-2147483647

– Maximum availability
Specifies the maximum availability count of a resource. The maximum availability count applies to renewable
resources only.
Default: 1
Limits: 0-2147483647

4. Click SUBMIT.
The resource is created.

Example: Create a Renewable Resource

You can create a renewable resource named RESREN with an initial availability of 1 and a maximum availability of 3.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
2. Click NEW RESOURCE.
3. Enter the following information and click SUBMIT.

– Resource name—
RESREN

– Maximum availability—
3

The renewable resource is created.

View or Modify a Resource

You can modify an existing resource in the Define view if you need to change its details. You can change all the details
except the resource name and resource type.

NOTE
You must cold start the server for the new value to take effect.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
The Resources list table displays the list of resources that are defined in the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial resource name in the Search resource field, press
Enter

, and click the Search icon to limit the resources displayed.
A list of the resources matching your search criteria is displayed.

3. Click the resource name that you want to view or modify.
The Resource properties section appears.

4. (Optional) Modify the details as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.
The modified resource is saved.

Copy an Existing Resource

You can copy a resource in the Define view and save it with a different name to create a new resource.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
The Resources list table displays the list of resources that are defined in the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. Select the resource you want to copy, and click COPY.
The Resource properties section appears.

3. Enter a new resource name and modify the remaining fields as appropriate.
4. Click SUBMIT.

The new resource is saved.

Delete a Resource

You can delete a resource from the server if it is no longer in use. You can also delete multiple resources at once.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
The Resources list table displays the list of resources that are defined in the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. Select the resource you want to delete, and click DELETE.
The Delete resource confirmation dialog opens. If the resource being deleted is associated with any artifacts, the
confirmation dialog lists the details of the artifacts that are affected by the deletion. If you selected multiple resources,
the confirmation dialog lists all of the Applications that are affected by the deletion of the selected resources.

3. Click DELETE.
The resource is permanently deleted.

NOTE
To avoid the warning, you can update the resource dependencies specified in the Application definition.

NOTE
If a job requires the resource, the job goes into a RESWAIT state. The job remains in the RESWAIT state until
the resource dependency is dropped or a new resource is created with the same name as the deleted resource.

Display Resource Status

You can view the status of a resource and the number of times it has been used, reserved, or needed. You can also view
the status of multiple resources at once.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Resource from the Define menu.
The Resources list table displays the list of resources that are defined in the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. Select the resource that you want to display the status of, and click LIST RESOURCE STATUS.
The Resource usage table displays the status of the resource. If you selected multiple resources, the table displays
the status of all resources.

Defining and Managing Job Monitoring Views
CA Workload Automation DE provides prepackaged global views for monitoring and controlling your workload. You can
also create your personal views to monitor the workload data that you want, based on the filter criteria. Depending on your
needs, your filters can range from simple to complex.

You can use the following prepackaged global views:

• FAILED
Displays failed jobs. The job states are FAILED, ERROR.

• HELD
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Displays held jobs. The job state is HOLD.
• NOTCOMPLETED

Displays jobs that have not completed. All job states except BYPASSED and COMPLETE.
• OVERDUE

Displays overdue jobs. The job state is OVERDUE.
• RUNNING

Displays running jobs. The job state is EXEC.
• WAITING

Displays waiting jobs. The job state is WAIT. The jobs in PREDWAIT state are not displayed.

This article contains the following topics:

Open a Prepackaged Global View

You can use prepackaged global views to display information about the jobs you subscribed to based on job state and
other characteristics.

You cannot update a prepackaged global view. Instead, you can copy a global view and save it with a different name to
create a new personal view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
The Define view page displays the list of global views in the Views List table.

2. Click the name of the global view that you want to open.
The global view properties section appears.

NOTE

The global view might let you modify the details in the View presentation section, but the modifications do
not get reflected in the global view when you view it in the Monitor Jobs view.

Create a Personal View

You can create a personal view in the Define view to monitor and control the jobs that you want in the Monitor Jobs view.

You can also copy an existing global view or personal view and save it with a different name to create a new personal
view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
The Define view displays the global views and personal views, if any, in the Views List table.

NOTE

The personal views are listed based on the logged-in user. You cannot view the personal views defined by
other users.

2. Click NEW VIEW.
The Properties section of View appears.

3. Enter a name for your personal view. The name of each personal view must be unique.
Limits: Up to 40 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and
underscore (_).

4. Do the following tasks in the View presentation section as required:
a. Clear the check boxes of the unwanted basic columns. By default, all basic columns are selected.
b. Click ADVANCED to view or select the additional columns.
c. Select one of the following options in the Sort Order drop-down list for the selected columns:
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• Ascending—Sorts the values in each column from A to Z, lowest to highest number.
• Descending—Sorts the values in each column from Z to A, highest to lowest number.
The Sort Priority column displays a sort priority for the selected column.

d. Select a value in the Sort priority column to adjust the sorting priority.

NOTE

• If a column is set with Sort Priority 1, the data of that column is sorted first in the personal view. For
example, if the Application name column has Sort Priority 2 and the Agent name column has Sort
Priority 1, agent names are sorted first and then the Application names are sorted based on the sorted
agent names.

• The column positions are independent of the sort priority.

NOTE

You can add an alias name for each column to shorten the column name.

The following diagram shows the View presentation section of a personal view:
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5. Apply a filter to the personal view.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The new personal view appears in the Jobs view search pane.

NOTE

• To copy a global or personal view, select the view in the Views List table and click COPY.
• To delete a personal view, select the personal view in the Views List table, and click DELETE.
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Apply a Filter to a Personal View

You can apply a filter to a personal view to limit the data that appears for your workload. Each personal view contains filter
statements that you set. The filter statements can be changed at any time.

The personal view filters can be simple or complex. For example, a simple filter might display all Applications that are
named PAYROLL, while a more complex filter might display jobs that are waiting or jobs that are in trouble.

In the Define view, you can design a personal view for jobs with a wide array of scheduling criteria. For example, you can
create a display for the following jobs:

• Jobs that have been waiting to run in an active Application since a certain time
• Jobs that are waiting for a resource before they can be submitted

You can define multiple filter criteria based on the 'and' and 'or' operands.

Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
The Define view displays the list of global and personal views in the Views List table.

2. Click the personal view to which you want to add a filter, and click the plus (+) icon beside the View filter section.
The View filter section expands.
The following diagram shows the View filter section of a Personal view:

3. Click Add Condition or Add Group.
A new row is added to the Create filter section. To add more than two conditions, click Add Group.

4. Select a column name from the drop-down list in the Field Name field.
5. Select one of the following operators from the drop-down list in the Relationship field:

– Contains
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Displays partial and full matches of a value. For example,
Application Name Contains pay

displays all Applications that have names containing “pay” such as payroll and BCpayroll.
– Does not contain

Displays matches that do not contain the value. For example,
Application Name Does not contain pay

displays all Applications with names that do not include “pay” anywhere in the name.
– Is

Displays exact matches of a value. For example,
Application Name Is payroll

displays only Applications named “payroll.”
– Is not

Displays everything that does not exactly match the value. For example,
Application Name Is not payroll

displays all Applications with names that are not “payroll.”
– Begins with

Displays matches for the beginning of the value. For example,
Application Name Begins with Pay

displays all Applications that begin with “Pay” such as Pay1 and Payroll.
– Ends with

Displays matches for the end of the value. For example,
Application Name Ends with roll

displays all Applications that end with “roll” such as Payroll.
– Greater Than

Display matches that are greater than the value. For example,
Average Run Time Greater Than 60

displays all jobs with average execution times greater than 60 minutes.
– Less Than

Display matches that are less than the value. For example,
Average Run Time Less Than 60

displays all jobs with average execution times less than 60 minutes.
6. Enter a value in the Value field. You can enter the complete or partial name of the word. The value that you enter in the

Value field is case-sensitive.
7. Click SUBMIT.

The filter is applied to the personal view.

Example: Create a Personal View for the Payroll Application

You can create a personal view and apply a filter to display only the Payroll Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
2. Click NEW VIEW.
3. Enter a name for the personal view.
4. Click View filter.
5. Select Application name from the Field Name drop-down list.
6. Select Is from the Relationship drop-down list.
7. Enter

Payroll

in the Value field.
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8. Click SUBMIT.
The filter is applied to the personal view.

Example: Display All Jobs That Are Waiting

Suppose that you want to view all jobs that are waiting. You might create a filter using the exact state names as the
values:

• Predwait
Indicates the jobs waiting for predecessors to complete

• Waiting
Indicates the jobs waiting for a specific time for submission

• Reswait
Indicates the jobs waiting for resources

• Subdelay
Indicates the jobs that have delayed submission

The following table shows how to create a filter to display all jobs that are in waiting:

Oper Field Name Relationship Value Oper And/Or
State Is Predwait Or
State Is Waiting Or
State Is Reswait Or
State Is Subdelay Or

To simplify the filter, you can replace the first three filter criteria with the following single statement:

 State Contains wait
 

Example: Display All Jobs That are in Trouble

The following table shows how to create a filter to display all jobs that are in trouble:

Oper Field Name Relationship Value Oper And/Or
State Contains fail Or
State Is suberror Or
State Is inactive Or

Export and Import Personal Views
When you create a personal view on your Web Client, other users of the Web Client cannot view or access the personal
view by default. You can export your personal views to a file and let other users import the file and use the views on their
Web Client. Suppose that you have a personal view that is common across your enterprise, export it to a file and share it
with your team.

Export Personal Views

You can export your custom or personal views from Web Client to a file in .JSON format on your local computer. You
cannot export global views.

The default download directory is based on the download settings of your browser.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
The Define view page displays the global views and personal views in the Views List table.

2. Select the personal views that you want to export, and click EXPORT.
The Export views confirmation dialog appears with the selected personal views.

3. Click EXPORT.
The personal views are exported to a file in the following format:

DE_username_views.json

– username
Specifies the name of the Web Client login user.

Import Personal Views

You can import the personal views using a file and use them on your Web Client.

If your Web Client has an existing global view with the same name as the personal view you import, rename the personal
view and then import. Otherwise, the import fails. If your Web Client has an existing personal view with the same name as
the personal view you import, rename one of the personal views and then import. Otherwise, the existing personal view is
overwritten.

Before you import the personal view, you can modify the values in file. When you modify the file content, consider the
following points:

• The Name value must conform to 40 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar
sign ($), and underscore (_).

• The Scope value must be
USER

.
• Update only the values but not the structure of the fields corresponding to the View presentation and View filter

sections.
• Ensure that the file contains valid JSON content.

Follow these steps:

1. Select View from the Define menu.
The Define view page displays the global views and personal views in the Views List table.

2. Click IMPORT.
The Import views browse dialog appears.

3. Click Choose File to browse and select the file that you want to import. The file must be in the following format:

DE_username_views

– username
Specifies the name of the Web Client login user.

4. Click IMPORT.
The personal views are imported from the file and are listed in the Views List table.

Javascripts
This section contains the following information:
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• Specifying and managing JavaScript scripts
• Using scripts in Applications
• Conditional schedule criteria

NOTE

For more information about symbolic variables, built-in JavaScript functions, creating and managing
global variables using JavaScript functions, and scripting examples, see the CA Workload Automation DE
documentation.

Specifying and Managing Javascript Scripts
You can use a JavaScript script within an Application or Alert to perform many types of operations.

Some common uses for a script are as follows:

• Using conditional logic to specify a variation in the schedule
• Defining symbolic variables
• Using server built-in functions

You can use a script to perform an operation within the Application definition or within one or more jobs. Before the
script can be available to the Application or job, you must first store it in the Application that will use the script or in the
JavaScript repository.

You can also use a script to perform an operation within the Alert definition. You can define the script in the Alert definition
or store it in the JavaScript repository.

The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

If the Javascript scripts in the Event definition and the job or Application definition are required to run at the same time, the
server processes the scripts in parallel.

NOTE

By default, each Javascript script can run at a maximum time of 5 minutes.

WARNING

• Javascripts, with file modification operations and Java calls, stop other currently running scripts to avoid data
corruption and always run alone. The data corruption might occur in the file, or in the global variable, ESP
host object, and resource values. For better performance, we recommend that you avoid specifying the file
modification operations and Java calls in Javascripts.

• CA Workload Automation DE Java classes and methods cannot be invoked using Javascript scripts.

Job Output Variables
The server creates a JavaScript variable for each return value of selected job types. The return values are available as
long as the Application is active. You can use the return values of a job in the subsequent jobs of that Application.

NOTE
To use a job's return variables in other jobs, the agent administrator must set the agent.manager.variables.allow
parameter to True in the agentparm.txt file. However, the agent administrator does not have to set this
parameter for Disk Monitoring jobs.

For example, suppose that a payroll processing application comprises three jobs: the first job calculates the employee's
gross pay, the second job calculates the tax deduction, and the third job calculates the employee's contribution to charity.
The second job uses the employee's gross pay returned by the first job to calculate the tax deduction. The third job uses
the tax amount returned by the second job to calculate the employee contribution to charity.

The return value variable names have the following format:
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APPL.job_name_job_qualifier_return_value_name

For example, a variable name could be APPL.agent_os_purchase_order_num, where APPL is the context name, agent is
the job name, os is the qualifier, and purchase_order_num is the return value variable ID.

NOTE

• job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.
• Periods (.) are replaced with underscores (_) in return variable names.
• All return variable names start with APPL because variables are resolved in the Application context.

The following table lists the return value names of each job type that creates output variables:

Job type Return value names
Disk Monitoring counteravail

counterused
DB Stored Procedure return

<stored procedure output parameters>
SQL tablerowcount

<selected column names>

NOTE
Special considerations apply to DB Stored Procedure and SQL jobs because they do not have fixed names for
all return values.

Storing Javascript Scripts
You can store Javascript Scripts as follows:

Store a JavaScript Script in the Application

If the JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the Application. If you want to use the
script in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application properties section appears.
3. Select the JavaScript check box in the Options section.

The JavaScripts section appears at the bottom.
4. Select the Define a Local Javascript check box.

The Javascript name pane appears.
5. Define a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field.
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NOTE
The script name must be unique.

6. Type the script content in the Javascript definition text box.
7. Click SUBMIT in the Javascripts section.

The script name is listed in the Javascript name pane.

NOTE

• To delete a script, select the script and click the Delete icon.
• To edit an existing script, select the script, modify the details as appropriate, and click SUBMIT.

8. Click SUBMIT.
The script is stored in the Application.

Store a Script in the JavaScript Repository

If the script is used in multiple Applications or Alerts, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server. In the
JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, copy, and delete scripts used in your Applications and Alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Javascript from the Define menu.
The Define Javascript page appears.

2. Click NEW SCRIPT.
The JavaScript Properties section opens.

3. Enter a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field, and type the script content in the Script
definition text box.

4. Click SUBMIT.
The script is stored in the JavaScript repository and is added to the Javascripts List table.

Specifying Javascript Scripts
You can specify Javascript Scripts as follows:

Specify JavaScript Scripts in the Event Definition

You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in the Event definition, which are run when the Event is triggered. You can
specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the
Application, and for many other purposes.

NOTE

You cannot define JavaScript scripts in the Event definition. You can only run scripts defined in the JavaScript
repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Click EVENTS.

The Application Events view displays the list of Events defined for the Application.
3. Click the name of the Event that you want to edit from the table.
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The Event Properties section appears.
4. Select a script from the Javascript drop-down list, and click ADD.

NOTE
A list of scripts that are defined in the JavaScript repository is displayed in the drop-down list. Before the
Event triggers, the script must be defined in the JavaScript repository and you must have access to the
script.

The script appears below the drop-down.
5. (Optional) Repeat the Step 4 to specify additional scripts within the Event definition.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The specified scripts run when the Event is triggered.

NOTE

Specifying a script in the Event definition is equivalent to specifying the script in the Application definition using
the At Event trigger time option.

Specify a JavaScript Script in the Application Definition

You can specify a JavaScript script in the Application definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when each job in
the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an Application definition to set default values for the Application,
define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select Edit from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Application properties section appears.
3. Select the JavaScript check box in the Options section.

The JavaScripts section appears at the bottom.
4. Specify the script to run in the Javascript section:

– At event trigger time
Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are resolved
at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run frequencies,
notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

NOTE

If you want to run multiple scripts at Event trigger time, specify the scripts in the Event definition instead.
– At job run time

Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables
that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID, exit codes, and
environment variables.

NOTE

• The At event trigger time and At job run time drop-down lists display the JavaScript scripts defined in
the Application and in the global JavaScript repository.

• You can also specify a Javascript by defining a new Javascript in the Application. To define a new
Javascript, select the Define a local javascript check box, type the script name and definition in
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the JavaScript name and Javascript definition fields respectively, and click SUBMIT. No syntax
validation or syntax highlighting is done on this script. This script will be local to the Application.

• For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.
5. (Optional) Click VIEW beside the At event trigger time and At job run time drop-downs to view the definition of the

selected script.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger time) or when the jobs in the Application run (run time).

Specify a JavaScript Script in the Job Definition

You can specify a JavaScript script in a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when the job runs. You can
specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for use by the job, specify alternative times to submit the
job, and for other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to edit in the Define view.
a. Select Application from the Define menu.
b. Click APPLICATION SEARCH.
c. Click the Application in the Application Search pane that appears.

The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

The properties section of the job appears.
3. Select the Javascripts check box in the Options section.

The Javascripts section appears at the bottom.
4. Specify the script to run in the Javascript section:

– At event trigger time
Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are resolved
at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run frequencies,
notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

– At job run time
Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables
that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID, exit codes, and
environment variables.

NOTE

This option does not apply to external jobs.

NOTE

• The At event trigger time and At job run time drop-down lists display the JavaScript scripts defined in
the Application and in the global JavaScript repository.

• You can also specify a Javascript by defining a new Javascript in the job. You can define only one scripts
in a job definition provided the scripts run at different times. For example, you can define a local script to
run at Event trigger time and select a script from the JavaScript repository to run at job run time.
– To define a new Javascript, select the Define a javascriptcheck box and type the script definition

in the Define Javascript to run text box. No syntax validation or syntax highlighting is done on this
script. This script will be local to the job.

• For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.
5. (Optional) Click VIEW beside the At event trigger time and At job run time drop-downs to view the definition of the

selected script.
6. Click SUBMIT.

The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger time) or when the job runs (job run time).
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List the Scripts in the JavaScript Repository
The JavaScript repository provides a common storage location on the server for your JavaScript scripts. To open, edit,
copy, or delete a script in the JavaScript repository, you must first list your scripts.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Javascript from the Define menu.
The Define Javascript page displays the list of all JavaScript stored in the JavaScript Repository.

2. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial name of the JavaScript in the Search javascript field, press Enter , and click
the Search icon to filter the list.

NOTE
To search using multiple search keywords, press
Enter

and click the Search icon after specifying each keyword.

The scripts matching your search criteria are displayed in the Javascripts List table.

NOTE

To sort the data in the Javascripts List table, click a table column heading.

NOTE

After listing the scripts in the JavaScript repository, you can perform the following tasks as required:

• To open and edit a JavaScript, click the JavaScript name and edit the JavaScript in the Properties section.
• To copy a JavaScript, select the JavaScript and click COPY.
• To Delete a JavaScript Script, select the JavaScript and click DELETE. You can delete multiple Javascripts.
• To view the updated list and details of Javascripts in the table, click the Refresh icon.

Delete a JavaScript Script
You can delete a JavaScript script if it is no longer in use.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Javscript from the Define menu.
The Define Javascript page displays the list of all Javascripts stored in the Javascript Repository.

2. Select the script that you want to delete by clicking the row in the Javascripts List table, and click DELETE.

NOTE

To delete multiple scripts at once, hold the
Ctrl

key and select each script that you want to delete.

If the script being deleted is associated with any Applications, Events, or Alerts, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens
and lists the Applications, Events, or Alerts that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, the Delete Script confirmation
dialog appears, and you can skip Step 3.

NOTE
If you selected multiple scripts, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications, Events, or Alerts
that are affected by the deletion of the selected scripts.

3. Select one of the following, if applicable.
– DELETE—Proceeds with the deletion.

The JavaScript script is permanently deleted.
– CANCEL—Cancels the deletion request.
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NOTE
To avoid the warning, you can update the JavaScript scripts specified in the Application, Event, or Alert
definition.

4. Click DELETE in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The JavaScript script is permanently deleted.

Using Scripts in Applications
You can use a script within an Application to perform many types of operations. Some common uses for a script include:

• Using conditional logic to specify a variation in the schedule
• Defining symbolic variables
• Using server built-in functions

You can specify a script within an Event definition, an Application definition, or within one or more jobs. Before the script
can be available to an Event, Application, or job, you must first store the script in the Application that will use it or in the
JavaScript repository. The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

NOTE
You can use JavaScript scripts of up to 64 KB in your Applications.

If the Javascript scripts in the Event definition and the job or Application definition are required to run at the same time, the
server processes the scripts in parallel.

NOTE

By default, each Javascript script can run at a maximum time of 5 minutes.

WARNING

• Javascripts, with file modification operations and Java calls, always run sequentially to avoid data corruption
and hence delays the running of other scripts. The data corruption might occur in shared resources such as
files, global variable, ESP host object, and resource values. For better performance, we recommend that you
avoid specifying the file modification operations and Java calls in Javascripts.

• CA Workload Automation DE Java classes and methods cannot be invoked using Javascript scripts.

This section describes how to write, import, and run a script within the properties definition of an Application or within a job
definition. To use a script in an Application, follow these steps:

1. Choose where to specify the script: Event, Application, or job.
2. Choose when to run the script: Event trigger or run time.
3. Store the script.
4. Specify the script within an Event, Application, or job.

Choosing Where to Specify the Script: Event, Application, or Job
You can specify the script within an Event definition, an Application definition (Application level), or a job definition (job
level). Where you specify the script determines the availability of elements such as variables, symbolic variables, and
parameters.

Choosing to Specify Scripts Within an Event Definition

Specify the scripts within an Event definition for the following scenarios:

• You want to run multiple scripts when the Event is triggered. In contrast, the Application definition and job definition let
you specify only one script using the At run time option and one script using the At Event trigger time option.
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NOTE
Specifying one script in the Event definition is equivalent to specifying the script in the Application definition
using the At Event trigger time option.

• The script defines or sets values for system-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the
prefix ESP.

• The script defines or sets values for Application-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the
prefix APPL.

Choosing to Specify a Script Within an Application Definition

Specify the script within an Application definition for the following scenarios:

• The script defines or sets values for symbolic variables that need to be available to multiple jobs within the Application.
These variables can be system-level (the names begin with the prefix ESP) or Application level (the names begin with
the prefix APPL).

• The script passes parameters from the Event to the Application.
• The script determines whether multiple jobs will run.
• The script generates date and time variables to be used by multiple jobs.
• The script defines or sets values for job-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the prefix

WOB. For this scenario, you must specify the script using the At Job Run Time option. The script runs when each job
in the Application starts to run.

Choosing to Specify a Script Within a Job Definition

Specify the script within a job definition for the following scenarios:

• The script defines or sets values for symbolic variables that begin with the prefix WOB.
• The script sets values for variables used by a single job.
• The script sets a variable whose value must be confined to a single job (the symbolic variable is used in multiple jobs

but must have a unique value for each job).
• The script specifies run criteria for a single job.
• The script defines or sets values for system-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the

prefix ESP.
• The script defines or sets values for Application-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the

prefix APPL.

Choosing When to Run the Script: Event Trigger or Run Time
You can choose to run a script at Event trigger time or when one or more jobs run (at run time).
When you run the script depends on the kinds of values you are calculating within the script. Some information is required
at trigger time (when the Application builds) and other information is required at run time.

For example, when an Event triggers and the server builds the Application, the server needs to know which jobs
will be run as part of that Application. This means that all run frequencies need to be resolved at Event trigger time. The
server, however, does not need to know the argument being passed to a UNIX script until the script is ready to run. This
means that arguments do not need to be resolved until run time.

NOTE
If you plan to use a symbolic variable as part of a job name or qualifier, the symbolic variable must be assigned
a value at Event trigger time.
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Trigger Time

The following Application and job properties must be resolved at trigger time in the Web Client.

Properties Web UI section/dialog Web UI fields
Application name Application Properties section Name field
Default Agent name Application Properties section Agent drop-down
Application run frequency Application Properties section Run Schedule section
Job name and qualifier Job Properties section Name and Qualifier fields
Job run frequency Job Properties section Run Schedule section
Alert Notifications Job Properties section All fields within the Alert Notifications

section
Job resources Job Properties section All fields within the Resource

Dependencies section
Job time dependencies Job Properties section All fields within the Time Dependencies

section
External job attributes Properties section of the External job All fields

Run Time

If the script calculates the value of a symbolic variable that relies on actual Application or job run times (for example,
passing an argument to a script), run the script at run time.

The following fields must be resolved at run time in the Web Client.

Properties Web UI section/dialog Web UI fields
Email addresses Email Notifications dialog To field
Agent specifications Job Properties section Agent, Script/command name,

Arguments to pass, and User ID fields
Environment variables Job Properties section Name and Value fields in the Environment

Variables section
Exit codes Job Properties section Success Exit Code(s) and Failure Exit

Code(s) fields
Trigger conditions for File trigger jobs Job Properties section File name field

Owner user ID, Group, and Monitor
as user fields in the User/Group
Specifications section

Storing the Script
Before the script can be available to an Event, Application, or job, you must first store the script in the Application that will
use it or in the JavaScript repository on the server. When storing the script, you can write the script in the Web Client. The
name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

Storing a Script in an Application

If a JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the Application by using the Web Client. If
you want to use the script in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server.

NOTE
For instructions about storing a script in the Application, see Storing Javascript Scripts.
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Listing the Scripts in the JavaScript Repository

The JavaScript repository provides a common storage location on the server for your JavaScript scripts. To open, edit, or
delete a script in the JavaScript repository, you must first list your scripts by using the Web Client.

NOTE
For instructions about listing the scripts in the JavaScript repository, see List the Scripts in the JavaScript
Repository.

Storing a Script in the JavaScript Repository

If a script is used in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server by using the Web
Client. In the JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, and delete scripts used in your Applications.

NOTE
For instructions about storing a script in the JavaScript repository, see Storing Javascript Scripts.

Specifying a Script Within an Event, Application, or Job
To run a script, you must first specify the script within an Event definition, Application definition, or job definition.

NOTE
For instructions about specifying scripts in the Event Definition, Application, or job definition, see Specifying
Javascript Scripts.

Specifying Scripts Within an Event Definition

You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in an Event definition, which are run when the Event is triggered. You can
specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the
Application, and for many other purposes.

You cannot define JavaScript scripts in the Event definition. You can only run scripts defined in the JavaScript repository.

Specifying a Script Within an Application Definition

You can specify a JavaScript script within an Application definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when
each job in the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an Application definition to set default values for the
Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Specifying a Script Within a Job Definition

You can specify a JavaScript script within a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when the job runs. You
can specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for use by the job, specify alternative times to submit
the job, and for other purposes.

Conditional Schedule Criteria
To add flexibility to your schedules, you can use conditional logic within your Applications. You can run a job only under
certain conditions, vary the time at which a job is marked late, notify different email addresses from day shift to night shift
when a job fails, and use many other variations.

This section includes examples to illustrate the use of conditional schedules. You can copy and modify these examples for
your own use or use them as a reference.
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%IF Statement—Create Conditional Schedule Criteria
Use the %IF statement to add conditional logic to your Application and job definitions without having to run a script. For
example, you can use the %IF statement to submit a job at a different time on the last workday of the month. When the
server generates an Application (trigger time), it evaluates the %IF statement for a true or false condition and returns the
appropriate value.

NOTE

You cannot use the %IF statement when inserting a job or resetting a job definition or time dependency.

This statement has the following format:

%IF(logical_test,'value_if_true'[,'value_if_false'])

• logical_test
Defines a JavaScript logical expression or JavaScript function that returns a true or false (Boolean) value.

NOTE

The server evaluates the logical expression at run time. You cannot use runtime variables (APPL._R* or
WOB._R*) in the logical expression. Use a JavaScript script instead and invoke it at run time.

• value_if_true
Defines any character string or JavaScript variable that the server returns if the logical test is true.

NOTE

If the true value contains special characters (such as backslashes or single quotes), precede them with a
backslash (\).

• value_if_false
(Optional) Defines any character string or JavaScript variable that the server returns if the logical test is false.

NOTE

If the true value contains special characters (such as backslashes or single quotes), precede them with a
backslash (\).

NOTE

• The %IF statement follows JavaScript rules. The syntax is case-sensitive.
• You cannot use the %IF statement when inserting a job or resetting a job definition or time dependency.
• You can't write nested %IF statements.

Example: Run a Job on the Last Workday of the Month Except in December

A job runs on the last workday of the month, unless the month is December. If it is December, the job runs the day before
the last workday of the month.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '12','last workday of month less 1 day','last workday of month')

The APPL._SMM symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled month.

Example: Run a Job on Even Days
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A job runs only on even-numbered days of the month. The conditional logic uses the day number to determine whether
a day is an even-numbered day or not. The % (remainder) operator divides the day by 2 and tests the remainder. If the
remainder is 0, the server sets the run frequency value to day.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SDD%2 == 0,'today')

The APPL.SDD symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled day of the month.

Example: Run a Job on Certain Weeks of a Month

A job runs Monday through Saturday during the third and fourth weeks of October.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '10','anyday of 3rd 4th week of month except sunday')

The APPL._SMM symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled month.

Specify Conditional Run Criteria
You can use conditional logic to specify run criteria that vary depending on the day, week, or month. You can use false
and null as run criteria.

To specify conditional run criteria using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run schedule

section.

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter the symbolic variable as the schedule criteria in the When field in the

Run schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job Under Multiple Conditions

A job runs on the last workday of the month, unless the month is December. If it is December, the job runs the day before
the last workday of the month.

To specify conditional run criteria using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run schedule section:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '12','last workday of month less 1 day','last workday of month')

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:
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if (APPL._SMM == '12') 
   WOB.runday = 'last workday of month less 1 day';
else WOB.runday = 'last workday of month';

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.runday

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job on Even Days

A job runs only on even-numbered days of the month. The conditional logic uses the day number to determine whether a
day is an even-numbered day or not. The % (remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests the remainder. If
the remainder is 0, the server sets the run frequency value to today.

To specify conditional run criteria using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section:

%IF(APPL._SDD%2 == 0,'today')

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;
if (APPL._SDD%2 == 0) WOB.sched = 'today';

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.sched

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job Certain Weeks of a Month

A job runs Monday through Saturday during the third and fourth weeks of October.

To specify conditional run criteria using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '10','anyday of 3rd 4th week of month except sunday')

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;
if (APPL._SMM == '10')
   WOB.sched = 'anyday of 3rd 4th week of month except sunday';
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2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.sched

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job According to the Day of the Week

A job runs on the 15th day of the month if it is not a Tuesday, and on the 16th day of the month if the 15th day of the
month is a Tuesday.

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;
if (today('15th day of month')&& !today('tuesday'))
   WOB.sched = 'today';
if (today('16th day of month')&& today('wednesday'))
   WOB.sched = 'today';

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.sched

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job Around the Tenth Day of the Month According to the Workday

A job runs using the following criteria. If the 10th day of the month is a Saturday or Sunday, run the job on the 2nd
workday after the 10th day of the month. Otherwise, run the job on the first workday after the 10th day of the month.

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

genTime('ten','10th day of this month');
if (tenDAY == 'Saturday' || tenDAY =='Sunday')
   WOB.runday = tenDATE + ' plus 2 workdays';
else WOB.runday = tenDATE + ' plus 1 workday';

NOTE
Verify that you have a space between the single quotation mark and the word plus, as shown.

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.runday

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job Around the Third Last Day of the Month According to the Workday

A job runs on the third last day of the month if it is a workday. Otherwise, the job runs on the previous workday.
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To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.genTime('xx','last day of month less 2 days');

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter
%WOB.xxDATE

as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run  schedule section.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

field.

Example: Running a Job Relative to the Next Month

A job runs two workdays prior to the 40th day before the last day of the next month.

To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.genTime('sr','last day of month less 40 days starting today plus 1 month');
blue = WOB.srDATE + ' less 2 workdays';
if (today(blue))
   WOB.runday = 'today';
else WOB.runday = false;

NOTE
Verify that you have a space between the single quotation mark and the word less, as shown.

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter %WOB.runday as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run 
schedule section.

3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
field.

Vary the Time Dependencies of a Job
You
can vary the time the server marks a job as overdue, or the time the server drops a job's predecessor dependencies, or specify
a time at which it is too late to submit the job, or other time dependencies, by specifying a symbolic variable in the input
field for that time dependency. The server supports Null for a time dependency.

To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies section of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your conditional time dependency.

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Time Dependencies section of the job, and enter the symbolic variable in the appropriate field.
3. Open the Javascripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

Example: Canceling Submission of a Job
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On the first workday of the month, a job must run before 7:00 pm. If it has not run by then, it should not run at all. The
remainder of the month, the job can run when it is ready.

To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Submission field:

%IF(today('1st workday of month'),'7pm')

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('1st workday of month'))
   WOB.cancel = '7pm';
else WOB.cancel = null;

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript conditional operator (condition) ? value1 : value2;
as follows:

WOB.cancel = today('1st workday of month') ? '7pm' : false;

2. Open the Time Dependencies section, and enter %WOB.cancel in the Submission field.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

Example: Running a Job Regardless of its Predecessors

On the last workday of the month, a job must run by 11pm, even if its predecessors have not yet completed. The
remainder of the month, it must run by 3am, even if its predecessors have not yet completed.

To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Predecessor dependencies field:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'11pm','3am')

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('last workday of month'))
   APPL.droppred = '11pm';
else APPL.droppred = '3am';

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

APPL.droppred = today('last workday of month') ? '11pm' : '3am';

2. Open the Time Dependencies section, and enter %WOB.dropped in the Predecessor dependencies field.
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3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.

Vary the Email Addresses for Notifications
You can vary the email address that the server notifies when a job completes, fails, or enters any other specified state by
using a symbolic variable for an email address.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Email Notifications section of the job, verify that the Use Application-level defaults check box is clear,

and click ADD.
The Email Notifications dialog opens.

3. Enter the symbolic variable in the To field, and click SUBMIT.
4. Open the JavaScipts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.

Example: Varying Email Addresses for Shift Operators

When a job completes successfully, the server notifies an operator by email. Because operators work shift work, the
server uses different email addresses for the notifications, depending on which shift the job runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (WOB._RTIME > '17.00.00')
   WOB.email = 'jdoe@acme.com';
else WOB.email = 'bsmith@acme.com';

2. Open the Email Notifications section of the job, verify that the Use Application-level defaults check box is clear,
and click ADD.
The Email Notifications dialog opens.

3. Enter %WOB.email in the To field, and click SUBMIT.
4. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.

Vary the Command to Run
You can vary the UNIX script or Windows batch file that the agent runs by specifying a symbolic variable instead of a
script name or batch file name.

To specify conditional command names using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition in the Script/command name field.

To specify conditional command names using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a JavaScript script.
2. Open the Properties section of the job.
3. Enter the symbolic variable in the Script/command name field.
4. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.

Example: Running a Different Script Based on the Day of the Month
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A job runs a UNIX script to update a history file. On the last day of the month, the job updates a monthly history file. The
remainder of the month, the job updates a daily history file. The same job runs both scripts, depending on the day of the
month.

To specify conditional command names using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('last day of month'))
   WOB.cmdname = '/export/home/scripts/mnthhist.script';
else WOB.cmdname = '/export/home/scripts/dlyhist.script';

NOTE
For Windows, the conditional logic is the same except the job runs a Windows batch file instead of a UNIX
script. Because JavaScript interprets a backslash (\) as an escape character, use either a forward slash (/) or
a double backslash (\\) as a separator in the path for Windows batch files.

The conditional logic in the JavaScript script for Windows is as follows:

if (today('last day of month'))
   WOB.cmdname = 'C:\\workflow\\mnthhist.bat';
else WOB.cmdname = 'C:\\workflow\\dlyhist.bat';

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter %WOB.cmdname in the Script/command name field.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.

Example: Running a Different Script Depending on the Agent

A job usually runs a payroll script on the UNIX1 agent. Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent. In that case, the
job needs to run an alternative script.

To specify conditional command names using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Script/command name field:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='UNIX1','/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh',
'/export/home/cybuser/other_script.sh')

Example: Running a Different Command File Depending on the Agent

A job usually runs a payroll command file on the NT_TOR1 agent. Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent. In that
case, the job needs to run an alternative command file.

To specify conditional command names using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Script/Command name field:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='NT_TOR1','C:\\Windows\\Payroll\\payroll.exe',
'C:\\Windows\\Payroll\\other_command.exe')
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NOTE
Because JavaScript treats backslashes (\) as special characters, you must precede each backslash in file
paths with another backslash.

Vary the Agent the Job Runs on
You can vary the agent or advanced integration on which a job runs by specifying a symbolic variable for the agent or
advanced integration name.

To specify conditional agent names using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition in the Agent field.

To specify conditional agent names using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter the symbolic variable in the Agent field.
3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.

Example: Running Jobs on a Different Server

A company performs scheduled maintenance on its NT_TOR1 agent the last Sunday of every other month. On that day,
work that usually runs on NT_TOR1 must run on NT_TOR2.

The conditional logic uses the month number to determine whether a month is an even-numbered month or not. The %
(remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests the remainder. If the remainder is 0, the agent name value is
set to NT_TOR2.

To specify conditional agent names using %IF

1. Open the Properties section of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Agent field:

%IF(today('last sunday of month') && APPL._AMM%2 == 0,'NT_TOR2','NT_TOR1')

To specify conditional agent names using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

month = APPL._AMM;
if (today('last sunday of month') && month%2 == 0)
   APPL.agentname = 'NT_TOR2';
else
   APPL.agentname = 'NT_TOR1';

2. Open the Properties section of the job, and enter %APPL.agentname in the Agent field.

NOTE
If all jobs in the Application run on the same agent (NT_TOR1), enter the variable in the Agent field of the
Application Properties page.

3. Open the JavaScripts section, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time field.
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Monitoring
This section includes the following information:

• Monitoring and controlling Applications, subApplications, and jobs
• Monitoring and controlling jobs that are not supported in the Web Client
• Job Monitoring views (prepackaged global views and personal views)
• Monitor unsupported jobs
• Dashboard views

Monitoring and Controlling Applications
After an Event triggers, the Application becomes active. You can monitor an active Application's state, view its details and
jobs, and issue commands against the Application to do the following tasks :

• Complete the Application
• Hold or release the Application
• Refresh the estimated execution time of the Application
• Show the Application's comments
• Unwait the Application
• Trigger a new generation of the Application
• Insert jobs into the active Application
• View Gantt chart of the Application
• Find troubled job within the Application
• Display the critical path of the Application
• Display the command log of the Application

NOTE
To run commands against Applications, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more information,
contact your administrator.

 Application States 

When the server manages an active Application, the Application passes through multiple processing stages named
states. The Application state is determined by the job in the Application with the most severe job state. For example, if an
Application contains a job with a FAILED state, the server assigns the Trouble state to the Application. Some Application
states such as Trouble require an action.

The following table displays the states that Applications can fall into and the associated job states:

 Application State  Associated Job States 
Unknown (most severe) UNKNOWN
Trouble AGENTDOWN, EXTSCHDOWN, FAILED, INACTIVE, Overdue

condition, SUBERROR
Manual Intervention MANHOLD, MANSUB, TASKWAIT
Applquiesce APPLQUIESCE
Applhold APPLHOLD
Applwait APPLWAIT
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Waiting EXTWAIT, DEFINED, JANCWAIT, MONITOR, PREDWAIT,
RESWAIT, SUBAPPLWAIT, SUBDELAY, SUBMIT, VARWAIT,
WAITING

Processing EXEC, MONITOR, READIED, READY
Complete (least severe) BYPASSED, COMPLETE

Monitoring Applications
As a console operator, you are responsible for monitoring and controlling active workload. Each time an Application runs,
the server creates an instance of that Application named generation, and assigns it a number. The generation number
increments with each Application generation. The generation number lets the server track each Application generation
and identify the Application generation a particular job belongs to.

An Application generation may not complete within a 24-hour period. It can span many days or weeks. An Application
may run many times in a day or have the same job running across multiple Applications. Multiple generations of the same
Application may run at the same time.

The Monitor view organizes and displays Applications and their generations.

NOTE

If none of the jobs are eligible to run in an Application generation or a JavaScript script fails at Event trigger
time, the Application generation number does not appear in the Monitor view and is not available for the next
execution of the Application. For example, if the Application generation (APPL.2) is missed because of a
JavaScript script failure at Event trigger time, the Application generation number will not be available for the next
execution. The next execution uses APPL.3, if it is successful.

To view the active workload, follow these steps:

1. View Applications
2. View the Jobs of an Application

When you view an active Application, you can do the following tasks in the graphical view of the Application:

• Display a Graphical Overview of an Application
• View the Gantt Chart of an Application
• Find the Troubled Jobs within an Application
• Display the Command Log of an Application Generation

NOTE

You can use the icons in the graphical view, to perform the following tasks in an Application:

• Zoom in—Increases the magnification of the Application graph
• Zoom out—Decreases the magnification of the graph
• Zoom to Original—Sets the zoom level of the graph to the actual size of the graph nodes, so that the node

names are visible.
• Refresh—Organizes the layout of the jobs and fits the graph to the window size.
• Toggle layout—Switches the jobs layout between horizontal and vertical views.
• Expand node length—Expands the node lengths of all jobs. Use this icon if the job names are long and you

want to display the full names of the jobs.
• Show subapplication—Displays the subApplications defined in the Application.

View Applications

You can view active Applications and their generations that you want to monitor using the Monitor view. You can view all
the Applications or filter the Applications based on Application states or names.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications view displays the details of all Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

NOTE

• If the Application has subApplications, a plus (+) icon is displayed beside the Application name in the
table. Click the plus icon to list the subApplications in the table.

• By default, all the completed Applications are deleted automatically from the Monitor view every 30
minutes.

2. (Optional) Do one of the following tasks to filter the Applications:
a. Click one of the following Application state tiles:

• Trouble
• Manual intervention
• Waiting
• Processing
• Others

NOTE

The Others tile includes the Application states Unknown (most severe), Applquiesce, Applhold,
Applwait, and Complete (least severe).

The Applications are listed based on the selected Application state.
b. (Optional) Enter the partial or complete name of the Application in the Search applications field, press

Enter

, and click the Search icon to filter the Applications list.

NOTE

To search using multiple search keywords, press Enter and click the Search icon after specifying each
keyword.

The Applications matching your search criteria are listed.

View the Jobs of an Application

You can view the jobs that belong to an Application generation that you are monitoring.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Application of a generation that you want to view from the Application List table.
The jobs in the Application generation appear in the graphical view.

NOTE

To view only the jobs that belong to a subApplication, click the subApplication from the table.
2. Enter the partial or complete name of the job in the Search job field, press

Enter

, and click the Search icon to search for a job in the graphical view.
All searched jobs are selected and the first instance is highlighted.

NOTE

To locate the remaining jobs, click the arrows in the Search job field.

You can use the following tabs to navigate between the views:
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• FLOW VIEW—Displays the complete job flow in a graphical format. The graphical flow view displays the job state
below each job and highlights the job by its state color.

• TIME VIEW—Displays the start time, end time, and completion percentage of the jobs in a Gantt chart format.
• TABLE VIEW—Displays the jobs and their details in a table format.

At the top of the graphical view, a progress bar shows the completion percentage of the Application. You can also see
the number of completed jobs and elapsed time by selecting the Completed jobs and Elapsed time option buttons
respectively.

NOTE

• Depending on the option that you select, the completion percentage is calculated based on the number of
completed jobs or the elapsed time.

• By default, the Completed jobs option button is selected. The completion percentage is calculated as
(completed jobs + bypassed jobs) / total number of jobs.

• If you select the Elapsed time option button, the completion percentage is calculated as (currentTime
- startTime) / (anticipatedEndTime - startTime). The Elapsed time option is enabled only if you enabled
anticipated (estimated) end times in the Application. For more information about enabling anticipated end
times in an Application, see Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis.

• When the Application is complete, estimated end time changes to end time.
• The progress bar is updated in real time.

Display a Graphical Overview of an Application

You can display an overview of the graphical view and use it to zoom in and navigate an Application. This feature is a
useful navigation tool for viewing large Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
2. The Monitor Applications page displays all the Applications details and their generations in the Application

List table.
3. Click the Application from the Application column of the table.

The graphical view of the Application opens.
4. Click the Show overview icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.

The graphical overview appears as a secondary window.
5. Move and resize the box within the secondary window to zoom in on a portion of the Application.

The Application view changes as indicated.

View the Gantt Chart of an Application

You can view the Gantt chart of an Application to monitor the progress of the Application as it runs relative to the current
time. From the Gantt chart, you can see when the jobs in the Application will start and end, and how long the Application
will run, based on historical run times (last 10 runs of the job) or a duration specified in the job definition. You can also
view a Gantt chart of the jobs on the critical path in the Application.

NOTE
: To view jobs in a Gantt chart, the jobs in the Application must have a start time and either an end time
(completed jobs) or an anticipated end time (incomplete jobs). If the job has never run before and no duration is
specified in the job definition, the server cannot calculate the job's end time.

WARNING
When the Application is defined, the Estimate end time option must be selected in the Application properties
so the server can calculate start and end times. For more information about enabling anticipated end times in an
Application, see Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page lists the details of Applications and their generations in the Application Lists table.

2. Click the Application in the Application column of the table.
The Application Monitor view displays the graphical view of the jobs defined in the Application.

3. Click TIME VIEW.
The Gantt chart of the Application opens in a graphical view. Hover the mouse over various jobs to view the start time,
end time, duration, completion percentage, release condition, predecessor dependencies, and so on.

NOTE
By default, the Gantt chart is refreshed every 20 seconds.

4. (Optional) Click CRITICAL PATH.
The Gantt chart displays the jobs that are on the critical path in the Application.

5. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial name of the job in the Search job field, press Enter ,
click the Search icon to locate the jobs you want.
The first instance of the jobs that matches your search criteria is selected in the Gantt chart.

NOTE

Click the arrows in the Search job field to locate the remaining jobs.

Find the Troubled Jobs within an Application

When an Application appears in a troubled state, you can locate the trouble jobs in the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page lists the details of Applications and their generations in the Application Lists table.

2. Click the Application in the Application column of the table.
The Application Monitor view displays the graphical view of the jobs defined in the Application.

3. Select Find trouble jobs from the APPL-ACTIONS drop-down list.
The first instance of the troubled jobs is highlighted in the graphical view. The details of the selected job are also
displayed above the graphical view.

NOTE
To find more troubled jobs, click the arrows in the Search job field.

Display the Command Log of an Application Generation

You can view the command log of an Application generation. The command log displays the most recent commands that
were issued against the Application generation.

NOTE
The command log includes commands that were invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script using the
execCommand function. For more information about the execCommand function, see Job, subApplication, and
Application Control Javascript Function.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page lists the details of Applications and their generations in the Application Lists table.

2. Click the Application in the Application column of the table.
The Application Monitor view displays the graphical view of the jobs defined in the Application.

3. Select App Commands Log from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Application Commands Log dialog opens. The Commands section displays a table with the following columns:
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– Date and Time
Displays the date and time the command was issued against the Application generation.

– Command
Displays the name of the command issued against the Application generation.

– User
Displays the name of the user that issued the command.

– Programmatic
Specifies whether the command was invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script.

– Reason
Displays the command reason, if any

NOTE
To display the full command reason in the Reason section, select the row in the table.

NOTE

• The number of commands displayed in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer,
which is 1028 characters. For example, if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the
command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the
command log displays up to 4 commands.

• You can click the table headings to change the column sorting order.
4. (Optional) Click Export as CSV.

The command log is saved as a .csv file. You can open the .csv file in Microsoft Excel.

Issue a Command Against Application Generations
You can issue a command against a single or multiple Application generations from the Monitor Applications view.
You can issue a command to complete, hold, release, or unwait a single or multiple Application generations. You can
issue a command to trigger the Event, view Application details, and show Application comments of a single Application
generation.

NOTE

• You cannot issue commands against Applications controlled on different servers.
• You can also issue a command against a single Application generation from the Application graphical view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of all Applications and their generations in the Application List
table.

NOTE

By default, all the completed Applications are deleted automatically from the Monitor view every 30 minutes.
2. Select the Application generations that you want to issue the command against. 

The Monitor Applications toolbar displays the list of commands based on the single or multiple selections of
Application generations.
The toolbar displays the MORE drop-down only when you select a single Application. The MORE drop-down lists the
following commands that apply only for single Application generation.
– Trigger event
– Show application comments

3. Click the command that you want on the toolbar.
The server issues the command against the selected Application generations.
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Insert an Adhoc Job into an Active Application
You can insert an adhoc job into an active Application from the Monitor view. The job you insert can be:

• Job that is predefined in the Define view
• Job that you define when you insert in the Monitor view

This section includes the following topics:

Insert a Predefined Job into an Active Application

You can insert a predefined job into an active Application. The inserted job runs immediately unless the predecessor, time,
variable, or resource dependencies are defined in the Application. You can insert multiple jobs at once.

Suppose that you want to define a job in an Application but do not want to run it when the Application gets
triggered. You define a job without a run frequency and upload the Application in the Define view. Later, when required,
you insert this predefined job as adhoc workload into the same Application at run time in the Monitor view.

NOTE

• You cannot insert a job into an Application that is complete.
• You cannot insert an external job or a job whose name includes symbolic variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Click the name of the Application that you want to insert the job into from the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Select Insert non-selected jobs from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Insert non-selected jobs dialog displays the list of jobs that are predefined in the Application but are not run
when the Application is triggered. The list does not include external jobs and the jobs whose names include symbolic
variables.

4. Select the job that you want to insert from the Select jobs to insert table
5. (Optional) Click DEPENDENTS to view the external jobs that are dependent on the selected job.
6. (Optional) Click SIMULATE to simulate the Application with the selected job.
7. Click INSERT.

The inserted job appears in the Application's graphical view.

NOTE

If a predecessor or a successor of the job is not available in the current generation of the Application, the job
is not inserted. If the immediate predecessor is not available, by default the job looks for the next available
predecessor to link to. If Application is defined with Do not inherit dependencies, the job does not look for the
next available predecessors.

Insert a Job into an Active Application

You can insert a job into an active Application and define all the job details during the insertion. The inserted job runs
immediately unless you define predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies, or insert the job on hold or on
request.

NOTE
You cannot insert a job into an Application that is complete.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Click the Application generation that you want to insert the job into from the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Select Insert Job from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.
4. Select the job that you want to insert from the Select Job field, and click OK.

The Properties section of the job appears. 
5. Complete all required fields indicated by asterisks.

NOTE
When you insert a job into an active Application, you cannot use symbolic variables for the job name and
qualifier. You can use symbolic variables in fields that get resolved at run time, such as the command or
script name, if and only if a JavaScript script runs at run time to resolve those symbolic variables.

6. Select the Dependencies check box in the Options section.
The Dependencies section displays the list of all jobs that are available in the Application.

7. Select and add the job's predecessor and successor dependencies by doing the following:
– To add predecessor dependencies, select Predecessor from the Dependency drop-down list.
– To add successor dependencies, select Successor from the Dependency drop-down list.

8. Complete the remaining pages for the job as appropriate.

NOTE
For more information about the fields in the remaining pages, see the documentation under the Scheduling
section.

9. (Optional) Select General Settings check box in the Options section, and do the following tasks in
the General section.
– If you want to insert the job on hold, select On hold. The server holds the job until you release it.
– If you want to insert the job on request, select Only on request. The server does not submit the job unless it is

requested. 
– If you want the inserted job to wait for a job with the same name to complete in the previous Application

generations, do one of the following tasks:
• Select The last generation from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete in field if you want

the job to wait only for the job in the previous generation of the Application to complete.
• Select Any previous generation from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete in field if you

want the job to wait for the job in all the previous generations of the Application to complete.
10. (Optional) Click PREVIEW to review the Spark-submit command that the Hadoop agent submits on the Spark

computer.

NOTE

• If the Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or built-in
functions, the preview does not show those values as resolved.

• The Preview helper function applies only for Spark jobs.
11. Click SUBMIT.

The inserted job appears in the Application's graphical view.

Complete an Application
You can complete an Application to complete all the jobs in that Application. The server deems completed jobs to have
executed even if they have not been submitted, have failed, or are still running.
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NOTE
You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition. The
notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

Similarly, when you complete a subApplication, the server completes all jobs in the subApplication.

NOTE

Completing a subApplication is different than bypassing a subApplication. If you bypass a subApplication, the
server does not bypass the jobs in the subApplication until their dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass
a subApplication, you can unbypass it before the jobs in the subApplication are eligible to run. If you complete a
subApplication, it is completed immediately and cannot be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select the Applications that you want to complete, and click Complete.
The Complete Application confirmation dialog displays the Application details in a table format.

NOTE

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server completes the Application. The state of each job in the Application generation and the Application
generation change to COMPLETE.

Hold and Release an Application
When you place an Application on hold, the server holds all the jobs in the Application until you manually release the
Application. You can hold an Application before its jobs start to run or while some of the jobs are running. Holding the
Application does not affect jobs currently running, but does prevent the server from submitting new jobs. When you place
an Application on hold, its state changes to APPLHOLD. Releasing the Application removes the APPLHOLD state and
releases the remaining jobs once their dependencies are met.

If an Application is on hold, the server does not consider it complete even if all its jobs have completed.

Similarly, when you place a subApplication on hold, the server holds all jobs in the subApplication until you release the
subApplication.

NOTE
If your Application is in APPLWAIT state, unwait the Application to release the jobs.

Hold an Application

You can hold an Application to hold all the jobs in the Application. The server does not submit any new jobs in the
Application.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select the Applications that you want to hold, and click HOLD.
The Hold Application confirmation dialog displays the Application details in a table format.

NOTE

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server holds the Application until you manually release it. The state of the Application changes to APPLHOLD.

Release a Held Application

You can release a held Application to release all the jobs in the Application. The server submits the jobs in the Application
once their dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select the Applications that you want to release, and click RELEASE.
The Release Application confirmation dialog displays the Application details in a table format.

NOTE

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the APPLHOLD state and releases the Application. Each of the jobs in the Application run when
all its dependencies, if any, are met.

Unwait an Application
You can unwait an Application so that the Application no longer waits for its previous generation to complete before it
runs.
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In an Application, you can specify that the Application waits until the jobs in the previous generation complete before
running. The server marks an Application that waits for a previous generation in an APPLWAIT state. You can remove the
APPLWAIT state by unwaiting the Application.

NOTE
If your Application is in APPLHOLD state, you must release the Application to release the jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select the Applications that you want to unwait, and click UNWAIT.
The Unwait Application confirmation dialog displays the Application details in a table format.

NOTE

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the APPLWAIT state and submits the Application.

Trigger a New Generation of the Application
You can trigger a new generation of the Application while monitoring the workload. The server triggers the Event that
triggered the Application generation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of all Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select the Application you want to trigger a new generation of, and select Trigger event from the MORE drop-down
list.
The Trigger Event section appears.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Schedule criteria

(Optional) Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers.
Default: Trigger the Event immediately

NOTE
This field does not apply to monitor Events.

– Root jobs to run
(Optional) Specifies the jobs that are to be submitted when the Event is triggered. You can use this field to run,
or rerun, a subset of jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For example,
enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter D+.
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NOTE

This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
– Add new scheduled Event/Replace next scheduled Event

Indicates whether to add a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule or replace the Event's
next scheduled or expected execution with a new time.
Default: Add new scheduled Event

NOTE

This field does not apply to monitor Events.
– Submit Application on hold

(Optional) Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered.
Default: Not on hold

NOTE

• This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
• You can override the default value for this option. From the main menu select Window, Preferences,

Desktop Client, Services Perspective, Event.
– User Parameters to pass to Event

(Optional) Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the Application that the Event triggers.

NOTE

This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
4. (Optional) Specify variables to pass to the Event in the variables section.

NOTE
This step applies to monitor Events only. When the Event triggers, the server substitutes the values of these
variables in the Application triggered by the Event. For example, when you trigger a File Trigger Event, you
can specify a file name, and the server substitutes this file name in the APPL._filename symbolic variable
wherever it occurs in the Application.

5. Click SUBMIT.
The server triggers a new generation of the Application.

Refresh the Anticipated End Times of an Application
The server recalculates anticipated end times every time a job state changes in the Application. If you want to obtain a
job's most current anticipated end time, you can refresh the Application's anticipated end times. For example, you may
want to refresh an Application's anticipated end times if a job has exceeded its anticipated end time and the states of
other jobs have not changed.

NOTE

 The server calculates and refreshes an Application's anticipated end time only when the Estimated end
time or Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties in the Define view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the list of all Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Select the Applications you want to refresh the anticipated end times of, and click REFRESH EST RUNTIME.
The Refresh Estimated Runtime dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
 Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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NOTE
 We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if
the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands. 

4. Click OK.
The server recalculates the Application's anticipated end times.

View the Comments of an Active Application
You can view the comments of an active Application to view additional information stored about the Application. 

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the list of all Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Select the Application that you want to view the comments of
3. Select Show application comments from the MORE drop-down list.

The comments of the active Application are displayed.

Display the Critical Path of an Application
You can display an Application's critical path in the Monitor view. The server determines the critical path based on the
longest path to the job that finishes last in an Application or another job designated as critical.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
2. The Monitor Applications page displays all the Applications details and their generations in the Application

List table.
3. Click the Application from the Application column of the table.

The graphical view of the Application appears.
4. Do one of the following tasks to view the critical path in the flow view, time view, or table view:

– FLOW VIEW—click the Critical path icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
– TIME VIEW —click CRITICAL PATH.
– TABLE VIEW—click CRITICAL PATH.
The graphical view highlights the critical path in the Application and displays the lines between jobs on the critical path
in green.

Monitoring and Controlling SubApplications
An active Application may contain subApplications. SubApplications are groups of workload objects that belong to a single
Application. You can use subApplications to break up a large Application into smaller, easier to manage groups of jobs.

You can issue commands against subApplications to do the following:

• Complete the subApplication
• Hold or release the subApplication
• Bypass or unbypass a subApplication
• Ready a subApplication for submission
• Request or unrequest a subApplication
• Unwait the subApplication
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NOTE

You can issue commands against subApplications and jobs of the subApplications in the Application graphical
view. To run commands against the jobs in subApplications, you require the appropriate security permissions.
For more information, contact your administrator.

Display SubApplications in an Active Application
You can display subApplications when monitoring an active Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page lists the details of Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

NOTE

If an Application includes subApplications, a plus (+) icon is displayed beside the Application name.
2. Click the Application in the Application column.

The graphical view of the Application appears.
3. Click the Show subApplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.

The jobs are grouped in each subApplication and displayed in a graphical representation.

NOTE

• To issue a command against a subApplication, select the subApplication and select a subApplication
action command from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

• To issue a command against a job in the subApplication, select the job and select a job action command
from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.

Complete a SubApplication
You can complete a subApplication to complete all the jobs in the subApplication.

NOTE

Completing a subApplication is different than bypassing a subApplication. If you bypass a subApplication, the
server does not bypass the jobs in the subApplication until their dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass
a subApplication, you can unbypass it before the jobs in the subApplication are eligible to run. If you complete a
subApplication, it is completed immediately and cannot be undone.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to complete
5. Select Sub application actions, Complete from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Complete confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
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reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server completes each of the jobs in the subApplication.

Hold and Release a SubApplication
When you place a subApplication on hold, the server holds all jobs in the subApplication until you release the
subApplication.

Hold a SubApplication

You can hold a subApplication to hold all the jobs in the subApplication. The server does not submit any new jobs in the
subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to hold.
5. Select Sub application actions, Hold from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Hold confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server holds each of the jobs in the subApplication.

Release a Held SubApplication

You can release a held subApplication to release all the jobs in the subApplication. The server submits the jobs in the
subApplication once their dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to release.
5. Select Sub application actions, Release from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Release confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
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Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server releases each of the jobs from hold in the subApplication. Each of the jobs in the subApplication runs when
all its dependencies, if any, are met.

Bypass and Unbypass a SubApplication
When you bypass a subApplication, the server bypasses all jobs in the subApplication, preventing the jobs in the
subApplication from running. When the dependencies of a job in the subApplication are met, the server bypasses the job
and releases its successor jobs.

For example, an Application contains several jobs that run on the weekend. On some weekends, these jobs should not
run. By putting these jobs in a subApplication, you can bypass them with a single command.

You can unbypass the subApplication before the server bypasses the jobs in the subApplication. For example, if
a subApplication is bypassed by mistake, you can undo the action by unbypassing the subApplication. When the
dependencies of a job in the subApplication are met, the server runs the job as usual.

NOTE
You can also prevent the jobs in a subApplication from running by completing the subApplication. When you
complete a subApplication, the server immediately releases all successor jobs of jobs in the subApplication,
even if their predecessors are still running. Unlike bypassing a subApplication, you cannot undo completing a
subApplication.

Bypass a SubApplication

You can bypass a subApplication to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication, preventing the jobs in the subApplication
from running.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to bypass.
5. Select Sub application actions, Bypass from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Bypass confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
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The server bypasses each of the jobs in the subApplication.

Unbypass a SubApplication

You can cancel your request to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication by unbypassing the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to unbypass.
5. Select Sub application actions, Unbypass from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Unbypass confirmation dialog opens
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server unbypasses each of the jobs in the subApplication.

Ready a SubApplication for Submission
You can ready a subApplication to mark all the jobs in the subApplication ready for submission.

A job is not ready for submission until all its predecessor and variable dependencies are satisfied and its submission
time has been reached. To drop these dependencies for each job in a subApplication, you can ready the subApplication
for submission. When you ready a subApplication for submission, the server does the following tasks for each job in the
subApplication:

• Drops the predecessor dependencies of the job
• Drops the variable dependencies of the job
• Abandons the job's submission time, if it has one
• Releases the job from manual hold, if it is being held

If a job has resource dependencies, remove those dependencies separately if you want the job to run immediately.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to mark ready.
5. Select Sub application actions, Ready from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Ready confirmation dialog opens.
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6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server readies each of the jobs in the subApplication for submission. The jobs run when their resource
dependencies, if any, have been met.

Request and Unrequest a SubApplication
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These jobs are named on-request
jobs. When you request a subApplication, the server requests all on-request jobs in the subApplication. If requested, the
on-request jobs in the subApplication run when their dependences have been met. If you do not request a subApplication,
the server bypasses the on-request jobs in the subApplication when they are eligible to run and releases their successors.

To request a subApplication, some jobs in the subApplication must have been defined as on-request jobs. You can
request a subApplication at any time before its on-request jobs are eligible to run in the schedule. Before its on-request
jobs being submitted, you can unrequest the subApplication.

Request a SubApplication

Before the jobs in a subApplication run, you can request the subApplication to request all the on-request jobs in the
subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains subApplications in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to request.
5. Select Sub application actions, Request from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Request confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server requests each of the on-request jobs in the subApplication.

Unrequest a SubApplication

You can cancel your request to submit all the on-request jobs in a subApplication by unrequesting the subApplication.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains subApplications in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to unrequest.
5. Select Sub application actions, Unrequest from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Unrequest confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
The server unrequests each of the on-request jobs in the subApplication.

Unwait a SubApplication
You can unwait a subApplication so that the subApplication no longer waits for its jobs in a previous generation of the
Application to complete before it runs.

NOTE
You can only unwait a subApplication if its jobs are in the SUBAPPLWAIT state.

In a subApplication, you can specify that the subApplication waits until its jobs in a previous generation of the Application
complete before running. The server marks the jobs in a subApplication that wait for a previous generation in a
SUBAPPLWAIT state. You can remove the SUBAPPLWAIT state by unwaiting the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the Applications and their generations in the Application List table.

2. Click the Application that contains the subApplication in the Application column.
The graphical view of the Application appears.

3. Click the Show subapplication icon on the toolbar in the graphical view.
The graphical view displays the subApplications of the Application.

4. Select the subApplication you want to unwait.
5. Select Sub Application Actions, Unwait from the APPL- ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Unwait confirmation dialog opens.
6. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

7. Click OK.
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The server removes the SUBAPPLWAIT state and submits the jobs in the subApplication.

Monitoring and Controlling Jobs
After the server selects a job to run in an Application, you can monitor and control the job in the Monitor view. You can
monitor the job's state, view its details and output, and issue commands against the job to do the following:

• Bypass or unbypass the job
• Cancel the job (does not apply to all workload objects)
• Complete the job
• Display the job's details and command log
• Display the job's spool file
• Display the last run information of the job
• Display the extended and cross-application dependencies of the job
• Hold or release the job
• Request or unrequest the job
• Reset the job's definition
• Resubmit the job
• Ready the job for submission
• Show the job's comments, if any
• Unwait the job
• Set the job's user status

If the job has predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies, you can issue additional commands to do the
following:

• Drop the job's predecessor dependencies
• Reset the job's time dependencies
• Drop the job's variable dependencies
• Evaluate the job's variable dependencies
• Drop the job's resource dependencies
• List the job's resource usage

Some job types support additional commands. For example, if you run Windows and UNIX workload, you can issue
additional commands against these jobs.

NOTE
To run commands against jobs, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more information, contact
your administrator.

Job States

When the server manages a job, the job passes through multiple processing stages named states. Some states, such as
job failure, require action.

At any time during the course of its execution, a job has one state and zero or more conditions. A job's state and
conditions depend on the job's properties, user interaction, and the success or failure of the workload being executed. The
job's details displays the job's state and conditions.

Some states can appear as both a state and a condition. When multiple states apply to a job, state priorities determine
the job's state. For example, suppose that a job waiting for a predecessor (PREDWAIT) is held at the Application
level (APPLHOLD). Since the APPLHOLD state has a higher priority than the PREDWAIT state, the job's state
becomes APPLHOLD with a condition of PREDWAIT. If the Application is released from hold, the job's state changes to
PREDWAIT.
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A job can pass through the following states, from highest priority to lowest priority:

• BYPASSED
Indicates that the job has been bypassed. It is a final state. Before the job's predecessor dependencies have been
met, the job has a Bypassreq condition, indicating that the job has been marked for bypassing.

• COMPLETE
Indicates that the job has completed successfully. It is a final state if the Application that contains the job completes. If
the job was completed manually, it has a Forced condition.

• FAILED
Indicates that the job has failed. The job must be resubmitted or manually completed.

NOTE
Failed jobs that have an AutoResubmit condition are resubmitted automatically.

• SUBERROR
Indicates that the submission of the job resulted in an error. The job must be resubmitted or manually completed.
Common causes of submission errors include the following:
– Specifying an undefined agent or advanced integration in the job definition
– Specifying an invalid argument in the job definition
– Executing an invalid JavaScript script at run time
– Using an agent feature that is not supported on your agent version

NOTE
For information about what caused the submission error, see the job’s details.

• EXTSCHDOWN
Indicates that the external scheduler is down. The workload object must be completed manually.

• EXEC
Indicates that the job is currently running.

• SUSPENDED
Indicates that the Oozie job is currently suspended.

• DEFINED
Indicates that the SAP job is defined on the SAP system.

• SUBMIT
Indicates that the SAP job has been released on the SAP system.

• INACTIVE
Indicates that the Oracle Applications job is inactive because the concurrent request is either disabled, suspended, or
on hold.

• MONITOR
Indicates that the job is monitoring for a condition to occur. For continuous monitoring, the server triggers an Alert each
time the monitor condition is met. For non-continuous monitoring, the job completes when the monitor condition is met.

• MANSUB
Indicates that the z/OS job is to be submitted outside CA Workload Automation DE, such as a job that is submitted
manually by a user.

• AGENTDOWN
Indicates that the agent referenced in the job definition is down.

• APPLHOLD
Indicates that the Application that contains the job is in a hold state. The job cannot run until the Application is
released. Holding an Application does not affect jobs currently running but does prevent the server from submitting
new jobs.

• APPLWAIT
Indicates that the Application that contains the job is waiting for a previous generation of the same Application to
complete. The job cannot run until the previous generation of the Application completes.

• SUBAPPLWAIT
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Indicates that the subApplication that contains the job is waiting for a previous generation of the subApplication to
complete. The job cannot run until the previous generation of the subApplication completes.

• JANCWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for the same job to complete in a previous generation of the Application. The job cannot
run until the same job completes in a previous generation of the Application.

• MANHOLD
Indicates that the job is manually held. The job cannot run until the manual hold is released.

• PREDWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for a predecessor. The job cannot run until the release condition is met or dropped.

• WAITING
Indicates that the job is waiting until a specific time for submission. This state is always paired with the Timewait
condition. The job cannot run until the submission time is met or reset to the current time.

• EXTWAIT
Indicates that the external job is waiting for its home job to complete in the home Application.

• SUBDELAY
Indicates that the submission of this job has been delayed because the agent or advanced integration is quiesced.

• VARWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for one or more variable dependencies to be met. The job cannot run until all the
required variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned.

• RESWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting to acquire resources. The job cannot run until all the required resource dependencies
are met, dropped, or abandoned.

• TASKWAIT
Indicates that the task requires manual completion.

• READY
Indicates that the job is ready to be submitted (all of its dependencies have been met). A workload object will not
remain in this state.

• UNKNOWN
Indicates that the server cannot determine the state of the workload object.

Job Conditions

During its execution, a job can have one or more conditions in addition to its state. Some job states can also appear
as a condition if another applicable state has a higher priority. A state cannot appear as both a state and a condition
simultaneously.

In addition to states that can appear as conditions, a job can have the following conditions:

• AutoResubmit
Indicates that the job will be resubmitted automatically. The job’s state is FAILED.

• Bypassreq
Indicates that the job has been requested for bypassing. When the job's time and predecessor dependencies are met,
the server bypasses the job and the job's state becomes BYPASSED.

• Forced
Indicates that the job has been manually completed. The job's state is always COMPLETE.

NOTE

You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition. The
notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

• Overdue
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Indicates that the job is overdue because it is late starting, it is late completing, or it exceeded a maximum execution
time.

• Premend
Indicates that the job completed prematurely.

• Request
Indicates that the job runs only if it is requested.

• Requested
Indicates that the job was requested. The job runs when its dependencies are met.

• Timewait
Indicates that the job is waiting for a time dependency to be satisfied. The job may be in a WAITING state.

Issue a Command Against Jobs
You can issue a command against a single job or multiple jobs using the Monitor Jobs view. For example, you can issue
a command to complete, bypass, cancel, hold, request, ready, or resubmit jobs. The commands you issue depend on the
workload object and its state. For example, you cannot complete a job that is already complete or bypassed.

You can issue a command against multiple jobs with the following limitations:

• If you select jobs with different states, you can only issue commands that apply to the selected states. For example,
you can resubmit jobs that have terminated abnormally (such as FAIL or SUBERROR), but you cannot resubmit
bypassed jobs.

• If you select different types of jobs, you can only issue commands that are applicable for every selected job. For
example, if you select two UNIX jobs and three SFTP jobs, you can only apply commands that are applicable to both
jobs, such as Bypass, but not commands applicable to only SFTP jobs.

• You cannot cancel multiple jobs with a single command.
• You cannot issue commands against jobs controlled on different servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor jobs view displays the list of jobs in the Job list table.

2. Select the jobs that you want to issue the command against.
3. Select a command from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.

NOTE

The commands are listed based on the states and types of jobs you selected. 

The server issues the command against the selected jobs.

NOTE

In addition to the Monitor jobs view, you can also use the Application monitor views (FLOW VIEW, TIME
VIEW, and TABLE VIEW) to issue a command against single or multiple jobs and the Job detail view to issue a
command against a single job.

Bypass and Unbypass a Job
Before the server submits a job to run in the schedule, you can prevent the job from running by bypassing it. When the
job's dependencies are met, the server bypasses the job and releases its successor jobs. For example, job A releases
job B, which releases job C. While job A runs, you request that job B be bypassed. When job A completes, the server
bypasses job B, changes its state to BYPASSED, and releases job C.

You can unbypass the job before the server bypasses the job. For example, if a job is bypassed by mistake, you can undo
the action by unbypassing the job. When the job's dependencies are met, the server runs the job as usual.
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NOTE
You can also prevent a job from running by completing it. When you complete a job, the server immediately
releases the job's successor jobs, even if its predecessors are still running. Unlike bypassing a job, you cannot
undo completing a job.

Bypass a Job

Before the server submits a job, you can bypass a job to prevent it from running.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to bypass, and select Bypass from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Bypass confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
If the job is held, or is waiting for time or predecessor dependencies, the server adds the Bypassreq condition to
the job’s conditions. After the job is released from hold, or the time and predecessor dependencies are satisfied or
dropped, the server bypasses the job.

NOTE
If you bypass a job that is waiting for variable or resource dependencies to be satisfied, the server bypasses
the job immediately.

Unbypass a Job

You can cancel your request to bypass a job by unbypassing it.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to unbypass, and select Unbypass from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Unbypass confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the Bypassreq condition from the job's conditions. When the job's dependencies are met, the
server runs the job as usual.
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Cancel a Running Job
You may want to cancel a job if it has been submitted in error, is running much longer than expected, or is looping. When
you cancel a running job, the server flags the job as failed and does not release the job's successors. To release the job's
successors, you must complete the job.

If you cancel a Windows or UNIX job, the agent cancels the running process, and the server flags the job as failed.

Note the following about job cancellation:

• Some workload objects do not support job cancellation.
• To cancel a Micro Focus job, you may have to issue the cancel command twice. After issuing the first command, if the

job continues to execute, issue the cancel command again.
• In most cases, you cannot cancel an SQL or DB Stored Procedure job.
• You can cancel a Big Data job only when it is in the EXEC (executing)status. If the job is in the READY (ready to

execute) state, the Cancel command does not work. You can verify the status of the job by viewing the job details.

NOTE
When you cancel a UNIX job, by default the agent issues the SIGKILL signal (kill -9). You can use the Send
Signal command to issue other signals.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to cancel, and select Cancel active job from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Cancel active job confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands. You can
provide a reason only for UNIX and Windows, i5/OS, and Tandem job types that are in the EXEC state.

4. Click OK.
The server cancels the running job.

Complete a Job
You can complete a job to let its successors run or to let the Application that contains the job complete.

When you force a job to complete, the server completes the job immediately. The server deems the completed job to
have executed, even if the job has not been submitted, has failed, or is still running. If you force a job to complete, its
successors can run.

NOTE
You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition. The
notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

If you mistakenly complete a job, you can insert another occurrence of it with the required dependencies. Because job
names must be unique, you could use the same job name but add a different qualifier. However, the job's successors may
already have been released.
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NOTE
Completing a job is different than bypassing a job. If you bypass a job, the server does not bypass the job until
its dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass a job, you can unbypass it before the job is eligible to run. If
you complete a job, it is completed immediately and cannot be undone.

If you complete a job in the home Application, the server flags its corresponding External jobs as complete. If you
complete an External job in the distant Application, only that job is flagged as complete.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to complete, and select Complete from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Complete confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The state of the job changes to COMPLETE with a Forced condition.

Example: External Job Completion

Suppose that the home Application for job X is APPL1 and the distant Application for job X is APPL2. If you complete job
X in the home Application (APPL1), the server completes the External job X in APPL2 and releases its successors. If you
complete job X in the distant Application (APPL2), job X in the home Application (APPL1) is unaffected.

Displaying Job Details
You can view the job details as follows:

Display Job Details

You can display a job's execution details for more information about the job. For example, you may want to view a job's
details to see why it failed or to view its conditions.

If the Application has Estimate end time enabled, the anticipated end times of its job are also displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays all jobs except Bypass and Complete in the JOB List table. By default, the columns
and job data in the table are displayed based on the NOTCOMPLETED global view settings.
To monitor the jobs in Bypass or Complete state, create a personal view with the required job state filter criteria. All the
completed jobs are deleted automatically from the Monitor Jobs view every 30 minutes.

2. Click the job that you want to verify in the Job Name column.
The execution details of the job are displayed. The details you see depend on the job definition and the state of the
job. The Monitor view displays only the details that have values for that job.

NOTE

You can also view the details of a job in the Application graphical view.
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Display the Command Log of a Job

You can view the command log of a job that displays the most recent commands issued for that selected job. If the job
belongs to a subApplication, the command log includes commands issues against the subApplication.

The command log includes commands that were invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script using the
execCommand function. For more information about the execCommand function, see Job, subApplication, and
Application Control Javascript Function.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the jobs of all states except Bypass and Complete in the Job List table.

2. Select the job that you want to view the command log for, and select Job Commands Log from the JOB 
ACTIONS drop-down list. 
The Job commands log dialog displays a table with the following columns:
– Date and Time

Displays the date and time the command was issued against the job.
– Command

Displays the name of the command issued against the job. The table only displays commands that were successful.
Failed commands do not appear.

– User
Displays the name of the user that issued the command.

– Programmatic
Specifies whether the command was invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script.

– Reason
Displays the command reason, if any. To display the full command reason in the Reason section, select the row in
the table. To change the column sorting order, click the table headings.

The number of commands displayed in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is
1028 characters. For example, if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays
up to 50 commands; if the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4
commands.

3. (Optional) Click EXPORT AS CSV.
The command log is saved as a .csv file. You can open the .csv file in Microsoft Excel. 

Display a Job's Spool File
You can display a spool file to view the output of the job. The spool file may contain the standard output for a UNIX job or
the results of an SQL query for a Database job. You can retrieve the spool file for any executing, failed, or completed job.

Depending on the type and version of the agent the job is running on, you can view the entire spool file, selected lines, or
the number of lines you specify.

The spool file output of the Spark job supports the access of hyperlinks that begins with http:// and https://.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to retrieve the spool file for, and select Retrieve spool file from the JOB ACTIONS drop-
down list.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens with the Selection Criteria selected by default.

3. (Optional) Complete the following fields as appropriate:
– Range

Select any one of the following options from the drop-down list:
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• Lines
Retrieves the specified spool file portion by lines.

• Bytes
Retrieves the specified spool file portion by bytes.

• Kbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by kilobytes.
• Mbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by megabytes.
– Line contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

NOTE

You cannot use wildcards in this field.
– Start of range

Specifies the start point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
– End of range

Specifies the end point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes
– Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

NOTE

To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
4. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

– Last number of lines to display
Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the spool file.

5. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

NOTE
This option can be useful if you retrieve the spool file in segments.

6. Click one of the following options:
– RETRIEVE ALL

Retrieves the entire spool file.

NOTE

If you retrieve a large spool file, this option can slow down the server.

– RETRIEVE NEXT
Retrieves the entire spool file in segments.

NOTE

Use this option if you are retrieving large spool files or you are unsure of the spool file size.

– RETRIEVE SELECTED
Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for within a
range or specify the last number of lines to display.

– STOP RETRIEVAL
Stops the retrieval process.

The server displays the spool file of the job.

FTP Job Spool File
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To verify that the transfer completed successfully without file corruption, you can check the job's spool file. The spool file
may contain the following:

• If the data was transferred using SSL FTP, the spool file contains a response as follows:

AUTH TLS

234 AUTH command OK. Initializing SSL connection.

• If the file was compressed and transferred without file corruption, the spool file contains a response as follows:

Downloaded 81920/26119 bytes (original/compressed) in 0.161 seconds, 496.89 Kbytes/
sec.

• If the file was downloaded successfully, the spool file contains the following response:

Download successful

Example: Retrieve Part of a Spool File

Suppose that you want to search lines 12 to 20 in a spool file for the string "error" and return the last line in the range that
contains the string.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs.

2. Select the job that you want to view the spool file for, and select Retrieve spool file from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-
down list.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens with the Selection Criteria selected by default.

3. Select Lines from the Range drop-down list, and enter the following information:
– Line contains—error
– Start of range—12
– End of range—20

4. Select the Last match check box.
5. Click RETRIEVE SELECTED.

The server searches lines 12 to 20 in the spool file for the string “error”. The spool file displays the last line in the range
that contains the string “error”.

Display the Last Run Information of a Job
You can display the last run information of a job, including the Application name, Application generation number, job
completion code, and so on.

Only the information of previous ten runs of the job can be displayed at a time. The previous ten runs are calculated
relative to the job's latest run. Suppose that you issue the command against a job in Application generation 30 and the
latest Application generation is 45. The last run information of the job in Application generations 36-45 is displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs view displays the list of jobs in the Job list table.
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2. Select the job that you want to display the last run information for, and select List job history from JOB ACTIONS
drop-down list.
The Job last run history dialog displays the last run information of the selected job in a tabular format.

Display Cross-Application Dependencies of a Job
You can display cross-application dependencies for a selected job by issuing the Cross-application
dependencies command. It helps you identify dependent predecessor jobs that are preventing the selected job from
running or completion. You can also view successor jobs that are impacted by this job.

NOTE

You can issue the Cross-application dependencies command against a job in all states except COMPLETE.

The cross-application relationships include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendant jobs, and
application wait relationships. The dependencies for a selected job are displayed as follows:

• Predecessor jobs that are not yet completed and have dependencies with the selected job. It includes:
– All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not only the immediate predecessors) in the current application generation
– The home job that is found for each unsatisfied external job preceding the selected job
– All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not only the immediate predecessors) to the home jobs
– All unsatisfied ancestor jobs from previous generations

• Successor jobs that are not yet completed and are impacted by the selected job. It includes:
– All unsatisfied successor jobs (not only the immediate successors) in the current application generation
– The external job that is found for each unsatisfied home job succeeding the selected job
– All unsatisfied successor jobs (not only the immediate successors) to the external jobs
– All unsatisfied descendant jobs from subsequent generations

In the cross-application dependencies view, you can also issue a command against the predecessor and
successor jobs at run time.

WARNING

• Generating cross-application dependencies is a server-intensive operation. If the number of dependencies of
a job is huge, the loading of all dependent jobs could be time consuming. Use this feature with caution when
the job is expected to have huge number of dependencies.

• If the cross-application dependencies view takes more than one minute to load, we recommend that
you clear the server completed jobs repository by issuing the  purgecompletedjobs CLI command. To
maintain the loading time of the cross-application dependencies view, run the purgecompletedjobs CLI
command regularly. For more information about this CLI command, see the CA Workload Automation DE
documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Click the name of the Application that you want from the Application column.
The graphical flow view of the Application appears.

3. Select the job that you want to view the dependencies for.

NOTE

You can also select the job from the time view or table view.
4. Select Cross-application dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
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The Cross-application dependencies view displays all predecessor and successor jobs that are dependent on the
selected job in a static graphical view.
Note the following points while you view the graph:
– The following details are displayed for dependent jobs:

• job names
• job statuses
• application generation to which the jobs belong

– Each application generation is denoted by a box. Each box is highlighted with a different color based on the
Application's state. You can collapse or expand each Application generation by double-clicking on the box.

– The job statuses are shown based on the instant when you issued the Cross-application
dependencies command. The job statuses do not get updated in real time in the graph. To verify the current status
of the job, click the corresponding Application generation tab.

– When the selected job is in APPLWAIT state, the dependent Application generations are linked with a green line.
Similarly, when the selected job is in JANCWAIT or SUBAPPLWAIT state, the dependent jobs are linked with a
green line.

– When an Application generation (denoted by a box) appears in collapsed view, you can view the total number of
dependent jobs in the Application generation.

WARNING

You must have appropriate APPLX permission for an Application to view the details and number of
dependent jobs in the Application. Otherwise, the Application appear in collapsed view and the following
message appears. You cannot expand the view and identify the dependent jobs in that Application.

You do not have adequate permission to view the generation details.

5. (Optional) Select a job in the static graphical view, and select the command that you want to issue from the JOB
ACTIONS drop-down list.

NOTE

When you issue a command against a job in the static graphical view, the job status does not take effect
in the static graphical view. You can verify the current status of the job in the Application monitor view by
clicking RETURN.

Example: Display Dependent Jobs for a Job in APPLWAIT State

Suppose that the job MSSQLSERVER0 in the Application generation TEST_CAD3.2 is in the APPLWAIT state. You want
to view the previous Application generations that are preventing the MSSQLSERVER0 job from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the previous Application
generation TEST_CAD3.2 is impacting the MSSQLSERVER0 job. The previous Application generation has the following
jobs that are preventing their successors from running. You fix the issues in these jobs, so that their successors get
completed.

• MSSQLSERVER0 (SUBERROR)
• WINDOWS_DUPLICATE_4 (PREDWAIT)
• WINDOWS0_TEST_CAD3 (PREDWAIT)

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application generation TEST_CAD3.2 in the Monitor view.
2. Select the job MSSQLSERVER0, and select Cross-application  dependencies from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down

list.
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The cross-application dependencies view displays the dependencies of the selected job in a static graphical view.
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Example: Display Dependent Jobs for a Job in JANCWAIT State

Suppose that the job WINDOWS0 of the Application generation JANC_EXT.2 is in JANCWAIT state. You want to view the
Application generations where the same job was not completed.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the WINDOWS0 job in the following Application
generations are preventing WINDOWS0 from completion in the Application generation JANC_EXT.2:

• WINDOWS0 job (JANCWAIT) in the Application generation JANC.3
• WINDOWS0 job (SUBERROR) in the Application generation JANC.1

You fix the issues in the Application generations (JANC.3 and JANC.1), so that their successors get completed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application generation JANCWAIT.2 in the Monitor view.
2. Select the job JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB, and select Cross-application dependencies from the JOB

ACTIONS drop-down list.
The cross-application dependencies view displays the dependencies of the selected job in a static graphical view.
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Example: Display Dependent Jobs for an External Job

Suppose that the external job WINDOWS0 in the Application generation APPL_EXT1.1 is in APPLWAIT state. You want
to identify the dependent jobs that are preventing the external job WINDOWS0 from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the following home jobs are preventing the external
job WINDOWS0 from running or completion:

• WINDOWS0 (PREDWAIT) in the Application generation APPL.3
• WINDOWS0 (SUBERROR) in the Application generation APPL.1

You fix the issues in these home jobs, so that their successors get completed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application generation JANCWAIT.2 in the Monitor view.
2. Select the job JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB, and select Cross-application dependencies from the JOB

ACTIONS drop-down list.
The cross-application dependencies view displays the dependencies of the selected job in a static graphical view.
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Hold and Release a Job
Prior to job submission, you can manually hold a job until you want it to run. The server does not release the job until you
manually release it and all of its dependencies have been met.

When you place a job on hold, you can include a reason for the hold.

For example, suppose that a programmer needs to make a last-minute change before a job can run. You place the job
on hold with the reason “last-minute change”. When the change has been made, you release the held job. The job is now
eligible to run.

NOTE
You cannot manually hold an External job.

Hold a Job

You can hold a job to prevent the server from submitting that job until you manually release it.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to hold, and select Hold from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Hold confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server adds the MANHOLD condition to the job’s conditions. The server holds the job until you manually release
it.

Release a Held Job

You can release a held job so that the server will submit the job when its dependencies have been met.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to release, and select Release from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Release confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the MANHOLD condition from the job's conditions. The job runs when all of its dependencies are
met.
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Request and Unrequest a Job
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These jobs are named on-request
jobs. If you request an on-request job, the job runs when all of its dependencies are met. If an on-request job is not
requested, the server bypasses the job when it is eligible to run and releases its successors.

To request a job, the job must be defined as an on-request job. You can request a job any time before it is eligible to run in
the schedule. Prior to being submitted, you can unrequest the job.

Request a Job

If you want an on-request job to run, you must request it before it is eligible to run.

NOTE
The job must be defined as an on-request job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to request, and select Request from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Request confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
Monitor adds the Requested condition to the job’s conditions. When the job's dependencies are met, the server runs
the job.

Unrequest a Job

You can cancel your request to submit an on-request job by unrequesting the job.

NOTE
You must define the job as an on-request job and request it.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to unrequest, and select Unrequest from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Unrequest confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
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Monitor removes the Requested condition from the job's conditions. When the job's dependencies are met, the server
bypasses the job.

Reset a Job Definition
You can reset a job definition if you need to modify its details for a particular instance. You can change, add, or remove
some properties before a job's execution or resubmission. These changes are temporary and are associated only with a
particular instance of a job.

You cannot reset the job definition of a bypassed job, or a job in AGENTDOWN state. If you reset the job definition for a
job in a FAIL or SUBERROR state, the changes do not occur until you resubmit the job.

For example, you may have incorrectly typed a script name when you defined a job and, as a result, the job failed. You
can reset the job definition with the correct script name and resubmit the job.

You can use any symbolic variables that the server sets at run time or trigger time. When the job runs, the server
automatically resolves all the variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs table displays the list of all jobs in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to reset, and select Reset definition from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Reset definition dialog opens.

3. Modify the details as appropriate.

NOTE
To make the changes permanent, update the job's properties in the Define view.

WARNING

If the value you specify in the job definition fields includes double quotes, escape the value with another
double quotes. For example,
""C:\Program Files\CA\WACLISP1\test.bat""

.
4. (Optional) Click PREVIEW to review the Spark command that the Hadoop agent submits on the Spark computer.If the

Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or built-in functions, the preview
does not show those values as resolved.

NOTE

The preview feature applies only for Spark jobs.
5. Click OK.

The server resets the job definition for the current instance.

Resubmit a Job
You can resubmit a job to rerun a failed job or a completed job in an active Application. If a job terminates abnormally
(such as FAIL or SUBERROR), you can resubmit it. You cannot resubmit bypassed jobs, jobs in an AGENTDOWN state,
or jobs in completed Applications. You can resubmit completed jobs in active Applications.

Prior to job resubmission, you can reset the job's definition.

NOTE
You cannot resubmit an External job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
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The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.
2. Select the job that you want to resubmit, and select Resubmit from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.

The Resubmit confirmation dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands. You
cannot provide the command reason for a Micro Focus job.

4. Click OK.
The server resubmits the job. If you made changes to the job's properties in the Monitor menu, the server resubmits
the job using these changes.

NOTE
If you dropped the job's variable dependencies at any time before resubmission, the variable dependencies
are also dropped from the resubmitted job.

Ready a Job for Submission
You can ready a job for submission to drop the job's variable and predecessor dependencies, abandon the job's
submission time (if it has one), and release the job from manual hold (if it is being held).

NOTE
If a job has resource dependencies, you must remove these dependencies separately if you want the job to run
immediately.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to ready for submission, and select Ready from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Ready confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server readies the job for submission. The job runs when its resource dependencies have been met, if any.

NOTE
When you ready a job, the graphical view of the Application changes in the Monitor view. The dependency
lines between the job and its predecessors are removed from the view and the position of the job may also
change.

View the Comments of a Job
To view additional information that is stored about a job, view the comments of the job in an active Application.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to view the comments for, and select Comments from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Show Comments dialog opens. The comments of the active job are displayed in the Show Comments text box.

Unwait a Job
You can unwait a job so that the job no longer waits for the same job to complete in a previous Application generation
before it runs.

In a job definition, you can specify that the job waits until the same job completes only in the previous Application
generation or in all previous Application generations before running. The server marks a job that waits to complete in a
previous Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. You can remove the JANCWAIT state by unwaiting the job.

NOTE
You can only unwait jobs that are in the JANCWAIT state.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to unwait, and select Unwait from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Unwait dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the JANCWAIT state. The job runs when all its dependencies are met.

Set a Job's User Status
You can set the user status for a job to communicate information to other users, notifying them of the reason for an action.
For example, if you bypass a job, you can use the User status field to notify others of the reason for bypassing the job.

NOTE
You can access a job's user status using the WOB._userstatus built-in symbolic variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to update the user status for, and select Update user status from the JOB  ACTIONS
drop-down list.
The Update user status dialog opens.

3. Enter the job's user status in the User Status field, and click OK.
The job's user status is set.
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Drop Predecessor Dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between jobs
in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to
complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

You can drop some or all predecessor dependencies of a job before a job becomes eligible for submission if the job no
longer needs to wait for its predecessors to complete, or you want the job to become eligible for submission sooner.

NOTE
You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want from the table, and select Drop predecessors from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Drop Predecessors dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:
– Select a predecessor dependency or hold the Ctrl key and select multiple predecessor dependencies in the

Predecessors list box. Click Drop to drop the selected predecessor dependencies.
– Click Drop All to drop all predecessor dependencies at once.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The appropriate predecessor dependencies are dropped.

NOTE
When you drop predecessor dependencies of a job, the graphical view of the Application changes in the Monitor
view. The dependency lines between the job and its predecessors are removed from the view and the position of
the job may also change.

Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run in the
following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

– If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
– If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

Resetting Time Dependencies
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the server checks for
predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it meets all the dependencies.

You can use time dependencies to do the following tasks at scheduled times:
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• Delay job submission
• Mark a job overdue (Overdue condition)
• Mark a job that ends prematurely (Premend condition)
• Bypass a job
• Abandon the predecessor dependencies of a job
• Abandon the variable dependencies of a job
• Abandon the resource dependencies of a job

You can specify time dependencies by specifying absolute or relative times such as 9PM, 13:00, NOW PLUS 10
MINUTES, or 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS.

The server resolves your scheduling criteria to a single date and time as follows:

• If you specify a time without a date (for example, 9PM), the server resolves the date to the next occurrence of that
time.

• If you specify a date without a time (for example, 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to midnight
(00:00:00).

• If you specify a frequency (for example, MONDAYS 10PM), the server resolves the date and time to the next
occurrence of that date and time.

Overdue Jobs Monitoring

A job can become overdue if the job is late starting, the job is late completing, or the job exceeds its maximum execution
time. If a job becomes overdue, the server adds the Overdue condition to the job’s conditions.

You can monitor overdue jobs in the following ways:

• View the job details to verify if a job has an Overdue condition. The Status field displays whether the job is overdue
because of a late start (the job is late starting) or late completion (the job is late completing or it exceeds its maximum
execution time).

• Use the OVERDUE global view to monitor jobs with Overdue conditions.
• Create a notification for the job so that the server automatically takes action when a job is overdue. The notification can

alert you and other users by email or SNMP trap, trigger an Event, or run a JavaScript script.

The Overdue condition is cleared when the condition is met. For example, if a job is late starting, the Overdue condition
is cleared when the job starts. If a job is late completing, the Overdue condition is cleared when the job completes
successfully.

If you reset the dueout (overdue) time of a job, the server compares the new overdue time to the current time and resets
the time as follows:

• If the new dueout time is in the past, the server adds the Overdue condition to the job’s conditions and sets the dueout
time of the job to the new time.

• If the new dueout time is in the future, the server sets the dueout time of the job to the new time.

NOTE
If the job is currently marked with an overdue condition, you cannot clear the overdue condition by resetting
a dueout time. If the job is late starting, you cannot reset the late start time. If the job is late completing or
has exceeded its maximum execution time, you cannot reset either the late completion time or the maximum
execution time.

Reset Time Dependencies

Before the job runs, use the Reset Times command to display, remove, change, or add time dependencies for the current
run.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to reset, and select Reset Times from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Reset Times confirmation dialog opens.

3. Add or modify the date or time in the following fields:
– Do not submit before

Specifies the job's submission time. The submission of the job is delayed until this time.
– Overdue if not started by

Specifies the latest acceptable time by which the job must start before it is considered overdue (late start time).

NOTE

If the job is currently overdue because it is late starting, you cannot reset the late start time.
– Overdue if not completed by

Specifies the time by which a job must complete successfully before it is considered overdue (late completion time).

NOTE

If the job is currently overdue because it is late completing or has exceeded its maximum execution time,
you cannot reset the late completion time.

– Abandon predecessor dependencies at
Submits a job without its predecessor dependencies once it meets a specified time.

NOTE
This field does not override a manual hold or submission time dependency.

– Abandon submission at
Specifies the latest time that this job can be submitted. If the job is not submitted by this time, it is bypassed.

– Abandon resources at
Specifies the time at which you no longer want the job to wait for its resource dependencies.

– Abandon variables at
Specifies the time at which you no longer want the job to wait for its variable dependencies.

– Overdue if execution time exceeds (minutes)
Specifies the maximum acceptable execution time in minutes. If the job exceeds this elapsed execution time, it is
considered overdue.

NOTE

If the job is currently overdue because it is late completing or has exceeded its maximum execution time,
you cannot reset the maximum execution time.

– Premature if execution time is less than (minutes)
Specifies the minimum acceptable execution time in minutes. If the job completes before this elapsed execution
time, it is considered premend (premature end).

– Reason
(Optional) Specifies the command reason.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server resets the time dependencies of the job.
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Drop and Evaluate Variable Dependencies
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable expression that must be
satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of the global variable dependencies (and the time,
predecessor, and resource dependencies) are met, dropped, or abandoned.

For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater than or
equal to 1000. If the global variable dependency is not met at job submission time, the job goes into a VARWAIT state and
waits for the dependency to be met, dropped, or abandoned.

There are several ways to manage global variable dependencies. You can set up, edit, and remove variable
dependencies by using the Define view of Web Client. While monitoring an Application generation in the Monitor view, you
can set up, edit, remove, and drop variable dependencies and reset the time to abandon variable dependencies. You can
also drop variable dependencies by using the standalone CLI. To check the status of jobs in a VARWAIT state, you can
evaluate the variable dependencies by using the Monitor view or the CLI.

Variable dependencies are stored in the relational database for the server. These dependencies are kept and restored
after a warm start of the server or after the server starts as a Primary in a CA WA High Availability configuration. In a cold
start of the server, these dependencies are deleted from the relational database.

You can set up global variable dependencies in all job types except for External-Same Scheduler.

This article contains the following topics:

How Jobs with Global Variable Dependencies are Submitted

After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Checks if the job has any global variable dependencies.
– If the global variable dependencies are not met, the job goes into a VARWAIT state.
– When all of the global variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned, the server removes the VARWAIT

state.
• Checks if the job has any resource dependencies. When the resource dependencies are met, the server submits the

job.

Drop Variable Dependencies

You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before a job becomes eligible for submission if the job no
longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want the job to become eligible for submission sooner.

NOTE
You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to drop the variable dependencies for, and select Drop Variable Dependencies from the
JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Drop Variable Dependencies confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
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reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Do one of the following:
– Select a single or multiple variable dependencies check boxes in the Variable Dependencies table. Click DROP

SELECTED to drop the selected variable dependencies.
– Click DROP ALL to drop all variable dependencies at once.
The appropriate variable dependencies are dropped.

Evaluate Variable Dependencies

When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the job's variable dependencies. Evaluating the dependencies is
helpful when you want to check the status of the job and the expressions that are waiting to be met before the job can be
submitted.

NOTE

To evaluate variable dependencies, a job must be in VARWAIT state.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to evaluate the variable dependencies for, and select Evaluate Variable
Dependencies from the JOB  ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Evaluate Variable Dependencies confirmation dialog opens. The job's variable dependencies are displayed in
the Variable Expressions Evaluation Result table. A False value in the Evaluation column indicates that the variable
expression in that row is waiting to be met.

3. Click OK.
The confirmation dialog closes.

Drop Resource Dependencies and List Resource Usage
This article contains the following topics:

How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted

After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Readies the job for submission.
• Checks if the job has requested any resources.
• Checks if resource units are available if the job has requested resources.

– If all the requested resource units are not available, the job goes into a RESWAIT state.
– When all the requested resource units are available, the server removes the RESWAIT state and submits the job.

Drop Resource Dependencies

You can drop some or all of a job's resource dependencies when the job no longer must wait for all its resource
dependencies to be met.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to drop the resource dependencies for, and select Drop Resources from the JOB 
ACTIONS drop-down list.
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The Drop Resources confirmation dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Do one of the following:
– Select a single or multiple resource dependencies check boxes in the Resources table, and click DROP

SELECTED to drop the selected resource dependencies.
– Click DROP ALL to drop all resource dependencies at once. 
The server drops the appropriate resource dependencies.

List Resource Usage

You can view the resources the job requires and the jobs that currently use the required resources in the Monitor view.

NOTE
To view resource usage status, a job must be in RESWAIT state.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to view the resources for, and select List Resource Usage from the JOB 
ACTIONS drop-down list.
The List Resource Usage dialog displays the job's resource usage status.

Monitoring and Controlling Database Jobs

Issue a Database Command

You can issue a Database command against a Database job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the database job that you want to issue the command against, and select one of the following Database
commands as applicable:
– Cancel

Sends a request to the database to cancel an SQL or DB Stored Procedure job.

NOTE
The job must be in the EXEC state.The agent sends the cancel request to the database, but the database
may not cancel the job if the job is already processing.

– Delete Trigger
Stops monitoring the database table for the changes specified in the DB Trigger job.

NOTE

The job must be in the EXEC or MONITOR state.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
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Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The server issues the command against the job.

Monitoring and Controlling Big Data Jobs
You can monitor and control Big Data jobs as follows:

NOTE

You can cancel a Big Data job only when it is in the EXEC (executing) state. If the job is in the READY (ready
to execute) state, the Cancel command does not work. You can verify the status of the job by viewing the job
details.

Suspend an Oozie Job

You can suspend a running Oozie job (EXEC state) to prevent the execution of the Oozie workflow in the Oozie server.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the Oozie job that you want to verify, and select Suspend job from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Suspend Job dialog opens.

3. Click OK.

NOTE

If the Oozie workflow contains any running jobs while you suspend the Oozie job, those jobs continue to run. But
no additional jobs in the workflow start until the workflow is resumed. The workflow status is not monitored when
the Oozie job is suspended.

Resume an Oozie Job

If you want the suspended Oozie job to resume the Oozie workflow execution in the Oozie server, you resume it.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the Oozie job that you want to resume, and select Resume job from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Resume job dialog opens.

3. Click OK.

NOTE

If you resume the suspended Oozie workflow from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not
monitored or updated.
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Cancel a Running Oozie Job

To terminate an Oozie workflow that is specified in an Oozie job, you cancel the running Oozie job (EXEC state).
Terminating the workflow terminates all jobs that are defined in the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the Oozie job that you want to cancel, and select Cancel job from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Cancel Job dialog opens.

3. Click OK.

NOTE

If a suspended workflow is killed from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not monitored or
updated.

Monitoring and Controlling Windows and UNIX Jobs
You can monitor and control Windows and UNIX jobs as follows:

Verify Whether a Job is Running or Has Executed

You can verify whether a Windows or a UNIX job is running, has executed and completed, or has executed and failed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to verify, and select Process Verify from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Process Verify dialog opens.

3. Click OK.
One of the following Process status messages is displayed:
– Unable to catch or not child

Indicates that the job has executed and completed or the job has executed and failed.
– Process is child and running

Indicates that the job is running.

NOTE
The process status is also recorded in the tracelog.txt file and the agent transmitter.log file.

Set a Windows Job Object's Properties

You can modify the properties for a Windows job object that a running Windows job is associated with. The job must be in
the EXEC state.

NOTE

After all of the processes associated with a job object complete, the job object no longer exists.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the Windows job that you want to modify, and select Modify Job Object from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down
list.
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The Modify Job Object dialog opens.
3. Complete the following required field in the dialog as appropriate:

– Job object name
Specifies the name of the existing Windows job object that you want to modify.

NOTE
The name you specify does not have to be the job object that the selected job is associated with. You
can modify any existing Windows job object properties in the Modify Job Object dialog by entering that
Windows job object name.

4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
– Job memory[bytes]

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the total
memory used for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, the job that is trying to use memory
fails.

NOTE

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
– Process memory[bytes]

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

NOTE

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
– Job time[ms]

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the total
CPU time for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, all jobs associated with the job object
fail.

– Process time[ms]
Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the CPU
time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

– Priority
Indicates the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:
• High—Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available

CPU time.
• Above normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal—Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle—Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

– Active process limit
Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the job object.

NOTE
Changing the Active process limit does not affect jobs that are already running. For example, suppose
that a Windows job object has its Active process limit set to three, and two jobs associated with the job
object are already running. If you change the limit toone, those two jobs will continue to run. However, if
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you insert a new Windows job into an Application and associate the new job with that Windows job object,
the new job will not run. The job object has already reached its Active process limit of one.

– Reason
(Optional) Specifies the command reason.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The Windows job object's properties are set.

Example: Modify a Windows Job Object's Process Memory

Suppose that a job named PROCJOB is executing and using 8 MB of memory. PROCJOB is associated with a Windows
job object named ProcJobObject. ProcJobObject has its process memory set to 20 MB and its priority set to High.

As PROCJOB is executing, ProcJobObject's process memory is changed to 10 MB and its priority is changed to Idle. The
process runs with a low priority, and when the process reaches 10 MB, the process ends.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Modify Job Object dialog:
– Job object name—ProcJobObject
– Process memory[bytes]—10 M

2. Select Idle from the Priority drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

Example: Set the Process Priority for a Windows Job Associated with a Windows Job Object

Suppose that a Windows job is associated with the Windows job object named newJO, and is in the EXEC state. The
priority for all processes in the newJO job object is increased to Above normal, but the other job object properties are not
changed.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter newJO in the Job object name field of the Modify Job Object dialog.
2. Select Above normal from the Priority drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

Set Process Priority for a Windows or a UNIX Job

You can change the process priority of a Windows or UNIX job. Process priority determines the order in which processes
are scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

NOTE

If the Windows job is associated with a Windows job object, you can only change the process priority for that job
using the Modify Job Object command.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the job that you want to set the process priority for, and select Set Priority from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down
list.
The Set Priority dialog opens.
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3. Select one of the following process priority levels in the Priority field:
– High

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.
– Above normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
– Normal

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
– Below normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
– Idle

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

NOTE
You can increase a UNIX job's process priority only if the job runs on a computer with the agent started by
the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you select a higher process priority, the job runs with
the current process priority (the priority is not increased) and an error message is recorded in the job's spool
file.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in the
command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the
reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The process priority for the Windows or the UNIX job is set.

NOTE
The Set Priority command does not set the process priority for subprocesses on Windows.

Send a Signal to a UNIX Job

You can send a signal to a UNIX job while it is executing. The signal can perform actions on the running process such as
kill, suspend, or release.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays all the jobs and their details in the JOB List table.

2. Select the UNIX job that you want to send the signal to, and select Send Signal from the JOB ACTIONS drop-down
list.

NOTE
You can select multiple UNIX jobs.

The Send Signal dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields in the dialog as appropriate:

– Signal
Specifies the signal number to send to the UNIX job.
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NOTE

• Signal numbers can vary across platforms. For more information about the signal numbers, see the
documentation for your UNIX platform.

• On most systems, signal 2 interrupts the process and signal 3 kills the process.
– Reason

(Optional) Specifies the command reason.
Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

NOTE
We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The specified signal is sent to the UNIX job.

NOTE
You can use the Job Commands log to verify if the signal was sent.

Using a Job Monitoring View to Monitor and Control Workload
You can use a job monitoring view to monitor and control workload in the Monitor Jobs view. CA Workload Automation DE
Web Client provides prepackaged global views for monitoring and controlling your workload. You can also create your own
personal views to display only the information you want, in the format you want.

While an Application's graphical view focuses on the jobs of a particular generation of an Application, a job monitoring
view displays jobs of many different Applications. For example, the Web Client provides a global view named Failed,
which displays all failed jobs regardless of the Application they belong to.

For information about the prepackaged global views and creating personal views, see Working with Custom Views.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Jobs from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Jobs page displays the jobs of all states except Bypass and Complete in the Job List table. By default,
the columns and job data in the table are displayed based on the NOTCOMPLETED global view settings.

2. Click JOBS VIEW SEARCH.
The Jobs view search pane displays the list of global views and personal views if any.

3. Click the global or personal view that you want.
The Job List table displays the list of jobs based on the filter criteria defined in the global or personal view.
The number, order, and data sort priority of columns in the table are displayed based on the presentation settings
defined in the global or personal view. You can also re-sort the data by clicking a column heading.

4. (Optional) Select the job that you want to issue the command against, and select the command from the JOB
ACTIONS drop-down list.

Reset Resource Availability Count
You can reset resource availability counts to increase or decrease the number of available units of a resource. For
renewable resources, you can also increase or decrease the maximum number of available units.

For example, you may need to reset a resource's availability counts in the following cases:
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• During periods of low activity, you can set a threshold resource from 0 to 1 to let low priority jobs run.
• Before shutting down an agent, you can set a threshold resource from 1 to 0 to quiesce the agent.
• To let more database jobs run concurrently, you can set a renewable resource from 5 to 6.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Applications from the Monitor menu.
The Monitor Applications page displays the details of Applications and their generations in the Application
List table.

2. Select Modify resources from the ACTIONS drop-down list.
The Modify resources dialog opens.

3. Select a resource name from the Resource name drop-down list.
4. Select one of the following option buttons:

– Reset value to
Sets the availability count of the resource to the specified value.

– Increase value by
Increases the availability count of the resource by the specified value.

5. Enter the absolute or relative availability count in the following fields:
– Availability

Indicates the number of available units of the resource.
– Maximum Availability

Indicates the maximum number of available units of the resource. Applies to renewable resources only. Changing
the maximum availability count also changes the availability count by the same amount. For example, if you
increase the maximum availability count from three to five, the availability count increases by two.

NOTE
For renewable resources, if the availability count exceeds the maximum availability count, the availability
count is set to the maximum availability count.

6. Click OK.
The availability count of the resource is reset.

Dashboard Views
The Dashboard provides personalized status information about active jobs, Applications, and Application generations
based on the permissions of the logged-in user.

The Dashboard includes the following Views:

• Active Jobs: Displays the status of all active jobs running in the CA Workload Automation DE server.
• Active Applications: Displays the status of all active Applications running in the CA Workload Automation DE server.
• My Watchlist: Displays the status of all active jobs based on personal views, Applications, and Application generations.

You can customize the watchlist to monitor the jobs or Application generations that you want.
• My Pins: Displays the run-time details of an active job or an Application generation that you want.

The following diagram shows the dashboard views available in the Web Client for monitoring workload:
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Active Jobs Chart

You can track the status of all active jobs, take control, and manage the critical jobs, through a pie chart.

All the active jobs are grouped and displayed in the following job categories:

• Failed Jobs
• Onhold Jobs
• Waiting Jobs
• Overdue Jobs
• Running Jobs

NOTE

To view the job states that belong to a job category, hover the cursor over the legend text of the category. For
example, when you hover the cursor over the Failed jobs legend text, the FAILED, SUBERROR job states are
displayed as a tooltip.

You can hover the cursor over the pie chart to view a job category and the number of active jobs in that category. You can
click a pie slice or a legend text link to view all the jobs grouped in a category.

NOTE

By default, the Active Jobs view is refreshed every 20 seconds.

Active Applications Chart

You can view the status of all active Applications in a column chart. The active applications are grouped and displayed in
the following Application categories:

• Trouble
• Manual Intervention
• Waiting
• Processing
• Others

NOTE

To view the Applications states that belong to an Application category, hover the cursor over the legend text
of that category. For example, if you hover the cursor over the Others category, the APPLHOLD, APPLWAIT,
QUIESCE, and UNKNOWN Application states are displayed as a tooltip.

You can hover over the chart columns to view the number of active Applications in a category and how long ago the
Applications' states got changed. Click one of the following options to view the details in a grouped or stacked format:

• Grouped
• Stacked

Default: Stacked

NOTE

By default, the Active Applications view is refreshed every 5 minutes.

Customize and Use the Watchlist

The My Watchlist view lets you quickly monitor the status of all active jobs that are running across all generations or
a specific generation of an Application. The Watchlist view also lets you monitor all active jobs based on your personal
views. You can customize the Watchlist to monitor the workload that you want based on Applications, specific Application
generations, or personal views.
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You can navigate from the Watchlist to the Monitor view and issue commands against Applications or jobs.

The jobs are grouped under the corresponding Application, Application generation, or personal view tiles based on the
following states:

• Failed
• Onhold
• Waiting
• Overdue
• Running

NOTE

• The Watchlist can display only 9 tiles at a time.
• By default, the Watchlist is refreshed every 20 seconds.
• If all the jobs in an Application generation tile are completed, the corresponding tile is removed from the

Watchlist automatically. If all the jobs in a Personal view or an Application tile are completed, you can remove
the tile manually if it is no longer needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard view.
2. Click the Edit icon in the My Watchlist view.

The Configure My Watchlist section appears.
3. To add a personal view to the Watchlist, do the following tasks:

a. Select Personal Views from the ADD drop-down list.
The Add to My Watchlist dialog lists the personal views you created in the Define view.

b. (Optional) Enter the search keyword in the Search field, press
Enter

, and click the Search icon to filter the personal views.
c. Select the personal view and click OK.

The personal view is added to the Watchlist.
d. Repeat Steps 3a-3c to add more personal views to the Watchlist.

4. To add an Application or Application generation to the Watchlist, do the following tasks:
a. Select Application/Application generation from the ADD drop-down list.

The Add to My Watchlist dialog displays the list of Applications and their generations.
b. (Optional) Enter the search keyword in the Search field, press

Enter

, and click the Search icon to filter the Applications.
c. Select the Application or Application generation.

NOTE

• To select an active generation of an Application, click the plus (+) icon beside the Application name.
• If you select an Application, the jobs across all the active generations of that Application are added to

the Watchlist.
d. Click OK.

The selected Application or the Application generation is added to the Watchlist.
e. Repeat Steps 4a-4c to add more Applications or Application generations to the Watchlist.

NOTE

You can also add an Application generation from the Application graphical view in the Monitor view by
clicking the Add to Watchlist icon next to APPL-ACTIONS drop-down.
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5. Click SAVE.
The personal view, Application, or the Application generation is displayed as a tile in the Watchlist.

NOTE

If an Application, Application generation, or a personal view includes a failed job, the corresponding tile is
highlighted in red color.

6. (Optional) Click the link in the tiles to navigate from the Watchlist view to the Monitor Applications or Monitor Jobs
view.

Build and Use the My Pins View

The My Pins view lets you quickly monitor the run-time details of an active job or an Application generation from the
Dashboard. The completion percentage of the Application generation is also displayed.

You can build the My Pins view by pinning active jobs or Application generations from the Monitor view. You cannot pin a
completed job or an Application generation.

The pinned jobs and Application generations are displayed in the order of their status: Trouble, Failed, Agentdown,
Suberror, Inactive, Error, and Overdue.

NOTE

• By default, all the completed jobs or Application generations are removed from the My pins view every 30
minutes. If a pinned job or Application generation is completed, it is retained for a maximum of 30 minutes.

• By default, the pins are refreshed every 20 seconds.
• The jobs and Application generations are displayed based on the logged-in user. You cannot view the jobs or

Applications generations that are pinned by other users.
• By default, only 8 jobs or Application generations can be pinned. You can modify this value by Configuring

the Server using the WebUI Properties File.

Follow these steps:

1. To pin an active Application generation to the Dashboard, do the following tasks:
a. Select Applications from the Monitor view.

The Monitor Applications view appears.
b. Click the Application that you want to pin.

The Application graphical view appears.
c. Click the Add Pin icon next to APPL-ACTIONS drop-down.

The Application generation is pinned.

NOTE

If the Application generation is already pinned or completed, the Add Pin icon gets disabled.
d. Repeat Steps 1a-1c to add pin more Application generations.

2. To pin an active job to the Dashboard, do the following tasks:
a. Select Jobs from the Monitor view.

The Monitor Jobs view appears.
b. Click the job that you want to pin.

The Job detail view appears.
c. Click the Add Pin icon next to ACTIONS drop-down.

The job is pinned.

NOTE

If the job is already pinned or completed, the Add Pin icon gets disabled.
d. Repeat Steps 2a-2c to add pin more jobs.
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3. (Optional) After you pin the jobs or Application generations, open the Dashboard view and do the following tasks from
the My Pins view as required:

• – Navigate from the My Pins view to the Monitor view and issue command against a job or an Application
generation: Click the Application generation or job name link

– View run-time details: Click the plus (+) icon next to the Application generation or job name.
– Unpin a job or an Application generation: Click the Delete icon.
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Reference
This section includes information about the REST APIs supported in CA Workload Automation DE.

REST API
CA Workload Automation DE provides Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs that helps Application Developers
perform various operations of Applications, jobs, and Events without having to access the user interface. You can program
any software application that is configured to work with RESTful web services to create, update, monitor, and control the
CA Workload Automation DE workloads.

WARNING

The REST API operations are supported only for Windows and UNIX jobs.

This section includes the following topics:

• Prerequisites
• How to Access REST APIs
• REST API Authentication
• REST APIs

Prerequisites

Before you access the CA Workload Automation DE REST APIs, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• CA Workload Automation DE Web Client, which is shipped with RESTful web services, is installed.
• To access the following REST APIs, you must log in to the Web Client at least once. The username and password that

you use for Web Client login must be used to access REST APIs. The Web Client login must be done on the same
computer where you have the REST Client to access REST APIs.
– /jobs
– /jobs/{id}
– /jobs/{id}/spool

How to Access REST APIs

To access the REST APIs, use the following URL:

https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/API_OPERATION

• hostname
Specifies the host name or IP address of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies the Client port number for the Web Client server.

• API_OPERATION
Specifies the name of the REST API operation that you want to execute.

Example:  https://publicapi:10443/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions
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REST API Authentication

When you execute a REST API, you must provide a security token for authorization. Otherwise, the REST API request
returns the following HTTP return code:

"Not authorized request": with 401

Basic Authentication

All the REST APIs support basic authentication to authenticate and execute REST requests. The REST APIs always
connect to the DEFAULT alias name of the CA Workload Automation DE server. If the DEFAULT alias name is not found,
the authentication will fail as the server details are not found. To connect to a different alias name other than DEFAULT,
use the authentication using X-AUTH-TOKEN instead of basic authentication.

WARNING

For basic authentication, the alias name of the server must be DEFAULT regardless of the default or new server
connection.

Most of the REST Clients provide the encoded basic authentication string which you can use as part of the HTTP header
with Authorization header key to authenticate the REST requests.

Generate basic authentication token

You can also generate a basic authentication token by following these steps:

• Build a string of the form username:password
• Encode (base64) the string
• Enter the value for "Authorization" header with content "Basic" followed by the encoded string.

For example, the string "schedmaster:schedmaster " is encoded to c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI= in
base64. The value of the "Authorization" header is: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

Authentication Using X-AUTH-TOKEN

Alternatively, the authentication of REST APIs can be performed using X-AUTH-TOKEN as a part of the HTTP header.
You can get the value of X-AUTH-TOKEN from the HTTP headers after logging into the Web Client with the appropriate
CA Workload Automation DE server.

REST APIs

The REST APIs including all the request and response models are as follows:

WARNING

The following REST API content cannot be viewed in the PDF or EPUB that you download from the Web Client
Online Documentation site.

model

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "title": "CA Workload Automation DE REST API",

    "description": "## DE scheduler engine rest APIs\n\n# __Model ID information__\nThese ID's are meant to

 be used only as a opaque unique identifier for individual models and are subject to change in later versions

 of the API.\n\n# __General Http Error code information:__\nThe following error codes apply to all endpoints.
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 These codes are not defined in the following specification, however, because they are enforced at a higher

 level of implementation than the individual endpoints.\n\nThe codes are:\n- __401 - Unauthorized__\n -

 Similar to 403 Forbidden, but specifically used when authentication is required and has either failed or

 has not yet been provided.\n- __408 - Request Timeout__\n - The client did not produce a request within the

 time that the server was prepared to wait. The client may repeat the request without modification later.\n-

 __429 - Too Many Requests__\n - Indicates that the server cannot handle the current level of concurrent API

 calls. The concurrent API calls can include either the total number of API calls or the total number of calls

 to a specific API.\n- __500 - Internal Server Error__\n - A generic error message given when an unexpected

 condition was encountered and no other specific message is suitable.\n",

    "version": "1.0.2"

  },

  "basePath": "/api/v1",

  "produces": [

    "application/json"

  ],

  "paths": {

    "/applicationDefinitions": {

      "post": {

        "summary": "Creates a new ApplicationDefinition",

        "description": "This operation creates a new ApplicationDefinition. It is not supported for

 JobDefinitions of the type \"Other.\"\n",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "description": "ApplicationDefinition object",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

            }

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "An ApplicationDefinition object has been created.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "##### Forbidden.\nThe server understood the request but refuses to authorize it.

\n###### possible reasons:\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to perform this operation.\n"

          },

          "500": {
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            "description": "An unexpected error. It contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information about

 the error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\" section of the

 documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieves a list of ApplicationDefinition objects",

        "description": "Retrieves a list of ApplicationDefinition objects.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "query",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The search criteria in [RSQL](https://github.com/jirutka/rsql-parser) syntax, for

 example name==\"abc\";type==5. Refer to the ApplicationDefinition model for searchable fields.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "RSQL syntax"

          },

          {

            "name": "size",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The result page size to be returned. The default is 100. The minimum page size is

 1 and the maximum is 200.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32",

            "maximum": 200,

            "minimum": 1

          },

          {

            "name": "offset",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The offset of the result used by paging. The default is 0.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "sort",

            "in": "query",
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            "description": "The result sort criteria, for example, name, agent:desc.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "field1:{asc|desc},field2:{asc|desc}..."

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An array of ApplicationDefinition objects.",

            "schema": {

              "title": "GetApplicationDefinitionsResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "totalCount": {

                  "type": "integer",

                  "description": "The total number of records that meet the query criteria.",

                  "format": "int32"

                },

                "records": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

                  }

                },

                "links": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "description": "The links provided are self, next, and previous.",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {
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                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/applicationDefinitions/{id}": {

      "put": {

        "summary": "Completely update the ApplicationDefinition represented by the given ID.",

        "description": "This operation completely updates the ApplicationDefinition represented by the given

 ID.\n- It is not supported for JobDefinitions of the type \"Other.\"\n",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "ID of the ApplicationDefinition",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "description": "ApplicationDefinition object",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

            }

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The ApplicationDefinition was updated.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "##### Forbidden.\nThe server understood the request but refuses to authorize it.

\n###### possible reasons:\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to perform this operation.\n"

          },

          "404": {
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            "description": "##### Not Found.\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but but lacks permission to access the resource.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about the error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\" section of

 the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve ApplicationDefinition by its ID",

        "description": "Retrieves an ApplicationDefinition by its ID.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "ID of the ApplicationDefinition.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An ApplicationDefinition has been retrieved.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "##### Not Found.\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to access the resource.\n"

          },

          "500": {
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            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about the error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\" section of

 the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/jobs": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve a list of jobs",

        "description": "Retrieve a list of Job records. By default, only \"Active Jobs\" are returned. Active

 jobs are jobs that have data records available.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "query",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The search criteria in [RSQL](https://github.com/jirutka/rsql-parser) syntax. For

 example, applicationName==\"abc\";generation==5. Refer to the Job model for searchable fields.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "RSQL syntax"

          },

          {

            "name": "size",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The maximum number of records to be returned. The default is 100. The minimum is

 1, and the maximum is 200.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32",

            "maximum": 200,

            "minimum": 1

          },

          {

            "name": "offset",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The offset of the first record to retrieve from the result set (relative to 0).

 The default is 0.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32"
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          },

          {

            "name": "sort",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The criteria used to sort the returned list of jobs. For example, applicationName,

 jobName:desc.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "field1:{asc|desc},field2:{asc|desc}..."

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The response contains an array of 0 or more job records. The jobs can be either

 active or historical as determined by the job state.",

            "schema": {

              "title": "GetJobsResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "totalCount": {

                  "type": "integer",

                  "description": "The total number of records that meet the query criteria.",

                  "format": "int32"

                },

                "records": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Job"

                  }

                },

                "links": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "description": "The links provided are self, next, and previous.",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "##### Unexpected error\n\nThe response contains a list of error records. For

 information about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code

 Information\" section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {
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              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/jobs/{id}": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve a job record",

        "description": "Retrieve a specific job record by its ID.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "The ID of the job to be retrieved.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The response contains the requested job record.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Job"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "##### Not Found\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to access the resource.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "##### Unexpected error\n\nThe response contains a list of error records. For

 information about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code

 Information\" section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",
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                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/jobs/{id}/spool": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve the job spool file",

        "description": "Retrieves the contents of the spool file for the job. The entire spool file will be

 returned. In the future, a query parameter may be added to return a subset of the spool file.",

        "produces": [

          "text/plain;charset=utf-8"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "The ID of the job",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The response contains the spool file content in text/plain format.",

            "schema": {

              "type": "file"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "##### Not Found\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to access the resource.\n- Either the job

 did not produce a spool file, or the spool file cannot be retrieved.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "##### Unexpected error\n\nThe response contains a list of error records. For

 information about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code

 Information\" section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",
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                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/events": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve a list of events",

        "description": "Events end point to retrieve a list of events.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "query",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Search criteria in [RSQL](https://github.com/jirutka/rsql-parser) syntax. For

 example, applicationName==\"abc\";generation==5. Refer to the Event model for searchable fields.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "RSQL syntax"

          },

          {

            "name": "size",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The result page size. The default is 100. The minimum is 1 and the maximum is

 200.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32",

            "maximum": 200,

            "minimum": 1

          },

          {

            "name": "offset",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The offset of the result used by paging. The default is 0.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "sort",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The result sort criteria, for example, applicationName, name:desc.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "field1:{asc|desc},field2:{asc|desc}..."

          },

          {

            "name": "from",
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            "in": "query",

            "description": "Specifies the start date-time to list the scheduled events. The default is current

 time.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "maxOccurrences",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Retrives the maximum number of events (occurrences) per EventDefinition based

 on its schedules from the specified 'from' time. Default is 1. The minimum is 1 and maximum is 30. This

 parameter is applicable to DSeries. For ESP, only the next occurrence will be returned.",

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32",

            "maximum": 30,

            "minimum": 1

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An array of events.",

            "schema": {

              "title": "GetEventsResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "totalCount": {

                  "type": "integer",

                  "description": "The total number of records that meet the query criteria.",

                  "format": "int32"

                },

                "records": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Event"

                  }

                },

                "links": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "description": "The links provided are self, next, and previous.",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"
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          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/eventDefinitions": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve a list of EventDefinitions.",

        "description": "Retrieve a list of EventDefinitions.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "query",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "search criteria in [RSQL](https://github.com/jirutka/rsql-parser) syntax. For

 example name==\"abc\";type==5. Refer to the EventDefinition model for searchable fields.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "RSQL syntax"

          },

          {

            "name": "size",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Result page size. The default is 100. The minimum is 1 and maximum is 200.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32",

            "maximum": 200,

            "minimum": 1

          },

          {

            "name": "offset",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The offset of the result used by paging. The default is 0.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "number",

            "format": "int32"

          },
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          {

            "name": "sort",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The result sort criteria, for example, name, prefix:desc.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "format": "field1:{asc|desc},field2:{asc|desc}..."

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An array of EventDefinitions.",

            "schema": {

              "title": "GetEventDefinitionsResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "totalCount": {

                  "type": "integer",

                  "description": "The total number of records that meet the query criteria.",

                  "format": "int32"

                },

                "records": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

                  }

                },

                "links": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "description": "The links provided are self, next, and previous.",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Unexpected error, contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information about

 additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\" section of

 the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {
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                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "post": {

        "summary": "Create a new EventDefinition",

        "description": "Create a new EventDefinition.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "description": "EventDefinition object.",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

            }

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "An EventDefinition object was created.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "##### Forbidden.\nThe server understood the request but refuses to authorize it.

\n###### possible reasons:\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to perform this operation.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {
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                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/eventDefinitions/{id}": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Retrieve an EventDefinition by its ID.",

        "description": "Retrieve an EventDefinition by its ID.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "ID of the EventDefinition.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An EventDefinition object was retrieved.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "##### Not Found.\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to access the resource.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }
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              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "summary": "Completely update an EventDefinition.",

        "description": "The EventDefinition represented by the given ID will be partially updated. Only

 supported fields are&#58; nextOccurrence",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "ID of the EventDefinition.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "description": "EventDefinition object",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

            }

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The EventDefinition was updated.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DSeriesEventDefinition"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "##### Forbidden.\nThe server understood the request but refuses to authorize it.

\n###### possible reasons:\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to perform this operation.\n"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "##### Not Found.\nThe requested resource could not be found; it might be available

 again in the future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.\n###### possible reasons:\n- The ID

 provided is invalid.\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to access the resource.\n"

          },

          "500": {
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            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General Http Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/eventDefinitions/{id}/eventActions": {

      "post": {

        "summary": "Submit an event action",

        "description": "Submit (trigger) the specified event as per specified criteria in the request body.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "ID of the EventDefinition.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "description": "EventActionDefinition object",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TriggerActionDefinition"

            }

          }

        ],

        "tags": [

          "DSeries"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The event was accepted; however, it might not start immediately because it is

 queued.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TriggerActionDefinition"

            }

          },

          "400": {
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            "description": "##### Bad Request.\nThe server cannot process the request due to something it

 perceived as a client error (for example, malformed syntax or invalid request message framing). The client

 should modify the request before repeating it.\n"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "##### Forbidden.\nThe server understood the request but refuses to authorize it.

\n###### possible reasons:\n- The user is authorized but lacks permission to perform this operation.\n"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "An unexpected error, which contains a list of error records.\n\nFor information

 about additional error codes returned by this endpoint, see the \"General HTTP Error Code Information\"

 section of the documentation.\n",

            "schema": {

              "title": "ErrorResponse",

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "errors": {

                  "type": "array",

                  "items": {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

                  }

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "ApplicationDefinition": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Defines an application and all of its constituent parts.",

      "discriminator": "type",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A unique identifier that represents a specific application definition."

        },

        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "DSeries"

          ],

          "description": "Type of application definition (for example, ESP and dSeries). (searchable)"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the application definition. (searchable)"

        },

        "agent": {

          "type": "string",
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          "description": "The name of the agent associated with this application definition. Required if there

 is no agent defined in the attached JobDefinitions. (searchable)"

        },

        "jobDefinitions": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinition"

          }

        },

        "links": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The link provided is self.",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

          }

        },

        "runFrequency": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "Run frequency at application level",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/RunFrequency"

          }

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "type",

        "name",

        "jobDefinitions"

      ]

    },

    "DSeriesApplicationDefinition": {

      "description": "dSeries version of ApplicationDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/ApplicationDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object"

        }

      ]

    },

    "Application": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Unique identifier that represents a specific application."

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the application. (searchable)"

        },
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        "generation": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Generation of the application. (searchable)"

        },

        "eventName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the event that triggered the application. (searchable)"

        },

        "state": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Status of the application. (searchable)"

        },

        "statusDetail": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Extended status of the application (for example, 'Forced at 3:30 TODAY')."

        },

        "startDateTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "Application start time."

        },

        "endDateTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "Application end time."

        },

        "totalJobsInApplication": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of jobs in the application."

        },

        "totalJobsOnCriticalPath": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of jobs on the critical path."

        },

        "totalJobsCompleted": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of completed jobs."

        },

        "totalJobsFailed": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of failed jobs."

        },

        "totalJobsOverdue": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of overdue jobs."

        },

        "links": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The link provided is self.",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

          }

        }
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      }

    },

    "Job": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The unique identifier that represents this specific Job."

        },

        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobType",

          "description": "The type of the job (for example, Windows, UNIX)."

        },

        "typeCode": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The type code of the job as defined on the scheduler (for example, NT, NT_JOB)."

        },

        "applicationName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the application. (searchable)"

        },

        "generation": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "The generation of the application. (searchable)"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the job. (searchable)"

        },

        "state": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The state of the job. (searchable)"

        },

        "statusDetail": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Extended status of the job (for example, 'Completed at 3:30 TODAY')."

        },

        "qualifier": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The job qualifier that further identifies the job. The qualifier provides more

 meaningful or descriptive names to help distinguish duplicate jobs, for example."

        },

        "subApplicationName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the sub-application."

        },

        "agent": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the agent associated with this job."

        },

        "reason": {

          "type": "string",
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          "description": "The reason that an action such as bypass, complete, hold, or re-submit was taken on

 the job."

        },

        "startDateTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "The job start time."

        },

        "endDateTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "The job end time."

        },

        "submissionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "description": "The number of times the job has been submitted."

        },

        "predecessorIds": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "The list of predecessor job IDs."

        },

        "successorIds": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "The list of successor job IDs."

        },

        "isCriticalJob": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "True if the job is on the critical path."

        },

        "links": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The links provided are self, next, and previous.",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "JobDefinition": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Common properties for job definitions.",

      "discriminator": "type",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Unique identifier that represents a specific job definition."
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        },

        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobType",

          "description": "Type of the definition (for example, Windows, UNIX)."

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the job."

        },

        "qualifier": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Qualifier of the job. You can define the same job multiple times and use the

 qualifier field to distinguish the jobs."

        },

        "agent": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the agent associated with this job definition. Required if no agent is

 defined in the associated ApplicationDefinition."

        },

        "successors": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Successor"

          },

          "description": "A list of Successor JobDefinitions."

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "type",

        "name"

      ]

    },

    "Successor": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Repesents the key fields for Successor JobDefinitions.",

      "properties": {

        "key": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinitionKey"

        },

        "releaseCondition": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "success",

            "failure",

            "any",

            "exitCode"

          ],

          "description": "Condition under which the Successor job should be executed. If an exit code is

 specified, the exitCode field is required."

        },

        "exitCode": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "description": "Exit code that satisfies the release condition. This is only applicable if

 releaseCondition=exitCode."

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "releaseCondition"

      ]

    },

    "JobDefinitionKey": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Contains key fields of the JobDefinition object and is used to uniquely identify a

 JobDefinition.",

      "discriminator": "type",

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the job."

        },

        "qualifier": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Qualifier of the job. You can define the same job multiple times and use the

 qualifier field to distinguish between the jobs."

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "name"

      ]

    },

    "WindowsJobDefinition": {

      "description": "Windows version of JobDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "executable": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies a script or command to run."

            },

            "arguments": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "type": "string"

              },

              "description": "A list of arguments to pass to the executable."

            },

            "user": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Name of the user for this job."

            }
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          },

          "required": [

            "executable"

          ]

        }

      ]

    },

    "UnixJobDefinition": {

      "description": "UNIX version of JobDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "executable": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies a script or command to run."

            },

            "executableType": {

              "type": "string",

              "enum": [

                "Command",

                "Script"

              ],

              "description": "Type of executable. If executableType is not provided, the executable is assumed

 to be a command."

            },

            "arguments": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "type": "string"

              },

              "description": "A list of arguments to pass to the executable."

            },

            "user": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Name of the user for this job."

            }

          },

          "required": [

            "executable"

          ]

        }

      ]

    },

    "ExtSameJobDefinition": {

      "description": "External same scheduler version of the JobDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {
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          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "homeApplicationName": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies the name of the home application that submits the job. The server

 submits the external job in the distant application."

            },

            "scheduleType": {

              "type": "string",

              "enum": [

                "SpecificTime",

                "TimeRange"

              ],

              "description": "The job can be scheduled to run either at a specific time or over a period of

 time."

            },

            "scheduledTime": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies when the job is scheduled to run in the home application. The

 application that contains the external job does not have to be active when the job in the home application

 completes. If the job in the home application is submitted at the scheduled time, the server submits the

 external job."

            },

            "startTime": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies the start of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to

 run in the home application. Use this field with the To field."

            },

            "endTime": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "Specifies the end of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run

 in the home application. Use this field with the From field."

            }

          }

        }

      ]

    },

    "OtherJobDefinition": {

      "description": "Other version of JobDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/JobDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "typeCode": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "The type code of the job as defined on the scheduler (for example, NT, NT_JOB)."
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            }

          }

        }

      ]

    },

    "Event": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Common properties for an event.",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Unique identifier that represents a specific event."

        },

        "prefix": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Prefix to the name of the event. (searchable)"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the event. (searchable)"

        },

        "scheduledTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "The time the event is to be triggered."

        },

        "bypassed": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "Specifies whether to bypass the event."

        },

        "isManualTriggered": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "Specifies whether the event is triggered manually or automatically according to a

 schedule."

        },

        "links": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The links provided are self and trigger.",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "EventDefinition": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Common properties for event definitions.",

      "discriminator": "type",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Unique identifier that represents a specific EventDefinition."

        },
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        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "DSeries"

          ],

          "description": "Type of event. (searchable)"

        },

        "prefix": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Prefix to the name of the event definition. (searchable)"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Name of the event. (searchable)"

        },

        "executionUser": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "User under which the event is executed."

        },

        "schedule": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "List of schedules."

        },

        "noSchedule": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "List of no schedules. Overrides \"schedule\" when the same value is provided."

        },

        "holdCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of times the event has been held."

        },

        "suspendCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "Number of times the event has been suspended."

        },

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The status of the event."

        },

        "lastModifiedTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "format": "date-time",

          "description": "The date and time the event was last modified."

        },

        "lastModifiedUser": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The last modified user."
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        },

        "links": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The links provided are self and trigger.",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Link"

          }

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "type",

        "prefix",

        "name"

      ]

    },

    "DSeriesEventDefinition": {

      "description": "dSeries version of the scheduled EventDefinition.",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/EventDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "priority": {

              "type": "integer",

              "description": "Priority"

            },

            "targetName": {

              "type": "string",

              "description": "The name of the target application, report, or forecast. (searchable)"

            },

            "targetType": {

              "type": "string",

              "enum": [

                "ApplicationDefinition"

              ],

              "description": "The type of target. The type can be Application, Report, or Forecast.

 (searchable)"

            },

            "quiesced": {

              "type": "boolean",

              "description": "A Boolean flag that marks an event that is quiesced."

            },

            "nextOccurrence": {

              "type": "string",

              "format": "date-time",

              "description": "Overrides the repeating schedule, so that the specified date-time becomes the

 next repeating occurrence of the event. Schedules set for a specific date-time (if any) are not affected."

            }

          },

          "required": [
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            "priority",

            "targetName",

            "targetType"

          ]

        }

      ]

    },

    "EventActionDefinition": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "Common properties for event action definitions.",

      "discriminator": "action",

      "properties": {

        "action": {

          "type": "string",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/EventAction",

          "description": "The type of the action (for example, Trigger)."

        },

        "scheduleCriteria": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The time at which event action should be executed."

        },

        "rootJobs": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "Jobs which are passed to event action. If not specified, all jobs are sent"

        },

        "hold": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "If true would submit the application on hold"

        },

        "userparameter1": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the first parameter to pass user information to the Application that the

 event triggers"

        },

        "userparameter2": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the second parameter to pass user information to the Application that the

 event triggers"

        },

        "userparameter3": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the third parameter to pass user information to the Application that the

 event triggers"

        },

        "userparameter4": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the fourth parameter to pass user information to the Application that the

 event triggers"

        }

      }
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    },

    "TriggerActionDefinition": {

      "description": "Trigger action for event definition",

      "type": "object",

      "allOf": [

        {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/EventActionDefinition"

        },

        {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "eventmode": {

              "type": "string",

              "enum": [

                "TRIGGERADD",

                "TRIGGERREPLACE"

              ],

              "default": "TRIGGERADD",

              "description": "Specifies the name of the home application that submits the job. The server

 submits the external job in the distant application."

            }

          }

        }

      ]

    },

    "Error": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "message": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "JobType": {

      "type": "string",

      "enum": [

        "WindowsJobDefinition",

        "UnixJobDefinition",

        "ExtSameJobDefinition",

        "Other"

      ],

      "description": "The type \"Other\" is not supported for Create and Update operations."

    },

    "EventAction": {

      "type": "string",

      "enum": [

        "TriggerActionDefinition"

      ],

      "description": "The action defines the event action type."

    },

    "Message": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {
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        "message": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "Link": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "href": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "rel": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "self",

            "trigger",

            "predecessors",

            "successors",

            "next",

            "previous"

          ],

          "description": "Defines the relationship between the linked resource and the model from which it is

 referenced."

        }

      }

    },

    "RunFrequency": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "value": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "runType": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "run",

            "donotrun"

          ],

          "description": "Defines the run and do not run fields."

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

REST API Examples
This section includes examples of REST APIs supported in CA Workload Automation DE Web Client:
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Create a New Application
This REST API example (/applicationDefinitions) describes how to create a new Application (PAYROLL ). The
Application includes the a Windows job (GROSSPAY ), and it runs on the agent (AGENT2 ). The job executes the command
(C:\payroll\payroll_gen.bat ) and passes the argument (30 ) to the command.

For more information about this API, see POST /applicationDefinitions in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/applicationDefinitions
method: POST
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Request Body

{  
   "type":"DSeries",
   "name":"PAYROLL",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"GROSSPAY",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "payroll"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[],

   "runFrequency":[  
      {  
         "value":"DAILY",
         "runType":"run"
      },
      {  
         "value":"TOMORROW",
         "runType":"donotrun"
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      }
   ]
}

The following parameters are mandatory for this API request.

• ApplicationDefinition
– type
– name
– agent (required, if no agent defined in the jobDefinitions)
– jobDefinitions

• type
• name
• agent (required, if no agent defined in the associated ApplicationDefinition)
• executable

Response

Response Code: 201
Response:

{  
   "id":"UEFZUk9MTA==",
   "type":"DSeries",
   "name":"PAYROLL",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
         "id":"R1JPU1NQQVk=",
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"GROSSPAY",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "payroll"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[]
}

{  
   "type":"DSeries",
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   "name":"PAYROLL",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"GROSSPAY",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[  

         ],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "payroll"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[],
   "runFrequency":[  
      {  
         "value":"DAILY",
         "runType":"run"
      },
      {  
         "value":"TOMORROW",
         "runType":"donotrun"
      }
   ]
}

Retrieve the List of all Applications
This REST API (/applicationDefinitions) example describes how to retrieve the list of all Applications that are defined in
the server.

For more information about this API, see GET /applicationDefinitions in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/applicationDefinitions
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
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Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200

Response:

{  
   "totalCount":6,
   "records":[  
      {  
         "id":"VkVSSUZZ",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"VERIFY",
         "agent":"AGENT",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"V0lOTlQx",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"WINNT1",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"WINNT2"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  },
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"WINNT3"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"SetExitC",
               "arguments":[  
                  "0"
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"V0lOTlQy",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"WINNT2",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"WINNT4"
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                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"SetExitC",
               "arguments":[  
                  "0"
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"V0lOTlQz",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"WINNT3",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"WINNT4"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"SetExitC",
               "arguments":[  
                  "0"
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"V0lOTlQ0",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"WINNT4",
               "successors":[  

               ],
               "executable":"SetExitC",
               "arguments":[  
                  "0"
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
            {  
               "value":"TOMORROW",
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               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"YESTERDAY",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
         "id":"VEVTVDI=",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"TEST2",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"V2luZG93czA=",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"Windows0",
               "agent":"AGENT2",
               "successors":[  

               ],
               "executable":"test",
               "arguments":[  
                  "test"
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
            {  
               "value":"Dec 1, 2019",
               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"Jan 3, 2019",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
         "id":"SE9VU0VLRUVQSU5HX1VUSUxJVFk=",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY",
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         "agent":"AGENT",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"REVMRVRFX1NUQVRVU01FU1NBR0VTLk9MREVSX1RIQU5fN19EQVlT",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"DELETE_STATUSMESSAGES",
               "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS",
                        "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cli.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-
W7 9500 ADMIN admin \"deletestatusmessages threshold('%APPL.date')\""
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"UFVSR0VfQ09NUExFVEVEX0pPQlMuVkVSSUZZX0ZJUlNUX0dFTkVSQVRJT04=",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS",
               "qualifier":"VERIFY_FIRST_GENERATION",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"MOVE_HISTORY_DATA",
                        "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_1MONTH"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cli.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-
W7 9500 ADMIN admin \"PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS application('VERIFY.1')\""
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"UFVSR0VfQ09NUExFVEVEX0pPQlMuT0xERVJfVEhBTl83X0RBWVM=",
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               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS",
               "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS",
                        "qualifier":"VERIFY_FIRST_GENERATION"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cli.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-
W7 9500 ADMIN admin \"PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS olderthan('now less 7 days')\""
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"Q0xFQU5VUF9UUkFDRUxPR1MuT0xERVJfVEhBTl8zMF9EQVlT",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"CLEANUP_TRACELOGS",
               "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_30_DAYS",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
                     "key":{  
                        "name":"DELETE_STATUSMESSAGES",
                        "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cleanup.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-W7 9500 ADMIN admin 30"
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"TU9WRV9ISVNUT1JZX0RBVEEuT0xERVJfVEhBTl8xTU9OVEg=",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"MOVE_HISTORY_DATA",
               "qualifier":"OLDER_THAN_1MONTH",
               "successors":[  
                  {  
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                     "key":{  
                        "name":"DELETE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS",
                        "qualifier":"EXCEPTLAST_100_VERSIONS_DO_NOT_RUN_BY_DEFAULT"
                     },
                     "releaseCondition":"success"
                  }
               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cli.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-
W7 9500 ADMIN admin \"MOVEHISTORYDATA olderthan('today less 1 month')\""
               ]
            },
            {  
               "id":"REVMRVRFX0FQUExJQ0FUSU9OX1ZFUlNJT05TLkVYQ0VQVExBU1RfMTAwX1ZFUlNJT05TX0RPX05PVF9SVU5fQllfREVGQVVMVA==",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"DELETE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS",
               "qualifier":"EXCEPTLAST_100_VERSIONS_DO_NOT_RUN_BY_DEFAULT",
               "successors":[  

               ],
               "executable":"C:\\Program Files\\CA\\WorkloadAutomation_R12_1\\bin\
\cli.bat",
               "arguments":[  
                  "JAIHI02-
W7 9500 SCHEDMASTER schedmaster \"DELETEAPPLICATIONVERSIONS application('*') exceptlast('100')\""
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
            {  
               "value":"DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS",
               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYS",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
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         "id":"UEFZUk9MTDE=",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"PAYROLL1",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"R1JPU1NQQVkx",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"GROSSPAY1",
               "agent":"AGENT2",
               "successors":[  

               ],
               "executable":"test",
               "arguments":[  
                  "test"
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
            {  
               "value":"1st day of week",
               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"2nd day of week",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
         "id":"VEVTVA==",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"TEST",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"V2luZG93czA=",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"Windows0",
               "agent":"AGENT2",
               "successors":[  
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               ],
               "executable":"test",
               "arguments":[  
                  "test"
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
            {  
               "value":"weekday of week",
               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"holiday of week",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
         "id":"UEFZUk9MTA==",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "name":"PAYROLL",
         "jobDefinitions":[  
            {  
               "id":"R1JPU1NQQVk=",
               "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
               "name":"GROSSPAY",
               "agent":"AGENT2",
               "successors":[  

               ],
               "executable":"test",
               "arguments":[  
                  "test"
               ]
            }
         ],
         "links":[  

         ],
         "runFrequency":[  
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            {  
               "value":"holiday of week",
               "runType":"run"
            },
            {  
               "value":"Monday Tuesday of month",
               "runType":"donotrun"
            }
         ]
      }
   ]
}

The response shows the details of six Applications and its jobs that are defined in the server:

1. VERIFY
– WINNT1
– WINNT2
– WINNT3
– WINNT4

2. TEST2
– Windows0

3. HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY
– DELETE_STATUSMESSAGES
– PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS
– CLEANUP_TRACELOGS
– MOVE_HISTORY_DATA
– DELETE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS

4. PAYROLL1
– GROSSPAY1

5. TEST
– Windows0

6. PAYROLL
– GROSSPAY

Update an Application
This REST API (/applicationDefinitions/{id}) example describes how to update an Application (PAYROLL1 ) by its ID (
UEFZUk9MTDE=

). In this example, the name of the job defined in the Application is modified from GROSSPAY to CHARITY . The
runFrequency of the Application is modified from TOMORROW to DAILY .

For more information about this API, see PUT /applicationDefinitions/{id} in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/applicationDefinitions/UEFZUk9MTDE=
method: PUT
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content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Request Body

{  
   "type":"DSeries",
   "name":"PAYROLL1",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"CHARITY",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "charity"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[],

   "runFrequency":[  
      {  
         "value":"DAILY",
         "runType":"run"
      }
   ]
}

Response

Response Code: 200

Response:

{  
   "id":"UEFZUk9MTDE=",
   "type":"DSeries",
   "name":"PAYROLL1",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
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         "id":"Q0hBUklUWTE=",
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"CHARITY1",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "charity"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[],

   "runFrequency":[  
      {  
         "value":"DAILY",
         "runType":"run"
      }
   ]
}

View the Details of an Application
This REST API (/applicationDefinitions/{id}) example describes how to view the details of an Application by its ID
(UEFZUk9MTDE= ).

For more information about this API, see GET /applicationDefinitions/{id} in REST API.

Request

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/applicationDefinitions/UEFZUk9MTDE=
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "id":"UEFZUk9MTDE=",
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   "type":"DSeries",
   "name":"PAYROLL1",
   "jobDefinitions":[  
      {  
         "id":"Q0hBUklUWTE=",
         "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
         "name":"CHARITY1",
         "agent":"AGENT2",
         "successors":[],
         "executable":"mkdir",
         "arguments":[  
            "charity"
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[],

   "runFrequency":[  
      {  
         "value":"DAILY",
         "runType":"run"
      },
      {  
         "value":"TOMORROW",
         "runType":"donotrun"
      }
   ]
}

View the List of all Jobs
This REST API (/jobs) example describes how to view the list of all jobs defined in the server.

For more information about this API, see GET /jobs in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/jobs
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.
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Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "totalCount":2,
   "records":[  
      {  
         "id":"0AF2216B1D4C.D.1.UNIX0",
         "type":"UnixJobDefinition",
         "typeCode":"UNIX",
         "applicationName":"PAYROLL",
         "generation":1,
         "name":"SALES",
         "state":"COMPLETE",
         "statusDetail":"",
         "qualifier":"",
         "agent":"AGENT",
         "reason":"",
         "startDateTime":"2018-09-26T12:27:32.000Z",
         "endDateTime":"2018-09-26T12:27:37.000Z",
         "submissionCount":1,
         "predecessorIds":[],
         "successorIds":[],
         "isCriticalJob":false,
         "links":[  
            {  
               "href":"/de/api/v1/jobs/0AF2216B1D4C.D.1.UNIX0",
               "rel":"self"
            }
         ]
      },
      {  
         "id":"0AF2216B1D4C.D.1.TASK0",
         "type":"Other",
         "typeCode":"TASK",
         "applicationName":"D",
         "generation":1,
         "name":"REORDER",
         "state":"TASKWAIT",
         "statusDetail":"",
         "qualifier":"",
         "reason":"",
         "startDateTime":"2018-09-26T12:27:30.000Z",
         "predecessorIds":[],
         "successorIds":[],
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         "isCriticalJob":false,
         "links":[  
            {  
               "href":"/de/api/v1/jobs/0AF2216B1D4C.D.1.TASK0",
               "rel":"self"
            }
         ]
      }
   ],
   "links":[]
}

View the Details of a Job
This REST API (/jobs/{id}) example describes how to view the details of a job (TEST2 ) by its ID
(0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2 ). This job belongs to the Application generation (TESTRESOURCE.4 ).

For more information about this API, see GET /jobs/{id} in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/jobs/0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "id":"0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2",
   "type":"WindowsJobDefinition",
   "typeCode":"NT",
   "applicationName":"TESTRESOURCE",
   "generation":4,
   "name":"TEST2",
   "state":"FAILED",
   "statusDetail":"Lost control",
   "qualifier":"",
   "agent":"AGENT",
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   "reason":"",
   "startDateTime":"2018-10-23T05:41:50.000Z",
   "endDateTime":"2018-10-24T17:41:48.000Z",
   "submissionCount":1,
   "predecessorIds":[  
      "0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST1"
   ],
   "successorIds":[  

   ],
   "isCriticalJob":false,
   "links":[  
      {  
         "href":"/de/api/v1/jobs/0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2",
         "rel":"self"
      }
   ]
}

Retrieve the Spool File of a Job
This REST API (/jobs/{id}/spool) example describes how to retrieve the spool file of a job (TEST2 ) by its ID
(0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2 ). This job belongs to the Application generation TESTRESOURCE.4 .

For more information about this API, see GET /jobs/{id}/spool in REST API.

Request

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/jobs/0A867039251C.TESTRESOURCE.4.TEST2/spool
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

----------Output of messages for workload object UNIX0/D.1/MAINStart date Wed Sep 26
 08:27:32 2018-----------------
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The response might also appear in a file. You can save the file and then view the response.

Retrieve the List of All Events
This REST API (/events) example describes how to retrieve the list of all Events defined in the server.

For more information about this API, see GET /events in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/events
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "totalCount":2,
   "records":[  
      {  
         "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuVEVTVFQ=",
         "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "name":"TESTT",
         "scheduledTime":"2019-11-03T18:30:00.000Z",
         "bypassed":false,
         "isManualTriggered":false,
         "links":[]
      },
      {  
         "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuVkVSSUZZ",
         "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "name":"VERIFY",
         "scheduledTime":"2019-11-16T15:33:19.000Z",
         "bypassed":false,
         "isManualTriggered":true,
         "links":[]
      }
   ],
   "links":[]
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}

View all Event Definitions
This REST API (/eventDefinitions) example describes how to retrieve all Event definitions from the server.

For more information about this API, see GET /eventDefinitions in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions
method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "totalCount":2,
   "records":[  
      {  
         "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUkU=",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "name":"RE",
         "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "schedule":[  

         ],
         "noSchedule":[  

         ],
         "holdCount":0,
         "suspendCount":0,
         "status":"",
         "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-25T19:17:15.993Z",
         "lastModifiedUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
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         "links":[  

         ],
         "priority":5,
         "targetName":"RE",
         "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
         "quiesced":false
      },
      {  
         "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuRkVDRFg=",
         "type":"DSeries",
         "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "name":"FECDX",
         "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "schedule":[  

         ],
         "noSchedule":[  

         ],
         "holdCount":0,
         "suspendCount":0,
         "status":"",
         "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-30T07:02:31.463Z",
         "lastModifiedUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
         "links":[  

         ],
         "priority":5,
         "targetName":"FECDX",
         "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
         "quiesced":false
      }
   ],
   "links":[  

   ]
}
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Create Events
This REST API (/eventDefinitions) example describes how to create an Event. The Event name is RTE , and the Event
prefix is 
SCHEDMASTER

. The Event is associated with the Application (
RTE

).

For more information about this API, see POST /eventDefinitions in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions
method: POST
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Request Body

{  
   "type":"DSeries",
   "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "name":"RTE",
   "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "schedule":[  

   ],
   "noSchedule":[  

   ],
   "holdCount":0,
   "suspendCount":0,
   "status":"",
   "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-25T19:17:15.993Z",
   "lastModifiedUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "links":[  

   ],
   "priority":5,
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   "targetName":"RTE",
   "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
   "quiesced":false
}

Response

Response code: 201
Response:

{  
   "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUlRF",
   "type":"DSeries",
   "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "name":"RTE",
   "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "schedule":[  

   ],
   "noSchedule":[  

   ],
   "holdCount":0,
   "suspendCount":0,
   "status":"",
   "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-25T19:17:15.993Z",
   "lastModifiedUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "links":[  
      {  
         "href":"/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions/SCHEDMASTER.RTE/eventActions",
         "rel":"trigger"
      },
      {  
         "href":"/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions/U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUlRF",
         "rel":"self"
      }
   ],
   "priority":5,
   "targetName":"RTE",
   "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
   "quiesced":false
}
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View the Details of an Event
This REST API (/eventDefinitions/{id}) example describes how to view the details of an Event by its ID (
U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUlRF

).

For more information about this API, see GET /eventDefinitions/{id} in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions/U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUlRF
Method: GET
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuUlRF",
   "type":"DSeries",
   "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "name":"RTE",
   "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "schedule":[],
   "noSchedule":[],
   "holdCount":0,
   "suspendCount":0,
   "status":"",
   "lastModifiedTime":"2018-11-16T09:50:25.397Z",
   "lastModifiedUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "links":[],
   "priority":5,
   "targetName":"RTE",
   "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
   "quiesced":false
}
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Update an Event Definition
This REST API (/eventDefinitions/{id}) example describes how to update the definition of an Event by its ID
(U0NIRURNQVNURVIuVkVSSUZZ ). You can only update the nextOccurrence parameter of the Event.

For more information about this API, see PUT /eventDefinitions/{id} in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions/U0NIRURNQVNURVIuVkVSSUZZ
Method: PUT
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Request Body

{  
   "type":"DSeries",
   "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "name":"VERIFY",
   "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "schedule":[  

   ],
   "noSchedule":[  

   ],
   "holdCount":0,
   "suspendCount":0,
   "status":"",
   "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-09T09:30:49.217Z",
   "lastModifiedUser":"CONFIGSERVER",
   "links":[  

   ],
   "priority":5,
   "targetName":"VERIFY",
   "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
   "quiesced":false,
   "nextOccurrence":"2018-11-16T10:03:19.390Z"
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}

Response

Response Code: 200
Response:

{  
   "id":"U0NIRURNQVNURVIuVkVSSUZZ",
   "type":"DSeries",
   "prefix":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "name":"VERIFY",
   "executionUser":"SCHEDMASTER",
   "schedule":[  

   ],
   "noSchedule":[  

   ],
   "holdCount":0,
   "suspendCount":0,
   "status":"",
   "lastModifiedTime":"2018-10-09T09:30:49.217Z",
   "lastModifiedUser":"CONFIGSERVER",
   "links":[  

   ],
   "priority":5,
   "targetName":"VERIFY",
   "targetType":"ApplicationDefinition",
   "quiesced":false,
   "nextOccurrence":"2019-11-16T15:33:19.000Z"
}

Trigger an Event
This REST API (/eventDefinitions/{id}/eventActions) example describes how to trigger an Event by its prefix and name.

For more information about this API, see POST /eventDefinitions/{id}/eventActions in REST API.

Request Header

URL: https://hostname:port/de/api/v1/eventDefinitions/SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY/eventActions
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method: POST
content-type: application/json
authorization: Basic c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI6c2NoZWRtYXN0ZXI=

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer where the Web Client is installed.

• port
Specifies Client port number for the Web Client server.

Request Body

{  
   "action":"TriggerActionDefinition",
   "scheduleCriteria":"now",
   "hold":true,
   "rootJobs":[  

   ],
   "userparameter1":"cal0101",
   "userparameter2":"WOB",
   "userparameter3":"testjob",
   "userparameter4":"app9344",
   "eventmode":"TRIGGERADD"
}

Response

Response Code: 202
Response:

{
"messages": [
 {
 "message": "Event SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY trigger requested"
 }
]
}
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Additional Resources
Additional resources for CA Workload Automation DE Web Client:

• Product page
• Product Support
• Education
• CA Workload Automation Community
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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